STATE OF CALIFORNIA — NATURAL RESOURCES AGENCY

GAVIN NEWSOM, GOVERNOR

CALIFORNIA COASTAL COMMISSION
CENTRAL COAST DISTRICT
725 FRONT STREET, SUITE 300
SANTA CRUZ, CA 95060
PHONE: (831) 427-4863
FAX: (831) 427-4877
WEB: WWW.COASTAL.CA.GOV

Th4
Prepared October 11, 2021 for October 14, 2021 Hearing
To:

Commissioners and Interested Persons

From:

Linda Locklin, Public Access Program Manager

Subject: Additional hearing materials for Th4
Public Workshop on Hollister Ranch Coastal Access Program
This package includes additional materials related to the above-referenced hearing item
as follows:
Additional correspondence received in the time since the staff report was distributed
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October 8, 2021
California Coastal Commission
45 Fremont Street
San Francisco, CA 94105
RE:

Hollister Ranch Coastal Access Program (HRCAP) Workshop – Draft HRCAP Comments

Dear Chair Padilla and Honorable Coastal Commissioners,
This letter is submitted on behalf of the Gaviota Coastal Trail Alliance (GCTA or Alliance), an
ad-hoc alliance of organizations committed to effectuating safe and appropriate public coastal access
including establishment of a continuous Coastal Trail with vertical access to Hollister Ranch beaches.
GCTA supports the HRCAP and urges the Commission to address critical elements outlined below and
proceed expeditiously toward its adoption and implementation. The Commission must ensure that the
State Agencies develop such an implementation strategy to secure public access, not simply assume that
access will somehow be secured. We also believe that opening public access to the coast at Hollister is
an important piece of achieving the environmental justice goals of the state of the California and the
agencies representing the state in this planning process.
The public’s right to access the ocean is guaranteed by the California Constitution (Art. X, § 4),
and the California Coastal Commission is charged by the Coastal Act to maximize public access to and
along the coast (Public Resources Code § 30001.5). By actively excluding the public and resisting all
efforts by the State to implement the 1982 Hollister Ranch Public Access Plan, Hollister Ranch Owner’s
Association (HROA) converted 8.5 miles of state tidelands and beaches into de facto private property.
In proposing Assembly Bill 1680, then-Assemblymember Monique Limón recognized that the status
quo is untenable and set forth a timeline for opening Hollister Ranch that is fast approaching.
The phased and adaptive management approaches articulated in the Draft HRCAP ensure public
access will not damage natural or cultural resources, and will be compatible with agriculture and private
property rights. The 100 people per day maximum proposed for the Pilot Phase, controlled through a
permit system, will have minimal impacts. The loud objections of Hollister Ranch owners to even this
limited and phased access approach1 show that the Commission and other State Agencies must be
prepared to advance the HRCAP without the Hollister Owners’ cooperation. We urge the Commission
not to get bogged down in the details of exactly how many people, where, and how – which pursuant to
the HRCAP would be revised and refined based on various factors including management of impacts to
1

https://www.independent.com/2021/09/28/hollister-ranch-beaches-opening-to-public-april-2022/

The Alliance is an ad hoc, unincorporated association committed to secure environmentally responsible and non-discriminatory public access to beaches along the
Gaviota Coast including the establishment of the California Coastal Trail within the sight and sound of the ocean. Members include the Gaviota Coast Conservancy,
California Coastal Protection Network, Santa Barbara County Trails Council and Coastwalk/California Coastal Trail Association.
Post Office Box 1099, Goleta, California 93116
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sensitive resources. Rather we urge the Commission to focus on ensuring that the HRCAP includes all
the necessary elements, articulates a robust implementation strategy and includes an aggressive timeline
to ensure some level of public access will actually be realized no later than the statutory deadline..
Without specific and enforceable deadlines HROA will be tempted to revert to the time-tested strategy
of delay and obfuscation while they enjoy nearly exclusive personal use of the state lands and beaches at
Hollister Ranch.
Section 30610.81 (a) to the Public Resources Code (PRC), added by Assembly Bill 1680
(Limón), sets forth the minimum requirements for the HRCAP including an “implementation strategy”.
(PRC § 30610.81 (a)(3)(B)). Articulating a clear implementation strategy is absolutely critical, because
without it, the 2021 HRCAP will be just as ineffective as the 1982 Plan that the legislature sought to
replace by approving AB 1680. Unfortunately the “Implementation Strategy” described in the Draft
HRCAP fails to identify any meaningful details regarding how access rights – interim and permanent –
will be asserted and any required rights acquired, which is a fundamental prerequisite to the State’s
ability to implement any public access plan at Hollister Ranch. Moreover, the Implementation Strategy
expressly relies on interim public access being “voluntarily granted” by the HROA, which is not a sound
strategy and ignores the existing rights granted by the YMCA before the Hollister Ranch was
subdivided. If the last 40 years have shown anything, it is that the Hollister owners and HROA will
oppose public access at Hollister Ranch at all costs. Without a well thought out implementation strategy
to exercise the public’s rights of access and a plan for any necessary property rights acquisition, in 40
years the 2021 Plan will still be just a plan on the shelf, like the 1982 plan was for the past 40 years.
The Draft HRCAP Executive Summary makes this strategic failure clear, simultaneously
recognizing that landowner opposition thwarted implementation of the 1982 Plan, and that the 2021 Plan
relies on the voluntary cooperation of these same landowners to implement interim access by 20222.
2

Draft HRCAP, p. 8 (emphasis added) (“Pursuant to the Coastal Act, individual Hollister Ranch property owners
were granted coastal development permits starting in the late 1970’s to construct homes, stables, and other
associated development on the condition that the HROA must participate in a program that would provide
managed public access through the Ranch to the public beach areas. The Coastal Commission approved the
required Public Access Program in 1982. The Coastal Conservancy and the Coastal Commission attempted to
implement the access program over the last several decades but have been unable to overcome landowner
opposition and thus have not been able to acquire the necessary property rights. The result today is that about
half of the private Ranch parcels have been developed with homes, but the public still does not have land-based
access to any of the public beach areas.”
Draft HRCAP p. 9 (emphasis added) (“It is important to note that before any aspect of the HRCAP can be
implemented, the necessary property rights for public access across private property including the inland beach
areas must be negotiated with and acquired from the HROA and/or Hollister Ranch private property owners, and
possibly from the Union Pacific Railroad. Negotiation of property access rights is a complex process which may
require a significant amount of funding and could take years to complete. In order to comply with the AB 1680
deadline of opening initial access by April 2022, the State Agency Team is working with the HROA on the
possibility of the HROA providing interim public access through the ranch to the beaches, prior to acquisition of
public access rights. This interim public access would need to be voluntarily granted by the HROA and is not a
guaranteed part of the HRCAP.”
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Further, while the Draft recognizes that implementation of the broader program could take years to
complete due to the complex negotiation of public access rights, it does not identify any strategy or
timeline for initiating this complex process, and includes no estimate of the costs of property rights
acquisition (see Draft HRCAP p. 93). For interim access to be achieved by 2022, and for the HRCAP to
successfully advance from the Preparation Phase to the Pilot Phase, and ultimately to the Program
Implementation Phase, the State Agencies need a detailed strategy for overcoming HROA’s opposition
and obtaining the necessary access rights without HROA cooperation should that become necessary.
The HRCAP should be revised to include a detailed description of how the interim access plan
will be developed and implemented, including: a) the process for exercising interim public access to
reach state beaches at Hollister Ranch, b) the anticipated cost of interim access (monetary or other), c)
the process and anticipated timeline for completing negotiations with the HROA, including how access
will commence by the April 2022 legislative deadline, and d) an alternative plan or plans for securing
interim access should HROA refuse to cooperate.
The HRCAP should also be revised to detail the implementation strategy for securing and
exercising the necessary public access rights. Specifically, the HRCAP should include: i) the process
and timeline for negotiation with HROA, ii) a range of cost estimates for acquiring access rights for each
component including rights to use Rancho Real Road, beach access roads, and for each Coastal Trail
option; iv) funding sources available to acquire access rights, and v) the process, triggers and timeline
for State action to condemn any necessary access rights should HROA refuse to sell the necessary access
rights.
Another important piece of information missing from the Draft HRCAP is the Offer to Dedicate
(OTD) public access to and along Cuarta Canyon beach (near Sacate) that the Commission required as a
condition of a YMCA facility approved in 1980. Under the public access condition in the YMCA’s
Coastal Development Permit (CDP), a total of 18,250 people per year could visit just one Hollister
Ranch beach. The OTD included easements along Rancho Real Road and Cuarta Canyon Road, a beach
access footpath, 3,800 feet of beach, and a bluff-top trail area. The State Coastal Conservancy accepted
the OTD on April 5, 2013, and was promptly sued by the HROA and individual Hollister Ranch owners
in an effort to invalidate the OTD. GCTA catalyzed this HRCAP process by intervening and
successfully overturning a closed-door sweetheart settlement agreement that sought to abandon these
public access rights in exchange for negligible benefits. The YMCA OTD litigation is currently pending
in both the Court of Appeals and Santa Barbara Superior Court, and its outcome could affect – either
positively or negatively – the State’s need to and ability to secure a portion of the access rights necessary
to implement the HRCAP. The proposed YMCA facility, and the recorded and accepted OTD, also
colors expectations regarding the types and level of access that have always been anticipated and indeed
required at Hollister Ranch and accordingly is necessary background information that should be
included in the HRCAP.
The HRCAP should also clarify the level of use and permitting status of the various facilities and
activities the HROA allows at Hollister Ranch beaches. Hollister Ranch’s long history of evading
Coastal Commission requirements – including but not limited to the long-standing (but now
discontinued) HROA management of a permit system authorizing access for Hollister Ranch residents to
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use HROA-managed roads to drive vehicles on state-owned, sensitive beaches - is directly relevant to
understanding the level of impact that the proposed HRCAP is likely to have. The number of Hollister
Ranch owners and guests currently using beach facilities would also help inform this analysis and
should be included in the HRCAP. The absence of permits for HROA’s beach structures and facilities is
similarly a critical element, since HROA should be required to apply for permits and comply with
reasonable public accommodation conditions, including compensating for the decades of harm HROA
has caused to the sensitive beach and bluff environment and its precious natural and cultural resources.
Additionally, the HRCAP should further define the Managing Entity to ensure that whatever
organization or other entity selected by the State Agency Team is not unduly controlled either by
Hollister Ranch interests or motivated by profits, which could skew the management approach away
from maximizing public access or toward unsustainable levels of public access respectively.
It is essential that the Final HRCAP continue to include provision for a continuous Coastal Trail
– a longstanding goal of the State of California reflected in the statutory mission of the California
Coastal Commission and State Coastal Conservancy. This was omitted from earlier drafts, yet is a core
element of the California Coastal Act and a critical part of the public’s access infrastructure. Related, we
hope that the state planning process will be as creative and proactive as possible in securing trail access
along existing road corridors as necessary. The California Coastal Trail is a network of many different
kinds of access and trail conditions, and the opportunities at Hollister do not appear to be that different
from many other locations in the state where we have thought about and achieved public access.
Finally, we believe that the state’s aspirations for environmental justice along our coast can only
be improved by securing access to and along the shoreline at Hollister. To the extent that this is provided
for in the plan, we support this recognition. But it is time to open the Hollister shoreline for everyone in
California, not just for those limited few who have access now. The Hollister shoreline is owned by and
for the people of California, yet Hollister Ranch’s opposition to public use has protected use of these
State lands as an exclusive, private playground. The public is relying on the Commission to provide fair
and equitable access to the Hollister shoreline as it is abundantly clear that Hollister Ranch will not do
so on their own.
We appreciate your consideration of these comments.
Sincerely,
LAW OFFICE OF MARC CHYTILO, APC

Ana Citrin
Marc Chytilo
For the Gaviota Coastal Trail Alliance
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GHIIÿKLMNOPÿQRHIISTUVWPHXY

ZUPÿ[\][[]^\^[ÿ_`\aÿbZ
c;dÿeUfgXfhÿiUhhOgXHMÿjfPTkÿQiUhhOgXHMSTUfgXfhWTfWRUlY
mEdÿnhoPnOgkSTUVWPHXÿQnhoPnOgkSTUVWPHXY

pHfMÿeUqqOggOUPHMrgsÿKkOgÿHqfOhÿOgÿOPÿMHnHMHPTHÿXUÿXkHÿUPÿRUOPRÿfTTHggÿtHIfXHÿUPÿiUhhOgXHMÿjfPTkWÿuXÿOgÿqo
UNOPOUPÿXkfXÿXkHÿgNHTOfhOvHtsÿnUTLgHtÿfTTHggÿXkfXÿkfgÿIHHPÿOPÿNhfTHÿnUMÿoHfMgÿfPtÿwfgÿfRMHHtÿXUÿIoÿIUXk
NfMXOHgÿfnXHMÿhHPRXkoÿhOXORfXOUPÿgkULhtÿIHÿNLMgLHtÿOPÿfPÿHPkfPTHtÿnUMqÿXUÿfttMHggÿNLIhOTÿLgfRHÿUnÿjfPTk
IHfTkHgWÿKkOgÿnUTLgHtÿfTTHggÿgkULhtÿIHÿOqNhHqHPXHtÿwOXkÿiUhhOgXHMÿjfPTkÿOPÿTkfMRHÿUnÿUlHMgHHOPRÿXkH
gfOtÿnUTLgHtÿfTTHggWÿKkfPxÿoULÿnUMÿoULMÿTUPgOtHMfXOUPÿOPÿXkOgÿlOHwNUOPXWÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿzOPTHMHhos
GHUMRHÿKLMNOPÿ
zHPXÿnMUqÿqoÿO{ftÿ
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MNOPQRPSTUÿWXNYZ[\UO]UOÿ^X_QXNYZ[\UO]UO`[U_Xa[b
WZTÿcdecdefdfcÿccgchÿij
k@lÿMaSQRSYÿmaYYPQRUOÿnSTXNÿ^maYYPQRUO`XaSQRSY_XS_]aob

pUSOÿ[U[\UOQÿaqÿRNUÿMaSQRSYÿMa[[PQQPaTr
sÿNSoUÿ\UUTÿSÿOUQPtUTRÿaqÿWSTRSÿuSO\SOSÿqaOÿvdÿwUSOQ_ÿsÿoSYZUÿqSPOÿSTtÿUxZPRS\YUÿyZ\YPXÿSXXUQQÿRaÿaZO
Xa[[ZTPRwÿ\USXNUQrÿSYaT]ÿzPRNÿRNUÿyOaRUXRPaTÿaqÿTSRZOSYÿOUQaZOXUQ_ÿ
c_ÿ|}~ÿ ÿ}ÿ~~ÿ~ÿ ÿ~~ ÿ}~ÿNUÿpn
mnMiÿyNSQUQÿPTÿSTtÿYP[PRQÿSXXUQQÿRaÿyOUoUTRÿtS[S]UÿRaÿTSRZOSYÿSTtÿXZYRZOSYÿOUQaZOXUQrÿSTt
yOaoPtUQÿtURSPYQÿaTÿNazÿRaÿ[STS]UÿUxZPRS\YUÿSXXUQQÿSTtÿyOaRUXRÿyOPoSRUÿyOayUORwÿOP]NRQ_ÿNU
pnÿmnMiÿyOaoPtUQÿqaOÿSÿOUSQaTS\YUÿ[STS]UtÿSXXUQQÿyPYaRÿyOa]OS[rÿSYYazPT]ÿZyÿRaÿcdd
yUayYUÿSÿtSwÿRaÿSXXUQQÿZyÿRaÿQPÿnSTXNÿ\USXNUQÿ\wÿYSTtÿSTtÿXaZYtÿ\UÿUySTtUtÿQZ\UXRÿRaÿRNU
yOaRUXRPaTÿaqÿTSRZOSYÿSTtÿXZYRZOSYÿOUQaZOXUQ_ÿ
f_ÿ|}~ÿ ÿ ÿ~ÿ~ ~ÿ}ÿ~ ÿ~ ~ÿ~ÿÿ~ÿ }
ÿmaYYPQRUOÿnSTXNÿazTUOQÿNSoUÿ\UTUqPRRUtÿ\wÿtUoUYayPT]ÿRNUPOÿySOXUYQÿaoUOÿ[STw
tUXStUQÿzPRNÿRNUÿXaTtPRPaTÿRNSRÿRNUÿmaYYPQRUOÿnSTXNÿzTUOQÿQQaXPSRPaTÿmn¡ÿyOaoPtUQÿyZ\YPX
SXXUQQÿRNOaZ]NÿRNUÿnSTXNÿRaÿRNUÿyZ\YPXÿ\USXNÿSOUSQ_ÿmazUoUOrÿRNUÿyZ\YPXÿNSQÿ\UUTÿyOUoUTRUt
qOa[ÿQSqUYwÿUUOXPQPT]rÿzPRNaZRÿZTtZUÿ\ZOtUTQrÿRNUPOÿXaTQRPRZRPaTSYÿOP]NRÿRaÿSXXUQQÿRNUÿyZ\YPX
\USXNÿSOUSQÿSRÿmaYYPQRUOÿnSTXNÿqaOÿaoUOÿ¢dÿwUSOQ_ÿ
£_ÿ|}~ÿÿÿÿ ÿ ÿ~~~ ÿ¤ÿ}~ÿÿMZOOUTRYwrÿRNUÿMSYPqaOTPSÿMaSQRSYÿOSPY
MM¡ÿPQÿYP[PRUtÿRaÿaTYwÿvÿ[PYUQÿaTÿRNUÿ\USXNÿ\URzUUTÿ¥SoPaRSÿWRSRUÿiSO¦ÿSTtÿiaPTRÿWSYÿuUSXN
WRSRUÿiSO¦_ÿÿÿROSPYÿRNOaZ]NÿmaYYPQRUOÿnSTXNÿzaZYtÿqZORNUOÿRNUÿWRSRUzPtUÿoPQPaTÿaqÿSÿXaTRPTZaZQ
PTRUOXaTTUXRUtÿyZ\YPXÿROSPYÿQwQRU[ÿSYaT]ÿRNUÿMSYPqaOTPSÿMaSQR_
sÿZO]UÿRNUÿMaSQRSYÿMa[[PQQPaTÿRaÿSyyOaoUÿÿRNUÿtOSqRÿmaYYPQRUOÿnSTXNÿMaSQRSYÿXXUQQÿyOa]OS[_
NST¦ÿwaZÿqaOÿwaZOÿXaTQPtUOSRPaT_
WPTXUOUYwr
MNOPQRPSTUÿWXNYZ[\UO]UO
WSTRSÿuSO\SOS
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LMNOPQRPSTUVÿXLMNOPQRPSTUVYZLM[\S]^L_

`OQÿVabVabUaUVÿcdaeÿfg
hD=ÿi^MjNM\ÿk^\\[jNRPÿlMQ]mÿXk^\\[jNRPY]^MjNM\S]MSZ^n_oÿLMNOPQRPSTUVYZLM[\S]^LÿXLMNOPQRPSTUVYZLM[\S]^L_
pJ=ÿq^rÿs^PQ[QÿXr^rYr^rt^PQ[QS]^L_

uQtvw
uQvÿQRxjÿyP^LÿNmRÿi^MjNM\ÿi^LLÿ^QÿNmRÿlMQ]mzÿÿs^ÿNmRvÿM]NÿyMjNÿ^PÿNM|Rÿy^PRnRPz
g[|R
`RQNÿyP^LÿLvÿ}RP[~^Qwÿ̀MLjOQZÿM\MvÿjLMPNm^QR

ÿP[Z[QM\ÿLRjjMZRÿ
P^LdÿLMNOPQRPSTUVÿXLMNOPQRPSTUVYZLM[\S]^L_
sMNRdÿVabebUVÿdeTÿugÿgadaa
^dÿMQtvQROLMQQVUYZLM[\S]^Lwÿl^r[Qj^Qÿl^rÿMQtÿ[QtMÿXt|\P^r[Qj^QYP^MtPOQQRPS]^L_
i]dÿq^rÿs^PQ[QÿXr^rYr^rt^PQ[QS]^L_
`OrR]NdÿlRdÿfPRjRPnRÿk^\\[jNRPÿlMQ]m
R\\wÿNRMPÿt^xQÿMQtÿPR]v]\RÿNmRÿrO[\t[QZÿLMNRP[M\S

k^RÿNmRÿM]]Rjjÿ[jjORÿZRNjÿjRNN\RtÿMNÿj^LRÿ^[QNÿ[QÿMÿPMN[^QM\ÿLMQQRPSÿÿlRM\[Nvÿ[jÿÿt^OrNÿLMQvÿx^O\t
]^LRÿOQ\RjjÿNmRvÿMPRÿrOjRtÿ[Qÿ^QÿMÿPRZO\MPÿrOjÿj]mRtO\RÿtÿMZM[QÿNmRÿ̀NMNRÿmMjÿN^ÿMjjOLRÿ\[Mr[\[Nv
[jjORjS
g[|R
`RQNÿyP^LÿLvÿ}RP[~^Qwÿ̀MLjOQZÿM\MvÿjLMPNm^QR

ÿP[Z[QM\ÿLRjjMZRÿ
P^LdÿMQtvQROLMQQVUYZLM[\S]^L
sMNRdÿVabebUVÿdUÿugÿgadaa
^dÿLMNOPQRPSTUVÿXLMNOPQRPSTUVYZLM[\S]^L_wÿl^r[Qj^Qÿl^rÿMQtÿ[QtM
Xt|\P^r[Qj^QYP^MtPOQQRPS]^L_
i]dÿq^rÿs^PQ[QÿXr^rYr^rt^PQ[QS]^L_
`OrR]NdÿlRdÿfPRjRPnRÿk^\\[jNRPÿlMQ]m
mMQ|jÿy^PÿjOZZRjN[QZÿNmRvÿrOPQÿ^OPÿm^OjRjÿt^xQÿg[|R
ÿ
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H=ÿHI>ÿJKÿLMLNKÿO>ÿPQJRÿSTKÿCO>UA=<AVRLNÿWCO>UA=<AVRLNXYCOEZVIBC[ÿ\AB><Qÿ
]BO^>OZÿ]BCCÿ_AB_<Aÿ<ÿCOEZÿ^BÿC<CBÿ^<=`E=Yÿ=B>ÿZB^>ÿE=ÿ>G<ÿ^GU@@Z<V
aGBUYG>ÿOII<^^ÿ\O^ÿOÿ@BA<YB=<ÿE^^U<ÿO=`ÿ=B\ÿB=ZDÿ\G<=ÿbÿLMLLÿcÿGB\V
dBZU=><<AÿIZ<O=ÿU_ÿE=ÿeB^<CE><ÿA<I<=>ZDÿ^GB\<`ÿCO^^Ef<ÿOCBU=>^ÿB@ÿGUCO=ÿ\O^><ÿO=`
fOAEBU^ÿIOC_E=YÿE><C^ÿ>GAB\=ÿB@@ÿ>Bÿ>G<ÿ^È<ÿB@ÿ>G<ÿ>AOEZ^V
gGDÿ=B>ÿY<>ÿ@OEAÿCOAh<>ÿfOZU<ÿ@BAÿ>G<ÿiMÿGBC<^ÿO>ÿ>G<ÿjBZZE^><AKÿ><OAÿ>G<Cÿ̀B\=ÿBAÿkUA=
>G<Cÿ̀B\=KÿO=`ÿZ<Of<ÿU=>BUIG<`ÿ@BAÿ=<l>ÿNMMÿD<OA^Vÿÿ]O>>Z<ÿB@@ÿ>G<ÿnO=IGVÿÿo^<ÿ<CE=<=>
`BCOE=ÿAUZ<ÿB@ÿZO\VÿÿH=ZDÿOII<^^ÿk<ÿ>Bÿk<OIGÿkDÿkBO>ÿ@BAÿC<O=ÿGEYGÿ>È<ÿU^<ÿAUZ<V
TEh<
;<=>ÿ@ABCÿCDÿd<AEpB=Kÿ;OC^U=YÿqOZOlDÿ^COA>_GB=<

rrrrrrrrÿHAEYE=OZÿC<^^OY<ÿrrrrrrrr
sABCQÿtBkÿuBA=E=ÿWtBkXkBk`BA=E=VIBC[
uO><QÿNMbRbLNÿRQLiÿFTÿvqTarMwQMMx
aBQÿkAO`E=ZkXDOGBBVIBCKÿyjUYGÿSVÿcÿu<kEÿ;O=`<A^yÿWGUYGX^O=`<A^rZO\_IVIBC[K
z̀<kA<>><fEZZ<X^DIAVIBCKÿ{<^^<ÿcÿS==OÿFEIOA`ÿWIOD=O=\_EIOA`NXDOGBBVIBC[K
zEC_B<>>XYCOEZVIBCKÿ{ECÿtAO`DÿjBZZE^><AÿnO=IGÿW<`^O@OAE^XYCOEZVIBC[Kÿ{ECÿsAE<`CO=
W@O^>COEZXO`<Z_GEOV=<>[Kÿ{B<ÿq<Zk<AÿWzY<Zk<AXY<Zk<ArZO\VIBC[K
zCOGB=<DXGEYGAÈY<_OA>=<A^VIBC
]IQÿY\<^>YOOA`NNNLXYCOEZVIBCKÿyjUYGÿSVÿcÿu<kEÿ;O=`<A^yÿWGUYGX^O=`<A^r
ZO\_IVIBC[KÿGUYB^BAEO`<^EY=XDOGBBVIBCKÿzBG=^<D@<A>XYCOEZVIBCKÿ{BDÿt<AAD
WzBDXzBDk<AADVBAY[Kÿh^CIPNNXOBZVIBCKÿ|<fE=ÿcÿu<kkE<ÿTI|<==O
Wh<fE=X>G<CIh<==O@OCEZDVIBC[Kÿ|<fE=ÿSGO<^DÿWh<fE=VOGO<^DXBAOIZ<VIBC[K
NL>GBCO^XGBC<VIBCKÿZz̀BYO`fXOBZVIBCKÿTEZBVqO><^XCBAYO=^>O=Z<DVIBCK
ZD==<@UZZ<ANXIBlV=<>KÿTOAI<ZZBÿcÿ;O=`AOÿ]O>>O=<BÿS`BA=B
WCIO>>O=<BO`BA=BXYCOEZVIBC[KÿTOAhÿ]OA><AÿW>kB=<`O\YNXYCOEZVIBC[KÿTOAhÿTEZZ<A
WCOAhE=ZOYU=OXDOGBBVIBC[KÿyTOA>E=ÿSVÿ}E>>Z<yÿWCOZXGLZO\VIBC[KÿC=<\>B=XYO><r
ZZIVIBCKÿCEIGO<ZCOl^<=>EXYCOEZVIBCKÿCO>UA=<AVRLNXYCOEZVIBC
;Ukz<I>QÿsgQÿFA<^<Af<ÿjBZZE^><AÿnO=IG
FZ<O^<ÿ^<=`ÿZ<>><A^ÿBAÿ<COEZÿ>Bÿ]BO^>OZÿ]BCCE^^EB=ÿk<@BA<ÿHI>ÿNR>GÿÿÿC<<>E=YÿB=ÿjn
]BO^>OZÿFZO=V
H=I<ÿE>ÿE^ÿYB=<KÿE>ÿE^ÿYB=<ÿ@BA<f<A~
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>?@ABÿDEFEGÿHIJKEGÿÿ
LMNOBÿPQRSITUÿVWFQXEGÿYUÿZ[Z\ÿ]^_`ÿaPÿ
b@BÿcQJJdeFEGfWQIeFIJgWIghQiÿ
LjklMmOBÿDGEeEGiEÿHQJJdeFEGÿnIRWc
ÿ
opqrÿtuvvwxxwuyprxz
ÿ
{ÿpy|u}rq~pÿu}ÿuÿwvwÿ}w|ÿq||pxxÿuÿpÿqrpqÿuÿpÿ|uqxÿrpprrpÿuÿqxÿuwxpr
qy|ÿÿwxÿrwxwypÿwp|pÿuÿpÿ|uqxwypÿxu}ÿ|uywy}pÿuÿpÿrpxprpÿqxÿwÿwxÿÿp
qxÿqyÿrpxpyÿ|qrpqprxÿuÿwxÿruprÿqpÿuypÿqÿprÿ~uuÿuÿuÿvqwyqwywy~ÿwx
wp|pÿuÿu}rÿ|uqxÿÿwvwqrÿ|qrpÿxu}ÿ|uywy}pÿÿ}xÿp|q}xpÿprpÿwxÿqÿxp|wuyÿu
|uqxwypÿqÿ|u}ÿpÿupypÿuÿqr~prÿ}w|ÿ}xpÿupxÿyuÿvpqyÿqÿwxÿxu}ÿp
upypÿÿqrxÿuÿpÿ|uqxqÿqprxÿqpÿppyÿxpÿqxwpÿruvÿwxprvpyÿqyÿwprxÿxuÿp
u|pqyÿuurÿ|qyÿpÿrpxurpÿÿwxÿrpxprqwuyÿxxpvÿurÿrpxurwy~ÿwwpÿu
upr}xpÿ|uqxqÿqrpqxÿwxÿurwy~ÿpÿÿÿyuÿxpÿwxÿxrp|ÿuÿpq|ÿqxwpÿxuÿwÿ|qyÿp
vqwyqwypÿqxÿwÿwx
ÿ
{ÿwxÿxp|wuyÿuÿ|uqxwypÿwxÿupypÿuÿ~rpqprÿ}xpÿqyÿwxÿu||}rrwy~ÿuqÿprpÿwÿpÿq
vqurÿwvq|ÿuyÿpÿ}qwÿuÿpÿruqxzÿpÿ|wÿuxzÿpÿrqwxzÿpÿpq|zÿpÿqprzÿp
rqxÿqyÿpÿ|rpq}rpxÿwyÿpÿqprÿÿ{yrqxr}|}rpÿwÿyppÿuÿpÿ}wÿuÿq||uvvuqp
urÿrqxzÿuwpxÿwÿyppÿuÿpÿ}wÿqyÿvurpÿrqwxÿwÿqpÿuÿpÿqpÿÿÿuÿwxÿw
prq|ÿruvÿpÿrpxpyÿ}qwÿuÿpÿ|uqxqÿpywruyvpyÿÿprpÿwxÿyuÿqÿwxÿqrpqÿ|qy
pÿupypÿuÿqr~prÿ|ruxÿqyÿpp|ÿpÿrwxwypÿ|qrq|prÿuÿpÿvqwyqwyp
ÿ
{ÿxruy~ÿpy|u}rq~pÿpÿtuvvwxxwuyÿuÿvqwyqwyÿpÿrpxpyÿrwxwypÿ}qwÿuÿp
|uqxwypÿrpprrpÿuÿqxÿuwxprÿqy|
ÿ
qyÿu}ÿurÿpÿuur}ywÿuÿuw|pÿvÿ|uy|pryx
ÿ
pprÿÿqÿqpr
ÿ
ÿ
ERFÿGQÿTÿdDIS
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EFGHIÿKLFMINNÿOPFGHIQHLFMINNRPSGTNQHLSU
VWXÿYZ[YZ[\Z\Yÿ]^]Zÿ_`
7abÿKLGcdGNÿeLNNTcdIFÿfGXHgÿOeLNNTcdIFRHLGcdGNQHGQPLhU

ELLiÿIhIXTXPjÿÿ
_cÿGÿKGNTkLFXTGÿFIcTiIXdÿlgLÿNThIcÿTcÿGXÿWFmGXÿGFIGÿkTPgdTXPÿdLÿnFIcIFhIÿMGFicÿTXÿcTXPNIÿkGSTNMÿgLSIcÿcL
dgIFIÿTcÿGÿcNThIFÿLkÿPFIIXÿcnGHIÿNIkdjÿoÿGSÿLnnLcIiÿdLÿdgIÿnWmNTHÿGHHIccÿnNGXÿkLFÿdgIÿeLNNTcdIFÿfGXHgQ
_NdgLWPgÿdgIÿnWmNTHÿGHHIccÿnNGXÿlLWNiÿnNGHIÿGÿNGFPIÿkTXGXHTGNÿmWFiIXÿLXÿdgIÿcdGdIÿLkÿKGNTkLFXTGjÿTdÿiLIc
XLdÿkWNNMÿGHHLWXdÿkLFÿWniGdTXPÿFLGicjÿnWmNTHÿcIFhTHIcjÿSGTXdGTXTXPÿKgWSGcgÿcTdIcjÿnFIcIFhTXPÿIXiGXPIFIi
cnIHTIcÿGXiÿSLFIQÿpLHWcTXPÿLXÿnWmNTHÿGHHIccÿdLÿdgIÿeLNNTcdIFÿfGXHgÿcIIScÿNTqIÿGXÿWXXIHIccGFMÿGXi
kFThLNLWcÿWcIÿLkÿdgIÿcdGdIrcÿkLHWcÿGXiÿiLNNGFcQÿÿ
sgGXqÿMLWjÿÿ
EFGHIÿKLFMINNÿ
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LMNOÿQMNRSTUÿVWMNRSTURXYZRM[\]^_R`
aSbÿcdecdefdfcÿghfiÿjL
k;lÿm_MnTM\ÿo_\\[nTpNÿqMb^UÿVo_\\[nTpNY^_MnTM\]^M]Z_r`

sÿMRÿNpnt_bu[bZÿT_ÿv_SNÿt\Mbbpuÿuprp\_tRpbTÿ_wÿTUpÿ^_MnTÿMuXM^pbTÿT_ÿTUpÿo_\\[nTpNÿqMb^U]sÿ\[rpÿ[b
xpbTSNMÿMbuÿUMrpÿSnpuÿTU[nÿMNpMÿ_wÿ^_MnTÿw_NÿRMbvÿvpMNnÿyvÿWM\O[bZÿ[bÿ_Nÿy_MT[bZÿ[b]ÿsÿUMrpÿMTTpbupuÿM
bSRypNÿ_wÿW_NOÿnU_tnÿT_ÿ^_bTN[ySTpÿT_ÿTUpÿ[bw_NRMT[_bÿZMTUpN[bZÿtN_^pnnÿMnÿT_ÿU_WÿTUpÿ^_RRSb[Tvÿwpp\n
My_STÿTU[nÿuprp\_tRpbT]ÿÿ
zUpÿ_rpNWUp\R[bZÿNpnt_bnpÿMTÿTUpÿW_NOnU_tnÿWMnÿ_bpÿ_wÿtN_Tp^T[bZÿTUpÿtN[nT[bpÿ^_MnTM\ÿpbr[N_bRpbTÿw_N
b_Tÿ_b\vÿTUpÿpbuMbZpNpuÿMbuÿTUNpMTpbpuÿntp^[pnÿMbuÿbMTSNM\ÿNpn_SN^pnÿTUpNpÿySTÿw_NÿwSTSNp
ZpbpNMT[_bn]{[R[Tpuÿ^_bTN_\\puÿM^^pnnÿWMnÿuppRpuÿNpMn_bMy\pÿw_Nÿn^[pbT[w[^|ÿpuS^MT[_bÿMbuÿv_STU
ZN_Stn]ÿsÿw[buÿ[TÿrpNvÿu[nMtt_[bT[bZÿMbuÿM\MNR[bZÿTUMTÿTUpÿZ_rpNbRpbTÿMZpb^[pnÿ[bTpNtNpTMT[_bÿWMnÿn_
rMnT\vÿu[wwpNpbTÿMbuÿ^pbTpNpuÿ_bÿTUpÿRMX_Nÿuprp\_tRpbTÿ_wÿTUpÿo_\\[nTpNÿqMb^Uÿ^_MnTM\ÿMNpM]ÿ
sÿyp\[prpÿWpÿRSnTÿnTptÿyM^OÿwN_RÿTU[nÿtN_^pnnÿ_wÿuprp\_tRpbTÿ[NNpntp^T[rpÿ_wÿU_WÿwMNÿ[TÿUMnÿtN_ZNpnnpu
MbuÿMnOÿWUMTÿ[nÿypnTÿw_NÿTU[nÿtN[nT[bpÿnp^T[_bÿ_wÿTUpÿ}Mr[_TMÿ^_MnTÿMbuÿm~]ÿ
sÿMTTpnTÿTUMTÿWpÿRSnTÿtN_Tp^TÿTU[nÿtN[nT[bp|ÿR[b[RM\\vÿSnpuÿnp^T[_bÿ_wÿ^_MnTÿw_NÿwSTSNpÿZpbpNMT[_bn|
y[_u[rpNn[Tv|ÿMbuÿyp^MSnpÿTU[nÿ[nÿ_SNÿ\MnTÿ^UMb^p]ÿ
QUpbÿTUpÿNpb_Wbpuÿpbr[N_bRpbTM\[nTÿa[NÿMr[uÿ~TTpby_N_SZUÿWMnÿMnOpuÿWUMTÿWpÿ^Mbÿu_ÿT_ÿMuuNpnnÿTUp
\_nnpnÿT_ÿTUpÿW_N\unÿpbr[N_bRpbTnÿMbuÿ\_nnÿ_wÿUMy[TMTÿUpÿNpt\[pu|ÿÿa~xÿzoÿQs{ÿj{~ma]ÿ
QpÿRSnTÿa~xÿTUpÿW[\uÿ}Mr[_TMÿm_MnT]ÿÿ
LMNOÿQMNRSTUÿ
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HIJKÿMNIOPNQÿROSNIOPNQTPUKIVWXYUZ

[\Jÿ]^_]^_`^`]ÿab̀cÿde
f:gÿhYKijKVÿMYVVIijNQÿkKJXSÿRMYVVIijNQTXYKijKVWXKWPYlZ

MNVVYmÿ
niÿKÿVIoNÿVYJPÿi\QoNQÿKJOÿYXNKJÿKOlYXKjNmÿpÿKUÿONNqVrÿOIij\QsNOÿjSKjÿjSIiÿqQIijIJNÿijQNjXSÿYoÿQKJXSÿVKJO
tY\VOÿsNÿOIij\QsNOÿsrÿKVVÿYoÿjSNÿuIJoQKijQ\Xj\QNvÿjSIiÿqVKJÿONjKIViwÿxSNÿqVKJÿiNNUiÿjYÿYJVrÿXQNKjNÿUYQN
qYVV\jIYJmÿQNy\IQNÿUYQNÿUYJNrmÿKJOÿKJOÿXQNKjNÿKÿPQNKjÿtKijNÿjYÿQNiY\QXNimÿNiqNXIKVVrÿiIJXNÿpÿsNVINlNÿIjÿIi
JYjÿQNKVVrÿJNNONOWÿxSNQNÿIiÿKVQNKOrÿq\sVIXÿsNKXSÿKXXNiiÿKjÿzKlIYjKÿ[jKjNÿ{NKXSÿKJOÿKjÿ|KVKUKÿYJÿjSN
JYQjSÿNJOÿoYQÿqNYqVNÿjYÿNJ}YrÿjSNQNWÿxSNQNÿIiÿKViYÿq\sVIXÿKXXNiiÿjYÿMYVVIijNQÿlIKÿsYKjÿoQYUÿzKlIYjKWÿ|\ij
iNQlIXNÿKJOÿs\IVOÿY\jÿjSNÿzKlIYjKÿ[jKjNÿqKQ~ÿKJOÿqINQÿKXXNiiÿsNjjNQWÿdVNKiNÿVNKlNÿjSIiÿqQIijIJNÿQKJXSÿVKJO
KJOÿXYKijÿKVYJNWÿxYÿsQIJPÿIJÿUYQNÿqNYqVNÿUNKJiÿjSNQNÿtIVVÿJNNOÿjYÿsNÿiYÿU\XSÿXQNKjNOÿIJoQKijQ\Xj\QNm
KJOÿjS\iÿtKijNmÿIjÿtIVVÿsNÿKÿONjQIUNJjÿjYÿJYjÿYJVrÿjSNÿVKJOÿKJOÿtIVOVIoNmÿrNjÿKViYÿjYÿY\Qÿs\OPNjWÿUYQN
KPNJXINiÿKJOÿXYUUIjjNNiÿXQNKjNOmÿq\sVIXÿsKjSQYYUiÿqQYlIONOÿKJOÿiNtKPNÿjYÿsNÿOIiqYiNOÿYomÿqKQ~IJPm
iS\jjVNimÿjQKiSÿOIiqYiKVmÿUKIJjNJKJXNmÿOIiQ\qjIYJÿjYÿjSNÿXKjjVNÿKJOÿtIVOVIoNmÿNjXWÿÿpjÿIiÿjSNÿIJoQKijQ\Xj\QNÿjSKj
jSNÿqVKJÿtY\VOÿXQNKjNÿjSKjÿIiÿJYjÿtYQjSÿIjÿtSNJÿjSNQNÿKQNÿKVQNKOrÿJNKQsrÿq\sVIXÿKXXNiiÿKQNKiWÿÿ
lNJÿIoÿpÿtY\VOÿJYjÿsNÿKsVNÿjYÿPYÿjSNQNÿKJrÿjIUNÿpÿtKJjmÿpÿtY\VOÿsNÿiKjIioINOÿjYÿ~JYtÿjSKjÿIjÿIiÿjSNQNm
\JOIij\QsNOmÿJYjÿNKiIVrÿKXXNiiNOmÿJYjÿXSY~NOÿKJOÿqYVV\jNOÿsrÿjSNÿIJoQKijQ\Xj\QNÿjSNÿqVKJÿtY\VOÿQNy\IQNWÿÿ
HIJKÿMNIOPNQÿ
hKVIoYQJIKJÿmÿ[\QoNQmÿXNKJÿnOlYXKjN
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KLMNÿPQRSNTÿUVLMNWXYZ[TYZXZM\QMVL]^Z_^QV`
aS]ÿbcdbcdecebÿfghhÿiK
j:kÿlQLmYL[ÿnQ[[TmYZMÿoL]^pÿUnQ[[TmYZMW^QLmYL[_^L_qQr`
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DEFGHÿJKLMNFONEPÿQFEKLMNFONEPRSNTGUSV
WXFÿYZ[YZ[\Z\Yÿ]^_`ÿJa
b:cÿdUEeLEfÿgUffKeLNhÿiEFGOÿQgUffKeLNhRGUEeLEfTGETjUkV

lONhNÿEhNÿLmUÿSKeGUFGNnLKUFeÿoNKFjÿnhUnEjELNPÿoHÿLhEKfÿEPkUGELNeÿKFÿLONKhÿLEfMKFj
nUKFLeTÿpKheLqÿLONHÿeLELNÿLOELÿrgUffKeLNhÿiEFGOÿUmFNheÿOEkNÿoNFNsKLLNPÿoHÿPNkNfUnKFj
LONKhÿnEhGNfeÿUkNhÿSEFHÿPNGEPNeÿmKLOÿLONÿGUFPKLKUFÿLOELÿLONÿgUffKeLNhÿiEFGO
tmFNheuÿJeeUGKELKUFÿvgitJwÿnhUkKPNeÿnXofKGÿEGGNeeÿLOhUXjOÿLONÿiEFGOÿLUÿLON
nXofKGÿoNEGOÿEhNEeTxÿÿlOKeÿKeÿFULÿLhXNTÿlONÿfEmÿhNzXKhNeÿgiÿUmFNheÿLUÿnEHÿEFÿKF{fKNX
sNNÿmONFÿjhEFLNPÿEÿPNkNfUnSNFLÿsNN|ÿOUmNkNhqÿgitJÿKeÿFULÿhNzXKhNPÿLUÿnhUkKPN
EGGNeeÿUkNhÿnhKkELNÿnhUnNhLHÿLUÿeLELNÿLKPNfEFPeTÿlONÿeLELNÿEjNFGKNeÿOEkNÿLON
hNenUFeKoKfKLHÿsUhÿPNLNhSKFKFjÿEnnhUnhKELNÿgiÿEGGNeeÿSNEFeÿmKLOKFÿLONÿGUFeLhEKFLe
UsÿLONÿGUEeLEfÿEGLÿLUÿoEfEFGNÿnXofKGÿEGGNeeÿEFPÿNFkKhUFSNFLEfÿnhNeNhkELKUFÿEFPÿEhN
GXhhNFLfHÿKFÿLOKeÿnhUGNeeTÿ
pXhLONhqÿLONÿLhEKfeÿEPkUGELNeÿGUFsfELNÿGUFeLKLXLKUFEfÿnXofKGÿEGGNeeÿLUÿeLELNÿLKPNfEFPe
EFPÿKjFUhNÿGUFeLKLXLKUFEfÿnhKkELNÿnhUnNhLHÿhKjOLeÿKFÿLONKhÿeLELNSNFLqÿr}LONÿnXofKG
OEeÿoNNFÿnhNkNFLNPÿshUSÿeEsNfHÿN~NhGKeKFjqÿmKLOUXLÿXFPXNÿoXhPNFeqÿLONKh
GUFeLKLXLKUFEfÿhKjOLÿLUÿEGGNeeÿLONÿnXofKGÿoNEGOÿEhNEe}xÿJnnEhNFLfHqÿLONÿeEsNfH
N~NhGKeKFjÿEFPÿXFPXNÿoXhPNFeuÿKeÿhNsNhhKFjÿLUÿgiÿUmFNheÿSEKFLEKFKFjÿLONKhÿUmF
GUFeLKLXLKUFEfÿhKjOLeÿUsÿnhKkELNÿnhUnNhLHTÿDULNÿLOELÿGUFLhEhHÿLUÿLOKeÿGfEKSqÿmONF
NFLNhKFjÿshUSÿnXofKGÿfEFPeqÿkKGNÿnhKkELNÿnhUnNhLHqÿgitJÿOEeÿFULÿnhNkNFLNPÿLON
nXofKGÿshUSÿN~NhGKeKFjÿLONKhÿGUFeLKLXLKUFEfÿhKjOLÿLUÿEGGNeeÿLONÿnXofKGÿoNEGOÿEhNEeu
voNfUmÿSNEFÿOKjOÿLKPNÿfKFNwTÿ
ULLUSÿfKFNqÿLhEKfeÿEPkUGELNeÿEhNÿEeMKFjÿLONÿeLELNÿLUÿenNFPÿOXFPhNPeÿUsÿSKffKUFeÿLU
nXhGOEeNÿnhKkELNÿnhUnNhLHÿKSSNPKELNfHÿEPEGNFLÿLUÿEFÿN~KeLKFjÿeLELNÿoNEGOÿLOELÿmEe
EfhNEPHÿGEhkNPÿUXLÿUsÿfNjEGHÿgUffKeLNhÿiEFGOÿnhUnNhLHTÿ
WNFLÿshUSÿSHÿKEP
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uuvvÿz|ÿ~tÿu¨}z~zvÿu~ÿ~tÿ}z{}ÿvÿ~zÿ|{yÿ v~ÿ~tÿuvÿvÿ~zÿÿ
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RSTUVWÿYTZ[\]^ÿ_`STUVWaUTZ[\]^bUT`Vc\Sde
fT`ÿghijikhkgÿklhmÿno
F;pÿY\Tq`TZÿr\ZZsq`VSÿtT^U[ÿ_r\ZZsq`VSbU\Tq`TZcUTcd\ue

vVTSÿY\wwsqqs\^VSqx
yÿzT^`ÿ`\ÿ{VÿT{ZVÿ`\ÿzTZ|xÿS]^xÿ\Sÿ{sUWUZVÿ`[VÿU\Tq`TZÿ`STsZÿTUS\qqÿr\ZZsq`VSÿtT^U[ÿs^ÿwWÿZs}V`swVc
R[Vÿd\TZÿ\}ÿU\w~ZV`s^dÿ`[Vÿr\ZZsq`VSÿtT^U[ÿ{Z]}}`\~ÿ`STsZxÿTÿqVdwV^`ÿ\}ÿ`[VÿYTZs}\S^sTÿY\Tq`TZ
RSTsZxÿ~\qVqÿwT^WÿU[TZZV^dVqxÿTqÿ\]`Zs^Vÿs^ÿ`[VÿvtRÿr\ZZsq`VSÿtT^U[ÿY\Tq`TZÿUUVqq
nS\dSTwcÿr\zVuVSxÿ`[Vÿ`STsZÿsqÿ\}ÿq`T`VzsVÿqsd^s}sUT^UVxÿT^ÿ^\zÿsqÿ`[Vÿ`swVÿ`\ÿU\w~ZV`Vÿ`[V
`STsZÿT^ÿTUUVqqÿS\]`Vqÿ`\ÿ{VTU[VqÿTZ\^dÿ`[VÿzTWc
yÿq]~~\S`ÿ`[Vÿ~]{ZsUÿTUUVqqÿT^ÿSVUSVT`s\^ÿ~\ZsUsVqÿ\}ÿ`[VÿYTZs}\S^sTÿY\Tq`TZÿU`ÿT^ÿ`[V
Tus\`TÿY\Tq`TZÿnZT^ÿ\UTZÿY\Tq`TZÿnS\dSTwcÿyÿ{VZsVuVÿ`[Vÿ~S\~\qVÿ~S\dSTwÿq[\]ZÿU\^}\Sw
zs̀[ÿq`T`Vÿ\{VU`suVqÿ`[T`ÿs^UZ]Vÿ~S\uss^dÿqT}VxÿV]s̀T{ZVxÿT^ÿs^UZ]qsuVÿTUUVqqÿ}\SÿTZZ
YTZs}\S^sT^qÿT^ÿws^swss^dÿsw~TU`qÿ`\ÿ^T`]STZÿT^ÿU]Z̀]STZÿSVq\]SUVqÿz[sZVÿ~S\`VU`s^dÿ~SsuT`V
~S\~VS`Wc
fs^UVSVZWx
RSTUVWÿYTZ[\]^
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EFGÿIGFJKÿLJFGMNGFJKOPQJRSTUVW

IQJÿXYZ[Z\Y\XÿXY]^_ÿ̀a
?9bÿcTQNJQdÿeTddFNJRUÿfQgPKÿLeTddFNJRUOPTQNJQdSPQSVThW

IijkRPJ]ÿIillTUJÿmTUÿJKRÿnf`oEÿeTddFNJRUÿfQgPKÿcTQNJQdÿ̀PPRNNÿpUTVUQGÿqY[Z\rZ\Y\Xs
nRQUÿcTGGFNNFTgRUNt
uÿvQgJÿJTÿjRÿQjdRÿJTÿvQdwtÿUigtÿTUÿjFPxPdRÿJKRÿPTQNJQdÿJUQFdÿQPUTNNÿeTddFNJRUÿfQgPKÿFgÿGxÿdFmRJFGRSÿEKRÿVTQd
TmÿPTGldRJFgVÿJKRÿeTddFNJRUÿfQgPKÿjdimmyJTlÿJUQFdtÿQÿNRVGRgJÿTmÿJKRÿcQdFmTUgFQÿcTQNJQdÿEUQFdtÿlTNRNÿGQgx
PKQddRgVRNtÿQNÿTiJdFgRzÿFgÿJKRÿnf`oEÿeTddFNJRUÿfQgPKÿcTQNJQdÿ̀PPRNNÿpUTVUQGSÿeTvRhRUtÿJKRÿJUQFdÿFNÿTm
NJQJRvFzRÿNFVgFmFPQgPRtÿQgzÿgTvÿFNÿJKRÿJFGRÿJTÿPTGldRJRÿJKRÿJUQFdÿQgzÿQPPRNNÿUTiJRNÿJTÿjRQPKRNÿQdTgV
JKRÿvQxS
uÿNillTUJÿJKRÿlijdFPÿQPPRNNÿQgzÿURPURQJFTgÿlTdFPFRNÿTmÿJKRÿcQdFmTUgFQÿcTQNJQdÿ̀PJÿQgzÿJKRÿ{QhFTJQ
cTQNJQdÿpdQgÿq|TPQdÿcTQNJQdÿpUTVUQGsSÿuÿjRdFRhRÿJKRÿlUTlTNRzÿlUTVUQGÿNKTidzÿPTgmTUGÿvFJKÿNJQJRz
TjkRPJFhRNÿJKQJÿFgPdizRÿlUThFzFgVÿNQmRtÿR}iFJQjdRtÿQgzÿFgPdiNFhRÿQPPRNNÿmTUÿQddÿcQdFmTUgFQgNÿQgz
GFgFGF~FgVÿFGlQPJNÿJTÿgQJiUQdÿQgzÿPidJiUQdÿURNTiUPRNÿvKFdRÿlUTJRPJFgVÿlUFhQJRÿlUTlRUJxS
EFGTJKxÿnRQgÿIGFJK
EFGÿIGFJKÿqKRtÿKFGtÿKFNsÿ
cQJRÿIPKTTdÿaQJKÿnRlQUJGRgJÿ
_YS_rSrX\ÿ\Xÿ
_YSrr_S^^ÿ
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EÿGHIJKLIMLNJOPQRSTUVWXYOJUZ

[VIÿ\Q]^]_Q_\ÿ̀a_\ÿbc
d9eÿfJVHIVXÿgJXXWHILNÿhVKOMÿGgJXXWHILNSOJVHIVXYOVYTJiZ

jLVNÿfJUUWHHWJKLNHkÿÿ
clÿLmnLNWLKOLÿoNJUÿXWiWKTÿWKÿEWHUJÿpLVOM][VKIVÿcVNWVÿoNJUÿ\^^qr_QQsÿtMWOMÿWHÿXJOVILuÿXLHHÿIMVKÿsvrRQ
UWXLHÿUWXLHÿoNJUÿgJXXWHILNÿhVKOMYÿÿxLÿOJKHWuLNLuÿyViWJIVÿ[IVILÿpLVOMÿzÿ{VXVUVÿ[IVILÿ|LVOMÿEVNPÿIJÿ|L
J}NÿOXJHLHIÿXJOVXÿ|LVOMYÿÿ~ÿtVHÿVXHJÿoVUWXWVNÿtWIMÿ~h[ÿgJXXWHILNÿhVKOMÿfJVHIVXÿbOOLHHÿEXVKÿ\^q_ÿtVH
H}nnJHLuÿIJÿ|LÿWUnXLULKILuYÿÿ~ÿHnLKIÿUJHIÿJoÿtLLPLKukÿiVOVIWJKHÿu}NWKTÿtWKILNÿzÿH}UULNHÿVIÿIMLÿXJOVX
|LVOMLHYÿÿxMWXLÿ~ÿVuUWNLuÿÿVKuÿINLVH}NLuÿIMLÿyViWJIVÿfJVHIÿ|LItLLKÿ{VXVUVÿpLVOMÿVKuÿyViWJIVÿ[IVIL
EVNPkÿIMLÿNLVXÿuWVUJKuÿJoÿ}KuLiLXJnLuÿOJVHIVXÿJoÿJ}IuJJNÿNLONLVIWJKÿXVlÿ}HIÿJ}IÿJoÿNLVOMÿJKÿIML
nXVlTNJ}KuÿJoÿIMLÿNWOMkÿgJXXWHILNÿhVKOMYÿ~ÿtWHMÿIJÿVOOLHHÿMJtLiLNÿJKÿXJtÿIWuLÿ~ÿtVHÿV|XLÿIJÿuJÿXJKTÿtVXP
oNJUÿ{VXVUVÿ|LVOMÿnVHHWKTÿIVNVKI}XVHÿVKuÿIJÿyJiLNKULKIÿnJWKIÿIJÿOMLOPÿ|LV}IlÿJoÿHOLKLNlÿ|LoJNL
HLO}NWIWLHÿtLNLÿOMVHWKTÿULÿVtVlÿtWIMÿlLXXWKTÿVIÿULÿtMWOMÿ~ÿMVuÿKJÿOX}LÿWIÿtVHÿnNWiVILÿ|LVOMYÿ~Uÿ|JNK
uLVoÿWKuWiWu}VXÿKJÿOX}LYÿ~IÿtVHÿUWXuÿHINJKTÿtWKuHÿJKHMJNLÿtWKuHYÿ~ÿOJ}XuKIÿMLVNÿtLXXÿ|}Iÿ~ÿHLLÿIMLÿMVKu
HWTKHÿXWPLÿnJWKIWKTÿKJNIMÿIJÿ{VXVUVÿIJÿTLIÿJ}IÿJoÿMLNLYÿ[VULÿtVlÿVHÿ~ÿuNWiLÿoNJUÿyViWJIVÿIJÿTVILÿtVHÿOXJHL
IJÿn}|XWOYÿclÿJXuÿoNWLKuÿJoÿUWKLÿtVKIÿIJÿ|}lÿVÿWKoXVIV|XLÿ|JVIÿIJÿTJÿIJÿLmnXJNLÿgJXXWHILNÿhVKOMÿ|}Iÿ~
OJ}XuKIÿVooJNuÿWIÿLWIMLNYÿpVHWOVXXlÿIJÿVOOLHHÿWHÿ|lÿhVKOMÿpJVIÿIJÿVOOLHHÿIMLÿoVKIVHIWOÿtViLHÿ}HIÿVÿoLt
UWXLHÿ}nÿIMLÿOJVHIYÿÿboILNÿXWILNVXXlÿ_sÿXJKTÿlLVNHÿJoÿtVWIWKTkÿ~ÿVUÿtJKuLNWKTÿWoÿlJ}ÿIJÿVnnNJiLÿVKu
WUnXLULKIÿIMLÿgJXXWHILNÿhVKOMÿfJVHIVXÿbOOLHHÿEXVKÿ
bTVWKkÿ~ÿMWTMXlÿNLOJUULKuÿlJ}ÿIJÿVOOLHHÿVÿn}|XWOÿnXVOLÿXWPLÿgJXXWHILNÿhVKOMYÿÿÿMLÿfJUUWHHWJKÿHMJ}Xu
LmnLuWIWJ}HXlÿVnnNJiLÿVKuÿWUnXLULKIÿIMLÿghfbEYÿMLÿjhbÿghfbEÿnMVHLHÿWKÿVKuÿXWUWIHÿVOOLHHÿIJ
nNLiLKIÿuVUVTLÿIJÿKVI}NVXkÿLKiWNJKULKIVXÿzÿO}XI}NVXÿNLHJ}NOLHkÿVKuÿnNJiWuLHÿuLIVWXHÿJKÿMJtÿIJÿUVKVTL
VOOLHHÿVKuÿnNJILOIÿnNWiVILÿnNJnLNIlÿNWTMIHYÿMLÿghfbEÿjhbÿnNJiWuLHÿoJNÿVÿNLVHJKV|XLÿUVKVTLuÿVOOLHH
nWXJIÿnNJTNVUkÿVXXJtWKTÿ}nÿIJÿ\QQÿnLJnXLÿVÿuVlÿIJÿVOOLHHÿ}nÿIJÿHWmÿhVKOMÿ|LVOMLHÿ|lÿXVKuÿVKuÿOJ}Xuÿ|L
LmnVKuLuÿH}|LOIÿIJÿIMLÿnNJILOIWJKÿJoÿKVI}NVXkÿLKiWNJKULKIÿVKuÿXVKuÿNLHJ}NOLHYÿÿ
MLÿfJUUWHHWJKÿVKuÿ[IVILÿbTLKOWLHÿHMJ}XuÿJnLKÿNLVHJKV|XlÿVOOLHHÿIJÿgJXXWHILNÿhVKOMÿtWIMÿVXX
nJHHW|WXWIWLHYÿgJXXWHILNÿhVKOMÿJtKLNHÿMViLÿ|LLKÿ|LKLoWIIWKTÿ|lÿuLiLXJnWKTÿIMLWNÿnVNOLXHÿJiLNÿUVKl
uLOVuLHÿtWIMÿIMLÿOJKuWIWJKÿIMVIÿIMLÿgJXXWHILNÿhVKOMÿtKLNHÿbHHJOWVIWJKÿghbÿnNJiWuLHÿn}|XWOÿVOOLHH
IMNJ}TMÿIMLÿhVKOMÿIJÿIMLÿn}|XWOÿ|LVOMÿVNLVHYÿgJtLiLNkÿIMLÿn}|XWOÿMVHÿ|LLKÿnNLiLKILuÿoNJUÿHVoLXl
LmLNOWHWKTkÿtWIMJ}Iÿ}Ku}Lÿ|}NuLKHkÿIMLWNÿOJKHIWI}IWJKVXÿNWTMIÿIJÿVOOLHHÿIMLÿn}|XWOÿ|LVOMÿVNLVHÿVIÿgJXXWHILN
hVKOMÿoJNÿJiLNÿK}U|LNHÿJoÿlLVNHkÿHWKOLÿ\^q_Yÿ
xVNUÿbXJMVkÿ
EV}Xÿ[IJKLÿ
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Dear California Coastal Commission,
I was born and raised in CA, and have lived and worked in both SF and LA for decades. I am not a
Hollister Ranch owner, but I have had the pleasure of accessing the HR beaches as both a guest of
property owners and via other entry. I am now retired, but I have worked in the finance industry for
decades. I am also a part owner of a chain of boutique surf lodges.
Unfortunately, you have the difficult task of managing a scarce resource in the face of a perniciously
expanding species. I would encourage an extremely nuanced and thoughtful approach to this task. As
you know, the HR is one of the last remaining pristine landholdings along the amazing, historic California
coastline. The owners have done a wonderful job of preserving this little slice of paradise. Please
consider carefully any plan to potentially open the floodgates to the masses. Although an emotional case
can be made that natural resources should be shared by all, we have an ongoing deluge of precedents
that show that uncontrolled access can kill that very thing we love the most.
Please count me as a vote in OPPOSITION to the HRCAP as presented and proposed.
Please see my specific thoughts below:
First, allow me to point out several statements in the report with which I’m in full agreement:
*that overwhelming sentiment of stakeholders supports increased public Ranch access only if it is
properly balanced with protections against impacts on Ranch resources and damaging the rugged,
mostly undeveloped area
*that implementation of the plan as proposed will negatively affect Chumash archaeological interests
and threatened and endangered flora and fauna to a degree as yet entirely unknown
*that the rugged terrain that would be relied upon for access presents difficult and as yet unsolved
physical and safety challenges, including those from major, free-range cattle operations, regular and
dramatically increasing storm and tidal surges across only a narrow and shrinking beach and
ever-present real dangers from the collapsing bluffs lining the entire Ranch coastal frontage
*that implementation of any initial plan will require voluntary Ranch cooperation
*that any permanent plan will require expensive and very complicated condemnation litigation
The draft plan’s clear shortcoming is its complete failure to face the exact concerns it puts forward.
Before going final, the report must be revised to correct these obvious deficiencies. Just a few of them
are:
*absolutely no analysis or assessment whatsoever of the impacts the proposed 10-20 fold increase in
proposed human traffic levels will have on these sensitive natural and cultural resources or what would
be required to mitigate them.
*no analytics of any kind presented to support the numbers of people the draft plan specifically
proposes to accommodate

*no statements about the potential applicability of CEQA and (given potentially federally listed
endangered species, NEPA) to the adoption of the plan and its implementation
*despite the Governor’s recent pronouncements of the importance of taking Native American interests
into account in state policy-making, the lack of any plan for archaeological survey of the sites of spiritual
significance to the Chumash tribes, no acknowledgement that the Chumash have actively opposed
increased human access to the affected area until such a thorough survey has been completed and no
recognition that the access plan must be designed with these impacts in mind
*no discussion of the challenges associated with passing over active railroad lines without safety guards
or even the serious challenges associated with securing the rights to do so from Union Pacific
*no discussion of the fact that the intersection at 101 and the road to access the Ranch is one of the
State’s substandard freeway interchanges featuring the well-documented danger of left turns required
to cross oncoming traffic, which would likely require significant upgrading, yet no Caltrans Preliminary
Study Report of the issue has been prepared
*the failure to point out the impacts on steelhead trout and other environmental interests that would
arise from increased use of the narrow, speed-bumped road from 101 across Gaviota Creek, a necessary
means to provide the proposed access, and the added impacts if, as is likely, the road will need to be
upgraded, given its current high propensity for flooding
*the cost estimates the draft plan includes are woefully incomplete, are clearly infected with optimism
bias, fail to include key categories of significant costs, do not meet generally accepted standards and are
entirely inadequate to rely upon
*a lack of understanding of just how complex, expensive and time-consuming it will be to bring and
successfully prosecute eminent domain litigation proceedings against the more than 1100 affected
Ranch owners, a challenge that could easily be compared to the California High Speed Rail
condemnation challenge
*no benefit/cost policy analysis to compare securing this access to carrying out other coastal access
projects that could produce much more value per dollar, particularly for underserved communities
*no clear recognition that the stretch of Gaviota coast where the Ranch exists is already one of the most
state-park rich areas of the California coastline, with Gaviota State Park literally a stone’s throw from the
Ranch’s front door, and Refugio and El Capitan State Parks merely a few miles from the Ranch, and no
discussion of the woeful condition of these nearby coastal access facilities, the escalating liabilities to the
state of their snowballing deferred maintenance and their unrealized potential that could be overcome
with only a fraction of the investment limited Ranch access will likely cost and much more easily
implemented
*the CCC’s unjustifiable rejection of the Ranch’s position to prioritize access for underserved
communities whom CCC access polices have to date left largely behind
*its CCC’s shortsighted and narrow-visioned prioritization of maximizing recreational interests today over
the long term benefits of educational, scientific and wild and scenic land preservation for generations to

come, despite the growing trend in the world today to do just the opposite, with private stewardship a
key component (see, e.g., European Union Natura 2000 Network, Council of Europe Emerald Network,
United Nations Convention on Biological Diversity, European Inventory of Nationally Designated Areas,
EEA Report on Projected Areas in Europe, IUCN Best Practices Guidelines on Protected Areas
Management, Bern Convention on Conservation of Wildlife and Natural Habitats, Europarc Federation
Programs on Protecting Wilderness Areas).
I am sure there are other shortcomings in the draft report and in my brief analysis of same. As I
mentioned initially, this is an extremely complex and nuanced issue. Please tread carefully as you move
forward.
Sincerely,

Alex Cook
541-490-7628
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Hollister Ranch Coastal Access Program
Bill Cushman <wcushman@cox.net>
Fri 10/8/2021 10:13 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>
Cc: Sally Cushman <scushman@cox.net>

Dear Executi ve Director Ainsworth and California Coastal Commission Members,
My wife and I, as stakeholders and residents of Santa Barbara County since 1970, would like to voice our
opposition to the current (September 2021) Draft Coastal Access Program. Our main concerns are the
preservation of private property rights and the preservation of natural biological, cultural, and scenic coastal
resources. We at the Hollister Ranch have been good stewards and caretakers of this precious stretch of
coastline. The State of California should first follow our example by doing the same for the miles of existing public
beaches, state parks, and coastal areas under their control and management. We have not violated the lett er or
spirit of the Coastal Act of 1976, and in fact our tenancy should serve as an example as to what responsible
private landowners should be aspiring. We’re sure there may be an answer to the public access question, but this
draft misses the mark completely.
Respectfully,
William and Sally Cushman
Santa Barbara, California
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Comments on the Hollister Ranch Public Access Plan
Dennis, Patrick W. <PDennis@gibsondunn.com>
Fri 10/8/2021 10:09 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Ranch.

Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the draft public access plan for the Hollister

I first came to the Hollister Ranch coastline in 1965 when I walked from Jalama County Beach to Gaviota
State Park. I made the same trip in 1966 and subsequently walked into the Bixby and Hollister Ranches’ adjacent
beaches a number of times. Later, in the 1970s I bought a tiny boat that could be launched off the winch at the
Gaviota pier specifically to access the Hollister and Bixby Ranches’ beaches. In the late 1980s, I bought just a
fractional interest in a Hollister Ranch parcel. I do not own a structure in the Ranch, and I do not live on the
Ranch. In 2020, I was elected to the Hollister Ranch Owners Association Board and I serve on the Board today.
My current one-year term will be up at the end of December 2021.
I am opposed to the plan because I do not believe it fairly captures the vast majority of public sentiment
expressed regarding expanded public access to the Hollister Ranch during the public workshops, stakeholder
listening sessions, Working Group discussions, surveys and the many individually-submitt ed comments to the
state agencies charged with developing the plan. Nor does it offer any specific conditions that would be
necessary to protect the critical natural and cultural resources that exist now in the fragile coastline that is the
Hollister Ranch. Rather, it shows new paved parking lot layouts, new paved roads, increased trash collection, and
added additional infrastructure - all to serve an estimated 5 (at 100 per day) to 20 (at 500 per day) times the
number of current daily visitors – that will be put right on top of the well-documented sensitive and endangered
natural and cultural resources. The plan provides not one reference to any member of the public who expressed
the view that 100 to 500 people per day with the added necessary infrastructure set forth in the plan would be
the ideal future for the Hollister Ranch coastline.
In the various public workshops, listening sessions, and the June 2021 Zoom meeting to introduce the
draft plan that I participated in, I did not hear anyone urge that 100 to 500 additional visitors per day should be
the goal of AB 1680. Nor did I hear any member of the public advocate for the construction of a “staging area”
just inside the Hollister Ranch Gate, multiple beach parking lots, and the added infrastructure to support them. I
did not hear anyone urge the complete public acquisition, followed by dramatic spending on further
improvements to handle increased traffic, of the current private road into the Hollister Ranch. While the report
refers to surveys, listening sessions, public workshops, and the like, there is no presentation of any of the actual
results of those efforts, tallies of views, results of surveys, or any quotes from participants. As a result of my
participation in some of these events I am aware of public expressions (from non-Ranch owners) that directly
contradict the recommendations in the report – with some coming from surfers during the surfers’ “listening
session,” local community members at the Gaviota workshop where I was asked to host one of the tables, and
during the Zoom call in June 2021. In fact, during the June 2021 Zoom call there was open hostility to this very
plan expressed by non-Ranch owners that appeared in the public chat and was seen by all participants. Yet the
draft plan’s recommendation does not reflect nor summarize any of the many openly expressed opposing views not just from Ranch owners - to its proposed dramatic increase in public access and associated infrastructure that
will be placed on top of the environmentally and culturally sensitive coastline at the Hollister Ranch.
The report also does not mention the fact that during the 50 years of its current iteration as the Hollister
Ranch, there has been robust public access to its beaches. Surfers routinely walk and bike in on wet sand at low
tide, boat, and jet ski into the Ranch beaches on any day with good surf. Non-surfers access the Hollister Ranch
coastline in the same way – some walk in, ride in on bikes on wet sand at low tide, come in on kayaks, or
wind/kite surf, as well as via pleasure watercraft just for cruising, diving or fishing. We’ve estimated at least 50
additional beach goers on good weather and surf days and their access is along the beach or in the ocean – both
are open and available to any member of the public. And I believe many of those individuals are not interested in
https://outlook.office365.com/mail/Hollister@coastal.ca.gov/inbox/id/AAQkAGYyNjhiNGYzLWNlYjQtNDdiYy1hMjMxLTcxN2I1NTRiZjhiOQAQACtg94vg…
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a dramatic increase in public access over land to the Hollister Ranch coastline. I heard that sentiment expressed
from non-Ranch owners at the Gaviota public meeting on more than one occasion. My understanding from
surfers’ “listening session” is that some were openly opposed more overland public access. When I owned my
Ranch boat I did not support additional public access over land to the Hollister Ranch coastline. After all, the
whole point of coming to the Ranch by boat was that it offered a much different experience from that at beaches
with crowded and paved parking lots, trash, and absolutely no marine life or intertidal natural resources, including
animals, to be seen.
Nor does the report provide much text in recognition of the long-standing and robust guided public
access programs already offered by the Hollister Ranch Owners Association and some individual owners. Our
long-running tide pool program for young school children is relegated to the very last pages of the appendix – the
very back of the report. Similarly, there is no discussion of the success of Operation Surf, for wounded veterans to
come and surf in the Ranch which is largely run by Ranch owner volunteers. The report devotes less than a single
page (on page 77) to the “Research and Educational Opportunities” at the Ranch, failing to note the many
detailed and published studies done on the Ranch coastline by federal and state authorities, conservation
organizations, marine biologists, and researchers from various universities over the past thirty years. Nor does
the report even suggest that the state agencies charged with implementing AB 1680 made any effort at all to
gather these many published and publicly available studies done on the Hollister Ranch natural and cultural
resources. The fact is that the Hollister Ranch already has a robust guided public access program, but it is
ignored in this report leaving the reader to believe that only the state can create a future public access program
for the Hollister Ranch – a false conclusion.
Last, the proposed plan anticipates a massive public construction project on the beaches inside the
Hollister Ranch that starkly contrasts with the long underfunded and understaffed Gaviota State Park immediately
adjacent to the eastern end of the Hollister Ranch. Gaviota State Park clearly offers the best place for any
member of the public to park and then hike or bike along the beach or boat into the Ranch today. Yet for decades
this small state park has had almost no significant improvements to its camping and parking areas, restroom
facilities, or other infrastructure. The associated pier has a boat winch which has been out of service for years –
probably the same winch I used in the 1960s to launch my boat. And the park is actually closed to the public for a
substantial portion of the year presumably due to the lack of state funding priorities. It is hard to reconcile the
state’s lack of enthusiasm or support for even very modest improvements that would enhance public access to
the Hollister Ranch at the state’s own Gaviota State Park, with its extravagant spending proposal for the privately
owned land next door.
As just one of five Board members, I have repeatedly told state officials that I am in favor of increased
public access to the Hollister Ranch – and I have expressed my views to them with respect to the increased public
access I would support. That includes additional shutt le services offered to disadvantaged communities, Native
Americans, scientific researchers, and school children, among others. In furtherance of that commitment, the
Hollister Ranch has already reached an agreement with the Santa Ynez Band Chumash Indians (“SYBCI”) for
additional access to their cultural and spiritual resources in the Hollister Ranch – without the need for a state
mandated program. And I also remain open to working with the state as a partner to develop a collaborative
approach for increased public access into the Hollister Ranch.
This draft plan will not accomplish that goal.
Patrick W. Dennis

GIBSON DUNN
Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher LLP
333 South Grand Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 90071-3197
Tel +1 213.229.7567 • Fax +1 213.229.6567
PDennis@gibsondunn.com • www.gibsondunn.com
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This message may contain confidential and privileged information for the sole use of the intended
recipient. Any review, disclosure, distribution by others or forwarding without express permission is
strictly prohibited. If it has been sent to you in error, please reply to advise the sender of the error and
then immediately delete this message.
Please see our website at https://www.gibsondunn.com/ for information regarding the firm and/or our
privacy policy.
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Comments Re: Hollister Ranch Access Plan
Beverly Boise-Cossart <bboisecossart@gmail.com>
Fri 10/8/2021 9:40 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Draft Hollister Ranch Access Plan. I do not support
expanded access at Hollister Ranch as proposed in the Plan for many reasons, including:
1) The State has not conducted biological or archeological studies of the area to establish the
existing baseline and safe protections of the irreplaceable resources found at Hollister Ranch.
2) The proposed access numbers of 100 to 500 people per day appear to be arbitrary.
3) The HROA has allowed public access for decades that has protected and preserved resources
and is willing to partner with the State to increase this kind of access, within the time
constraints of 1680, and at a minimal cost to the State.
Rather than looking backward to the 1982 plan, developed in the Commissions’ infancy, let’s together
look forward to a plan that can creatively meet the objectives of the Coastal Commission and the stated
goals of the Coastal Conservancy that serves underserved communities, people from all walks of life,
educates our citizenry, and builds a future of environmental and cultural appreciation and leadership.
-Beverly Boise-Cossart
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Re: Letter to Costal Commission .pages
Kaleen Lugo <kaleenlugo@yahoo.com>
Fri 10/8/2021 9:16 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Hi Linda, yes here you go!
To Whom It May Concern,
I am Kaleen Lugo I am a socially engaged activist, yoga teacher, surfer, wilderness explorer, and friend to a resident at Hollister Ranch. I am
aware of The proposed Hollister Ranch Public Access Plan and feel that this decision to move forward with this plan would be a disaster for
the preserved natural landscape as it stands today. Being in Hollister Ranch as a guest, I saw first hand the ecology of the land and just how
harmonious not only the plants and animals interact with this pristine landscape, but the community as well. This misguided action plan
would collapse this delicate balance mother nature and the people who protect her have in place with potentially irreversible consequences.
This has been an ongoing conversation for many many years:
The plan declares its goal to be public access, when what is really being sought is convenient access. (In one inadvertently comical section, a
shuttle is deemed necessary for people who would otherwise find it “physically challenging, unappealing, or inaccessible” to get to a beach
like San Augustine, at the west end of the Ranch. The very word “unappealing” is quite telling. And is it a human right that access to all the
wonders of the natural world be effortless? Or that it justifies traversing privately owned and carefully stewarded properties?) Surfers,
hikers, and boaters have long enjoyed access to the Ranch beaches, which no one has ever denied are public; many folks appreciate the
natural barriers of tide and terrain, which keep do indeed keep crowds away, and that’s partly why the place is still so special. To be sure, the
boat launch at Gaviota was helpful too, but when the State Park introduced a plan to rebuild it, that plan was rejected by the Coastal
Commission, and the pier has remained broken since a storm slammed into it in 2014.
With all due respect I support the Costal Commission and their overall mission as stated:
The Commission is committed to protecting and enhancing California’s coast and ocean for present and future generations. It does so
through careful planning and regulation of environmental-sustainable development, rigorous use of science, strong public participation,
education, and effective intergovernmental coordination.
It strikes me that this plan is diametrically opposed to this stated mission. It is NOT protecting and enhancing, and in fact may will destroy
this precious treasure of California history and sensitive biodiversity. If the plan goes forward as written, there is a high probability that this
natural reserve will be LOST to future generations.
Further, it is most certainly NOT carefully planned! Proposing a development of this scale, without an Environmental Impact Report , is in
fact the opposite of careful planning!!!
If the proposition to spend taxpayers money on more public beach access in California, I would suggest that these dollars would be much
more effective if redirected to increasing and upgrading public beach access in other parts of California where there is high population
density and a dearth of public beach access.
Thank you for your time and careful consideration on this matter. There is nothing more honest than to consider how others are affected
through decisions made by other people. This really important conversation involves attention, awareness, and effort and being able to truly
care about other people and to sacrifice for them in decisions like this one. That is real consideration and compassion. The alternative is
unconsciousness, the default setting, the rat race; the constant sense of not having enough, the need to improve, and in that somehow we
have lost the very thing WE see as special, someplace worth fighting for.
With Gratitude,
Kaleen Lugo

On Friday, October 8, 2021, 08:23:16 AM PDT, Coastal Hollister Ranch <hollister@coastal.ca.gov> wrote:

Hi Kaleen
I am not able to open your attachment – can you re-send – perhaps just a direct email rather than an attachment?
Linda
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Linda Locklin
California Coastal Commission
Coastal Access Program Manager
831-427-4875

From: Kaleen <kaleenlugo@yahoo.com>
Sent: Friday, October 8, 2021 8:17 AM
To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>
Subject: Letter to Costal Commission .pages

💌
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Re: Objection to Hollister Ranch Development Plans
David Edington <david@edington.net>
Fri 10/8/2021 9:15 PM

To: Lisa Cochrane <lisa.cochrane@gmail.com>
Cc: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Awesome thanks!

Sent from my iPhone
On Oct 8, 2021, at 12:34 PM, Lisa Cochrane <lisa.cochrane@gmail.com> wrote:

California Coastal Commission
Re: Hollister Ranch
I am a concerned California citi zen who recently learned about a new proposed development plan for the
beaches at Hollister Ranch.
I WOULD LIKE TO VOICE MY STRONG OPPOSITION!
I believe the proposed Hollister Ranch Public Access Plan is misguided and implementation will likely cause
grave consequences. The plan refers to the 60-mile section of the Santa Barbara coast from Hollister Ranch to
Point Sal as one of the least accessible shorelines in California. Yet it does not include suggestions on how the
inaccessible Dangermond Preserve and Vandenberg Air Force Base might be made more accessible to the
public, instead focusing exclusively on the 8.5 miles that skirt the Hollister Ranch.
In fact, the Gaviota Coast is 76 miles, from Goleta to Point Sal. Other than limited beach access at El Cap,
Refugio, Gaviota, Jalama, and Surf Beach, none of the other beach areas are accessible or subject to relentless
discussion and misguided plans. Many are closer to public roads, facilities, and population centers.
The plan declares its goal to be public access, when what is really being sought is convenient access. Surfers,
hikers, and boaters have long enjoyed access to the Ranch beaches. No one has ever been denied entry. And
those who make the effort to reach the beach, often do so to appreciate the unique natural barriers of tide
and terrain, which keep do indeed keep crowds away, and partly why the place is still so special. To be sure,
the boat launch at Gaviota was helpful too, but when the State Park introduced a plan to rebuild it, that plan
was rejected by the Coastal Commission, and the pier has remained broken since a storm slammed into it in
2014.
In your own words: “The relatively undeveloped landscape and ruggedness of the coastline, the high quality of
the natural environment, surf conditions, and the lack of crowds are all aspects that make the Hollister beach
experience special.” What you are proposing here jeopardizes and is in direct conflict with all that you declare
to be special.
Implementation of this plan would lead to a completely different experience and environment. The very
elements that environmentalists (and most citizens of the planet) cherish have been protected by the limited
use of these beaches and would be diminished and destroyed by the numbers of additional visitors, vehicles,
and infrastructure this plan is recommending. I think the launch of the “pilot” or experimental program in
April with so many loose ends unexamined, is foolish and risky. It’s not so easy to backtrack, and harm may be
irrevocable.
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Many of the activities “envisioned” are already being done, and have been for many years: environmental
education, scientific studies, organized visits by persons with disabilities, the beloved Tide Pool School. The
Hollister Ranch has been hospitable and gracious in offering these and other such programs, and its residents
tend to believe that people value the natural environment more when they understand it.
I am concerned because once a place is gone, it is gone forever. Please understand my reluctance to accept
this deeply flawed, incomplete, and misguided proposal.
Respectfully submitt ed,
Lisa A Cochrane
Long Beach, CALisa Cochrane

562.243.7880

lisa.cochrane@gmail.com
For me, life is about being positive and hopeful, choosing to be joyful, choosing to be
encouraging, choosing to be empowering.
Billy Porter
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Re: Hollister Ranch
David Edington <david@edington.net>
Fri 10/8/2021 9:12 PM

To: Joseph Sturtevant <iojoe@riskspan.com>
Cc: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Awesome joe thanks

Sent from my iPhone
On Oct 8, 2021, at 12:00 PM, Joseph Sturtevant <iojoe@riskspan.com> wrote:

Coastal Commissioners,
My name is Joe Sturtevant and I am and former bond trader and co-founder of a successful financial
services company called RiskSpan, Inc. I am writi ng you today as a private citi zen and a nati ve
Californian. I am OPPOSED to the opening of Hollister Ranch for environmental and ethical reasons.
I grew up in San Diego and surfed Black’s beach in La Jolla for years. It was a bit of hike to get to the
beach and that deterred many from making the trip but once at the beach it was the best wave in
San Diego and the tranquility of going out in the morning was without compare. Hollister is the
same type of place. You can get there if you want but you have to hike or boat in. Yes you have to
make an effort and that is good. It keeps Hollister pristi ne and special. The current plan will turn it
into Disneyland!! We have 840 miles of coastline in California. Hollister is one of the few sacred
places that we need to protect- not destroy. I believe it is the Coastal Commission’s Mission to
PROTECT the coastline. I know you will do the right thing.
Thanks for your considerati on,
Joseph Sturtevant
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HROA Public Comment for CCC workshop - October 14th
Hollister Ranch <hroa@hollisterranch.org>
Fri 10/8/2021 9:07 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

To Whom It May Concern:
Att ached please find our correspondence. Thank you.

The Hollister Ranch Owners' Associati on
1000 Hollister Ranch
Gaviota, CA 93117-9757
Direct Phone: (805) 456-7055
Fax: (805) 567-1119

E: hroa@hollisterranch.org
Web: www.hollisterranch.org

Confidenti ality: This message is intended for the use of the individual or enti ty to which it is addressed, and may contain
informati on that is privileged and confidenti al. If you are not the intended recipient, or the employee or agent responsible
for delivering the message to the intended recipient, you are hereby noti fied that any disseminati on, distributi on or copying
of this communicati on is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communicati on in error, please noti fy us immediately
by email. Thank you.

 Please consider the environment before printi ng this e-mail
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Approving Hollister Ranch Coastal Access Program
Deborah Gibson <mcgib@cox.net>
Fri 10/8/2021 8:59 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Dear Commissioners,

As a 60 year resident of the Central Coast, forty year of which have been in Santa Barbara, I am urging
you to approve the Hollister Ranch Coastal Access Program. Hollister Ranch owners have postponed
access to the coastline, that by law, belongs to all of us, by denying access. The current plan is a
thoughtful and well researched answer to this access.
The Commission and State Agencies should open responsible access to the Ranch promptly. We
have waited for over 40 years by the Ranch owners’ legal maneuvers.
The HRCAP has worked out a ‘phased’ approach to access that takes into consideration natural
and cultural resources while protecting private property rights.
The State has had a vision for a ‘Coastal Trail’ system along the California coast. The lack of
access through Hollister Ranch means that there is only 5 miles of trail between Gaviota State
Park and Point Sal Beach Park.
Please, don’t buckle under the pressure of rich land owners trying to make what is PUBLIC their private
beach. You are the governing body that can do the right thing and open up responsible access to this
coastline to ALL Californians. We here in Santa Barbara County are counting the days!
Sincerely,
Deborah G. Gibson
Santa Barbara, CA. 93105
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Supporting Hollister Ranch Coastal Access Program
Ras Yaser <rasyasser@gmail.com>
Fri 10/8/2021 8:33 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Good Day Commissioners:
Please support me bicycling the coastal trail across Hollister Ranch while I'm young, ambling or
shuffling as I get older. You can do that with the Hollister Ranch bluff-top trail, a segment of the
California Coastal Trail, as outlined in the DRAFT Hollister Ranch Coastal Access Program. The trail is
super important to me and of statewide significance. C'mon, now is the time to complete the trail and
access routes to beaches along the way.
I support the public access and recreation policies of the California Coastal Act and the Gaviota
Coastal Plan (Local Coastal Program). I believe the proposed program should conform with stated
objectives that include providing safe, equitable, and inclusive access for all Californians and
minimizing impacts to natural and cultural resources while protecting private property.
I know you get a lot of emails and have a lot of people giving you feedback, and if you do - good! You
don't have to wonder what we think! We belong to the earth, not the other way around, no matter
how much money one has. Let that patch of earth feel us responsibly enjoying the sense of wonder
that area can inspire.
Earnestly,
Jesse
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Hollister ranch public access.
Marc Andreini <marc@andreinisurfboards.com>
Fri 10/8/2021 8:26 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Dear Commissioners,
I encourage you to limit public access to the area along our coast referred to as Hollister Ranch. It is
without a doubt the most beautiful and unspoiled last stretch of coastline south of Point Conception. I
was raised in Santa Barbara and lived there the first half of my life and have spent a lifetime searching
and riding waves on beaches from the Mexican border to point conception. The Hollister Ranch is easily
accessed by those who are willing to take a boat from the harbor or launch off the beach at Gaviota.
There are virtually no unspoiled beach is left in that region other than the Hollister Ranch that are not
over developed with trails and erosion from human traffic. It would be a shame to lose it. There are
plenty of beaches and parks to enjoy in the same area starting with Gaviota which is surprisingly mostly
vacant of any people for all of the decades I have been in the area. Makes me wonder what the point
would be of spoiling more areas that are similar that are only 1 mile or 2 miles away?
I appreciate you taking the time to listen to my concerns.
Sincerely.
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Opposition to the Costal Commissions Public Access Plan for Hollister Ranch
Hunter Edington <hunter.edington@gmail.com>
Fri 10/8/2021 8:01 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

To Whom It May Concern,

I am Hunter Edington writing to you as a private citizen. I have been a California resident my entire life
and have been fortunate enough to explore and enjoy many beaches throughout Southern California.
I have a very strong respect and love for the area that is Hollister Ranch. From my experience it is one
of, if not the most well preserved parts of the California coast. The natural ecosystem and abundance
of wildlife is something that Californians are very fortunate to have maintained with the rapid and
ongoing development of our state over the last 170+ years.
While I do think that equitable access to this beautiful region is a very important principle to consider
when it comes to the future of Hollister Ranch I am STRONGLY OPPOSED to the Coastal Commission's
plan as it is currently written. The plan contradicts almost all the key points in Coastal Commission's
own mission statement as stated on their website.
The Commission is committed to protecting and enhancing California’s coast and ocean
for present and future generations. It does so through careful planning and regulation of
environmental-sustainable development, rigorous use of science, strong public
participation, education, and effective intergovernmental coordination.
As the plan is right now, I see in no way how it is committed to PROTECTING this section of coastline
and I can assure you that this region needs no enhancement from human intervention.
Careful planning: There appears to be almost NONE in the current plan. Shuttle busing would require
significant overwork to the access roads and beach parking areas as they currently stand. This is
incredibly understated in the current plan. This also goes for individual car access, which on top of that
would be a safety risk. Narrow sections, blind turns, cattle/other wildlife, and sheer cliff sides would
create very hazardous driving conditions for even slightly elevated traffic levels, especially to those
driving these roads for the first time.
Environmentally-sustainable development: Almost oxymoronic in this instance. Based on the
geological structure of this section of the coast you would almost certainly be compromising a portion
of the natural habitat to safely and adequately create the infrastructure to allow public access (which
as stated above is not carefully planned at all in the current plan).
Rigorous use of science: Proposing a development of this scale WITHOUT an Environmental Impact
Report is not only showing a lack of overall planning but a complete disregard for environmental
science. Doing what is in the best interest of the California Coast is the key aspect of the Coastal
Commission's Mission Statement and the current plan does NOT do what is in the best interest of
Hollister's Coastline.
In conclusion, I am all for inclusivity and sharing this stunningly beautiful region of California with
people who admire and respect it for what it is. However, as the plan is written at this time I can in no
way see how the Coastal Commission expects to achieve their goals without compromising some, if
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not all, of this pristine piece of coastline. As initially said in their own Mission Statement "[We are]
committed to protecting and enhancing California’s coast and ocean for present and future
generations." We must ensure the protection of Hollister's Coastline; it is one of the last sections of
coast in California that has been mostly untainted by human development and should be looked upon
as a piece of history to be preserved. Once that has been accomplished, the ability to safely and ecoconsciously allow access to other nature-loving Californians should be meticulously planned and put
into place.
Sincerely,
Hunter Edington
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October 8, 2021
Statement of Oppositi on to Proposed Coastal Access Program re Hollister Ranch

Dear Commission and Team:
I have lived in the ocean community of Laguna Beach since 1976 and have been a guest of homeowners of Hollister
Ranch. My greatest concern is the damage to our pristi ne coastline and all of its plant and animal ecosystems.
I have reviewed the proposed coastal access program for Hollister Ranch, and offer my letter in strong oppositi on to
its prospecti ve approval and implementati on.
I have reviewed many letters of oppositi on already provided by Hollister residents and others. I would like to
reiterate the following points presented by 3 separate community members, so as to further emphasize for you the
importance of these same concerns which I share:
•

•

I’m in full agreement:
o

that overwhelming senti ment of stakeholders supports increased public Ranch access only if it is
properly balanced with protecti ons against impacts on Ranch resources and damaging the
rugged, mostly undeveloped area

o

that implementati on of the plan as proposed will negati vely affect Chumash archaeological
interests and threatened and endangered flora and fauna to a degree as yet enti rely unknown

o

that the rugged terrain that would be relied upon for access presents difficult and as yet unsolved
physical and safety challenges, including those from major, free-range cattle operati ons, regular
and dramati cally increasing storm and ti dal surges across only a narrow and shrinking beach and
ever-present real dangers from the collapsing bluffs lining the enti re Ranch coastal frontage

The proposed Plan in its current iterati on fails to adequately address these concerns, and must be
materially revised to correct deficiencies, including the following of greatest importance to me:
o

Little to no analysis or assessment of the impacts the proposed 10-20 fold increase in proposed
human traffic levels will have on the sensiti ve natural and cultural resources or what would be
required to miti gate them.

o

no analyti cs of any kind presented to support the numbers of people the draft plan specifically
proposes to accommodate

o

no statements about the potenti al applicability of CEQA and (given potenti ally federally listed
endangered species, NEPA) to the adopti on of the plan and its implementati on

o

no discussion of the fact that the intersecti on at 101 and the road to access the Ranch is one of
the State’s substandard freeway interchanges featuring the well-documented danger of left turns
required to cross oncoming traffic

o

the failure to point out the impacts on steelhead trout and other environmental interests that
would arise from increased use of the narrow, speed-bumped road from 101 across Gaviota
1

Creek, a necessary means to provide the proposed access, and the added impacts if, as is likely,
the road will need to be upgraded, given its current high propensity for flooding
o

no clear recogniti on that the stretch of Gaviota coast where the Ranch exists is already one of the
most state-park rich areas of the California coastline, with Gaviota State Park literally a stone’s
throw from the Ranch’s front door, and Refugio and El Capitan State Parks merely a few miles
from the Ranch, and no discussion of the poor conditi on of these nearby coastal access faciliti es

o

prioriti zati on of maximizing recreati onal interests today over the long-term benefits of
educati onal, scienti fic and wild and scenic land preservati on for generati ons to come.

From a Gaviota community member, school teacher, and Hollister resident, I agree with her statement:
•

The plan declares its goal to be public access, when what is really being sought is convenient access. (In
one inadvertently humorous secti on, a shuttle is deemed necessary for people who would otherwise find
it “physically challenging, unappealing, or inaccessible” to get to a beach like San Augusti ne, at the west
end of the Ranch. The very word “unappealing” is quite telling. And is it a human right that access to all
the wonders of the natural world be effortless? Or that it justi fies traversing privately owned and carefully
stewarded properti es?) Surfers, hikers, and boaters have long enjoyed access to the Ranch beaches, which
no one has ever denied are public; many folks appreciate the natural barriers of ti de and terrain, which
keep do indeed keep crowds away, and that’s partly why the place is sti ll so special.

•

In Vision and Objectives, for example, we see again the stated desire that there be “lack of crowds”. Actual
Hollister Ranch usage numbers fall well below the numbers you are advocati ng. How do you reconcile this
contradicti on? Implementati on of this plan would lead to a completely different experience and
environment. The very elements that environmentalists (and most citi zens of the planet) cherish have
been protected by the limited use of these beaches, and would be diminished and destroyed by the
numbers of additi onal visitors, vehicles, and infrastructure this plan is recommending.

Finally, from a self-described ocean sports enthusiast and professional surfer, he writes, in part:
•

As a kid, I thought it was so cool that this stretch of coastline existed and people treated it as the sacred
resource that it is and should be. Since these early surf missions, I have traveled around the world and am
always devastated by the state of the beaches and the lack of care that people have for the oceans magic.

•

It would be a mistake to endanger Hollister ranch through a coastal access plan that isn’t well thought out
and thorough. This stretch of coastline has been sacred for many years and it would be a shame to see it
trashed like many of the beaches in California.

•

The Hollister ranch is an extremely high risk area in terms of fire. If you have people wandering around,
smoking, or being irresponsible, the risk of fire goes up tremendously.

•

Public access to this part of the world is already made readily available to the public through Gaviota State
Park, which is mere miles from the gate of Hollister ranch. It is a beauti ful beach and is under-uti lized by
the public, oft en with little or no visitors at all. Moreover, since the storm crushed the end of the pier at
this locati on, the state has yet to repair the boat launch, thus effecti vely removing the previously easiest

2

way for the public to access Hollister ranch. Consequently, the need for additi onal access and/or plans
seems questi onable.

When measured against the foregoing senti ments, each well-reasoned, informed, arti culate, from thoughtf ul
individuals who care deeply, as I do, for the stewardship of this unspoiled stretch of California coastline, I urge you
to reconsider the Plan as currently presented, and revisit the importance of taking all measures needed to ensure
the preservati on of this extraordinary place for generati ons to come.
Thank you.
Nana Palmer
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Please keep the Hollister Ranch pristine
Boston Titensor <bostonprov@gmail.com>
Fri 10/8/2021 6:47 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Dear Commissioners,

I encourage you to limit public access to the area of the coast referred to as Hollister Ranch. This
pristine piece of the coastline should continue to be preserved as it is. The past and present caretakers
of this property have done a good job of maintaining this piece of our coast. Similar care should
continue. Just because there is a section of coastline that could be opened to larger public use does
not mean that it should be opened. Parts of the coastal waters have been set aside from fishermen and
divers so the ocean floor can be restored. This preservation system for restoring wildlife to
overused coastal areas is working well. Why not set this stretch of beach aside so it can be maintained
as it is?
If this section of coastline is opened to greater use than is occurring today there will be a major impact
on the quality of the roads, the cliff tops, the trails, the beach, the water, the trash and the creatures in
the water. Infrastructure will need to be built to accommodate for trash, toilets will need to be built
and more trails will have to be added. The room for human error is massive. All of this will detract
from the present quality of the coastal environment. These structures will reduce the visual quality of
the area. In just a few years people will look at the old pictures and say to themselves, "It sure has
changed a lot." There is no way this area can be opened to larger crowds and expect the pristine
character to be maintained.
The permanent population of the regions near the Ranch do not justify opening this area up to
overuse. People must drive to get this stretch of coastline. There are other places already open for
public use that are well developed.
I encourage the Commission to maintain the present pristine quality of the coastline referred to as
Hollister Ranch.
Thank you for the opportunity to voice my concerns.
-Cheers,
Boston Titensor
949.306.1101
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Coastal access plan
Ann Hunter-Welborn <Ann.Hunter-Welborn@hunterindustries.com>
Fri 10/8/2021 6:19 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

I have some concerns about safety of visitors and of the residents, and of the resident horses. We provide a
horse boarding service for people located all over Southern California. These horses are pastured along the road
just above San Augusti ne Beach. Who would be liable if the horses are harmed?
There are frequently young children riding bikes back and forth to the beach. Who would be responsible for their
safety??
Would visitors be allowed to bring guns with them for their day at the beach??? Is it possible to say no guns
allowed? Will there be metal detectors at the entrance?
I would like to allow public access, but only with proper protecti ons, given the remoteness of the region, the
fragility of the landscape and the vulnerability of the farm animals and wildlife, not to menti on the human
residents.
I hope you will take these considerati ons into account.
Ann Hunter-Welborn
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NO TO PUBLIC ACCESS
Christopher George <cjgeorge32@gmail.com>
Fri 10/8/2021 6:14 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

I will keep this very short because I know you are getting a ton of comments on this proposal. I too think
opening up Hollister Ranch is a very bad idea. I don't live at HR full time but we have a family home
there. I truly believe opening up the beach will create, trash, graffiti, drinking and drug use and other
problems. Hollister owners have been good stewards of the land.
I have been reading comments that say “who cares about a bunch of rich guys that want to keep their
expensive beach to themselves” It is much more than that. A lot of the folks that live there are very
protective of that beach and the wildlife. Keeping it pristine and clean for generations to come is much
more important than money. Why would you even think of turning that beautiful beach into another LA
County beach that most people would not even take their families to. Use that money instead to help the
beaches that are in desperate need to make them family friendly again.
Christopher George
Catherine George
Whittier CA

-Christopher J George CRPS, CMFC, AIF®
Cetera Advisor Networks LLC, member FINRA/SIPC
15141 E. Whittier Blvd. #550
Whittier, CA 90603
562.945.7787
800.441.0136
FAX:562.696.5487
georgec@ceteranetworks.com
www.quantumecon.com
www.georgeassetmanagement.com
❤ ️SCPC ❤ ️
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Statement of Opposition to Proposed Coastal Access Program re Hollister Ranch
Dear Commission and Team:
I am a resident of over 30 years in Laguna Beach, an avid ocean and beach sports enthusiast, and a frequent visitor
to Hollister Ranch, Gaviota State Park, and surrounding areas. I am as well a lawyer – also for over 30 years -- and
am intimately familiar, both as lawyer and coastal resident, with matters of coastal access to the public, as well as
the risks necessarily presented by any such plan. Of greatest concern to me, naturally, as well as to each of you I
am sure, is the risk of actual damage and destruction to our pristine coastline, as well as the flora and fauna which
call such coastline home.
I have evaluated the proposed coastal access program for Hollister Ranch, and am supplying this letter in strong
opposition to its prospective approval and implementation.
I have as well had an opportunity to review many letters of opposition already provided to you on this subject, by
Hollister residents and others, and believe that many of such letters have articulated as well as I possible could the
many important and unavoidable reasons to oppose your Plan as currently proposed. Rather than reinvent in my
own words those same concerns, I would like to reiterate and adopt the following points, presented by 3 unrelated
but equally concerned community members, so as to further emphasize for you the importance of these same
concerns which I share:
From one of my lawyer colleagues, he writes, in part:




First, allow me to point out several statements in the report with which I’m in full agreement:
o

that overwhelming sentiment of stakeholders supports increased public Ranch access only if it is
properly balanced with protections against impacts on Ranch resources and damaging the
rugged, mostly undeveloped area

o

that implementation of the plan as proposed will negatively affect Chumash archaeological
interests and threatened and endangered flora and fauna to a degree as yet entirely unknown

o

that the rugged terrain that would be relied upon for access presents difficult and as yet
unsolved physical and safety challenges, including those from major, free-range cattle
operations, regular and dramatically increasing storm and tidal surges across only a narrow and
shrinking beach and ever-present real dangers from the collapsing bluffs lining the entire Ranch
coastal frontage

However, notwithstanding the foregoing concerns, the Plan in its current iteration fails to adequately
address as much, and must be materially revised to correct many glaring deficiencies, including the
following of greatest importance to me:
o

Little to no analysis or assessment of the impacts the proposed 10-20 fold increase in proposed
human traffic levels will have on the sensitive natural and cultural resources or what would be
required to mitigate them.

o

no analytics of any kind presented to support the numbers of people the draft plan specifically
proposes to accommodate

o

no statements about the potential applicability of CEQA and (given potentially federally listed
endangered species, NEPA) to the adoption of the plan and its implementation
1

o

no discussion of the fact that the intersection at 101 and the road to access the Ranch is one of
the State’s substandard freeway interchanges featuring the well-documented danger of left turns
required to cross oncoming traffic

o

the failure to point out the impacts on steelhead trout and other environmental interests that
would arise from increased use of the narrow, speed-bumped road from 101 across Gaviota
Creek, a necessary means to provide the proposed access, and the added impacts if, as is likely,
the road will need to be upgraded, given its current high propensity for flooding

o

no clear recognition that the stretch of Gaviota coast where the Ranch exists is already one of
the most state-park rich areas of the California coastline, with Gaviota State Park literally a
stone’s throw from the Ranch’s front door, and Refugio and El Capitan State Parks merely a few
miles from the Ranch, and no discussion of the poor condition of these nearby coastal access
facilities

o

prioritization of maximizing recreational interests today over the long-term benefits of
educational, scientific and wild and scenic land preservation for generations to come.

From a Gaviota community member, school teacher, and Hollister resident, she writes, in part:


The plan declares its goal to be public access, when what is really being sought is convenient access. (In
one inadvertently humorous section, a shuttle is deemed necessary for people who would otherwise find
it “physically challenging, unappealing, or inaccessible” to get to a beach like San Augustine, at the west
end of the Ranch. The very word “unappealing” is quite telling. And is it a human right that access to all
the wonders of the natural world be effortless? Or that it justifies traversing privately owned and carefully
stewarded properties?) Surfers, hikers, and boaters have long enjoyed access to the Ranch beaches,
which no one has ever denied are public; many folks appreciate the natural barriers of tide and terrain,
which keep do indeed keep crowds away, and that’s partly why the place is still so special.



In Vision and Objectives, for example, we see again the stated desire that there be “lack of crowds”.
Actual Hollister Ranch usage numbers fall well below the numbers you are advocating. How do you
reconcile this contradiction? Implementation of this plan would lead to a completely different experience
and environment. The very elements that environmentalists (and most citizens of the planet) cherish have
been protected by the limited use of these beaches, and would be diminished and destroyed by the
numbers of additional visitors, vehicles, and infrastructure this plan is recommending.

Finally, from a self-described ocean sports enthusiast and professional surfer, he writes, in part:


As a kid, I thought it was so cool that this stretch of coastline existed and people treated it as the sacred
resource that it is and should be. Since these early surf missions, I have traveled around the world and am
always devastated by the state of the beaches and the lack of care that people have for the oceans magic.



It would be a mistake to endanger Hollister ranch through a coastal access plan that isn’t well thought out
and thorough. This stretch of coastline has been sacred for many years and it would be a shame to see it
trashed like many of the beaches in California.



The Hollister ranch is an extremely high risk area in terms of fire. If you have people wandering around,
smoking, or being irresponsible, the risk of fire goes up tremendously.
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Public access to this part of the world is already made readily available to the public through Gaviota State
Park, which is mere miles from the gate of Hollister ranch. It is a beautiful beach and is under-utilized by
the public, often with little or no visitors at all. Moreover, since the storm crushed the end of the pier at
this location, the state has yet to repair the boat launch, thus effectively removing the previously easiest
way for the public to access Hollister ranch. Consequently, the need for additional access and/or plans
seems questionable.

When measured against the foregoing sentiments, each well-reasoned, informed, articulate, even emotional, from
thoughtful individuals who care deeply, as I do, for the stewardship of this unspoiled stretch of California coastline,
I urge you to reconsider the Plan as currently presented, and revisit the importance of taking all measures needed
to ensure the preservation of this extraordinary place for generations to come.
Thank you.
PDK
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Hollister Ranch Comment
Michael Henszey <michaelhenszey@gmail.com>
Fri 10/8/2021 5:44 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Dear Coastal Commision,

I am a resident of Ventura County California. I'm not in favor of the plan to bring more public
access to Holster Ranch for the following reasons. There are already two parks on either side of
the ranch so it seems like a waste of money to develop another area. A better idea might be to
invest that money in upgrading facilities at Gaviota State Park and Jalama and pay for more
rangers to keep those beaches clean. The development funds could also be used to fund
research and educational programs that only need limited access to the ranch instead of paying
for beach goers access.
One of the great things about going to the Channel Islands is to see what the
California coastline looked like before it was developed. It's comforting to know that two small
sections of the coast at Dangermond preserve and the Hollister Ranch are actually saving the
fragile ecosystem and not becoming just another human picnic area.
Best,
Michael Henszey
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Hollister Ranch Beach access
Julia Crookston <chefjuliainsb@gmail.com>
Fri 10/8/2021 5:36 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

I have been a regular beach going SB County resident since 1973.
I've hiked and ridden my horse along the low tide space from SB to Hollister/Gaviota.
Because of my age and physical constraints, I no longer can do so. I continue to enjoy the coast at
Gaviota and Jalama.
Please, please do not open access to the Hollister Ranch coastal areas.
Although we have 'the right' to access, we, as a Community, also have the obligation to preserve and
protect our wild areas.
From my understanding, the Hollister Ranch deeded the Gaviota Beach area as part of their
permitting agreements and of course there is access to the wilder beaches.
Please preserve this piece of pristine California heritage for the future well being of our beautiful Santa
Barbara County Coastline.
Julia Crookston
Buellton Ca 93247
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HRCAP Opposition
Bertha Edington <bedington@getmarketinginfluence.com>
Fri 10/8/2021 5:32 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

As a citizen and business women in Southern California, please count me as a vote in opposition to the
HRCAP as presented and proposed.
While I fully support open access to the coastal areas, with everything else going on in our fair state, I seriously
questi on the need to focus ti me and money on a project like this. This is not a situati on that is broken and does
not need at this ti me to be fixed.
Additi onally, I find the effort to move forward without an environmental impact plan to be not only unacceptable,
but diametrically opposed to what the HRCAP claims it's trying to accomplish.
Please know that I am and will remain against this plan as is.
Sincerely,
Bertha Edington

Bertha Edington
Marketing Influence
bedington@getmarketinginfluence.com
619-851-8026
getmarketinginfluence.com
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Subject: COMMENTS on HOLLISTER RANCH COASTAL ACCESS PLAN
To: <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov
My name is Candice “Candy” Woodward. I am one of the original California female
surfers who became prominent in the competitive surf scene of the 1980s and 90s,
and I’m also one of the few women who have had the honor of being inducted into
the prestigious Hermosa Beach Surfers Walk of Fame.
The Hollister Ranch is very familiar to me, I’ve been surfing there since 1974. In
1977 I purchased land for $27,000. I was 22 years old.
I was not a “rich” surfer, I was a working college student who took on a loan so I
could follow my dream. Because the Ranch had strict CC&Rs, I knew that I couldn’t
develop the land or build a structure. It was just beautiful raw land, accessible by
winding, bumping, single lane dirt roads. My father told me I was crazy. I’m glad
that I didn’t listen to him. My property is exactly the same today.
The Hollister Ranch is one of the most pristine, environmentally protected regions
along the California Coast. Trash is virtually non-existent. The sea life and wildlife
are abundant. Scientists and researchers have pointed out that the Hollister Ranch
is one of the most biologically diverse ecosystems in the world. Much of the flora is
rare and unique to this rugged coastline, where Southern and Central California
come together at Point Conception. “It’s important, fragile, and irreplaceable.”
.At times, this wild coast can be downright dangerous. With adult great white
sharks patrolling the waters, aggressive sea lions, wild boar, rattlesnakes, coyotes,
mountain lions and others that live in the hills but often venture onto the beach in
search of food and water. There are also powerful gusty winds that can stoke a
raging wildfire in seconds.
I’d also like to point out that modern surfing (Post-Ancient Hawaiian Royalty) has
been a very male dominated sport. Myself and a small group of female surfers,
became trail blazers in an arena that was not very welcoming once we put on a
wetsuit to compete with the guys. Hollister Ranch was no exception. Many surfers
chose to “boat in” or walk in as they do today. The opportunity to purchase land
has been, and still is an option like it was for me.
Over the past several years, the Hollister Ranch has become the subject of an
extremely negative “public access” campaign, leading to hostility and unrealistic
expectations from some in the surfing community. Not surprisingly, most of this
has come from highly visible, biased press articles, promoting a sentiment of
victimization by the “rich” and entitlement of the masses - Surfers who know little
to nothing about the Ranch and its long history of environmental conservation. All
they know is that it has good waves and that they’re going to “bust down the gate”
attitude. (I’ve personally heard it and read about it)
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Unfortunately, the access issue and the process hasn’t evolved much from the
CCC's plans for access in the 1980s, which were based on emotion, myth and
animosity, not science, sound financial analysis, and most importantly, what’s at
stake.
In addition to the many concerns that have already been brought to the attention of
the CCC, please consider the following:
1. ONE DROPPED MATCH, ONE CIGARETTE, ONE EMBER can result in an
extremely destructive wild fire. The winds in this area are erratic and fierce,
especially through the canyons where most homes are. There’s only one
road in and one out – it’s windy, narrow and dangerously close to steep drop
offs and cliffs.
2. WATER IS SCARCE, and first responders are at least 20 minutes away from
the Hollister Ranch front gate. Add another 10, 20, 35 minutes to get to
where structures are and that can equate to significant losses, and possibly
lives.
3. ERODING, COLLAPSING BLUFFS. These pose obvious risks for people and
animals sitting on the beach, especially as sea levels continue to rise
undercutting the bluffs foundations. Earlier this year a large bull fell off a
collapsed 90 foot bluff, landing on the beach below where people were sitting
and walking.
4. INABILITY TO COMMUNICATE DUE TO POOR CELLULAR RECEPTION. That
means no texting and talk. It is especially bad at the beaches and from
certain areas of the road.
5. HAZARDOUS OCEAN CURRENTS AND CONDITIONS. The waves can get huge
and turbulent, often with little warning. This has led to near drownings,
broken bones, heart attacks and other injuries. There are no lifeguards or
water safety within miles. High gusty winds can blow inexperienced kite and
foil surfers out to sea.
6. SECURITY ON PROPOSED TRAILS, RESTROOMS, PROTECTION FOR
PROPERTY AND PEOPLE. How does the CCC propose to prevent crime within
the Ranch? For example, vandalism, theft, trespassing, assault, sexual
assault, arson and other forms of violence, along with destructive behavior
that threatens guests AND Hollister Ranch residents?
Lastly, the recent Orange County oil spill disaster is once again a reminder of how
fragile our coastal waters, beaches, sea life and wildlife are. It is our responsibility
to preserve and protect these precious, and increasingly disappearing natural
environments. Hence, a well thought out, thoroughly researched plan with
consensus from the scientific and conservation community must be employed
before embarking on a potentially disastrous plan when deciding the fate of the
unique and wild Hollister Ranch, Point Conception Coast.
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Support for the DRAFT Hollister Ranch Coastal Access Program (09/24/2021)
Cindy Stoutenborough <cee.stout@gmail.com>
Fri 10/8/2021 5:16 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Dear Commissioners,

As someone that has lived most of my 60 years in Santa Barbara/Goleta, I want to be able to walk or
bicycle the coastal trail across Hollister Ranch in my lifetime. The goal of completing the Hollister
Ranch bluff-top trail, a segment of the California Coastal Trail, poses many challenges, as outlined in
the DRAFT Hollister Ranch Coastal Access Program. However, the trail is of statewide significance, and
now is the time to complete the trail and access routes to beaches along the way.
I support the public access and recreation policies of the California Coastal Act and the Gaviota
Coastal Plan (Local Coastal Program). I believe the proposed program should conform with stated
objectives that include providing safe, equitable, and inclusive access for all Californians and
minimizing impacts to natural and cultural resources while protecting private property.
Kind regards,
Cynthia
--------Cynthia Cline Stoutenborough
317 Mohawk Rd, Santa Barbara, CA 93109
cee.stout@gmail.com
-...
Cindy Stoutenborough
805-965-2515
cee.stout@gmail.com
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From George O. - PUBLIC COMMENT FOR: HOLLISTER RANCH COASTAL ACCESS
PROGRAM COASTAL COMMISSION WORKSHOP (virtual) for OCTOBER 14, 2021
George Orbelian <gorbelian@me.com>
Fri 10/8/2021 4:52 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>; George Orbelian <gorbelian@me.com>

Dear Commissioners,

My comments for the upcoming Coastal Commission Meeting (October 14, 2021 - Zoom) to utilize the
Adaptive Management Plan in discussing the proposal to explore:
1) building new multimillion dollar parking lots
2) managing over 36 known Chumash sites that cover the 8.5 mile coastal frontage of the Hollister
Ranch
3) constructing an $11 million dollar trail across the Hollister Ranch with road, restroom and water /
power infrastructure improvements across the entire front of the ranch (at all existing access points)
4) potentially accommodating a tremendous increase in daily public visitors
5) attempting to do the above without causing degrading / corrosive environmental assault(s) on
pristine, relatively untouched, delicate and sensitive natural life that currently exists there
I reviewed this plan in detail: https://documents.coastal.ca.gov/reports/2021/10/Th4/Th4-102021report.pdf and appreciate the effort.
The Hollister Ranch has about 8.5 miles of existing beaches.
The average number of people on the beach currently is a small fraction of potential capacity under
this plan.
The Hollister Ranch is one of the few places on the coast of California where bears, mountain lions,
marine mammals and birds have yet to be chased out of their home.
The Hollister Ranch has some of the biggest kelp piles (insect magnets) on the entire Southern
California coast.
Increasing the number of visitors a day would have significant impacts on rare sensitive endangered
plants and animals.
With all the environmental challenges the State of California and the World are currently facing, I
would subscribe to your preferred Adaptive Management Plan from a Global level and preserve the
beautiful and unique Hollister Ranch primarily for education, research and rehabilitation.
Sparse nearby accommodations and emergency / paramedic response and support are two major
challenges in the Hollister Ranch area.
Coastal access would be better served by improving existing California state parks that are located
closer to more densely populated areas and aligning those sites with locals.
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Humans are Nature.
Nature originated the Adaptive Management Plan.
This is the time when Nature would appreciate that we let her heal.
The wild, natural places are the antidote for Ecocide.
It is time that we slow, stop and reverse living at the expense of nature and do no harm by focusing
access at the Hollister Ranch to:
#6. - Research and Educational Opportunities:
a) 6.1 - Science and Research Opportunities
b) 6.2 - Educational and Interpretive Opportunities
c) Rehabilitation Programs that use the powers of nature to heal as exemplified by three existing
programs:
1) Tide Pool School Program
2) Recreational Access for Individuals with Disabilities
3) A Walk on Water
Thank you!
Aloha,
George Orbelian
San Francisco, CA 94121
Board Member: Buckminster Fuller Institute
Board Member: Walter Munk Foundation for the Oceans
Co-Founder: Project Kaisei - Google Earth Hero
Author: Essential Surfing
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Hollister Ranch Access Plan
david@edington.net <david@edington.net>
Fri 10/8/2021 4:52 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

I am David Edington writi ng as a private citi zen. I have been in just about every job and
business there is. I have been broke and rich at different ti mes in my life. Currently I
own/operate an investment management business, a tech start up in the sleep
improvement space, a surf lodge in Indonesia, a resort hotel in Mexico, and a small but
delicious tequila brand. I have been an owner at the Hollister Ranch for over ten years. I
am passionate about surfing and nature. I have a deep and abiding love for this land, and
it is a top priority to me to conti nue to be a good steward – and yes SHARING is an
important part of this stewardship.
I am STRONGLY OPPOSED to the plan as writt en. I do support many things in the plan,
and I especially support the overall mission of the Coastal Commision as stated on their
website:

The Commission is committ ed to protecti ng and enhancing
California’s coast and ocean for present and future generati ons. It
does so through careful planning and regulati on of environmentalsustainable development, rigorous use of science, strong public
parti cipati on, educati on, and effecti ve intergovernmental
coordinati on.
It strikes me that this plan is diametrically opposed to this stated mission. It is NOT
protecti ng and enhancing, and in fact may will destroy this precious museum piece of
California history and amazing sensiti ve biodiversity. If the plan goes forward as writt en,
there is a high probability that this special place will be LOST to future generati ons.
Further, it is most certainly NOT carefully planned! Proposing a development of this scale,
without an Environmental Impact Report , is in fact the opposite of careful planning!!!
There are many, many reasons to oppose this plan. I think other writers will highlight
most of these, so my main point here will be to questi on the need for this project.
I am in the midst of what I hope will prove to be an exhausti ve and definiti ve study of
public beach access vs populati on density in California. My preliminary results can be
summarized in these two maps:
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California Public Beach Access via State Park System:

California Populati on Density

Even a casual inspection of this graphic data suggests that the Gaviota Coast is already
overparked and has EXCESSIVE beach access, and there is just not that many people in
this area!
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In point of fact, the Hollister Ranch is pretty much ADJACENT to a state park. To reach
the Hollister Ranch, one must drive right past the Gaviota State Park!!! And it is often
empty when I drive by.
To illustrate my point here, I just drove over there and took a couple of photos. It took
seven minutes to drive there from my parcel here on the Hollister Ranch. Seven
minutes! Seven minutes away from where you are talking about government shuttle buses
and potential hundreds of millions of taxpayer dollars. so ya is public beach access, right
here already! It was quite beautiful there:

And quite empty!:
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Furthermore, as with all of our precious California beaches, there IS ALREADY public
access everywhere to the mean high tide line. There is a very healthy community of nonowners who access Hollister Ranch regularly, via boats, walking in at low tide, biking in,
and paddling in.
So, if ya really think more public beach access in California is a good spend for the
taxpayers, I would suggest – and the facts support – that these dollars would be much
more effective if redirected to increasing and upgrading public beach access in other parts
of California where there is high population density and a dearth of public beach access.
In closing, I again thank the Coastal Commission for their efforts to protect California
beaches. I beg you to consider my comments here. I would love to partner with you on
this. I will devote any resource I have, or can access, to working with you to develop a
win-win solution to all of this. please do not hesitate to reach out to me if I can help in
any way.
Sincerely,
David Edington
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Support for the DRAFT Hollister Ranch Coastal Access Program (09/24/2021)
Kathleen Rosenthal <ksrvaquera@gmail.com>
Fri 10/8/2021 4:45 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Dear Commissioners,
I want to be able to walk, run, trail ride with my horse (equestrian trail riding) or bicycle the
coastal trail across Hollister Ranch in my lifetime. The goal of completing the Hollister Ranch
bluff-top trail, a segment of the California Coastal Trail, poses many challenges, as outlined in
the DRAFT Hollister Ranch Coastal Access Program. However, the trail is of statewide
significance, and now is the time to complete the trail and access routes to beaches along the
way.

I support the public access and recreation policies of the California Coastal Act and the Gaviota
Coastal Plan (Local Coastal Program). I believe the proposed program should conform with
stated objectives that include providing safe, equitable, and inclusive access for all Californians
and trail uses - including equestrians - and minimizing impacts to natural and cultural
resources while protecting private property.
Sincerely,
Kathleen Rosenthal
Solvang, CA
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Dear Coastal Commission:

October 8, 2021

My name is Kurt Allen and I reside in Laguna Beach, California since 2012. Prior we lived in other
Southern California cities mostly in Orange County. I was raised in Southern California going to many
public beaches often. It was a great pleasure and childhood memories.
Please count me as a vote in opposition to the HRCAP (Hollister Ranch Plan) as presented and proposed.
The state of most public beaches is atrocious today. Trash, overcrowding, unclean and inadequate
restrooms, no services or lack of city employees, deficient and often dangerous parking conditions,
urination, defecation, unlawful overnight sleeping/camping, public sex, condoms, vulgar and unsafe
behavior and a general disrespect for public beaches and beach residents are common occurrences at
most beaches and should never be allowed to happen in a unique place like Hollister ranch.
I have personally witnessed above more than I care to admit since moving to Laguna Beach and we
often consider moving away from the beach since we are so disgusted.
If the Coastal Commission allows Hollister Ranch to become open to the public, it would be a disaster!
Hollister Ranch is a very special place that should be preserved and left alone as much as possible for
future generations to enjoy.
There are alot of other beaches that have very limited; to no access, and I don’t see them being forced
into a similar access plan? Why?
There are many more no access beaches but what why isn’t the Coastal Commission forcing similar
access plans on Malibu beaches or Irvine Cove, 3 arch bay and Emerald bay in Laguna Beach?
I assume money has something to do with it but I digress.
Call me if you want to confirm I submitted this letter. (909) 376-3729
Respectfully,

Kurt Allen
Laguna Beach, CA 92651
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Strongly opposed
Max Katz <katz.max@gmail.com>
Fri 10/8/2021 3:54 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Hi My name is Max Katz
First of all I am a big fan of the coastal commission a the eork they do. However Regarding the Hollister
project I am strongly opposed There are many nearby and under utilized areas already in the immediate
area which could benefit from the resources being directed at this project.
It’s frankly unnecessary and misdirected
Please consider my voice as being in strong opposition to this project
Sincerely,
Max Katz
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Hollister Ranch Coastal Access
Kerry Kellogg <kkellogg1010@gmail.com>
Fri 10/8/2021 3:29 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Subject: Support for the DRAFT Hollister Ranch Coastal Access Program (09/24/2021
Dear Commissioners,
As an avid user of the outdoors and 65-year resident of Santa Barbara County, I am asking that the Commission
keep open the opti on to hike and bicycle on a coastal trail across the Hollister Ranch. I am aware of and support
ongoing plans to link trails from the City of Goleta north to the county line and the City of Guadalupe. A state
wide coastal trail should be a goal for future generati ons. By eliminati ng the opportunity to link bluff-top trails
through Hollister Ranch would be a death blow to future planning efforts. By allowing the property owners to
succeed in denying opportuniti es for coastal access to establish pass through acti viti es like hiking and biking on
designated trail routes would set a dangerous precedent.

I support the public access and recreati on policies of the California Coastal Act and the Gaviota Coastal Plan
(Local Coastal Program). I believe the proposed program should conform with stated objecti ves that include
providing safe, equitable, and inclusive access for all Californians and minimizing impacts to natural and
cultural resources while protecti ng private property.
I understand that a trail system of coastal trails along the California Coast seems a far-fetched goal, but I ask
that this opportunity is not lost. I also understand that access through Hollister Ranch to private property
north to the Dangermond Preserve and Vandeberg Federal lands just beyond could someday become
available to explore opportuniti es for additi onal coastal trail links.
I would never have guessed that the once private 24,000 acre Bixby/Cojo Ranch would become a nature
reserve in Santa Barbara County.
Most likely, much of this will not happen in my lifeti me. Please keep the hopes and dreams alive for future
generati ons.
Kerry M Kellogg
Lompoc, CA
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FW: Please : re-think Hollister Ranch : I appose your plan of action
Locklin, Linda@Coastal <Linda.Locklin@coastal.ca.gov>
Fri 10/8/2021 3:04 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

From: jason baffa <jasonbaffafilms@mac.com>
Sent: Thursday, October 7, 2021 6:42 PM
To: Prahler, Erin@Coastal <Erin.Prahler@coastal.ca.gov>; Phelps, Jacqueline@Coastal
<Jacqueline.Phelps@coastal.ca.gov>; Rehm, Zach@Coastal <Zach.Rehm@coastal.ca.gov>; Salvini, Sarah@Coastal
<sarah.salvini@coastal.ca.gov>; Seifert, Chloe@Coastal <chloe.seifert@coastal.ca.gov>; Stevens, Eric@Coastal
<eric.stevens@coastal.ca.gov>; Sy, Fernie@Coastal <Fernie.Sy@coastal.ca.gov>; Watson, Michael@Coastal
<Michael.Watson@coastal.ca.gov>; Ziff, Dani@Coastal <dani.ziff@coastal.ca.gov>; Ainsworth, John@Coastal
<John.Ainsworth@coastal.ca.gov>; Barrera, Alexis@Coastal <Alexis.Barrera@coastal.ca.gov>; Batha,
Carey@Coastal <carey.batha@coastal.ca.gov>
Subject: Please : re-think Hollister Ranch : I appose your plan of acti on

apologies as I was not sure who to send this message to;
my name is Jason Baffa, I’m a surfer, a Californian, a filmmaker - I have done a few surf films including One
California Day, now nearly 15 years old, that film seems like a different era of California crowds development and
change.
I am not an owner or member of the Hollister HOA but I have been blessed with more than a few visits. I have
told people that I imagine it is what California used to be like. It’s magical, relati vely untouched and I think it
should remain that way.
I am STRONGLY OPPOSED to the plan as writt en. I do support many things in the plan, and I especially support
the overall mission of the Coastal Commision as stated on their website:
The Commission is committ ed to protecti ng and enhancing California’s coast and ocean for present and
future generati ons. It does so through careful planning and regulati on of environmental-sustainable
development, rigorous use of science, strong public parti cipati on, educati on, and effecti ve intergovernmental
coordinati on.
It strikes me that this plan is diametrically opposed to this stated mission. It is NOT protecti ng and enhancing, and
in fact may will destroy this precious museum piece of California history and amazing sensiti ve biodiversity. If the
plan goes forward as writt en, there is a high probability that this special place will be LOST to future generati ons.
Further, it is most certainly NOT carefully planned! Proposing a development of this scale, without an
Environmental Impact Report , is in fact the opposite of careful planning!!!
If more public beach access in California is a good use of taxpayer dollars, I would suggest – and facts support –
that these dollars would be more effecti ve if redirected to increasing and upgrading public beach access in other
parts of California where there is high populati on density and a dearth of public beach access.
I thank the Coastal Commission for their efforts to protect California beaches. But the Hollister effort seems of
target. I hope my voice is heard.
thank you,
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jason baffa
jasonbaffafilms.com II @jasonbaffafilms II linkedin.com/in/jason-baffa
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Hollister Public Access Comment
CMD <pinniped@gmail.com>
Fri 10/8/2021 3:01 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

As a former owner on Hollister Ranch (1999-2003) I wish to comment on the longtime effort by the CCC
to open the Ranch to outside visitors. Access has always been allowed providing various educational
opportunities to observe wildlife and other natural features unique to the area. Ranch owners, and the
cattle co-op, about protecting this beautiful and unique habitat while sharing for good causes.
A question here is whether random outside visitors would show the same respect and care. Having
regularly observed the alarming trashing of the Eastern Sierra by increased visitor numbers, “Covid
refugees”, in the past two years, I would predict the answer is absolutely not. Honestly, the disrespect
many show for our natural environment is alarming! I’ve also lived in Laguna, which is always littered
with dirty diapers, empty food wrappers,beverage bottles and cans after weekend visitors crowd the
beaches. Sadly, many people do not understand and respect pristine nature. They arrive, then proceed
to fulfill their own needs and impulses. Some build illegal fires. Others, and their dogs, poop in dirt or
sand and leave it. They eat and leave the scraps for animals for whom such food is unhealthy.
Thankfully our existing California State Parks have employees who do their best to mitigate these human
problems within their jurisdiction. There is no way this could be done at HR unless visitors were followed
and monitored constantly, due to the nature of the shoreline.
Ranch roads involve hair-raising turns, drop-offs, and confrontations with other vehicles. They are not for
an inexperienced driver unfamiliar with rural roads. Ranch owners know that heavy rains can block access
or egress.
Last of all, I would like to express my opinion about this decades-long crusade to open the Ranch and it’s
motivations. The mission of the Coastal Commission is entirely valid. But I feel it sometimes it gets
misused and misdirected, and in this case opening up the Ranch seems like a 30 or 40 year vendetta
that has grown to the point of irrationality. Yes, HR is a legendary surf spot but many truly dedicated,
experienced, surfers, my sons included, do not support opening it up because they know that, with some
effort, they can reach Ranch surf spots by sea. Less experienced surfers with easy access could misread
the inherent dangers of surfing in such a remote and unpredictable place.
MOST important, though, is that this is unnecessary and wasteful. The Central Coast has a plethora of
public beaches, most supervised by professionals who can oversee public safety, health emergencies,
cleanliness, and the proper treatment of sea life and habitat. Hollister Ranch could never be that, it is
too remote, too physically challenging, too wild, frankly too dangerous. Emergency services are far
away. A visitor wishing a similar beach already has Jalama nearby, Refugio, El Capitan, many more
further south or north. And Gaviota Beach Park is right there.
Please consider a re-evaluation of the entire premise here. We need to invest in improving our existing
public spaces in this State, not pursuing a ridiculously impractical and biased idea that somehow it is
unjust for a group of people to share ownership in a rigorous and challenging coastal cattle ranch that is
not open to uninvited visitors. I would bet that most visitors would be one-time ones, as were ours, once
they discovered the HR beaches to be excessively windy, the drive punishing. Investing in opening up
this particular spot would be a waste of money that could be better spent in a state with a housing,
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homelessness, and wildfire crisis. Please, be reasonable and abandon this project, or severely limit it,
once and for all.
Thank you for your time.
Respectfully,
Cecile M. Donath
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Public Access to Hollister Ranch
Kathryn McGinnis <kmcginnis201463@gmail.com>
Fri 10/8/2021 2:48 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Dear Commissioners, it is with great concern that you would consider open public access to the
historically pristine coastal area along Hollister Ranch. Limited and reserved access is what is necessary
for this area to remain a stable and mostly undisturbed environment. Please carefully consider the
long term affects of careless access to this area. Thank you, Kathryn McGinnis
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Public access plan
conner coffin <connercoffin@yahoo.com>
Fri 10/8/2021 5:07 AM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

To whom it may concern,
I’m Conner Coffin a 28 year old who has grown up here in Santa Barbara, California. I have a deep love
for the ocean, nature, my community, and surfing. I am a professional surfer competing on the WSL
world tour. I have been fortunate to experience the Hollister ranch from a young age through friends,
public boating access, and for over 10 years through my family having property at the ranch.
I’m writing because I am strongly opposed to the public access plan as written.
Even before my family had property at the Hollister ranch, I was completely enamored with the stretch of
coastline spanning from Goleta to Jalama. I vividly remember the days when a friend would take myself
and his son on the boat ride up to Cojo to surf and enjoy the untouched beauty of the gaviota coastline.
It was an escape. A different world. A transportation back in time and a glimpse at what I could only
imagine California looked like at one point in time. As a kid, I thought it was so cool that this stretch of
coastline existed and people treated it as the sacred resource that it is and should be. Since these early
surf missions, I have traveled around the world and am always devastated by the state of the beaches
and the lack of care that people have for the oceans magic.
I think it would be a huge mistake to put the magic of the Hollister ranch in danger by pushing through
a coastal access plan that isn’t well thought out and thorough. This stretch of coastline has been sacred
for many years and it would be a shame to see it trashed like many of the beaches in California.
Several specific points that come to mind that this plan does not address.
Safety.
The Hollister ranch is a remote stretch of coastline with no cell reception. The road is tremendously windy
and dangerous and has even led to death in recent years. The ocean is strong and powerful and the
waves get big. As a professional surfer, I have seen plenty of people around the world get into trouble in
the water and with out lifeguards, they would have drowned. Even in places like hawaii with the best
lifeguards in the world, people still drown on a regular basis.
Since I have been surfing at the Holister ranch there have been two deaths in the surf that I know of.
Both were older men who had heart complications in the water. Due to the remoteness of the Hollister
ranch, they did not receive timely medical care and both passed away. None of these issues have been
addressed by this plan. Who is responsible for the safety of these people you plan to shuttle in?
Fire
The Hollister ranch is an extremely high risk area in terms of fire. If you have people wandering around,
smoking, or being irresponsible, the risk of fire goes up tremendously. You run the risk of burning this
beautiful stretch of coastline and also burning down the Hollister ranch owners’ homes. And who would
be responsible for that?
Gaviota State Park
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Gaviota state park Is miles from the gate of the Hollister ranch. It is a beautiful beach and is under
utilized already. There are many days that I pass the park and there are very few people there. Also, since
the storm crushed the end of the pier, the state NEVER paid to fix the boat launch which was the easiest
way to access Hollister ranch. They have been depriving the people the easiest way to access the
beaches of the Holister ranch.
Not to mention the MILES of gaviota coastline that you can easily access by pulling over on the side of
the road. There are miles of empty beach just to the south of the Hollister ranch that I Never see anyone
utilizing.
The Hollister ranch beaches are public, they just require a little bit more effort to access, but, that is what
keeps them so pristine and untouched. The same could be said of the beaches at the Channel Islands,
some of which aren’t even allowed to be utilized. People have to work harder to get to them, but they
remain pristine and beautiful because of this.
There are also many other stretches of the California coastline that do not have any public access. There
are multiple military bases with beautiful beaches and really good surf with no public access. How about
the stretches of beach in Laguna Beach with no public access? Big Sur has stretches that are privately
owned, Vandenburg airforce base. Bixby ranch. North of Jalma. Point Sal. The list goes on...
As a California citizen and Tax payer, it seems like there are a multitude of better places for our tax dollars
to go. Our homeless problem in this state is horrendous. Our roads falling apart. Fires breaking out
everywhere. Spending millions to provide another beach for a few hundred people to enjoy just seems
irresponsible with the problems that we have.
The Hollister ranch deserves to be preserved. This plan is contradictory to the goal of the coastal
commission. It runs the risk of harming people, land owners, the land, and the animals that inhabit it. As
someone who has grown up loving and cherishing the Hollister ranch I really hope you reconsider your
plan for public access.
Conner
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Guner Tautrim
Gaviota Ca.
Orellaguner@gmail.com

October 3, 2021
John Ainsworth, Executive Director
Alison Dettmer, Chief Deputy Director
Sarah Christie, Legislative Director
Linda Locklin, Public Access Program Manager
Coastal Commission
725 Front Street,
Suite 300, Santa Cruz, CA 95060
Re: COMMENTS FOR: HOLLISTER RANCH COASTAL ACCESS PROGRAM
COASTAL COMMISSION WORKSHOP (virtual) for OCTOBER 14, 2021
Dear Commissioners:
My name is Guner Tautrim and I would like to comment on the Draft Hollister Ranch
Coastal Access Program document that just came out (late September 2021). Firstly, I’d
like to introduce myself and my connection to this topic.
I am a six generation land steward on the Gaviota Coast. My family has owned the
Orella Ranch for 155 years. The Orella Ranch is due east from Hollister Ranch about
10 miles. In my time growing up here (I am 47 years old) I have had the pleasure of
enjoying the Hollister Ranch (HR) and the ocean out front of it many many times. I have
never however, had any formal access to HR other than the occasional “guest status”
resulting from an invite from an owner. I believe that my familiarity of the land in
question, my outsider/non owner status, combined with my belief that managed coastal
access is overdue, provides me with a viewpoint that I very much hope you will listen to.

To say it bluntly I am very disappointed in the document that lay before me. It goes way
way beyond responsible coastal access. When stating that managed access was overdue at
Hollister Ranch, this is not what I had in mind. I believe that a coastal trail from Mexico
to Canada is an incredible vision. Here in California we are doing our part of that vision
with the California Coastal Trail. This is what should be receiving the bulk of attention.
Below I will make my case for this, and I hope you can see where I am coming from.

As stated on page 2 of the document, I am being asked to express my ideas, concerns,
comments as well as pose some questions regarding the Draft Coastal Access Program
prepared by the State Agency Team.
Stated within the Executive Summary: the “overwhelming sentiment is to balance public
access along the Hollister Ranch coastline with protections against impacting the Ranch’s
resources or substantially diminishing the rugged, mostly undeveloped characteristics of
the area”. Let us remember this as we analyze what’s before us.
The HR is such a special place because of its limited visitation. Its biological diversity is
also due to its limited visitation. Where is the wisdom in thinking we need to provide all
these various forms of transportation to access this “remote, rugged” location- shuttle
based access, drive-in access, trail access, bicycle based access, equestrian access, guided
access, independent access, etc? - It’s all a bit much, isn’t it?
Section 2 of the document : Vision and Objectives states that the “Hollister Ranch
coastline offers a unique experience along this portion of the State’s coast. The relatively
undeveloped landscape and ruggedness of the coastline, the high quality of the natural
environment, surf conditions, and the lack of crowds are all aspects that make the
Hollister beach experience special”. This paragraph states it clearly and succinctly. And
what is also clear and succinct is that this plan, if only a fraction of it implemented,
would alter, destroy and forever change that which this vision document states makes it so
special.
When you read the amount of development that this plan will sanction, it baffles my
mind that you, the California Coastal Commission, will have this amount of
development on your hands. In the name of “upgrading” you will be cutting new
parking lots, widening roads, littering the landscape with signage, developing new rail
crossings, building bathrooms, and, to top it off, bringing in 100 people a day for two
years. Then, when this impact is analyzed, the “managing entity”, which will surely be
reliant of visitation numbers for revenue, can suddenly increase visitation up to 500 a
day? Where is the wisdom in that? How did we get from analyzing the impact of 100 a
day to suddenly after 2 years up to 500 visitors? How could this possibly be justified? In
all my times up at HR I never have seen more than 20 people at any one beach and that
is usually an occasion (a holiday, etc.) Even without all the development, these numbers
alone would change the landscape forever. But add all these “improvements” (aka
development), and that will surely ruin the place forever.
Alternative Idea:
As stated on page 27: “…all property south of the railroad is owned by the HROA.”
That land along with segments of beach trail and a few Union Pacific easements will be
the lions share of a coastal trail alignment. Why do we think that this place needs to be
so overly accessible. Why can’t it be like summiting Mt. Whitney, hiking the JMT, or
watching a sunset at Big Flat on the Lost Coast? Getting an affordable permit to hike a

primitive coastal trail along the HR would be a huge success! This combined with an
expansion and enhancement of the existing public access programs already in place
(Walk on Water Program, Tidepool School Program, Recreational Access for Individuals
with Disabilities, Field Days etc.) stands a much better chance of satisfying the “overall
sentiment” as stated in the Executive Summary (and quoted above).
The cost estimates for the trail are absurd. This is a remote, rugged, relatively
undeveloped coastline that does not need “option 1” - a 10’ wide multi-use paved path
with two 4-foot travel lanes and a 2-foot buffer, cable rails, lane dividers, etc. Nor does it
need Option 2 or Option 3 for that matter. “Developing” 5 -11 million dollars worth of
trail development (not counting the cost of easements) is insanity. In fact, on page 125
(Appendix C,) you have a perfect photograph of an existing “primitive trail” that could
serve as an example of the majority of the trail infrastructure.

I strongly encourage you to think twice about going forward with a plan that sanctions so
much coastal development. Instead, focus on a primitive trail that is managed through a
permit process. This will mitigate what we call the “surfline mentality”. That is that
surfers are driven by hype and when surf forecast entities hype a swell, people will flock to
HR more than ever. Providing managed access, year around, through a permit process
mitigates this issue. And let us all remember that if you want it, it’s there- access to HR
by boat has always and will always be on the table, as is walking in on the beach- I know,
I’ve been doing it for decades.

In conclusion, I support public access to Hollister Ranch through a permit run primitive
coastal trail. I support the expansion and enhancement of existing public access
programs as well as direct access considerations for members of our Indigenous
Community that called these lands home for thousands and thousands of years. I do not
support this overdevelopment of this pristine coastline.
Sincerely,

Guner Tautrim
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10/14/21, HRCAP
ellie starfas <elliesbca@gmail.com>
Fri 10/8/2021 1:04 AM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

At your Oct. 14 meeting please approve and implement the current HRCAP.
I am a member of the public and would like to be able to visit the HR beaches which
has not been possible for so long. At age 92 I would like to have the opportunity to
visit. I believe this can be done fairly, fair to both the public and to HR residents.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Ellie Starfas
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Support for the DRAFT Hollister Ranch Coastal Access Program (09/24/2021)
Gary Fuller <g@acmedetection.com>
Fri 10/8/2021 12:47 AM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Dear Commissioners,
I want Show my continued support for trails are across Hollister ranch. For years It has been my dream to
be able to walk, run, or bicycle the coastal trail across Hollister Ranch in my lifetime. The goal of
completing the Hollister Ranch bluff-top trail, a segment of the California Coastal Trail, poses many
challenges, as outlined in the DRAFT Hollister Ranch Coastal Access Program. However, the trail is of
statewide significance, and now is the time to complete the trail and access routes to beaches along the
way.
I support the public access and recreation policies of the California Coastal Act and the Gaviota Coastal
Plan (Local Coastal Program). I believe the proposed program should conform with stated objectives that
include providing safe, equitable, and inclusive access for all Californians and minimizing impacts to
natural and cultural resources while protecting private property.
Thank you
Gary Fuller
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Thoughts on the Draft Public Access Plan
Barb Mulligan <barbmulligan@gmail.com>
Fri 10/8/2021 12:35 AM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

First, thank you to all of the individuals associated with the various State Agencies who worked to
produce the Draft Access Plan. I think that all stakeholders are now quite aware of the very complex
issues involved with granting public access in a responsible way. I do believe that progress has been
made to solve a myriad of concerns.
I have a few major areas of concern and I hope that they can be addressed as the Draft becomes
finalized and before it is approved.
How does the “Interim” public access which may or may not be voluntarily given by the HROA
differ from the property rights for public access which will be required from property owners?
Would both guests and owners be as safe from liabilities during any “Interim” period as they
would with the more desirable property rights from owners?
I know that there is some funding now, but what happens if funding for the Managing Entity
runs out, or is not sufficient for the work it must do? Will all Public Access cease until funds are
raised to ensure access is happening responsibly? Would Public Access be reduced in a way that
reflects what the Managing Entity can accomplish safely and in a fiscally responsible way? Or, will
greater fees be charged to the individuals who visit Hollister Ranch?
Three of the beaches which are part of this plan have HROA maintained Cabanas which would
not be part of Public Access. How will the public be dissuaded from using these facilities and
how will that be enforced?
I have come to visit Hollister Ranch as a guest dozens of times since 2012. It is a very special place and
I have to hope that its uniqueness can be preserved, especially as more and more people are able to
visit. I live in La Jolla and I see how our beaches and surrounding areas are negatively impacted during
crowded weekends. I would not want that to happen to the beautiful and pristine shoreline of Hollister
Ranch.
Thank you for reading this, and thank you for the times I was able to attend in-person workshops as
well as complete surveys.
Sincerely,
Barbara Mulligan
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public assess plan
Robert Hambleton <rhhdds@gmail.com>
Fri 10/8/2021 12:17 AM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

My name is Rob Hambleton, I am an orthodontist in Pasadena and have been a ranch owner since 1986.I
am opposed to the HRCAP as proposed and feel that many concerns have been overlooked.
Access to the ranch is anything but simple. Rancho Real is a long 2 lane winding road with wildlife and
seasonal obstacles.It is a long ride to the favorable beaches. Once there the beaches and cliffs can be
quite dangerous. The surf can be quite large and the offshore winds very dangerous to the
uneducated….please review the lifeguard reports over the years.
The ranch was developed in an amazingly and environmentally respectful way, yet the the proposal does
not include an environmental impact report.
The ranch has for many years and will continue to have public access programs that can thoughtfully be
expanded.
The cost of the plan has not been realistically estimated, the cost of emminent domain ligation against
1100 ranch owners, the cost of improving and maintaining the roads and facilities, the cost of lifeguard
services to keep the beaches safe, the cost of litigation when beach deaths occur in a very remote
location.
In the long run the state will find this project to be extremely expensive and time consuming to
implement and maintain. I believe with mutual respect and participation we can find a plan that makes
sense, keeps the ranch safe and environmentally sound, is not enormously expensive and serves the
needs of all…as in expansion of the programs the ranch has done for years. Rob Hambleton
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tQTUÿSO__KPPKOqQUPuÿ
vLÿKPÿwKL[ÿrUTsQÿWOqWQUqÿL[TLÿvÿUQTZÿL[QÿtUT^LÿkYTqÿ^OUÿoOYYKPLQUÿpTqW[ÿxWWQPPÿ̀x_OqrÿL[Qÿ_TqXÿLUO\yYKqr
KPP\QPÿTUQÿL[QÿTUyKLUTUXÿz\yYKWÿTWWQPPÿq\_yQUPÿO^ÿTYYOwKqrÿcdduÿTqZÿ\zÿLOÿ{dduÿ_Q_yQUPÿO^ÿL[Qÿz\yYKW
OqLOÿzUKsTLQÿzUOzQULXÿQTW[ÿZTXÿ̀|[Qÿ}LTLQÿ[TPÿqOLÿZOqQÿTqXÿPWKQqLK^KWÿPL\ZKQPÿOqÿL[QÿrUO\qZÿLOÿTPPQPPÿL[Q
yKOYOrKWTYÿWOqZKLKOqPÿOUÿL[QÿTUW[QOYOrKWTYÿUQPO\UWQPÿOqÿL[QÿoOYYKPLQUÿpTqW[ÿOqÿw[KW[ÿLOÿyTPQÿTqXÿ~KqZÿO^
P\PLTKqTyYQÿTWWQPPÿq\_yQUPÿ̀ÿ
vLÿTzzQTUPuÿKqPLQTZuÿL[TLÿL[QPQÿzUOzOPQZÿTWWQPPÿq\_yQUPÿwQUQÿZQUKsQZÿ^UO_ÿL[QÿcfgÿTWWQPPÿzYTqÿw[KW[
yTPQPÿz\yYKWÿTWWQPPÿOqÿL[QÿTPP\_QZuÿTqZÿ\qKq^OU_QZuÿ\PQÿO^ÿL[QÿyQTW[QPÿyXÿoOYYKPLQUÿpTqW[ÿOwqQUPÿTqZ
r\QPLPÿ̀|[QÿcfgÿzYTqÿUQzQTLQZYXÿUQ^QUPÿLOÿopxPÿrOsQUqKqrÿU\YQPÿw[KW[ÿTYYOwÿ\zÿLOÿcgÿOwqQUPÿzQUÿZTX
LOÿTWWQPPÿL[QKUÿ[O_QPÿTqZÿzUOzQULXuÿwKL[ÿTÿYK_KLÿO^ÿcgÿr\QPLPuÿw[KW[ÿKqWY\ZQÿzQUPOqPÿP\W[ÿTPÿrTUZQqQUPu
_TKqLQqTqWQÿwOU~QUPuÿ[O\PQÿ~QQzQUPuÿTqZÿ[O\PQÿr\QPLPÿL[TLÿOqYXÿsKPKLÿUQPKZQqWQPÿTqZÿqQsQUÿPLOzÿTLÿL[Q
yQTW[QPÿ̀|[Qÿ}LTLQÿzYTqqQUPÿPQQ_ÿLOÿ[TsQÿ^OUrOLLQqÿL[TLÿoOYYKPLQUÿpTqW[ÿKPÿTÿYOwÿZQqPKLXuÿcjudddÿTWUQ
U\UTYÿeÿTrUKW\YL\UTYÿUQPKZQqLKTYÿWO__\qKLXÿwKL[ÿsQUXÿYK_KLQZÿTWWQPPÿ̀
|[Qÿz[OLOrUTz[PÿKqÿL[QÿkYTquÿTqZÿL[QÿZUOqQÿ^OOLTrQÿzUOsKZQZÿyXÿL[Qÿ}LTLQÿTqZPÿSO__KPPKOquÿTYYÿLT~Qq
OqÿsTUKO\PÿUTqZO_ÿP\qqXÿZTXPuÿP[OwÿsQUXÿ^QwuÿK^ÿTqXuÿzQOzYQÿTYOqrÿL[QÿP[OUQYKqQÿ̀|[KPÿKPÿ[OwÿL[Qÿ^YOUT
TqZÿ^T\qTÿTUQÿTyYQÿLOÿ^YO\UKP[ÿOqÿL[QÿoOYYKPLQUÿpTqW[uÿTqZÿKqÿzTULuÿ[OwÿL[QÿW\YL\UTYÿUQPO\UWQPÿ[TsQ
UQ_TKqQZÿzUOLQWLQZÿ̀|[QÿUQTYKLXÿO^ÿL[KPÿYOwÿK_zTWLÿPLQwTUZP[KzÿKPÿqOLÿ^TWLOUQZÿKqLOÿL[Qÿ}LTLQPÿzUOzOPQZ
TWWQPPÿq\_yQUPÿ̀
|[QÿTzzUOTW[ÿKqÿL[QÿtUT^LÿkYTqÿKPÿLOÿYQLÿKqÿTqÿTUyKLUTUXÿq\_yQUÿO^ÿzQOzYQÿOqLOÿzUKsTLQÿzUOzQULXÿTqZÿL[Qq
^Kr\UQÿO\LÿT^LQUÿL[Qÿ^TWLÿ[OwÿLOÿUQzTKUÿTqXÿZT_TrQÿTqZÿK_zTWLPÿL[TLÿOWW\Uÿ̀|[QÿSO__KPPKOqÿwO\YZÿqOL
TWWQzLÿL[KPÿ^UO_ÿTqXÿOL[QUÿTzzYKWTqLuÿTqZÿP[O\YZÿqOLÿTWWQzLÿL[KPÿTzzUOTW[ÿ^UO_ÿL[Qÿ}LTLQÿw[OÿKPÿTWLKqr
TPÿTÿUQWUQTLKOqTYÿZQsQYOzQUÿ̀|[KPÿKPÿqOLÿTWWQzLTyYQÿ̀
pQPzQWL^\YYXuÿ
JKLÿNOKPQRSOPPTULÿ
TsKOLTuÿSxÿ
RRÿÿ
JKLÿNOKPQRSOPPTULÿNSÿ
fd{`{hc̀jddÿ
S}Nÿ{{gdhgÿ
www`~yWRryWẀO_ÿ
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October 8, 2021
California Coastal Commission
Sacramento, CA
RE: Comments on HRCAP Draft Plan
Dear Commissioners:
Coastal Ranches Conservancy has been supporting nature conservation, restoration, and education on both public and
private lands along the Gaviota Coast since 2003. We believe the highest value of the Gaviota Coast is ecological, as a
biodiversity reserve. While we recognize there are impacts from residential and agricultural activities that currently
impact the region’s biodiversity, many of these impacts can be mitigated by improved land management, based upon an
understanding of the resources that need protection.
Today, beach recreation all along the Gaviota Coast is limited by the difficulty of accessing the beach. One-half of the 20
miles of the coastline between Ellwood and Gaviota State Park is owned by the State, yet even here limited parking
along the highway precludes intensive beach use except at the state parks of El Capitan, Refugio, and Gaviota. For those
willing to make the extra effort, this difficulty of access limits human disturbance and allows users a high-quality, moreprivate beach experience. It also allows wildlife to utilize the marine resources found along the shoreline. West of
Gaviota State Park, the Hollister Ranch, Dangermond Preserve, and Vandenberg AFB also limit beach access to the
extent that wildlife like black bear, mountain lions, bobcats, deer, and coyotes make extensive and regular use of the
beaches. When examining the impact of an increased number of visitors to Gaviota beaches, the impacts of the
additional human disturbance on these largely upland species of wildlife must be considered. We invite you to read
“Marine to Terrestrial Subsidies on the Gaviota Coast” by Dr. Hillary Young, https://coastalranchesconservancy.org/wpcontent/uploads/2021/09/Gaviota-Coast-Subsidies.pdf for some of the scientific background to this issue.
If there was a “recreational master plan” for the entire 74-mile-long Gaviota Coast, (and there should be), it would
certainly identify areas where recreational activities should be minimized in order to protect the needs of wildlife. This
recreation plan would also look at areas that are already disturbed and have more limited ecological value as locations
appropriate for more visitors. We encourage the Commission to take this broader approach and look at the entire region
when answering the question of where and how many additional visitors should be accommodated at the Hollister
Ranch. With 24 million people in Southern California, we anticipate this issue will continue to be an important one for
the Gaviota Coast in the future.
Sincerely,

Kim Kimbell
President
68 Hollister Ranch Rd, Gaviota, CA 93117 – Phone (805) 567-5957
A California Non-Profit 501(c)(3) Organization Federal Tax ID 68-0554135
www.coastalranchesconservancy.org

Thursday, October 7, 2021

Opposition to the Hollister Ranch Development Plan
Attention: Coastal Commission
I am Rebecca Kim, a private citizen and a friend of David Edington who is a resident at
Hollister Ranch. My background is in Feng Shui which is a traditional Asian art and
science of helping people harmonize with the natural environment in order to create the
best possible living environment that benefits both nature and people. I have visited the
Hollister Ranch area 2-3 times per year in the last three years and have observed how
wonderful the beaches, coastline, and mountains home to a diverse mix of flora and
fauna there are. 

It has come to my attention that this plan for coastal development in this area will most
likely do more harm to both the natural environment as well as the people who live
there. I say this because the proposed plan, first of all, does not come with an official
Environmental Impact Report, and to me it does not seem as though there is a true and
real need for the development to take place as there are quite a few beaches in the
vicinity that are readily accessible to the public, but oftentimes not very much used. 

I am afraid without more careful consideration and planning, the currently proposed
development would harm the sensitive eco-system of this stretch of land. I also think
that this will be a huge disservice to the Hollister Ranch community members who
dedicate themselves to being good stewards of the area and do their part in protecting
the natural environment. From my own professional point of view, when natural land is
over-developed and not treated with proper care and respect, in time it will actually
significantly and negatively impact not only the residents of the immediate vicinity, but
also the people and places adjacent to the particular area and beyond. So I really do
think a more prudent study and deliberation is called for.

With the current state of the world as it is, we absolutely need to borrow the natural
healing powers of nature in order to stay healthy and balanced as human beings.
However, without very careful planning and review of any consequences of open use of
these precious pieces of remaining natural space, we will soon not have any natural
space left to benefit from. 

In short, I AM OPPOSED to the plan as written. I hope that there will be efforts to
create a better plan that will be more balanced and beneficial to all those concerned,
including the natural environment. 

Sincerely,

Rebecca Kim
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YCDEÿCMÿIMÿJCÿpOIiLJEÿpOCpEOJTÿLJÿJHEÿiCXqDEÿpOCpCREoÿnIXXÿoERJOCTÿLÿOLOEÿiEOTÿXIDIJEoÿMLJqOLX
OERCqOYEÿnIJHIMÿBLMJLÿrLOSLOLÿfCqMJTQÿKCOEÿOELRCMRÿmÿCppCREÿJHEÿpXLMÿLOEÿJHLJÿgCXXIRJEOÿhLMYHÿnIXX
SEYCDEÿLÿXIJJEOÿkIXXEoÿJOLRHÿuCMEÿEvLYJXTÿXIPEÿDCRJÿCJHEOÿRJLJEÿpLOPRÿqMkCOJqMLJEXTÿSEYLDEQÿmÿnCqXoÿWC
RCÿkLOÿLRÿJCÿRLTÿJHEÿiCXqDEÿCkÿpECpXEÿpOCpCREoÿJCÿEMJEOÿJHEÿOLMYHÿCMÿLÿoLIXTÿSLRIRÿYqOOEMJXTÿIR
LSRCXqJEXTÿIOOERpCMRISXEÿLMoÿoLMWEOCqRQÿmJwRÿLÿOqWWEoÿYCLRJÿnIJHÿLÿOqWWEoÿXLMoRYLpEÿJHLJÿMEEoRÿJCÿRJLT
qMJCqYHEoQÿ
BIMYEOEXTl
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Coastal Commission
Cindy Hambleton <cindy.hambleton@gmail.com>
Thu 10/7/2021 11:39 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

I vehemently oppose what the Coastal Commission is proposing to accomplish as stated on their
website.
The Commission is committed to protecting and enhancing California’s coast and ocean for present
and future generations. It does so through careful planning and regulation of environmental-sustainable
development, rigorous use of science, strong public participation, education, and effective
intergovernmental coordination.
This appears to be counterintuitive to what they are really doing. The environmental inpact would be
overwhelming on the Ranch resources and would damage the mostly underdeveloped area. The
everpresent real dangers from collapsing bluffs that line the Ranch coastal frontage and the free range
cattle operations would all be affected. The human traffic levels would be greatly increased.
The draft report needs much further analysis for study before anything can be implemented.
Thank you!
Cindy Hambleton
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Chair Padilla and Honorable Coastal Commissioners,
Re: Hollister Ranch Country Club
Hollister Ranch is one of, if not the largest, rural subdivisions in California. It was designed for residential
development on large lots and to retain its legacy as a working cattle ranch. It has been reasonably
successfully in meeting those objectives while retaining the overall character of its setting.
Its appeal has been its remoteness from urban Southern California and the world class surfing it offers
its residents and those well-equipped and hardy enough to venture by sea to its breaks.
Exclusivity and privilege are the hallmarks of a country club, expressed by the gate at its entrance.
I understand why the owners want to keep the Club the way it is. But, I do not agree with the sentiment.
The California Constitution (Article A, Section 4) guarantees access to the ocean. The Coastal act charges
the Coastal Commission with maximizing public access to and along the coast (Public Resource Code
section 300001.5). You have authority.
You represent the people of California, not members of a club.
You have before you the DRAFT HRCAP, a document necessitated by 40 years of Hollister Ranch
obstinance. It is a restrained document. It is imperfect. It needs refinement. But, it’s a start.
Manage access.
Build a trail, on the bluff where feasible, on the road where necessary – for 8.5 miles.
Allow beach access in all places where club members would go.
Be respectful of the land, the sand, the plants, the critters.
Build a showcase!
Show the citizens of this great state that government can be responsive and creative.
Thank you for your work!
Phil McKenna
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Vote in Opposition to the HRCAP as presented and proposed
Courtney Hambleton <courtney.hambleton@gmail.com>
Thu 10/7/2021 11:11 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Hi There,
I am a resident of Redondo Beach and please count me as a vote in OPPOSITION to the HRCAP as
presented and proposed.
It seems ironic that the Coast Commission's mission as stated on their website is "committed to
protecting and enhancing California's coast and ocean for present and future generations'. Public
access would do the EXACT opposite, not to mention the EXTREME safety hazards it would present
to the State of CA. The beaches are backed by cliffs that crumble at the drop of a hat. I imagine
the State would be liable if something happened?! Seems incredibly risky...
Public beach access is a terrible way to spend CA taxpayer dollars and would present a CLEAR
safety risk for everyone.
Sincerely,
Courtney Hambleton
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Hollister Ranch Coastal Access Program
Lois Capps <lrgrimsrud@gmail.com>
Thu 10/7/2021 10:53 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Dear Coastal Commission Members,
Please expeditiously approve and implement the Hollister Ranch Coastal Access Program during
your meeting October 14, 2021.
I write as a member of the Gaviota Coastal Conservancy Board of Directors.
The Commission and State Agencies should open responsible access to Hollister Ranch and this
plan does that.
The Coastal Trail is an important element of the HRCAP. For these and other reasons I urge you to
approve and implement the HRCAP and I thank our State Senator Monique Limon for her courageous
and strong leadership to bring us to this moment. The time to act is now!
Respectfully,
Lois Capps
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Comments on the September 24, 2021 Draft “Hollister Ranch Coastal Access Program”
Submitted by: Kalon Kelley, Phd. Santa Barbara, CA kalon@mtnimage.com
1. Section 1.1 – A Brief History of Public Access at Hollister Ranch. This section is useful context
but has a significant omission, namely the extant lawsuit now in the Santa Barbara court
between the HROA and environmental plaintiffs. It seems to me that - depending on how this
case is decided – this could have a significant impact on how public access at HR gets resolved.
Some mention of this suit should be part of the Access Program document, perhaps in section
1.1
2. The third bullet point in section 3.1 concludes with the statement “Most stakeholders accept
that some type of managed access in contrast with minimally regulated access, will likely be
necessary to control potential impacts [human impacts]”. This sentence with its phraseology
(“most stakeholders”, “some type of managed access”, and “will likely be necessary”, and
“potential impacts”) says almost nothing meaningful.
3. It might be helpful on p.22 to change the recreation section bullet point “hiking/walking” to
include “running”, very much part of the ethos of a coastal trail.
4. I appreciate the last bullet on page 24 but don’t understand the significance of the preamble
“Although not a direct charge of this program …”. The opening up of a “California Coastal Trail”
has been clearly a goal of the Coastal Commission, the State Coastal Conservancy, and the
Gaviota Coast Plan for some time, and the HR CAP should know that. There is an implicit goal
for the HRCAP to act consistently with the State interest. Scratch the preamble on this bullet.
5. The discussion of section 5 as it relates to shuttle transportation might look at what is being
done in the Mammoth Mountain area of the Sierra Nevada Mountains. There – during prime
summer months – there is a mandatory (you can’t drive your car but pedestrian access is not
limited) shuttle service (with fee) that is in place during most of the daytime hours. It is a “walkup” service without reservations, and the shuttle does not run except during the daytime and
private vehicle access is allowed outside of shuttle hours. Having used the service both for daily
excursions and longer trips, from my viewpoint it works well. The availability of the shuttle
service does not affect pedestrian access, nor should it at HR either.
6. The discussion of providing access to the HR beaches is a little confusing. If the HOA has
easements for this (use of the land seaward of the road), maybe access is negotiated with the
HOA rather than multiple owners? Can this issue be developed in some detail as the financial
model would seem to depend upon who controls the right-of-way and what boundaries exist on
a property owner’s ability to set their own use requirements. See also paragraph 9 below.
7. On page 84 there is reference to the “Cal-Fresh program”. For a reader who does not know
what this program is some identification would be helpful.
8. I think it most practical to have the staging area on HR property (Option A). It may well be that
the Ranch gatekeeper(s) could have their responsibilities expanded to include public access
control, and being able to monitor access parking would be facilitated if such parking was
adjacent to the entry booth to the ranch.
9. Section 8 and its associated Appendix B provide some useful estimates, but their significance is
diminished by the absence of any estimations for “acquisition of property rights” (Section 8.1).
It is also unclear as to how this would be approached. Is it the case, for example, that the trail
rights/easement on the ocean side of the ranch road under HR OA control) could be utilized for

a coastal trail without individual property negotiations? And if not, what procedure is
contemplated? This is not defined in the program draft but could have a material impact on
cost of access. The current document inadequately responds to the requirements of AB1680 for
(i) a list of options for providing public access to the tidelands at the Ranch, and the associated
costs (emphasis added), and (ii) a summary of permits needed to implement the program.
In short, while I found the report informative and useful, it is not complete without addressing the legal
and cost issues associated with acquisition of any property rights required for public access to the
beaches at Hollister Ranch.

Sincerely yours,

Kalon Kelley
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Hollister Ranch public access
dirk layer <dirklayer@mac.com>
Thu 10/7/2021 9:50 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Commissioners and Politicians,
I am writing to ask you to limit public access to the area of the coast referred to as Hollister Ranch.
This pristine piece of the coastline should continue to be preserved as it is. The past and present
owner/custodians of this property have done a good job of maintaining this piece of our coast.
Similar care should continue. Just because there is a section of coastline that could be opened to
larger public use does not mean that is should be opened. Parts of the coastal waters have been set
aside from fishermen and divers so the ocean floor can be restored. This preservation system for
restoring wildlife to overused coastal areas is working well. Why not set this stretch of beach aside so
it can be maintained as it is and for curated tours, educational programs etc., “an example of limited
human foot print"
If this section of coastline is opened to greater use than is occurring today there will be a major impact
on the quality of the roads, the cliff tops, the trails, the beach, the water, the trash and the creatures in
the water. It would become a major safety concern for visitors, state employees and the ranchers.
New structures and systems will need to be put in place to accommodate for trash, toilets will need to
be built and more trails will have to be added. All of this will detract from the present quality of the
coastal environment and potentially put it in danger. These structures will reduce the visual quality of
the area. In just a few years people will look at the old pictures and say to themselves, "It sure has
changed a lot." The pristine character of this beautiful piece of coast would be ruined like so many
before.
The population of the regions near the Ranch do not justify opening this area up to overuse. People
must drive to get to this stretch of coastline. There are other places already open for public use that
are well developed. Are you sure this a responsible way to spend tax payer dollars ?
I encourage the Commission to maintain the present pristine quality of the coastline referred to as
Hollister Ranch.
Thank you for the opportunity to state my concern
Sincerely ,
Dirk Layer
Santa Ynez Valley, CA
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Comments regarding the Draft Hollister Ranch Coastal Access Program
Gerry Costa <costains@gmail.com>
Thu 10/7/2021 9:50 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Dear Coastal Commissioners,
I have extensively reviewed the draft Hollister Ranch Coastal Access program and writing to support
my opposition to this unprecedented and unconstitutional land grab of thousands of acres of private
property and millions of dollars of private improvements ( roads and related infrastructure ) for what
appears to be a new proposed California State Park.

I am a long-time surfer and have enjoyed most of the California coast and beaches during my 40 years
living in California. The Hollister Ranch is accessible by effort and is enjoyed by thousands of
Californians every year. The remoteness and isolation and being far from the maddening crowds is
what is special about making the effort to enjoy the area. This draft plan will destroy the natural
experience.

Initially, the main issue is access to the Hollister Ranch beaches below the mean high tide level. All of
the Hollister Ranch beaches are accessible, but they are just difficult to access and require effort. That
is one of the things that make them special. They can be walked to or boated to and have been
accessed by the public for over 60 years.

The Draft Access Program envisions shuttles, 100 to 500 people per day , parking lots, hundreds of
cars and parking spots, bathrooms, ADA improvements and what seems to be a complete taking of
private property for state purposes. Who is going to pay for the costs (in billions) to purchase the
14,000 acres of Hollister Ranch during an eminent domain lawsuit ? What are the costs going to be
after the purchase to upgrade the roads, water for these new visitors, trash collection, cell service,
lifeguards, bathroom facilities, sewage and water to accommodate 100 to 500 persons per day ? How
is that intensive use ( significantly more than the use of Gaviota State Park) not going to destroy the
natural habitat that is so well preserved ? In addition, the liability to the state of putting inexperienced
ocean goers on these remote wave crashed beaches with rapidly eroding and collapsing bluffs without
lifeguards, cell service or emergency personal is enormous.

This proposed plan doesn’t seem much different than the taking of Bruce’s Beach, where the state
illegally took property from one class of citizens to preclude the other. It is now take it from the rich
and entitled landowners ( the new narrative) and make them give it to the state for the economically
and socially disadvantaged to utilize because it is beautiful and the state wants it. Even the comment
in the draft plan that the shuttle drivers will explain the beauty of the scenery to those on the shuttle
during the drive to the beaches, supports it is not just about beach access, but taking advantage of the
private property owned and maintained by other Californians. Why aren’t other large ranches like Dos
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Pueblos and others on the Santa Barbara? Gaviota coast also subject to your concerns for beach
access and plans to see the beautiful private property that those landowners own?

The three state parks on the Gaviota coast, El Capitan, Refugio and Gaviota are not properly
maintained and not fully utilized. To be honest, they are a disgrace how poorly they are maintained.
They are frequently minimally used in the winter and Gaviota State Park is frequently closed. What is
the rational for such extensive use and development of the Hollister beaches, when the current State
Park beaches are not fully utilized? How can such extensive costs for purchase of the property and
infrastructure be rationalized for what will surely be limited use once the novelty wears off for the
Hollister beaches? It seems that this is a plan to punish the Hollister Ranch owners for not letting the
state take over and confiscate their private property. This plan is just not about beach access.

I am also unaware of any other state program that busses in the disadvantaged from inland areas to
state beaches for a day and wonder why that is envisioned for the Hollister Ranch only ? Why doesn’t
the state first establish these programs for the three existing state parks, before incurring the costs for
establishing an unproven shuttle for Hollister Ranch beach access? The initial plan for Hollister Ranch
access will still need liability releases, lifeguards, parking lots, land for bathrooms, trash collection and
cell service before it is safe for the public. All state parks up and down the coast should utilize such a
shuttle program, if it is really about getting the disadvantaged to get to the beach. I note the beaches
in Avila or Jalama State beach are much closer, so why are they being shuttled to Hollister beaches?
Why not take people to Jalama ( which is much closer) and see the same beaches there ? Is it really
sustainable to have beach shuttles take people who live inland 50 plus miles one way for a day at the
Hollister beaches ? That is a plan that doesn’t seem to be very well thought out, especially when you
consider, will the shuttles run in the winter or in the rain ? Will you need a number of shuttles to take
people out every few hours ?

Why isn’t the upgrading of Gaviota state park considered and utilized in the plan for potential walking
tours down the Gaviota coast ? The beach and views aren’t all that different from the beaches and
cliffs at the Hollister Ranch. The Gaviota beach is wide and could easily handle another 100 plus
persons per day. Expanding the parking lot, existing store, bathrooms in Gaviota State Park and the
other two state parks seems like a much better use of limited state funds and would provide
immediate access to Californians . All of the activities envisioned by the draft plan at the Hollister
beaches can be performed at the existing Gaviota Coast beaches, with much less cost and destruction
of a pristine environment.

The commissioners should also potentially consider boat tours off of a repaired and operating boat
hoist from the newly upgraded and repaired Gaviota pier. The State already owns that property and it
is underutilized. A boat trip along the coast could provide for a unique ocean experience and be
minimally invasive. Surfers could access the surf off the boat, and others could be ferried in to enjoy
the Hollister Beaches below the mean high tide line. That would truly be a special way to enjoy the
coast and its beauty. Even boats out of Santa Barbara harbor could provide an amazing experience for
Californians. It would also be significantly cheaper than the cost for eminent domain of 14,000 acres,
construction of tens if not hundreds of millions of dollars in improvements, as well as the additional
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costs for ongoing maintenance and services. A new ocean trail below the mean high tide line could
also be constructed without confiscating the Hollister Ranch private property.

A water based access plan utilizing the pier and taking California residents to see the coast all the way
to Point Conception, as well as the Dagermond Reserve is a much less invasive way to provide access
than confiscating or buying private property to create a new state park, which is what this plan
basically envisions. I can’t imagine that the Hollister Ranch owners will donate their property and
improvements to the state. Where are the billions needed to buy and accomplish creating a new
14,000-acre state park going to come from? I assume the Ranch owners will not want to sell just the
oceanfront areas, their roads and utilities and because of the significant devaluation of their
properties, are going to want to be bought out also?
Without buying the entire 14,000 acres of the Hollister Ranch, how is trespassing, potential crime,
restricted access to the other private property at Ranch going to be handled? What state agency will
assume the patrolling and costs of police protection for the residents ? The ranch roads are not up to
required public road standards and can the public utilize them, without the state incurring potentially
tens of millions in potential liability. I can see a loaded shuttle bus driving the steep narrow ranch
roads in the rain, when a cow runs across the road, or mud crosses it in the rain and the shuttle
plummets to the ravine below, because there are no guardrails. You also need to consider drunk or
speeding drivers after an unsupervised day drinking at the beach unaccustomed to the twisting ranch
roads, which are another significant concern?

This is not a well thought out plan and should not be adopted. Where will the funds come for to
improve and maintain the confiscated private property and new infrastructure in this what will be new
state park ? I don’t see the full economic impacts and needs and costs to acquire the Hollister Ranch
addressed in this plan? The real costs of land acquisition and updating it for safe public use is not
addressed.

I urge you to consider the special nature of the Hollister Ranch when considering this plan. Joni
Mitchell said it years ago, They paved paradise and put up a parking lot. Some places deserve to be
maintained as they are, and Hollister Ranch is one of them. Isn’t the Coastal commission also about
protecting the coast, which this plan clearly does not.
I thank you in advance for considering my comments and opposition to the draft access plan.
Sincerely,
Gerry Costa
-Gerry Costa Agency
2165 San Diego Ave #106
San Diego, Ca 92110
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Work (619) 298-7800
Fax (619) 298-7866
License 0622643
As a full service agency, Gerry Costa Insurance Agency offers many lines of insurance coverage,
including Personal Insurance (Home, Auto, Life & Health), Business Insurance (Commercial Property,
Liability, Auto, Workers' Compensation).
We look forward to hearing from you! Your business is appreciated.
This e-mail is intended solely for the person addressed. If this message is not addressed to you, you
cannot furnish it to anyone. Should you receive this e-mail by mistake, please destroy it. The originator
cannot be held responsible or liable for any damage resulting from the improper receipt or forwarding
of this e-mail.
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Stop development
lianne.mech@gmail.com <lianne.mech@gmail.com>
Thu 10/7/2021 9:33 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

I am writing to express concern and dismay about the coastal commission‘s attempts to make Hollister
Beaches more open to the public. There’s a huge state park right next-door. I do not understand why a
Hollister Beaches should be disturbed. Thank you
Sent from my iPhone
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Support for the DRAFT Hollister Ranch Coastal Access Program (09/24/2021)
Lucy Fuller <lucyfuller0@gmail.com>
Thu 10/7/2021 9:15 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Dear Commissioners,

I want and NEED to be able to walk, run, or bicycle the coastal trail across Hollister Ranch in my
lifetime. This is crucial for everyone! The goal of completing the Hollister Ranch bluff-top trail, a
segment of the California Coastal Trail, poses many challenges, as outlined in the DRAFT Hollister
Ranch Coastal Access Program. However, the trail is of statewide significance, and now is the time to
complete the trail and access routes to beaches along the way.
I support the public access and recreation policies of the California Coastal Act and the Gaviota
Coastal Plan (Local Coastal Program). I believe the proposed program should conform with stated
objectives that include providing safe, equitable, and inclusive access for all Californians and
minimizing impacts to natural and cultural resources while protecting private property.
Sincerely,
Lucy Fuller
---------
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Hollister access
surfsarlo@aol.com <surfsarlo@aol.com>
Thu 10/7/2021 8:50 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

To Whom this Concerns:
In this time of environmental disasters happening daily how can this Committee honestly believe that opening up
the private property at Hollister Ranch to 100 people a day will not cause irreversible environmental damages to
the existing pristine and challenged bio-diverse eco systems that has been protected by the stewardships of the
HROA for over 4 decades. In the Workshop's draft the numbers (monies) available for funding do not add up. What
the draft formula shows is the perfect opportunity for a disaster (i.e.. Malibu Lagoon Restoration project). Millions of
dollars are implemented for parking lots. The contractors will make a huge profit from our tax dollars, and the
project will never be what it was intended to be. There will be no monies left to maintain the project (i.e. trash and
porta- potty /clean out and pick up). There is no mention of water- safety, I gather its not important, to protect the
public from the dangerous rip currents that are present on that strip of the Gaviota coastline. I wonder how many
Coastline parks could greatly benefit from this money to improve their existing infrastructures for the inclusive
general public. Jalama, Refugio, El Captain, Gaviota just to name a few.
I believe that the Indigenous tribes should have access to the Ranch for ceremonial and cultural reasons , if
worked out with HROA, and the property owners. However the idea of 100 people a day stomping around a
precious eco system, with no boundaries, and no safely personel is just plain unrealistic and again a formula for
disaster. The laissez-faire altitude of the drafts "Lets see how things go, and we can change them they don't
work", is wonderful in theory, but we are speaking about the government and a pristine environmental resource
and we all know how that plays out.
Here are my questions:
1-How is the State going to finance buying the access easements over the private property?
2-How is safety personel going to facilitate the public in an emergency? falling off a cliff, gorged by cattle, drowning
in rip current, rattlesnake bite, etc.
3-How is this plan going to protect and sustain this pristine environment?
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The Public Access Plan
Elaine Tumonis <eftumonis@hotmail.com>
Thu 10/7/2021 8:30 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Dear Commissioners:
I have parti cipated in the public forums and reviewed the resulti ng draft proposed access plan for the
Hollister Ranch with great interest because I am a Californian, a resident of Los Angeles, and a property
owner at the Ranch. I appreciate the difficulty the state faces in reconciling competing interests as it
tries to develop a workable plan.
There is a popular misperception that it is only Hollister Ranch owners who are opposed to increasing
public access to this wild stretch of the California coast. But in the public forums, I was surprised to hear
many statements from non-owners who were at best leery of, and often outright opposed to, broader
access. These were members of the public who had visited the Ranch's beaches for Tidepool School,
surfers who boated or walked in, and others who entered via various other means, and who, having
been there, recognize what a pristine and fragile place it is. They understand the need to limit access in
[1]
order to preserve it.
To its credit, the current draft of the plan acknowledges that the "overwhelming sentiment" conveyed to
the HRCAP Working Group by the public over two years "is to balance public access along the Hollister
Ranch coastline with protections against impacting the Ranch's resources or substantially diminishing
the rugged, mostly undeveloped characteristics of the area." (Draft HRCAP dated 9/24/2021, p. 8; all
further references are to this document.)
But the current draft plan fails to strike that balance.
It envisions the eventual installation of seven parking areas accommodating hundreds of cars,
bathrooms, trash and recycling receptacles, other amenities, and road signage, and widening the
treacherous Rancho Real Road despite its sharp turns and steep drop-offs through often fragile terrain,
so that from 100 to 500 people every day can enter the Ranch in their own cars and go to the beach.
(See pp. 82, 93; Appendix A.) It considers the possibility of a trail atop bluffs which are constantly
eroding (pp. 39-43, 67) and where native flora may support sensitive species (see, e.g., pp. 52, 54, 58,
60). It proposes a trail along Rancho Real Road -- possibly constructed with concrete barriers and
retaining walls -- despite the steep and fragile terrain and the fact that in some places, there is no room
for a roadside trail. (See pp. 71-72, Appendix B at pp. 116-117.)
If a developer approached the state with a proposal to install that much infrastructure in such a fragile
and pristine part of California's precious coast, I'd expect much of the public would be outraged. At the
very least, the state would require exhaustive CEQA environmental review, culminating in an EIR report,
[2]
before approving a plan to develop such facilities.
This, the current draft does not do. (See pp. 9, 8182.)
There has been public access to Hollister Ranch beaches for decades. The HRCAP plan scarcely
acknowledges this, instead merely appending to its report a list of public access programs the HROA
already provides, programs which serve and educate schoolchildren, autistic youth, wounded veterans,
Audubon Society and Natural History Museum members, and others, letting them have an experience at
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the Ranch that they cannot get at more crowded, more degraded beaches along California's more
populated coastal areas.
The current draft plan seeks to establish easy access. But some places are better precisely because they
are hard to get to. This part of the coastline, from Hollister Ranch to the Dangermond Preserve and
beyond it to the Vandenberg Air Force base, has remained pristine because it is hard to get to, and
because those who do access it take care of it. Developing the infrastructure necessary to allow for easy
access by up to 500 people a day will inevitably result in the degradation of this stretch of coastline and
the loss of what makes it so special.
Nevertheless, Hollister Ranch owners understand that public access to this coast is important, and there
are solutions here. The HROA has engaged in discussions with state agencies about various ideas for
increased access, such as periodically using shuttles and guides to bring in members of the public,
prioritizing groups from underserved communities. It has worked with the Chumash to coordinate their
access to the Ranch and to preserve cultural sites important to the tribes. The state can expand upon
the good work the Ranch has been doing for decades to increase such programs, allowing more
members of the public to visit these beaches without incurring the damage that would result from the
development proposed in the current draft access plan.
As a Californian, I'm opposed to the state spending millions of dollars to develop a remote stretch of the
coast when the state has so many other unmet needs: housing the homeless, improving our public
schools, combatting wildfires, addressing our perpetual drought, cleaning up oil spills, and remediating
the economic and social impacts of fires, floods, mudslides, oil spills, and other disasters.
As a resident of Los Angeles who visits the public beaches near our urban areas, I am loath to risk the
damage that comes from increased human presence, however well-intended, on one of the few
remaining stretches of wild coastline the state still has.
And as someone familiar with the Hollister Ranch beaches, I understand how precious they are. We
should, and can, share this coastline; the public should have an opportunity to experience it. But we
must do so in a way that allows visitors to have the kind of experience they can only have in a wild and
pristine place, and in a way that ensures that those who come after them can have that same
experience.
Otherwise, we will all have failed.
Sincerely,
Elaine Tumonis
[1]

The draft plan acknowledges that boat-in access is possible (Draft HRCAP at p. 62). It fails to note that the Gaviota State
Park pier, the most convenient public boat launch site, has been closed for years due to unrepaired storm damage.
[1]
"State and local public agencies must comply with CEQA before making a discretionary approval of a project."
(https://wildlife.ca.gov/Conservation/Environmental-Review/CEQA [italics added].)

[1]

The draft plan acknowledges that boat-in access is possible (Draft HRCAP at p. 62). It fails to note that the Gaviota State
Park pier, the most convenient public boat launch site, has been closed for years due to unrepaired storm damage.
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[2]

"State and local public agencies must comply with CEQA before making a discretionary approval of a project."
(https://wildlife.ca.gov/Conservation/Environmental-Review/CEQA [italics added].)
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California Coastal Commission
725 Front Street, Suite 300
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
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October 8, 2021

Honorable Commissioners,
The California Cattlemen's Foundation (CCF) appreciates the opportunity to provide comments
on the Hollister Ranch Coastal Access program. CCF represents the interests of all ranchers in
California, many of which have been ranching in coastal communities for generations, including
the active ranching operations at Hollister Ranch. As century long stewards of the land,
California ranchers’ reliance on the land inherently demands respect and support of the natural
land. It is this land and ecosystem along the coast that the Coastal Act seeks to protect, and while
we are encouraged that the public sees the value in the land that ranchers at Hollister Ranch have
been working on and protecting for centuries, it is imperative that the California Coastal
Commission (CCC) and the agricultural community at large work together to ensure that
California can continue to have agriculturally productive open space for generations to come.
Within the Coastal Act (Act), there are three clear priorities: the preservation of agriculture,
increased public access, and protection of resources. The Act is clear in its identification of the
importance of agriculture on the coast and goes to great lengths to express certain flexibilities for
agriculture to ensure the continuation of open space that agriculture naturally produces as a cobenefit of sustainable food production.
In fact, Public Resources Code Section 30610.1 (b) prioritizes “agricultural lands currently in
production” in the same way that it does “highly scenic resources of public importance,”
“environmentally sensitive areas,” and “public access to or along the coast.” Despite the clear
valuation of agriculture, current interpretations of the Coastal Act misrepresent the original intent
to place the preservation of agriculture, resource protection, and enhanced public access on par
with each other. Instead of supporting these three tenants wholly, the Coastal Act has been
misconstrued to the point that many think resource protection and agriculture are mutually
exclusive, when in fact, resource protection relies on the sustainability of agriculture.
Farmers and ranchers are in the business of protecting their land and ensuring its continued
productivity. In so doing, they are likely to make decisions that promote both the health of the
land and the sustainability of their businesses. When considered from this perspective, it is
evident that the CCC and CCF share the same overall goals of preserving open space and viable
agricultural land. Although both the CCC and the agricultural community share a very similar
vision, many CCC-developed regulations prohibit farmers and ranchers from continuing to
manage the land and provide the habitat, open space, and agricultural products that we all love.
CCF encourages the CCC to consider the ramifications of these regulations on agriculture and
the larger goal of open space maintenance. While CCF understands that public access is one of
the priorities of the CCC and equitable methods for public access must be ascertained, we would

1221 H ST,
SACRAMENTO, CA 95814
(916) 444-0845
like to remind the CCC that agriculture is an equal priority and the interests of the two must be
balanced before action is taken.
Cattle grazing is a key conservation strategy that provides significant benefits to wildlife and the
local ecology. Rangeland is a unique ecosystem with important environmental tools such as
carbon sequestration and soil regeneration, among others. Ranching is often an under-utilized
and perhaps misunderstood industry, but it is a significant part of California’s character and
legacy. CCF would like to emphasize that ranchers are able and willing to aid the CCC in its
conservation efforts as experts in land management. In order to maintain this valuable
partnership, CCF strongly urges the CCC to make certain considerations when developing access
plans.
It is of vital importance that the CCC consider the public safety concerns of allowing the public
on active grazing lands as well as the concerns for the health of the cattle and the land they reside
on. For example, typical uses of the pastures included in the Plan that the public will be using are
areas for bulls during the off season for breeding and a large area for first-calf heifers where they
are monitored at all times in case of difficulty of calving. Using these lands for public access is
inappropriate not only because of potential danger to the livestock, but also to the public
particularly with the trail-based access and bicycle-based access. Additionally, water supplies for
cattle along this section of the coast is scarce, especially during drought. The public facilities
contemplated in the Plan are likely to use far more water than is available for livestock.
These are just a few of the considerations that should be included in the CCC’s analysis when
determining a balance of agriculture interests and public access interests. Balancing is part of the
core mission of the CCC and CCF is concerned that the land interests of ranchers are not being
considered in these decisions. We implore you to continue to partner with agriculture when
interpreting and developing policy and take the time to understand the issues important to
ranchers and farmers in California’s Coastal Zone and throughout the state.
Sincerely,

Victoria Rodriguez
Public Policy Advocate
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Support for the Draft Hollister Ranch Coastal Access Program
James Fuller <jamesfuller@ucsb.edu>
Thu 10/7/2021 8:16 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Dear Commissioners,
My name is James Fuller and I am a passionate supporter of public access to Hollister Ranch. Despite
its many difficulties, the proposed trail through this property is of great importance to our community
and now is the time to complete it.
I have dreamed of being able to walk, run, or bicycle the coastal trail across Hollister Ranch and would
love to see that become a reality in my lifetime. I support the public access and recreation policies of
the California Coastal Act and the Gaviota Coastal Plan (Local Coastal Program). I believe the proposed
program should conform with stated objectives that include providing safe, equitable, and inclusive
access for all Californians and minimizing impacts to natural and cultural resources while protecting
private property.
Thank you for your time.
sincerely,
James Fuller
-James Fuller | Project Analyst | Design & Construction Services
Design, Facilities & Safety Services
c. 805.451.1023 | e. Jamesfuller@ucsb.edu | w. facilities.ucsb.edu
https://www.ucsb.edu/
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Hollister Ranch Development Plan
Dave Edington <dedington@rimrockcapital.com>
Thu 10/7/2021 7:42 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>; Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>
Cc: Dave Edington <dave@edington.net>

I am David Edington writi ng as a private citi zen. I have been in just about every job and
business there is. I have been broke and rich at different ti mes in my life. Currently I
own/operate an investment management business, a tech start up in the sleep
improvement space, a surf lodge in Indonesia, a resort hotel in Mexico, and a small but
delicious tequila brand. I have been an owner at the Hollister Ranch for over ten years. I
am passionate about surfing and nature. I have a deep and abiding love for this land, and
it is a top priority to me to conti nue to be a good steward – and yes SHARING is an
important part of this stewardship.
I am STRONGLY OPPOSED to the plan as writt en. I do support many things in the plan,
and I especially support the overall mission of the Coastal Commission as stated on their
website:

The Commission is committ ed to protecti ng and enhancing
California’s coast and ocean for present and future generati ons. It
does so through careful planning and regulati on of environmentalsustainable development, rigorous use of science, strong public
parti cipati on, educati on, and effecti ve intergovernmental
coordinati on.
It strikes me that this plan is diametrically opposed to this stated mission. It is NOT
protecti ng and enhancing, and in fact may will destroy this precious museum piece of
California history and amazing sensiti ve biodiversity. If the plan goes forward as writt en,
there is a high probability that this special place will be LOST to future generati ons.
Further, it is most certainly NOT carefully planned! Proposing a development of this scale,
without an Environmental Impact Report , is in fact the opposite of careful planning!!!
There are many, many reasons to oppose this plan. I think other writers will highlight
most of these, so my main point here will be to questi on the need for this project.
I am in the midst of what I hope will prove to be an exhausti ve and definiti ve study of
public beach access vs populati on density in California. My preliminary results can be
summarized in these two maps:
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California Public Beach Access via State Park System:

California Populati on Density
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Even a casual inspection of this graphic data suggests that the Gaviota Coast is already
overparked and has EXCESSIVE beach access, and there is just not that many people in
this area!
In point of fact, the Hollister Ranch is pretty much ADJACENT to a state park. To reach
the Hollister Ranch, one must drive right past the Gaviota State Park!!! And it is often
empty when I drive by.
To illustrate my point here, I just drove over there and took a couple of photos. It took
seven minutes to drive there from my parcel here on the Hollister Ranch. Seven
minutes! Seven minutes away from where you are talking about government shuttle
buses, a BIG development without EIR, and potential hundreds of millions of taxpayer
dollars. so ya is public beach access, right here already! It was quite beautiful there:
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And quite empty!:
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So, if ya really think more public beach access in California is a good spend for the
taxpayers, I would suggest – and the facts support – that these dollars would be much
more effective if redirected to increasing and upgrading public beach access in other parts
of California where there is high population density and a dearth of public beach access.
In closing, I again thank the Coastal Commission for their efforts to protect California
beaches. I beg you to consider my comments here. I would love to partner with you on
this. I will devote any resource I have, or can access, to working with you to develop a
win-win solution to all of this. please do not hesitate to reach out to me if I can help in
any way.
Sincerely,
David Edington
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Strongly oppose the draft Hollister Ranch access plan
Britt Mosby <brittmosby@gmail.com>
Thu 10/7/2021 7:29 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Dear California Coastal Commissioners,
I am a current resident of Santa Barbara County. I have thoroughly examined the current draft access
plan, submitted by the Coastal Commission Staff.
I strongly oppose the access plan for multiple reasons, but the most important to me is the plan will
destroy a rare and limited natural recourse within California.
There is no mention of guided, escorted, or enforced supervision to the public. I would hate to see the
beaches of the Hollister Ranch become what most state parks are today, a trash pit continually littered
with garbage and public disrespect of natural resources.
I urge the commission to reject the current terms of proposed access, and modify the volume and nature
of access after a series of environmental studies are conducted.
Thank you,
Britt Mosby
Sent from my iPhone
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Public access to the Hollister Ranch
john bolitho <ohtilob55@gmail.com>
Thu 10/7/2021 7:17 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Aloha,
Although I am no longer a full time resident of Santa Bárbara County, I am very interested in the above
referenced issue.
I am a former owner in the Ranch, a former member of the Hollister Ranch Design Committee, a licensed
California Real Estate Broker, and after a twenty year career, a retired Santa Bárbara High School teacher. I
am also a graduate of U.C. Santa Bárbara and Pepperdine University School of Law. My wife and I still
spend several months a year in Santa Bárbara County.
I believe the only reasonable way to facilitate public access to the Ranch, considering the expense of
acquiring property from Hollister Ranch owners, and to prevent overburdening Rancho Real Road, and
endangering the cattle operation, is to follow the model set in San Clemente.
Concerns about safe public access to the beach across the railroad tracks in San Clemente led to the
development of a trail. There was community resistance to the construction of the trail, but now that it is
complete, it has become a very well used and enjoyed public good.
No motor vehicle usage is allowed, but bicycles are. The surface is mostly decomposed granite, and the
landscaping is mostly succulents and native plants. It is beautiful. Further, there are warning sounds at
managed railroad crossings.
Such a trail could be built near the tracks through the Ranch, and paralleling the road where necessary.
People could walk in, or ride their bicycles, but the overburdening of the road easement with vans would
be avoided and danger to the cattle operations would be mitigated.
Aloha,
John Bolitho, J.D.
Sent from my iPad
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Hollister Ranch CAP
Doug Hendry <dshcay@gmail.com>
Thu 10/7/2021 6:48 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Good morning
I have been accessing surf spots in the Hollister Ranch via boating and hiking since 1971. I strongly
oppose the draft HRCAP for several reasons:
Introducing up to 500 people per day will ultimately degrade the local environment and outdoor
experience
There is no practical approach to access other than via a shuttle. The concept of private vehicles, manual
or electric bicycles operating on the Rancho Real Road is fraught with tragic results.
The issue of public safety, especially for those entering the ocean, is unworkable unless you station
qualified first responders at each beach access location.
Lastly, the cost of creating and maintaining the infrastructure noted in the CAP is substantial. Look at the
amount of deferred maintenance to facilities at Gaviota, Refugio and El Capitan State Parks due to lack of
sufficient funding then ask yourself if the goal of preserving the existing state of Hollister Ranch wild
lands will be maintained.
Please revise the CAP to limit access to no more than 100 visitors per day, access provided via a shuttle
and visitors pay a fee that will cover the shuttle, porta potties, trash removal and first responder
expenses.
Respectfully Submitted,
Douglas S. Hendry
Sent from my iPhone
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California Coastal Commission
Sacramento, CA
Via Email: hollister@coastal.ca.gov
RE: Draft Hollister Ranch Access Plan
Dear Commissioners:
I am an owner and full-time resident of the Hollister Ranch. My wife and I have owned our property here
since January of 1978. Prior to purchasing our property, beginning in the late 1960s, I would walk in to
the Ranch along the beach to surf. In the 1970s, I began accessing the Ranch by boat, launched from the
Gaviota Pier. Over this 50+ year period of time, I have been able to observe the private and public
struggles over access to the Hollister Ranch beaches like few others. I also have a unique perspective
due to my many years of service as a member of the Hollister Ranch Conservancy Committee, as a longtime board member and chair of the HR Cattle Cooperative, as chair of the Ranch’s former Rangeland
and Watershed Committee, and since 2006 as a board member and now Executive Director of the
Coastal Ranches Conservancy (coastalranchesconservancy.org). I led the effort to create and get
adoption of the Hollister Ranch Conservation and Restoration Plan in 2006. In addition, I have explored
the Ranch’s natural areas for many years and conducted extensive camera trapping on my own property
and others. I am thus familiar with the many plants and animals that are common here and rare or
extirpated elsewhere.
The HRCAP Draft Plan is Missing Key Information and Analysis
In order to provide decision makers with all the information necessary to make a wise decision about
access to the public beaches along the Hollister Ranch, the Draft Plan must address the following issues:
1. Visitor Services- The Plan does not address how wildfire protection, trash and sanitation service,
and policing of HR visitors will be provided. Will these be the responsibility of the “managing
entity” or another subcontractor? How do these get funded over the next 20 years? Will that
funding be subject to changes in priorities by the legislature?
2. Managing Entity- Finding an organization that will perform the tasks of the managing entity will
likely be difficult. State Parks normally would be the most likely managing entity but they have
apparently declined, citing lack of resources. What does State Park’s inability to perform on their
mission say about the State’s ability to manage this access plan? The criteria for selection of a
managing entity should be discussed in the Draft Plan, especially if it looks like no governmental
entity is prepared to do this.
3. Visitor Numbers- The Draft Plan fails to provide any support or reasoning for the selection of
the “100 visitors per day, growing to 500 per day” goals. The Commission must explain why the
Draft Plan apparently ignored the direction, provided in section 3.1 of the Plan, to reconcile
visitor impacts with the need to protect sensitive resources. This is the central issue for the Plan

and any implementation of the Plan will require further environmental review, which will, of
course, examine the basis of this decision.
4. The Elephant in the Room: The Cost of the Easement- The other major issue that the Draft Plan
must consider and elaborate on is the cost to condemn an easement for public travel across
private Ranch properties. While I realize that the cost of this condemnation cannot be known
accurately at this time, the Plan can certainly describe a range of values and could thereby
examine a range of possible “cost per visitor day” to see if it is at all reasonable. The cost of
condemning this easement may ultimately become the State’s major consideration in what sort
of a plan to implement, as increased access will mean a higher cost to acquire the easement. We
are all aware that our State has other places to spend the taxpayer’s money and that this Plan
has to “pencil out” in order to get implemented.
Keep Gaviota Wild
While the Hollister Ranch is not technically a wilderness, many of the issues raised by the public access
controversy are the same issues that come up about wilderness designations. In our increasingly
crowded state, there is a need for places that are not managed for easy access and the maximum
recreational access. Should we allow elevators to the top of Half Dome or permit motorized access to
the Dick Smith Wilderness? Of course not. There is plenty of precedent for protecting public natural
areas from expanded access that would harm their natural resources. The Ranch is of course private but
we can apply the same wilderness standard for the same reasons. Most of the remaining open spaces
and good wildlife habitat in California are on private cattle ranches and maintained at no cost to the
public. So, the wilderness/private cattle ranch model of conservation is a good fit for the Hollister Ranch
and the State, in my opinion. Already the Dangermond Preserve, just to the west of the Hollister, has
declared the management goal for their beaches to be “keep it wild”.
A Mutual Benefit to Limiting Access
In our experience, not everyone loves the Ranch once they are exposed to it. Our friends and family all
know they can come to the Ranch as our guests at any time; they only need to ask. And yet we host
fewer than 5-6 guests each year, and these are mostly family. Even allowing for good surf days, I cannot
imagine 500 people using the beaches fronting the Ranch. In fact, at 500 people, the beach experience
would no longer be unique and visitors would likely prefer to can go to Refugio or El Capitan and have a
better experience, with all the amenities like flush toilets and showers. The more the Plan asks for in
terms of access, the more it will cost. By keeping the number of visitors low, the sensitive resources will
be protected, the beach user experience will be more unique and of higher value, and the cost to
acquire the right-of-way will also likely be lower. That is the way to a successful outcome.
Sincerely,
Doug, Patty, and Erin Campbell
dcampbellhr68@gmail.com
68 Hollister Ranch Rd
Gaviota, CA 93117
805-567-5957
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Fwd: Proposed HR Public Access Plan Thomas Mosby <tmryder52@gmail.com>
Thu 10/7/2021 5:19 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Coastal Commission:
I am registering my disapproval for and disappointment with the Coastal Commission for the State
proposed draft Hollister Ranch Public Coastal Access Plan. The proposed plan does not take into
consideration the adverse impacts of public access to public health and safety resources including fire,
police, available potable water and sanitation as well as the lack of public management oversight to
public access over private property.
The proposed plan does not address or follow the basic concerns outlined in the CEQA process for
development of what would appear to be a new quasi State Park development plan over private
property. The lack of management oversight has been documented and not recognized by the Coastal
Commission. Funding of this plan has also not been thoroughly vetted with lack of funding for essential
services State wide including the existing State Park system.
In Order to consider a Plan of this magnitude, a complete CEQA process must be conducted to identify
all impacts. The conceptual plan of initiating a phased in pilot access plan is in total disregard to the
overlying foundation of the development process in the State of California. The proposed public access
plan is in violation of State development guidelines and should not be approved.
Tom Mosby
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Hollister Ranch comment
rablack@mcn.org <rablack@mcn.org>
Thu 10/7/2021 5:17 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

The Coastal Trail is an important element of the HRCAP. Currently, the
California Coastal Trail (CCT) is limited to only 5 miles on the beach
between Gaviota State Park and Point Sal Beach State Park. A Coastal Trail
through the 11 miles of Hollister Ranch coastline would further the
Statewide vision of a continuous interconnected public trail system along
the entire California Coast. Coastwalk/CCTA would like to ensure that a
thru-trail that supports pedestrian access is prioritized in the initial
phases and throughout the public access plan. Your comments are vital to
making the Coastal Trail a reality at Hollister Ranch.
Best,
Ann Blacker, long time Coastwalk member and Volunteer- Sonoma County
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public access
Steve Pezman <steve@surfersjournal.com>
Thu 10/7/2021 4:17 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

> The current value of HR is because it has and should continue to be a “closed zone”. Significant public
access will destroy one of the very view remaining relatively pristine coastal lands. For the sake of current
and future generations please don’t do it! Sincerely, Steve Pezman, The Surfers Journal
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Hollister Ranch access plan comments
Mark Morey <mark805@protonmail.com>
Thu 10/7/2021 4:05 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Dear Commisioners,
I am a 30 year resident of Santa Barbara and frequent beach goer. I have been volunteering to protect
the Gaviota Coast for nearly as long, including part of the community's efforts to establish a National
Seashore in 1998. This stretch of coast still qualifies to be included in the National Park System due to
the efforts of the community to preserve it. The Hollister Ranch (HR), while not part of the proposed
National Seasore, still has many of the features worth preserving. The current plan of access to the HR
is moving forward, by law. Since access is currently restricted to owners and boaters, the tidepools are
teaming with marine life and the beaches are nearly free of litter.
With access comes people. And people have proven themselves generally incapable of respecting
nature.
So I have five requests:
1) No private vehicles.
2) Establish a baseline through surveys of tidepool life and beach litter to assess impacts of the access
program.
3) Establish the coast as a no-take zone (stripping tide pools). BUT, you can still fish from shore.
4) If someone is caught littering, they are banned for life, $1000 fine, and 120 hours of community
service doing ... beach clean ups.
5) Repair the pier at Gaviota.
Best regards,
Mark Morey, PhD
Santa Barbara, CA
805-698-8244
Sent with ProtonMail Secure Email.
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Guner Tautrim
Gaviota Ca.
Orellaguner@gmail.com

October 3, 2021
John Ainsworth, Executive Director
Alison Dettmer, Chief Deputy Director
Sarah Christie, Legislative Director
Linda Locklin, Public Access Program Manager
Coastal Commission
725 Front Street,
Suite 300, Santa Cruz, CA 95060
Re: COMMENTS FOR: HOLLISTER RANCH COASTAL ACCESS PROGRAM
COASTAL COMMISSION WORKSHOP (virtual) for OCTOBER 14, 2021
Dear Commissioners:
My name is Guner Tautrim and I would like to comment on the Draft Hollister Ranch
Coastal Access Program document that just came out (late September 2021). Firstly, I’d
like to introduce myself and my connection to this topic.
I am a six generation land steward on the Gaviota Coast. My family has owned the
Orella Ranch for 155 years. The Orella Ranch is due east from Hollister Ranch about
10 miles. In my time growing up here (I am 47 years old) I have had the pleasure of
enjoying the Hollister Ranch (HR) and the ocean out front of it many many times. I have
never however, had any formal access to HR other than the occasional “guest status”
resulting from an invite from an owner. I believe that my familiarity of the land in
question, my outsider/non owner status, combined with my belief that managed coastal
access is overdue, provides me with a viewpoint that I very much hope you will listen to.

To say it bluntly I am very disappointed in the document that lay before me. It goes way
way beyond responsible coastal access. When stating that managed access was overdue at
Hollister Ranch, this is not what I had in mind. I believe that a coastal trail from Mexico
to Canada is an incredible vision. Here in California we are doing our part of that vision
with the California Coastal Trail. This is what should be receiving the bulk of attention.
Below I will make my case for this, and I hope you can see where I am coming from.

As stated on page 2 of the document, I am being asked to express my ideas, concerns,
comments as well as pose some questions regarding the Draft Coastal Access Program
prepared by the State Agency Team.
Stated within the Executive Summary: the “overwhelming sentiment is to balance public
access along the Hollister Ranch coastline with protections against impacting the Ranch’s
resources or substantially diminishing the rugged, mostly undeveloped characteristics of
the area”. Let us remember this as we analyze what’s before us.
The HR is such a special place because of its limited visitation. Its biological diversity is
also due to its limited visitation. Where is the wisdom in thinking we need to provide all
these various forms of transportation to access this “remote, rugged” location- shuttle
based access, drive-in access, trail access, bicycle based access, equestrian access, guided
access, independent access, etc? - It’s all a bit much, isn’t it?
Section 2 of the document : Vision and Objectives states that the “Hollister Ranch
coastline offers a unique experience along this portion of the State’s coast. The relatively
undeveloped landscape and ruggedness of the coastline, the high quality of the natural
environment, surf conditions, and the lack of crowds are all aspects that make the
Hollister beach experience special”. This paragraph states it clearly and succinctly. And
what is also clear and succinct is that this plan, if only a fraction of it implemented,
would alter, destroy and forever change that which this vision document states makes it so
special.
When you read the amount of development that this plan will sanction, it baffles my
mind that you, the California Coastal Commission, will have this amount of
development on your hands. In the name of “upgrading” you will be cutting new
parking lots, widening roads, littering the landscape with signage, developing new rail
crossings, building bathrooms, and, to top it off, bringing in 100 people a day for two
years. Then, when this impact is analyzed, the “managing entity”, which will surely be
reliant of visitation numbers for revenue, can suddenly increase visitation up to 500 a
day? Where is the wisdom in that? How did we get from analyzing the impact of 100 a
day to suddenly after 2 years up to 500 visitors? How could this possibly be justified? In
all my times up at HR I never have seen more than 20 people at any one beach and that
is usually an occasion (a holiday, etc.) Even without all the development, these numbers
alone would change the landscape forever. But add all these “improvements” (aka
development), and that will surely ruin the place forever.
Alternative Idea:
As stated on page 27: “…all property south of the railroad is owned by the HROA.”
That land along with segments of beach trail and a few Union Pacific easements will be
the lions share of a coastal trail alignment. Why do we think that this place needs to be
so overly accessible. Why can’t it be like summiting Mt. Whitney, hiking the JMT, or
watching a sunset at Big Flat on the Lost Coast? Getting an affordable permit to hike a

primitive coastal trail along the HR would be a huge success! This combined with an
expansion and enhancement of the existing public access programs already in place
(Walk on Water Program, Tidepool School Program, Recreational Access for Individuals
with Disabilities, Field Days etc.) stands a much better chance of satisfying the “overall
sentiment” as stated in the Executive Summary (and quoted above).
The cost estimates for the trail are absurd. This is a remote, rugged, relatively
undeveloped coastline that does not need “option 1” - a 10’ wide multi-use paved path
with two 4-foot travel lanes and a 2-foot buffer, cable rails, lane dividers, etc. Nor does it
need Option 2 or Option 3 for that matter. “Developing” 5 -11 million dollars worth of
trail development (not counting the cost of easements) is insanity. In fact, on page 125
(Appendix C,) you have a perfect photograph of an existing “primitive trail” that could
serve as an example of the majority of the trail infrastructure.

I strongly encourage you to think twice about going forward with a plan that sanctions so
much coastal development. Instead, focus on a primitive trail that is managed through a
permit process. This will mitigate what we call the “surfline mentality”. That is that
surfers are driven by hype and when surf forecast entities hype a swell, people will flock to
HR more than ever. Providing managed access, year around, through a permit process
mitigates this issue. And let us all remember that if you want it, it’s there- access to HR
by boat has always and will always be on the table, as is walking in on the beach- I know,
I’ve been doing it for decades.

In conclusion, I support public access to Hollister Ranch through a permit run primitive
coastal trail. I support the expansion and enhancement of existing public access
programs as well as direct access considerations for members of our Indigenous
Community that called these lands home for thousands and thousands of years. I do not
support this overdevelopment of this pristine coastline.
Sincerely,

Guner Tautrim
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Hollister Ranch Coastal Access Program
Lynn Laumann <llaumann@yahoo.com>
Wed 10/6/2021 11:20 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Dear Commissioners,
My family are long-time residents of Santa Ynez from 1975 to 1990, which is located less than 20
miles from Hollister Ranch. We considered Gaviota State Beach to be our closest local beach. I
attended Santa Ynez Valley Union High School from 1980-1984 during the time when the FIRST
Hollister Ranch Coastal Access Plan (1982) was supposed to be implemented. My brother, friends, and
I spent most of our weekends and summers at the local beaches. While we treasured the Gaviota
Coast between UC Santa Barbara and Gaviota State Park, the real gems of outdoor recreation lay just
out of reach on the playground of the rich, Hollister Ranch. Our family was of modest means, so we
could neither afford Hollister Ranch property nor a seafaring "Ranch Boat" to access the fantastic
waves just a few miles up the coast. After literally 40 long years of waiting, I implore you to approve
and implement the Hollister Ranch Coastal Access Plan.
Again, I implore you. The Commission should expeditiously approve and implement the HRCAP. The
DRAFT HRCAP phases in and limits access to prevent damage to natural and cultural resources, and
provides details on how to manage equitable access and protect private property rights. The DRAFT
HRCAP provides for a reasonable managed access pilot program, allowing up to 100 people a day to
access up to six Ranch beaches by land and could be expanded subject to the protection of natural and
cultural resources.
The Commission and State Agencies should open responsible access to Hollister Ranch promptly.
Hollister Ranch owners have benefitted by developing their parcels over many decades with the
condition that the Hollister Ranch Owners' Association (HROA) provides public access through the
Ranch to the public beach areas. However, the public has been prevented from safely exercising,
without undue burdens, their constitutional right to access the public beach areas at Hollister Ranch for
over 40 years.
Thank you for your kind consideration,
Mr. Lynn Laumann
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RE: Hollister Ranch Public Access Plan
Mark Rinkle <mrinkle@lee-associates.com>
Wed 10/6/2021 11:20 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

To whom this may concern,
I am writi ng this to give my perspecti ve on Hollister Ranch and why I think it is wrong to force Hollister Ranch to
grant easy beach access to the General Public. In full transparency I would like to note that my father does own a
1/3 share of a parcel at the Ranch so I’m inti mately familiar with Hollister Ranch and its’ many beaches. From
what I know about land ownership law, private land can only begin at the point where the highest ti de reaches so
anything along the beaches is prett y much public land for the public to enjoy. I fully agree with this law that no
one can own the ocean and therefore anywhere where the ocean reaches should be enjoyable by the general
public.
That all being said, my belief is that anyone who truly wishes to access the beaches at Hollister Ranch already
have full capability to do so by taking either a short boat ride from Gaviota state beach or anywhere else along the
central coastline if they so wish. There is nothing stopping the general public from doing this and enjoying all that
the beauti ful beaches at Hollister Ranch have to offer. I would also suggest that if there is a lot of interest from
the general public to bring people to these beaches then a private company should start an excursion business
boati ng people into the Ranch each day. Why this doesn’t already exist is beyond me given how much debate
there has been over the decades. It is apparent to me that all that is needed to access the Hollister Ranch
beaches is a litt le effort and planning from someone with the will to do so.
I also fully believe that, thanks to the many years of more challenging access, the shoreline/eco-system at
Hollister Ranch has been saved from the mass hordes of people who don’t respect nature or the beauty of
California prior to mankind destroying it with overdevelopment. Making it easy for people to access the beaches
at the Ranch will most assuredly turn them into just another run-of-the-mill crowded beach that becomes trash
laden and uninspiring, similar to many other beaches in California these days. I believe that the beauty of
Hollister Ranch along with one of the last remaining sanctuaries for many of California’s nati ve species will
eventually become ruined if this public access is allowed to go through as planned. Anyone who truly appreciates
nature is most likely going to be willing to make the extra effort to gain access to Hollister Ranch via boat access.
And, in my opinion, anyone who truly believes in saving our planet from the destructi veness of what mankind has
shown it is capable of should be against enforcing easy access to this last oasis of California beauty.
Take care,
Mark Rinkle
Principal
Lee & Associates ǀ East Bay, Inc.
D 925.737.4145
O 925.460.6200
F 925.369.0309
mrinkle@lee-associates.com
___________________________
Corporate ID 01194869 ǀ License ID 01512632
4695 Chabot Drive ǀ Suite 110
Pleasanton, California 94588
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Confidenti ality Noti ce: The informati on contained in this electronic e-mail and any accompanying att achment(s) is
intended only for the use of the intended recipient and may be confidenti al. If any reader of this communicati on
is not the intended recipient, unauthorized use, disclosure or copying is strictly prohibited, and may be unlawful.
If you have received this communicati on in error, please immediately noti fy the sender by return e-mail, and
delete the original message and all copies from your system. Thank you.
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Comment: Hollister Ranch Coastal Access Program
TJJ <jevenst@gmail.com>
Wed 10/6/2021 8:55 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

California Coastal Commission
To Whom It May Concern:
I am writing in unqualified support of the proposed Hollister Ranch Coastal Access Program (HRCAP).
Please review, approve and facilitate the implementation of the HRCAP as soon as possible. The
owners at the Hollister Ranch (HR) have excluded basic public access to the HR public beaches for far
too long. I fully appreciate that they desire to preserve the HR environment. But their endless delays
have come at too great a public cost. The HR owners have benefitted for years from the access to the
coast granted to them. They have excluded the public for their tremendous benefit. The exclusion
must stop. The Coastal Trail must be included in the final agreement as well.
Thanks for your time and consideration.
Tom
-Tom Jevens
408-355-4501
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JB of MonarchQuestAZ weighs in...
J Billings <sw.dplex157@yahoo.com>
Wed 10/6/2021 8:35 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Greetings!...I have experience with the Hollister Ranch area, as a seasonal monarch butterfly field
researcher--tagger & tag-tracker...My name is Joe Billings, though I often go by just "JB"...During my
overall field experience I explored over 75 monarch overwintering sites along the California coast
between Ventura & Santa Cruz...Joining up with biologist & monarch regional count coordinator Charis
van der Heide, I had the opportunity to visit many of the sites within Hollister Ranch in 2017, that are not
normally accessible to rhe public...Historically, these have been significant monarch winter roosting sites;
despite the lower counts of the last several years...I was able to return the following year and
independently visit sites, accompanied by a fine gentleman & ranch foreman of the area...
I'm very grateful to have had the opportunity to visit these important sites & I think it is critical to
maintain some sort of controlled access to them & other places within the Ranch...Thank you for reading
& considering my thoughts...I hope things can be worked out so there is greater access, while still
protecting residents' privacy..JB
P.S.: I will follow-up by sending the PDF of my first major peer-reviewed research article for further
verification...
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Opening a Window on Southwestern Monarchs: Fall Migrant Monarch
Butterflies, Danaus plexippus (L.), Tagged Synchronously in Southeastern
Arizona Migrate to Overwintering Regions in Either Southern California or
Central Mexico
Author: Joe Billings
Source: The Journal of the Lepidopterists' Society, 73(4) : 257-267
Published By: The Lepidopterists' Society
URL: https://doi.org/10.18473/lepi.73i4.a1
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Journal of the Lepidopterists’ Society
73(4), 2019, 257–267

OPENING A WINDOW ON SOUTHWESTERN MONARCHS:
FALL MIGRANT MONARCH BUTTERFLIES, DANAUS PLEXIPPUS (L.),
TAGGED SYNCHRONOUSLY IN SOUTHEASTERN ARIZONA MIGRATE TO OVERWINTERING
REGIONS IN EITHER SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA OR CENTRAL MEXICO
JOE BILLINGS
MonarchQuestAZ, 13050 Maryanne Cleveland Way, Vail, Arizona 85641 (P. O. Box 253) Email: sw.dplex157@yahoo.com
ABSTRACT. During 2014-16, extensive field studies were conducted on wild migrating monarch butterflies (Danaus plexippus)
at origin (southeast Arizona) and destination (California) locations. From a total of 3194 monarchs tagged, 44 (1.4%) were recovered at distances from 789 to 1193 km (California) and 1631 to 1736 km (Mexico). Thirty two (1.0%) monarchs were recovered in
California and 12 (0.4%) in Mexico. In 2016, the year with the majority of tagged butterflies, 1810 monarchs were tagged and 23
(1.3%) recovered: 14 (0.8%) in California and 7 (0.4%) in Mexico. For the first time wild monarchs tagged in the same location and
on the same day, were recovered at overwintering sites in both California and Mexico. This discovery indicates that monarch
migration dynamics in the western United States are more complex than previously known and is supportive of a long-held
hypothesized connection between eastern and western populations.
Additional key words: Monarch butterfly, MonarchQuestAZ, migration, synchronously tagged monarchs, overwintering
regions, concentrated nectar resource areas, Asclepias subverticillata, Helianthus annuus

Every fall across much of the North American
landscape, monarch butterflies, Danaus plexippus (L.)
in the east and west, begin migratory flights to two main
overwintering regions in the United States and Mexico
(Urquhart & Urquhart 1977, Brower 1995, Howard &
Davis 2009). The use of adhesive tags applied to the
wings of captured butterflies allows individuals
recovered at overwintering destinations to be traced
back to a specific tagging locality. Previous and ongoing
tagging studies have attempted to track western
monarchs through their flyways during both fall
migrations and spring remigrations (Nagano et al. 1993,
Marriott 1994, Morris et al. 2015, James et al. 2018).
Additionally, isotopic analyses of butterflies continue to
provide indirect evidence of the origins of both eastern
and western monarchs (Yang et al. 2016, Flockhart et al.
2017).
Until recently, the dynamics of monarch migration in
southeastern Arizona had been poorly known.
Abundant and stable seasonal populations have
consistently thrived during mid-to-late summer and
throughout the fall (Bailowitz & Brock 1991, Brower &
Pyle 2004, Morris et al. 2015). During fall, monarchs in
this region enter reproductive diapause and exclusively
consume nectar rather than mating prior to their
migratory flights (Herman 1981, Brower et al. 2006). As
part of the Morris et al. (2015) study I tagged more than
5000 monarchs individually from 2006-2013 resulting in
numerous recoveries from both Mexico and California,
including the first wild monarchs recovered in
California (237V in 2009) and Mexico (157X in 2008)
from Arizona (Billings 2008) (Morris et al. 2015, p100,
Table 6).

MonarchQuestAZ was established in 2014 and
fieldwork commenced with the principal objective of
extensive tagging in southeastern Arizona and tracking
recoveries in California and Mexico. During the fall
seasons of 2014–2018, more than 5200 wild monarchs
were tagged. Achieving a better understanding of the
unique two-way migratory dynamic and what causes
monarchs to fly west-northwest to California or southsoutheast to Mexico, is the main goal of this project. On
a larger scale, the factors that might influence migratory
direction on the basis of demographic connections
between the eastern and western population are also
emphasized. This present study describes a novel
migratory phenomenon that was recorded during the
2016–17 season.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study sites
Monarchs were tagged at six major localities in
southeastern Arizona (Table 1, Fig. 4). This corner of
the state features rich upper elevation grasslands, lush
floodplain habitats and seasonal nectar corridors
adjacent to the Santa Cruz and San Pedro River
watersheds. These localities account for nearly 95% of
all monarchs tagged during the 2014, 2015, and 2016
seasons, and are the origin of all MonarchQuestAZ
recoveries. Of these six localities, four (hereafter
primary sites) accounted for 89.5% of all monarchs
tagged since 2014, and 99.1% of monarchs tagged in
2016 (Table 1, Fig. 4). Three of the four primary sites
are major breeding habitats and all are concentrated
nectar resource areas. Each is characterized by a unique
flora, with a dominant nectar plant species emerging
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FIG. 1. Large, dense monarch butterfly cluster on Monterey
Cypress, at Lighthouse Field State Beach, Santa Cruz, California.

FIG. 2. Lush patch of the predominant host milkweed species
in southeast Arizona, Asclepias subverticillata; shown here at
Saint David Cienega.

during the migratory period. Primary sites (with nectar
plant spp.) include Elgin (Bidens laevis (L.) Britton,
Sterns & Poggenb.), Canelo (Carduus nutans (L.) K.
Zouhar), Saint David Cienega (Helianthus annuus (L.)
and Hereford (H. annuus). All are located in Santa Cruz
and Cochise counties. It should be noted that the
milkweed host plant (Asclepias subverticillata (L.) A.
Gray) also provides ample nectar at three sites during
the early portion of the fall season (Fig. 2). These four
sites comprise approximately 315 hectares and occur
between elevations of 1115–1509 m. The two nonprimary sites in the study area are Marijilda Wash,
Pinaleño Mountains (Graham County) and the Lazy J2
Ranch, Santa Rafael Valley (Santa Cruz County) (Table
1, Fig. 4).
Fieldwork
Monarch tagging and recovery occurred during
August 2016 through January 2017. Forty-two days
(0700–1730 h on average) were spent tagging monarchs
in southeastern Arizona (28 Aug–12 Oct) (Table 2). A
total of 71 field days were spent in coastal California
from Ventura to Santa Cruz, during the tag tracking and
recovery season (9 Nov–15 Dec, 24 Dec–26 Jan). The
first of these tag-tracking missions began in 2015. It
should be noted that all fieldwork methodology and
protocols during the 2016 season remained consistent
with those of 2014–2015. California’s coastal
overwintering region served as an effective training
ground for developing skills at finding, scanning, and
counting monarch clusters at over 75 sites (Nagano &
Lane 1985, Lane 1993, Frey 1995, Meade 1999, Leong
et al. 2004, Monroe et al. 2014, Pelton et al. 2016). All
tag recoveries from the overwintering sanctuaries in
Mexico were reported by third-party collectors
purchasing tags, from the United States (Wikle 2016).

The MonarchQuestAZ tagging system utilizes highly
visible, bright fluorescent orange tags produced by the
Miles Label Company of Cortaro, AZ, applied ventrally
to both hindwings (Fig. 3). These are based on an
adhesive-backed, circular fluorescent paper tag
measuring 9.525mm in diameter, weighing 0.01g, and
sealed with a laminate film. Large, bold lettering of
serial numbers, plasticity to conform to the butterfly's
wing and good adhesion are additional attributes. Wild
monarchs were tagged during the portion of the fall
season immediately preceding and following the
southeastern Arizona migration window. This period
ranged from the third week in August through the end
of October. The collective earlier experience of tagging
monarchs through summer and fall helped to roughly
establish this “migration window”, as recoveries
accumulated over time (Morris et al. 2015). Only fresh,
robust butterflies deemed capable of successful

FIG. 3. Close-up view of MonarchQuestAZ B488, a female,
with fluorescent orange tags.
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migration were tagged. Visual surveys were conducted
with binoculars, or a zoom lens, without disrupting
butterfly behavior. Field days rotated between primary
sites as much as possible to avoid consecutive visitation
of particular sites and minimize disturbance to local
monarchs. Monarchs were handled with care and
released at the same location of capture.
RESULTS
Fall 2016 monarch tagging season.
A total of 1810 field-collected monarchs were tagged
during fall 2016 which was substantially greater than the
number tagged in each of the previous two seasons.
(Table 1). This resulted in an average of 43.1 monarchs
tagged per day in 2016 compared to 32.2 (2014) and 6.8
(2015). The strong resurgence of monarchs in 2016 was
in sharp contrast to the apparent population crash of
2015 (Billings 2016) and amounted to 56.7% of the total
of all monarchs tagged over three seasons (3194) (Table
1).
Fall-to-winter 2016–2017 tagged monarch
tracking and recovery season.
A total of 23 monarchs (1.3%) were recovered from
the 2016 fall tagging season (Tables 2 & 3, Fig. 4). The
majority of these recoveries (14) were found along the
California coast at overwintering cluster sites, westnorthwest of their release points in southeastern
Arizona. Eleven coastal recovery sites ranged from the

Ballona Wetlands near Marina Del Ray in the south, to
the Monterey pine forests of Cambria to the north,
spanning a distance of 304 km (Table 3, Fig. 4). Eight
of these 14 recoveries occurred in San Luis Obispo
(SLO) County, from Arroyo Grande north to Cambria.
Five were found along the southern section of the
central coast, to Carpinteria, in Santa Barbara (SB)
County. The 2016 recovery total also included the first
and only monarch ever recovered in Nevada originating
from southeastern Arizona (C0947), and a short regional
flight (C0468) (Table 3).
Flights to the south-southeast in 2016 resulted in
seven recoveries at the overwintering sites in the
Transverse Neovolcanic Range of central Mexico. Of
these, four were recovered at El Rosario, two at Cerro
Pelón, and one at Sierra Chincua (Tables 3 & 4, Fig. 4).
These flights measured between 1631–1704 km,
compared with California flights of 789–1117 km (Table
3, Fig. 4). All four primary sites of southeastern Arizona
recorded migratory recoveries from these widely
separated regions of the United States and Mexico
during 2016-2017 (Tables 2, 3 & 4, Fig. 4).
The winter 2016–2017 MonarchQuestAZ California
coastal tag tracking mission found eight of the 14
recoveries from California with the remainder found by
other site visitors. Seven of these recoveries were made
on the first expedition (9 Nov–15 Dec) at sites in San
Luis Obispo County. From the north, two were found in

TABLE 1. A comparison of the 2014, 2015, and 2016 MonarchQuestAZ tagging seasons, showing the four primary sites, within the six major
monarch-tagging localities.
Tagged Monarch Butterflies
Tagging Site

2014

2015

2016

Site Totals

A. Elgin

356

152

546

1054

B. Canelo

345

76

357

778

C. St. David

72

44

473

589

D. Hereford

3

17

418

438

E. San Rafael V.

88

2

––

90

F. Marijilda Wash

––

80

––

80

Totals for Six Major
Localities
Totals for Four
Primary Sites A–D
Percentage
of
Overall Totals

(+%>)

864

(+%>)

776
2014
Season
Totals

99.3% of
Total
89.2% of
Total

27.2%

371
289
2015
Season
Totals

72.2% of
Total
56.2% of
Total

16.1%

1794
1794
2016
Season
Totals

99.1% of
Total

3029

94.8% of
Total

99.1% of
Total

2859

89.5% of
Total

56.7%

Overall
Totals

100%

Tagged Monarchs:

870

514

1810

3194

Field Days:

27

75

42

144

32.2

6.85

43.1

22,2

Tags per Day:
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TABLE 2. Summary of tagged Danaus plexippus through MonarchQuestAZ 2016 field season from the four primary sites of southeastern Arizona {Bracketed numbers are re-sighted/re-captured monarchs tagged on the previous day, or earlier}.
Recovered monarchs’ destinations: CA = California, MX = Mexico, AZ = Arizona, NV = Nevada. Tagged monarchs from other sites:
1
Bog Hole Wildlife Area (12), 2 Bog Hole Wildlife Area (3), 3 Canelo/private ranch (1). These 16 + 1794 (from A–D) = season total
of 1810.
Tagging Date

Site A

Site B

Site C

Site D

Elgin

Canelo

St. David C

Hereford

30 July

-Site Recon-

28 August1

5

30 August

16

1 September

68

2 September2

18

5 September

41

6 September

15

22

8 September

45 (3)

9 September

13 (3)

CA

32

CA

69

CA

34

10 September

46 (4)

11 September
12 September

17

13 September

AZ CA MX CA

14 September

40 (2)

15 September

17

28 (5)

19

26 (2)

15 (1)

34 (3)

21 September

18 (1)

55 (4)

22 September

NV

16

43 (5)

CA

16

MX

16 September

56 (3)

17 September
18 September

CA MX

19 September
20 September

CA CA

23 September
24 September

CA

25 September

10 (1)

CA
CA MX

21 (2)

53 (3)

54 (5)
-Rained Out-

27 September

39 (1)

28 September

73

29 September

6

45

30 September

10 (1)

1 October

MX
MX

9 (2)
MX

4 October

46 (1)

63 (2)

5 October

CA

76 (4)

6 October

CA

73 (9)

7 October3

5

8 October

35 (4)

9 October

9 (3)

10 October

33 (4)

11 October

34 (5)

Totals

21 (4)

50

25 (1)

3 October

12 October

44 (6)

43

26 September

2 October

49 (1)

12 (3)
5

27 (7)
546 (48)

357 (25)
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FIG. 4. Map shows southeastern Arizona monarch butterflies'’ migratory flight corridors to opposite overwintering regions of
California and Mexico from the same day and site. The numbers and letters shown correspond to those listed in Table 3.
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Cch
Cch

B

B

C

C

C

C

E

C

D

D

D

D

A

D

D

A

C

C

B

B

B

B

9Sept14

9Sept14

9Sept16

11Sept16

12Sept14

12Sept16

13Sept14

13Sept14

13Sept16

13Sept16

13Sept16

13Sept16

15Sept16
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18Sept16

18Sept16

20Sept14

20Sept16

20Sept16

22Sept14

22Sept14

22Sept14

22Sept14

SC

SC

SC

SC

Cch

Cch

SC

Cch

Cch

SC

Cch

Cch

Cch

SC

Cch

Cch

Cch

Cch

SC

SC

SC

B

2Sept14

County
(Arizona)

Tagging
Site (Fig.4)

Tagging
Date

A0554

A0551

A0536

A0533

C0795

C0786

A0480

C0707

C0706

C0589

C0502

C0485

C0481

C0468

A0268

A0259

C0450

A0254

C0405

C0286

A0170

A0147

A0061

Tag

M

M

M

F

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

F

M

M

M

M

M

M

F

M

M

M

Sex

6

12

6

6

8

7

6

18

3

19

9

17

5

16

6

6

5

6

11

3

1

10

2

Recovery
Site (Fig.4)

SLO

SB

SLO

SLO

SB

SLO

SLO

Mex

SLO

Mch

SB

Mch

SLO

Cch

SLO

SLO

SLO

SLO

SB

SLO

Mnty

SB

SLO

County or
State

Cal Poly-SLO

Jessica Griffiths

David James

Robert Mancuso

Jessica Griffiths

Joe Billings

Paul Cherubini

Pato Moreno

Joe Billings

Alvaro G. Martinez

Jessica Griffiths

Diego G. Martinez

Joe Billings

Mary Jo Ballator

Paul Cherubini

Paul Cherubini

Joe Billings

Cal Poly-SLO

Charis van der Heide

Joe Billings

David James

Jessica Griffiths

Cynthia Dunn

Recoverer

1191

2Jan15

14Nov14

7Jan15

31Dec14

1Nov14

16Jan17

6Dec16

27Oct14

Jan2017

25Nov16

1Mar17

20Dec16

2Mar17

17Nov16

20Sept16

27Oct14

5Nov14

18Nov16

14Nov14

20Oct16

1019

900

1019

1019

1014

1026

293

291

293

293

288

290

292

144

1660
1020

294

143

290

143

1117

1681

1001

1631

294

255

14
1087

291

294

292

291

288

292

298

290

295

1031

1019

1057

1031

938

1089

931

18Dec14

24Nov16

1104

Compass
Distance
Flown (km) Bearing (º)

24Oct14

Recovery
Date

WNW

WNW

WNW

WNW

WNW

WNW

WNW

SSE

WNW

SSE

WNW

SSE

WNW

WSW

WNW

WNW

WNW

WNW

WNW

WNW

WNW

WNW

WNW

Direction

TABLE 3. Summary of monarch migration recoveries of tagged Danaus plexippus from southeastern Arizona for the MonarchQuestAZ 2014, 2015, and 2016 seasons. A total
of 46 tagged monarchs were recovered out of the total number tagged (3194), for an overall recovery rate of 1.44%. Tagging and recovery data in representative colors designate
the same day/same site migratory flights to both opposite overwintering regions of California and Mexico, as shown in Figure 4. Arizona counties: Cch = Cochise, Ghm = Graham, SC = Santa Cruz. California counties: LA = Los Angeles, Mnty = Monterey,SB = Santa Barbara, SLO = San Luis Obispo, Ven = Ventura. Nevada counties: Clark, as shown.
Mexican states: Mex = Mexico, Mch = Michoacán. (All the sites within the Tagging and Recovery Site columns are identified in the site legends of Figure 4). Text with colored
bars corresponds with flight paths (by date) on Figure 4.
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B

A

A

A

A

E

A

C

A

C

A

B

A

F

F

--

--

24Sept16

26Sept14

26Sept15

26Sept15

27Sept14

28Sept14
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1Oct16

2Oct16

3Oct16

5Oct16

6Oct15

6Oct16

26Oct15

27Oct15

(2014)

(2014)

Mean (±SE) Flight Distance:

--

--

Ghm

Ghm

SC

SC

SC

Cch

SC

Cch

SC

SC

SC

SC

SC

SC

SC

18

M
M
M
M

B0191
A0707

--

--

Un-ID-ed
Un-ID-ed

M

M

M

1

13

17

19

10

19

4

F
M

19

19

7

13

6

M

B0397

B0357

0291

B0290

0185

B0672

B0650

B0996
M

12

M

B0183

A0753

19

F

A0633

14

M

B0726

19

F

12

19

5

6

13

15

Recovery
Site (Fig.4)

B0713

?

24Sept16

SC

B0688

B

M

24Sept16

SC

A0600

B

F

24Sept14

SC

C0981

A

M

C0975

23Sept16

Cch

C

23Sept16

M

SC

B

23Sept15

M

Sex

B0161

C0947

SC

A

22Sept16

Tag

Tagging
Site (Fig.4)

Tagging
Date

County
(Arizona)

TABLE 3. Continued.

Mnty

Ven

Mch

Mch

SB

Mch

SLO

Mch

Mch

Mex

SB

Mch

SLO

Ven

SLO

LA

Mch

SB

Mch

SLO

SLO

Ven

Clark

County or
State

David James

David F. Marriott

Diego G. Martinez

Hermilo Gonzales

David James

Jose Martinez Cruz

Joe Billings

Hortensia M. Moreno

Ana Maria Valdez

Pato Moreno

Jessica Griffiths

Simon Cruz

Jessica Griffiths

Joe Billings

Cal Poly-SLO

Jonathan Coffin

Salvador Garcia

Jasmine James

Simon Cruz

Joe Billings

Carole Colquehoun

Joe Billings

Justin Streit

Recoverer

2Jan15

18Nov14

2Mar17

Mar2017

19Nov16

7Mar16

16Nov16

1Mar17

Mar2017

Jan2017

4Dec14

4Feb16

21Nov15

21Dec15

15Nov14

23Nov16

1Mar17

19Nov16

4Feb16

1Dec16

11Dec16

26Dec15

7Oct16

Recovery
Date

147

1736

1152.74±53.3

1193±

870±

298

290

147

289

932

1726

142

294

144

143

144

290

142

292

290

292

WNW

WNW

SSE

SSE

WNW

SSE

WNW

SSE

SSE

SSE

WNW

SSE

WNW

WNW

WNW

WNW

SSE

142
289

WNW

SSE

WNW

291

142

293

WNW

WNW

290
291

NW

Direction

320

1678

1062

1685

1681

1704

897

1673

1015

869

1020

789

1678

896

1678

1048

1031

867

699

Distance
Compass
Flown (km) Bearing (º)
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FIG. 5. One of four recovered monarchs tagged at Hereford
on 13 September, C0481 in a cluster at the Morro Bay Golf
Course, on 17 November 2016.

Cambria, one above Cayucos, three at sites in Morro
Bay and one to the southeast in Arroyo Grande (Table 3,
Fig. 4). A single tagged monarch sighted in Santa
Barbara County, near Gaviota (Jessica Griffiths, pers.
comm.) was tracked down during the return trip (24
Dec–26 Jan).
Migratory flights of synchronously tagged
monarchs to California and Mexico.
September 13, 2016
Of the 49 butterflies tagged on this day at Hereford,
Arizona, (tagging site D, Fig. 4) three made long
distance flights to overwintering destinations in
California and Mexico. C0481was recovered in Morro
Bay, California on 17 November (1087 km) (Table 3,
Figs. 4 & 5). C0485 tagged several hours later, flew 1631
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km south-southeast to the Sierra Chincua monarch
sanctuary of Michoacán, Mexico (Table 3, Fig. 4). The
last recovered monarch tagged late in the day (C0502)
was sighted on 20 December, in a stony seaside canyon
east of Gaviota State Beach, California, after a flight of
1001 km west-northwest (Table 3, Fig. 4).
September 18, 2016
Two monarch butterflies of the 44 tagged on 18
September at tagging site D (Hereford), were
recovered in California and Mexico: At 0929 h C0706
was released and recovered 1117 km west-northwest,
more than nine weeks later (25 November) in the
Monterey pines of Cambria, California. The fate of
C0707, tagged at 0940 h, was not known until January
2017. It was found 1660 km south-southeast of
Hereford, at the Cerro Pelón monarch sanctuary of
Mexico by a horseback patrolman (Tables 3 & 4, Figs. 4
& 6–8).
September 24, 2016
Two monarchs of 53 tagged at Canelo (tagging site B,
Fig. 4) were recovered in California and Mexico. B0688
was discovered on 19 November in an overwintering
cluster along a creek behind an apartment complex in
Carpinteria, California, after a west-northwest flight of
896 km. The fate of B0713 was not known until the tag
was returned in March 2017 through a third-party
collector (Diane Pruden, pers. comm.). This butterfly
flew 1678 km south-southeast to reach the El Rosario
monarch sanctuary of Michoacán (Table 3, Fig. 4).
DISCUSSION
Southeastern Arizona lies in an area of North
America where there is a unique migratory dynamic of
monarch butterflies. Fall flights of wild monarch
butterflies to both coastal California and central Mexico

FIGS. 6–8. Left-to-right: Pre-release photo of C0707 at Hereford on 18 September 2016 / C0707 tag found at Cerro Pelón,
Mexico in January 2017 (Photo by Pato Moreno) / C0706 discovered in pine stand at the Fiscalini Ranch Preserve of Cambria,
California on 25 November 2016.
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TABLE 4. Migratory destinations of recovered tagged Danaus plexippus from southeastern Arizona over three MonarchQuestAZ
seasons (2014–2016). Values in parentheses represent 2016 season recoveries. * Includes single recovery from Nevada (C0947).
** Includes single recovery from Arizona (C0468).
Major Tagging Localities

California Recoveries

Mexico Recoveries

Totals

A) Elgin

9 (4)

2 (2)

12* (7*)

B) Canelo

9 (1)

3 (1)

12

(2)

C) St. David

8 (6)

2 (2)

10

(8)

D) Hereford

3 (3)

2 (2)

6** (6**)

E) San Rafael

1 —

1 —

2 —

F) Marijilda

— —

2 —

2

—

Generic Tags

2 —

— —

2

—

32 (14)

12 (7)

Totals:

46 (23)

* Includes single recovery from Nevada (C0947).
** Includes single recovery from Arizona (C0468).

have been recorded sporadically from 2008–2013
(Morris et al. 2015) and every season since 2014 (Tables
3 & 4, Fig. 4). In 2016, 14 individual tagging dates in
September produced recoveries from both of these
regions (Table 2). Multiple recoveries from a single
tagging date at the same site occurred on seven
occasions from 2014–2016 (Table 3, Fig. 4). Prior to
2016, there were three separate events of two to four
recoveries recorded from the same date and site. All
were found at California coastal overwintering sites.
However, not until 2016 were synchronously tagged
monarchs discovered flying to opposite overwintering
regions. To the best of my knowledge, this is a unique
and unprecedented phenomenon, undocumented
among wild tagged monarch butterfly records.
The primary goal of the MonarchQuestAZ project in
southeast Arizona is to tag as many wild monarch
butterflies that fit migratory-eligible criteria, over the
length of the fall season. The timing of migration in this
case, has been shown to influence overwintering flight
destination. Monarchs tagged during the early period (2
Sept–20 Sept) were more likely than those tagged
during the middle (22 Sept–6 Oct) or late (7 Oct–27
Oct) periods, to be recovered in California (Table 3).
Two monarchs tagged near the end of October that
made it to Mexico, were the only ones recovered during
the late period. Interestingly, in 2016, three Mexican
monarch recoveries showed up in the early period, for
the first time (Table 3, Fig. 4). These represented a
portion of the highest number of recoveries (7) from the
Mexican sanctuaries to-date (Tables 2 & 3, Fig. 4).

Besides the timing of migration, there are several
other factors to consider in interpreting this
phenomenon. Because the number of recovered
monarchs is so small (1.3%), it may not accurately
represent the migratory behavior of the overall
population. One of the inherent limitations is in the
comparison of recovery data from Mexico versus
California. The difficulty and uncertainty of recovering
tags in the alpine fir forests of the Mexican preserves
becomes overwhelming due to the teeming millions of
monarchs converging in dense masses upon cluster
trees. In stark contrast, the far more compact and
sparsely populated sites of coastal California can be
thoroughly explored given substantial time and effort.
Therefore, the ratio of recoveries between the two
overwintering locations cannot be evaluated to produce
meaningful comparative results.
Pyle defines the concept of “vanishing bearings” as:
“the direction of disappearance that enables observers
to plot or follow an animal’s movements” (Pyle 1999).
Vanishing bearings of released monarchs are always
recorded in instances when butterflies demonstrate
gradually ascending directional flights sustained until no
longer visible. However, these definitive flights are not
observed often enough to be given significant
consideration. The bearings of the two latest tagged
monarchs (26 & 27 Oct) that flew up high on a
southward vector above the Marijilda Wash in 2015,
were later confirmed by returned tags from Mexico
(Billings 2016) (Table 3, Fig. 4). However, none of the
eight monarchs making dual regional migratory flights
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in 2016 (Table 3, Fig. 4) exhibited clear vanishing
bearings. The overwhelming majority of monarchs
tagged in the field resume their normal behaviors upon
release. After a brief escape flight, they usually return to
nectaring, or sometimes take refuge in a temporary
roost tree.
Recent genetic studies of monarch populations
indicate gene flow and some mixing of butterflies from
east and west, with very little genetic differentiation
found between monarchs of both regions of North
America (Lyons et al. 2012, Zhan et al. 2014). Whether
monarchs may be genetically predisposed towards a
west-northwest or south-southeast flight direction from
southeastern
Arizona
is
unknown.
Further
advancements in the use of isotopic analyses may help
to shed light in this area (Yang et al. 2016, Flockhart et
al. 2017). In terms of natal origin, it is strongly
suspected that the vast majority of monarchs from this
region arise from local breeding habitats. While small
numbers of monarchs from elsewhere, passing through,
are likely to be present. There has never been a tag
recovered from within these primary southeastern
Arizona sites, from another region.
It is simply not possible to know with any clarity all of
the factors that may have an influence upon flight
direction. While weather conditions are recorded daily
on fall tagging sites, there is no way of knowing local
conditions at the exact time of departure for each
tagged butterfly. One aspect of long-term recovery data
is abundantly clear: monarchs tagged in southeastern
Arizona have never been resighted nor recaptured at
the original locality beyond the initial day of tagging.
The consistency of this trend suggests a departure soon
after release, but whether that occurs later the same
day, or the next morning, is unknown.
Examination of all the factors, and possible
explanations for this unique phenomenon of monarchs
migrating to both overwintering regions from the same
day and site, it is important to emphasize the value of
the methodology employed: a maximal full-time field
presence tagging monarchs over an entire season,
followed up by rigorous searching and tracking tagged
monarchs in California, has been essential in enabling
this phenomenon to be revealed. Therefore, I believe
the continuation of these sustained efforts, along with
related field studies, will provide the best possibility of
attaining a fuller understanding of this two-way
migratory dynamic of wild monarch butterflies in
Arizona. It is hoped that a nano-transmitter, with
negligible weight can someday be installed underneath
tags, or otherwise attached, to show real time dispersal
of all monarchs. The long-term continuation of effective
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fieldwork, together with research results should
ultimately provide a major contribution towards the
fulfillment of the further goal of conservation of
southeastern Arizona primary monarch sites.
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HOLLISTER RANCH COASTAL ACCESS PROGRAM COASTAL COMMISSION WORKSHOP
for OCTOBER 14, 2021
Mary Turley <sbmermaid1@gmail.com>
Wed 10/6/2021 8:04 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>
Cc: gcc@gaviotacoastconservancy.org <gcc@gaviotacoastconservancy.org>

Dear Coastal Commissioners,

I agree that access to the Hollister Ranch should go forward, yet with some changes to reduce the
impact of this increased use. To help reach some of the Objectives on page 89 of 169 in the report:
Objective 4: Minimize impacts in order to protect coastal resources, including natural habitats, cultural
resources, and agricultural operations.
Objective 5: Respect private property rights.
I suggest that you consider the following options:
1. Start with visits for up to 50 people per day (that is no more than 7 van trips using 9 passenger vans,
plus a driver) via escorted tours/groups.
2. Do as some cities in Europe and Japan and Taiwan, DO NOT PROVIDE TRASH CANS! It's not that
difficult to ask folks to only bring what they need and to take home what they brought!! Trash and
trash bins are just attractants for seagulls and rodents. And providing trash cans "allows" folks to
bring 'stuff' to this area, which then becomes 'trash'.
In order to meet the objectives of minimal impact, make it a POLICY to have this area treated more like
a wilderness area and you pack out what you brought, including any/all food packages, trash etc... We
need to 'walk the walk, and talk the talk' when it comes to single use plastics, containers for food etc..
There are different reasons for limiting trash cans, yet the effect is the same... Reduced litter!! This will
reduce litter on land and sea and protect the marine environment as well.
https://www.bbc.com/future/article/20200526-how-taipei-became-an-unusually-clean-city
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-05-23/where-are-all-the-trash-cans-in-japanesecities
3. Please somehow include in your proposal, a way to work with the State to obtain funds to repair the
pier at the Gaviota State Park and to fund operation of the Boat Hoist!! This is needed for access by
boaters who would like to visit the Hollister Ranch area via the ocean.
Thank you for your consideration of these issues.
Sincerely,
Mary Turley
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SB County resident
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Opposing comments Draft Hollister Ranch Access
Robert Hotten <doghotten@gmail.com>
Wed 10/6/2021 8:02 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

October 5, 2021
Coastal Commission
Hollister@coastal.Ca.gov
Re: Opposing Comments on the Draft Hollister Ranch Coastal Access Program
Dear Coastal Commissioners,
The Hollister Ranch and Sea Ranch are two large scale and effectively
essentially environmental conservation projects on the coast of California. Both
have operated for more than 50 years and while having opposite ideas about
their scale of site planning, one with residences one per 100 acres and the other
with residences clustered on a coastal plateau, both have gained international
fame for their many aspects of environmental success. The Hollister Ranch is
part of the “Western Gateway” from where Chumash traditionally can migrate
to heaven.
These are also evolving sites, with dynamic geological interaction with the
ocean, wind and waves, coastal processes and coastal oak woodland and
forested plant communities.
It could be said that they are already developed to a “highest and best use”
condition.
An agency such as The State of California Coastal Commission proposing a
draft recreational access to Hollister Ranch must recognize the existence of a
finished and highly successful project such as Hollister Ranch or Sea Ranch and
would not try to add or superimpose another incompatible or higher density
project on top of them. Such is also known as over burdening, and must be
avoided by law.
There are plenty of undeveloped sites The State of California already owns that
could begin to open to the recreational uses proposed for Hollister Ranch.
Note: The trade wind regime on Hollister Ranch is severe and makes
recreational use of the beaches somewhat impractical. Locals complain that
https://outlook.office365.com/mail/Hollister@coastal.ca.gov/inbox/id/AAQkAGYyNjhiNGYzLWNlYjQtNDdiYy1hMjMxLTcxN2I1NTRiZjhiOQAQABtN%2F…
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they often get ear infections from wind exposure driving on The Hollister Ranch
with their pickup truck windows open after surfing.
In summary it follows that ideal existing development projects must be treated
with adequate care and preservation and also only the most well thought out,
planned, and designed new projects are to be added elsewhere to the
progressivist futures.
Please oppose the draft unnecessary recreational access plan on Hollister Ranch
which over burdens a vastly beautiful, spiritual and nearly pristine section of
California coastline.
Yours respectively,
Robert Hotten, Architect
UC Berkeley M.Architecture, MLA
California Registered Architect, Number C012081

-Robert Hotten, Architect
Office for Sustainable Architecture
PO BOX 626, Lawai, HI 96765
(831)229-5976
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Hollister Ranch: Public Access Comment
Tory Patterson <tory@owlvc.com>
Wed 10/6/2021 8:02 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

To whom it may concern,
I am a 5th generati on Californian and full-time resident at Hollister Ranch where I live with my wife and four young
children. We moved to Hollister Ranch to enjoy the privacy that this landscape and residential community
structure offers as well as the opportunity to immerse ourselves in a very special and sensitive ecological
environment. Our family enjoys the pristine coastal environment and works hard to maintain its extraordinary
character. We constantly collect trash and plastic that wash up on shore and actively work to support our wildlife
habitat every day. Our commitment to the preservation and maintenance of this ecosystem and coastline is
something we take seriously as stewards of this land. It is an honor that defines our life. Any moves or
adjustments to the approach to preserving this landscape and sensitive environment is not surprisingly highly
concerning and quite offensive to us. The suggestion that 500 visitors per day would be visiting this sensitive
environment is shocking and heart breaking to say the least. It would impose irreparable damage to this
landscape that would poison one of the final wild coastal lands in California. For anyone who has even a modest
care for the environment and the preservation of wildlife ecosystems, this proposal is clearly unacceptable –
never mind its broader implication on private landowner rights. The destruction of private property rights is on a
steady march to irrelevance in the United States and this would be another sad milestone in the destruction of
private property and civil democracy, but honestly that is a secondary concern relative to the implosion of our
coastal ecosystem in California. Whether you have chosen to live at Hollister Ranch or not, this change in access
represents an absolute destruction of one of the last remaining wild spaces in our treasured California.
The volume of garbage and the destruction of the environment that occurs at public beaches is heart breaking.
Visit the shores of Donner Lake on a Sunday afternoon or take a stroll down Refugio Beach campgrounds on a
weekend day and tell me you aren’t saddened by the utt er lack of care that individuals exhibit when it comes to
the disposal of garbage and human waste. Unfortunately for all of us who enjoy California, when individuals don’t
feel an onus of stewardship or ownership of a beautiful space, it is destroyed. Ask any park ranger in any state
park and they will tell you the exact same thing. One need only look down our coastline south of Hollister Ranch
to see what happens on the beaches where the sense of ownership, stewardship and care is not held by visitors of
the shore. There are hundreds of miles of public beaches from Gaviota Stage Beach Park all the way south to the
Mexico border for citizens to enjoy access to the beach. Hollister Ranch is perhaps the final stretch of shore which
hasn’t been decimated by the lack of accountability that the general public bestows upon our shore. To destroy
this final stretch of shore by pushing through an access plan that doesn’t take into account the sensitivity of this
environment or infrastructure capabilities is irresponsible and totally unacceptable to those of us who live here
and pour our heart and soul into preserving this land. For anyone who cares about our collective planetary health
and the preservation of pristine wildlife ecosystems, the destruction of Hollister Ranch via poorly managed overly
impactful public access is an important milestone. It is another kick to the head of our poor and heavily
overburdened planet.
I hope those in power consider the strong sentiment of the stewards of this land (both its current residents and
the Chumash people who came before us) as they contemplate the fate of this critical habitat. Nobody who lives
here present or past want you to destroy this land. Please don’t do it. Your decisions will have very significant
impact on environmental conservation efforts far beyond the borders of Hollister Ranch. Please, from the bott om
of our hearts and souls, do not destroy this planet any further…
Victor Patt erson
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HRCAP
Janet <janet@gaviotacoastconservancy.org>
Wed 10/6/2021 7:59 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>
Cc: Doug Kern <doug.kern@gaviotacoastconservancy.org>

Dear Commissioners,

I have been following the Hollister Ranch access plan and have attended public workshops. I urge you
to move forward with this limited access program and, specifically, to develop a Coastal Trail.
At one of the first public workshops, a young woman, Sara Welsh, spoke of a program she used to
access public lands in a controlled way. Permits were issued that could activate a turnstile gate to let
one person enter if they used the key card. This way, the park had control of how many people were
allowed access on any given day. As I watch the plan for Hollister Ranch develop, I see that HR
residents want to use vans to transport all visitors under the supervision of their HR guide. I would like
to see an independent foot access trail or at least to have vans drop off hikers who want to return
independently while listening to the sights and sounds of the ocean.
Thank you for taking my ideas and opinions into consideration as a non-HR lot owner. We all want to
see the environmental integrity of this special place protected. The experience of being on the land
can provide opportunity to respect and protect those goals.
Respectfully,
Janet Koed
344 Cooper Rd
Santa Barbara, CA 93109
-Janet 805-683-6631
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Hollister Ranch Access Plan
Jesse Gowers <jesse@turnkeyinspections.net>
Wed 10/6/2021 7:36 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

To whom it may concern,
I would like to express my concern with the proposed access plan at Hollister Ranch. Unfortunately this access
plan was delayed to the extent that implementati on at this point will be highly difficult and grossly expense to the
California tax payers.
There are too many concerns to list here but at the top are the following:
-Management of roads and safety.
-Ungated railroad crossings.
-Capital expenditures for physical buildings and maintenance.
-Preserving the natural beauty of one of California’s last natural coastlines.
To address all of these concerns, I offer the following recommendati ons:
- During the Pilot Phase, spend two years using only the lowest cost access method and see how it is being used
before investi ng in all of the access components. For example, if you were to start with the shutt le-based access
to 1 or 2 of the beaches once a week, you would (1) avoid having the negoti ate anything with individual property
owners, (2) avoid the millions in costs for the coastal trail, and (3) limit the improvements and toilets costs. The
O&M costs would also be significantly lower. If usage during this period is high, then it may make sense to start to
invest in the other components, or increase the frequency of shutt le visits, number of beaches accessed, etc. This
will also allow the commission to evaluate environmental damage before it is too late.
- Prepare a quarterly report which can be issued to the public tracking the environmental impact of the access as
it is occurring. What is happening to the populati ons of key flora and fauna?
- Prepare an annual report that provides transparency on the costs and usage of the HRCAP, so that the public can
determine if it is worth the investment or if it should be scaled back. If the state spends millions of dollars and
the program draws thousands of visitors each year, taxpayers may be OK with this investment. If the draw is
similar to other nearby coastal areas, it might not be worth conti nuing to pursue all of the planned access
components.
In closing, it is important to note that there are many gated coastal communiti es up and down the California coast
that are closed to the pubic via gates. Here are a few that come to mind: Emerald Bay in Laguna Beach,
Smithcliff’s in Laguna Beach, Three Arch In Laguna Beach, Escondido Beach in Malibu, Cameo Shores in Newport
Beach. If Hollister is to be open has directed in this plan then these should all be subject to the same treatment.
Best regards,

Jesse E. Gowers
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HRCP
Thomas Baker <thomasbakerjr@me.com>
Wed 10/6/2021 7:31 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Commissioners:
I am writing to express my strong support for the implementation asap of the Hollister Ranch Coastal
Access Plan. I urge access to be opened as soon as possible also. The coastal trail should include the full
length path through the Hollister Ranch.
This has been a long effort to protect public interests, and you should act on this immediately!
Yours,
Thomas H. Baker, Jr. Ph.D.
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Fw: Hollister Ranch access HRCAP
Berni Bernstein <bernibernstein@hotmail.com>
Wed 10/6/2021 7:26 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Thank you for your long-term work on this.
I am a businesswoman in Santa Barbara and have watched this challenge for years.
It is ti me to open this up carefully and thoughtfully to the public as is now proposed.
Sincerely,
Berni Bernstein
Santa Barbara Realtor
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Public access plan for Hollister Ranch
Clavin Harold <hclavin@yahoo.com>
Wed 10/6/2021 7:14 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

I am strongly against public access in this situation unless safety concerns are met
besides the potential environmental impact,
The scenic view from Hollister Ranch Road will totally distract the driver not realizing
that any slight distraction could cause a major accident. As a physician I can tell you
I'm very concerned with safety and have seen and taken care of emergency room
trauma accidents as a plastic surgeon all my life.
Hollister Ranch Road is winding, on steep hillsides, very narrow in many places,
cattle roaming around on the roads, and does not have proper barriers to prevent cars
or vans from dropping down a cliff.
The following will happen, I'm convinced, it's just a matter of when. There will be
head-on collisions. There will be cars that drive off the road with significant injuries.
There will be collisions with cattle. There will be many collisions with other cars. There
will be a car or van or bus hitting a pedestrian, animal, or bicyclist. There is high
probability of collision with a train at multiple unprotected train crossings. An
adventuresome young teenager may decide to walk one of many tempting train
trellises that are totally accessible with catastrophic consequences. At dusk or dark
the roads are extremely dangerous unless someone is very familiar with these roads
as are the Hollister Ranch owners or staff. These roads were built as private roads for
Limited traffic and certainly not built for the General Public. There has to be signage,
guards, paint striping on roads, Etc. The list goes on and on. Safety concerns of all
types on the ranch roads have to be addressed. Landslides on the beach and even on
the roads are common. It's a guarantee the State of California will have litigation from
the public involving significant problems and injuries happening because of the
public access. Who is going to be responsible? The improvements and the Staffing by
the State have to be huge. Right now the state doesn't handle the Gaviota State Park
very well. Now they are going to take on parts of the 14,000 Acre Hollister Ranch and
8 1/2 miles of the Hollister Ranch Road plus 100 miles of side roads that the public
may wander up?. Where are the lifeguards for the beach.? Beach walking is really
dangerous especially around certain high cliffs and at high tide. People can get
trapped . Volcanic rock is very slippery. I have seen rattle snakes and scorpions on
the beach. Where's the signage, where's the warning signs, etc. Taking on Hollister
Ranch is a lot different than taking on Malibu or other areas to get access to the
beaches. This is a big Ranch and a lot of thought has to go into Public Access that has
not even been addressed and the state knows this. This takes a long time and a lot of
thought to figure this whole thing out. Rushing to public access is extremely
dangerous with lots of liability problems and potential lawsuits flying all over the
place. I'm not talking as a self-interested owner on the ranch. I'm talking about a
concerned individual like myself and other concerned owners about the ramifications
to the State of public access. Reading comments on this action from the public and
the State are somewhat encouraging, because they also realize some of the real pitfalls
present in this unusable setting. All of us on the ranch love to have people visit us
and we would love to share some of our wonderful scenic use and beach recreation
with the public but in a safe well thought manner. Most of the ranch people are really
good people and they do have controlled Public Access which the State is aware of, for
example the charitable ways Hollister Ranch already helps different organizations and
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groups. Please put some more time and thought into this because rushing into it
could be a huge, huge, mistake.
Thanks for your reading of this email.

Harold Clavin MD
Owner on the ranch for 35 years.
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Hollister Ranch Matter
George Relles <grelles@gmail.com>
Wed 10/6/2021 6:27 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

TO: California Coastal Commission:
I am writing regarding the Hollister Ranch matter before you.
First, I urge your Commission to approve and implement the HRCAP. DRAFT HRCAP
will limit access to prevent damage to natural and cultural resources, and will balance
fair public access while protecting private property rights. It includes a pilot program
from which you will learn much. Once you learn from the pilot, you will be able to
adjust the program to meet the needs of the public and land owners alike.
Your Commission and State Agencies should open such Hollister Ranch access
promptly. After years of adequate public access, of late the public's constitutional
right to gain access the public beach areas at Hollister Ranch are being violated. You
need to take action to restore and enhance public access in a way that is fair to all.
The coastal trail is an important element of the HRCAP. A trail through Hollister
Ranch would further the Statewide vision of a continuous interconnected public trail
system along the California Coast. Currently, the California Coastal Trail is severely
limited to only 5 miles on the beach between Gaviota State Park and Point Sal Beach
State Park.
Thank you for your consideration.
George Relles and BL Borovay
Goleta, CA 93117
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Hollister Ranch Public access
Amy Corey <amy@mellowmilitia.com>
Wed 10/6/2021 6:24 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Hello. I have several friends who are owners at Hollister Ranch and have had the opportunity to visit
several times. Our family recognizes its unique beauty, and its significance as one of the last
undeveloped tracts of coastline in California. We consider it vitally important to keep this land pristine
and we agree with the proposals below to help manage this. Thank you for your consideration! - Amy
Corey
- I appreciate that the coastal commission is giving people like me an opportunity to visit the land
through a public access plan
- However, I am concerned that the plan as drafted will cause irreversible damage to the area
- Based on my experience at other California State Parks, I find it hard to imagine that access for up to
500 people per day could do anything other than upset the ecological balance at the Hollister Ranch
- I am concerned about the state’s ability to manage and control the actions of the public if too many
people are allowed in at once
- The plan does not contemplate how to handle medical assistance for visitors. This is important as
there is no cell service on most of the Hollister Ranch and the nearest hospitals are an hour away from
the beaches. The Ranch is a dangerous place with unfenced cliffs, erosion, and wild animals.
- The plan contemplates exploring all of the access points at once during the Pilot Phase. This will
involve the expenditure of millions of dollars. As a California tax payer I am also concerned about the
low usage scenario where the program won’t have sufficient usage to justify the investment. Right
now, the public has access to most of the 20 or so miles of coastline that runs from Goleta to Gaviota,
and it doesn’t draw that many visitors. How many people will travel the extra amount to visit Hollister
Ranch each year when they have other empty beaches that are closer? What if it is only a few hundred
surfers when there is a swell? Will that be a good investment for state taxpayers?
To address all of these concerns, I offer the following recommendations:
- During the Pilot Phase, spend two years using only the lowest cost access method and see how it is
being used before investing in all of the access components. For example, if you were to start with the
shuttle-based access to 1 or 2 of the beaches once a week, you would (1) avoid having the negotiate
anything with individual property owners, (2) avoid the millions in costs for the coastal trail, and (3)
limit the improvements and toilets costs. The O&M costs would also be significantly lower. If usage
during this period is high, then it may make sense to start to invest in the other components, or
increase the frequency of shuttle visits, number of beaches accessed, etc. This will also allow the
commission to evaluate environmental damage before it is too late.
- Prepare a quarterly report which can be issued to the public tracking the environmental impact of
the access as it is occurring. What is happening to the populations of key flora and fauna?
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- Prepare an annual report that provides transparency on the costs and usage of the HRCAP, so that
the public can determine if it is worth the investment or if it should be scaled back. If the state spends
millions of dollars and the program draws thousands of visitors each year, taxpayers may be OK with
this investment. If the draw is similar to other nearby coastal areas, it might not be worth continuing
to pursue all of the planned access components.
Amy

707.684.9289
Tiki Toss - The Original Hook and Ring Game

www.playtikitoss.com
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Hollister Ranch Public access
Kyle McGetrick <kyle@mellowmilitia.com>
Wed 10/6/2021 6:13 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Hello. I have several friends who are owners at Hllister Ranch and have had the opportunity to visit several ti mes.
Our family recognizes its unique beauty, and its significance as one of the last undeveloped tracts of coastline in
California. We consider it vitally important to keep this land pristi ne and we agree with the proposals below to
help manage this. Thank you for your considerati on! - Kyle McGetrick
- I appreciate that the coastal commission is giving people like me an opportunity to visit the land through a public
access plan
- However, I am concerned that the plan as draft ed will cause irreversible damage to the area
- Based on my experience at other California State Parks, I find it hard to imagine that access for up to 500 people
per day could do anything other than upset the ecological balance at the Hollister Ranch
- I am concerned about the state’s ability to manage and control the actions of the public if too many people are
allowed in at once
- The plan does not contemplate how to handle medical assistance for visitors. This is important as there is no cell
service on most of the Hollister Ranch and the nearest hospitals are an hour away from the beaches. The Ranch is
a dangerous place with unfenced cliffs, erosion, and wild animals.
- The plan contemplates exploring all of the access points at once during the Pilot Phase. This will involve the
expenditure of millions of dollars. As a California tax payer I am also concerned about the low usage scenario
where the program won’t have sufficient usage to justify the investment. Right now, the public has access to most
of the 20 or so miles of coastline that runs from Goleta to Gaviota, and it doesn’t draw that many visitors. How
many people will travel the extra amount to visit Hollister Ranch each year when they have other empty beaches
that are closer? What if it is only a few hundred surfers when there is a swell? Will that be a good investment for
state taxpayers?
To address all of these concerns, I offer the following recommendations:
- During the Pilot Phase, spend two years using only the lowest cost access method and see how it is being used
before investing in all of the access components. For example, if you were to start with the shutt le-based access
to 1 or 2 of the beaches once a week, you would (1) avoid having the negotiate anything with individual property
owners, (2) avoid the millions in costs for the coastal trail, and (3) limit the improvements and toilets costs. The
O&M costs would also be significantly lower. If usage during this period is high, then it may make sense to start to
invest in the other components, or increase the frequency of shutt le visits, number of beaches accessed, etc. This
will also allow the commission to evaluate environmental damage before it is too late.
- Prepare a quarterly report which can be issued to the public tracking the environmental impact of the access as
it is occurring. What is happening to the populations of key flora and fauna?
- Prepare an annual report that provides transparency on the costs and usage of the HRCAP, so that the public can
determine if it is worth the investment or if it should be scaled back. If the state spends millions of dollars and
the program draws thousands of visitors each year, taxpayers may be OK with this investment. If the draw is
similar to other nearby coastal areas, it might not be worth continuing to pursue all of the planned access
components.
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Thanks,
-Kyle
Kyle McGetrick
Founder
Mellow Militia, LLC
625 E. Haley St.
Suite A
Santa Barbara, CA 93103
o/f. 800.409.7098
c. 805.450.4192
kyle@mellowmilitia..com
www.playtikitoss.com
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Please open the coast
Ed Cogan <cogan.ed@gmail.com>
Wed 10/6/2021 5:55 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Please open the coast north of Santa Barbara.
The public has a right to access the coast.
For years, the ranch owners have prevented access.
Please open the coast from Santa Barbara to Pismo.
Thank you,
Ed
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DRAFT Hollister Ranch Coastal Access Program(HRCAP) dated September 24, 2021 REVIEW COMMENTS
Jack Lee <jack@tuckerleeassociates.com>
Wed 10/6/2021 5:20 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>
Cc: hroa@hollisterranch.org <hroa@hollisterranch.org>

Sir/Madam
What follows is intended to reiterate my opposition to Assembly Bill 1680 (Limon) that was expressed
to Governor Gavin Newsom in a letter dated September 16, 2019; and, to provide review comments on
the HRCAP Conceptual Program document dated June 10, 2021 and DRAFT Hollister Ranch Coastal
Access Program document dated September 24, 2021, both developed and issued by the State Agency
Team, SAT. To be clear, my opposition to AB 1680, since signed into law, remains strong, perhaps even
stronger, after reading these efforts by SAT, to develop an acceptable public access plan for Hollister
Ranch.
In short, the proposed plan is to allow 100 daily visitors onto the property with an increase to 500
visitors in the future with the simple suggestion that the California Coastal Commision: "Try it and see
if it works." There is no plan to deal with the property owners grazing cattle, private
individual property boundaries, inadequate restroom facilities, parking, or the publics' use of the main
road through the property that is currently owned and maintained by the Hollister Ranch Owners
Association. Increased fire hazards (including ignition sources) created by the plan need to be
addressed in detail as do other such impacts anticipated by global warming.
The plan as written and modified places considerable liability on the ranch property owners and way
too much faith in the general public. A property owner recently stated: "The ranch has remained
pristine due to minimal impact from people over the years combined with good stewardship practices
put in place by the ownership". Shouldn't the State clearly show how impacts of the plan will be
mitigated as part of the plan, now, rather than adopt a "We'll work out the details later" approach?
Finally, there needs to be a detailed Timeline/Schedule included in the plan that indicates start dates
and durations for each phase of the plan. Cost Estimates to implement the plan must be generated for
each phase as well, including infrastructure and maintenance costs per phase. Of equal, or even
greater, importance is a clear assignment of responsibility for these costs initially and in the future.
Credit where due, I believe the documents issued, to date, are inadequate but do serve as
an acceptable "starting point". There should not be a rush to make up for lost time (with no fault
assigned) in developing the plan. Simply extend the current deadlines so that those charged with
creating the plan can work towards one that is reasonable and acceptable to the private property
owners of Hollister Ranck as well as the general public.
Very truly yours,
Jack Lee, AB, MA, RPT
Santa Rosa, CA
95406
707, 721.2105
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Hollister Ranch public access
stevie farmer <stevefarmer1988@gmail.com>
Wed 10/6/2021 5:08 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Hello,
I am strongly opposed to public access to Hollister ranch. I can’t even begin to tell you how
overwhelmingly magnificent this land is, and it really deserves to be left alone and preserved. There are
so many beautiful beaches that the public can access in the area. It is irresponsible to turn private ranch
lands into a public area without adequately respecting the private rights of those who live there, or the
wilderness that is extremely rich in biodiversity.
With out doing more environmental studies it is careless to allow up to 500 people a day into preserved
land. I believe there need to be more environmental studies done to truly assess the land and possible
negative affects of public access. Preserved land is constantly under attack with people trying to “gain
access” due to its rural nature and uniqueness, but the irony with gaining access is it leads to the
deterioration of why it is so special.
Apart from the environmental impact of the public deteriorating the rural land, the Hollister ranch is a
working cattle ranch with homeowners who live there. Allowing public access would be a violation to the
rights of the private property owners and the working cattle operation.
The world is changing before our eyes due to human impact and it is our choices moving forward that
will directly effect the future of our land. Please do the right thing by weighing the pros and cons of this
project and save what little preserved land we have left.
Thank you,
Steve Farmer
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NO on Hollister Ranch Public Access Plan
stuart thornton <stuartthornton@me.com>
Wed 10/6/2021 5:07 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>
Cc: dirklayer@mac.com <dirklayer@mac.com>

Commissioners

In regards to the stretch of beach that is referred to as “Hollister Ranch” I would like to ask that you please limit the amount of public access to this beautiful
pristine part of California. I would assume that the one thing we can all agree on is that this part of the California coastline has been preserved to a pristine
level by its caretakers and should remain in the current condition, if not better for future generations to come. I was first introduced to the Hollister Ranch over
20 years ago. At that time I was a guest and had the opportunity to see all it had to offer. It felt like going back in time and seeing how California was before
the large influx of population growth. All I knew was I wanted to be part of this community and help maintain and preserve this piece of land from any sort of
over development or potential environmental catastrophes. It took many years but after a lot of commitment and incentive I finnaly became part of the HR.
You obviously realize, like I did so many years ago at how majestic and beautiful this part of coastline is. If you didn’t, we wouldn’t be discussing the current
proposal. Just because there is a section of coastline that you feel “could” be opened to larger public use does not mean that it “should”. Portions of the
coastal waters have been set aside from fisherman and divers so the ocean floor can be restored. This preservation system for restoring wildlife is working very
well. Why not use the same principals and model for this stretch of beach so it can be further enjoyed and maintained as it has to this point? If this section of
coastline is made public to greater use, there will only be a “negative” impact on the environment. The roads, the cliff tops, the trails, the beach, the water, the
trash, the cattle operation, the rights of private property will all be impacted.There will be a large amount of Infrastructure that will need to be built to
accommodate for the trash and toilets and that’s just the beginning. The roads and trails will require updating and annual maintenance not to mention the
potential of private property issues and liability that will arise regarding the working cattle ranch. It is impossible to believe that this area can be opened to a
greater number of people and expect the pristine character to be maintained as it has. The ever growing population of the regions near the Hollister Ranch do
not justify opening this area up to the public. There are many other areas for recreation at beaches in California, and to be honest they are being neglected by
the State of California. Maybe your focus should be to preserve what you are already responsible for and not force your will on those who own private
property and maintain the environments better then the state has ever done. I quite frankly expect the “coastal" commission to applaud and acknowledge that
this pristine, yet small stretch of beach (Hollister Ranch) has been maintained to the highest caliber in all of California and to be used as a example of what to
do regarding environmental conservation. What public beach/coastline in all of California has been maintained better? We should be awarded for our success,
not punished.
To be honest, I feel this is nothing more than an infringement on Private Property rights.
Americas founders understood clearly that private property is the foundation not only of prosperity but of freedom itself. Thus, through the common law, state
law, and CONSTITUTION, they protected property rights, the rights of people to acquire, use, and dispose of property freely.
It's ironic, because the statement below sounds like we have a lot of the same interests in common. I believe if we look at the science and the impact of what
opening the small stretch of coastline and privater cattle ranch that is "The Hollister Ranch" to the public, we would all be in agreement that this is not in the
best interest in protecting and enhancing California's coast and Ocean for future generations to come.

Coastal Commission Mission Statement
Protecting & Enhancing California's Coast
The Commission is committed to protecting and enhancing California’s coast and ocean for present and future genera
does so through careful planning and regulation of environmentally-sustainable development, rigorous use of science,
public participation, education, and effective intergovernmental coordination.

Regards
Stuart Thornton
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HRCAP
Florence Klein <kpriya72@gmail.com>
Wed 10/6/2021 4:43 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

To whom it may concern,
I am in full support of HRCAP for the following reasons: As a hiker #3 is especially important to me.
1. The Commission should expeditiously approve and implement the HRCAP.The DRAFT
HRCAP phases in and limits access to prevent damage to natural and cultural resources, and
provides details on how to manage equitable access and protect private property rights. The DRAFT
HRCAP provides for a reasonable managed access pilot program, allowing up to 100 people a day
to access up to six Ranch beaches by land and could be expanded subject to the protection of
natural and cultural resources.
2. The Commission and State Agencies should open responsible access to Hollister Ranch
promptly. Hollister Ranch owners have benefitted by developing their parcels over many decades
with the condition that the Hollister Ranch Owners' Association (HROA) provides public access
through the Ranch to the public beach areas. However, the public has been prevented from safely
exercising, without undue burdens, their constitutional right to access the public beach areas at
Hollister Ranch for over 40 years.
3. The coastal trail is an important element of the HRCAP. Currently, the California Coastal Trail
(CCT) is limited to only 5 miles on the beach between Gaviota State Park and Point Sal Beach State
Park. A trail through Hollister Ranch would further the Statewide vision of a continuous
interconnected public trail system along the California Coast.
4. Sincerely, Florence Klein
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HRCAP
Deborah Rogers <theredroom@mac.com>
Wed 10/6/2021 4:12 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Dear Commissioners,
Please approve the draft HRCAP, a judicious and public-spirited solution to the problem of creating more
coastal access for Californians. The beaches belong to all of us.
Sincerely,
Deborah Rogers
255 Por La Mar Circle
Santa Barbara CA 93103
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No public access to Hollister Ranch
Gary Simpson <surfsimpson3@gmail.com>
Tue 10/5/2021 9:02 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

To whom it may concern,

As a born and raised Santa Barbara local I believe the opening of Hollister Ranch to the public is both
heinous and egregious. It is the last bastion of private lands along our coastline that should be kept
that way and enjoyed solely by the private parties that purchased/invested there believing that by
doing so they were in an ownership cooperative solely for their mutual use and guests at their
choosing. I would be livid if I owned there and the State was looking to flood my heretofore pristine
Ranch with the general public. Just where or why does the State believe they are entitled to 'take'
others land through this tactic just because there are a bunch of jealous individuals drooling to snoop
onto their habit?
Lastly, as a surfer I heard mention by your advocates that once open to surfers they would loose
interest after a while. I can attest that nothing is further from the truth as they would gladly make the
drive everyday they could to escape the crowds down in Santa Barbara. There is a regular cadre of
surfers that will make the longer drive from Santa Barbara to Jalama State Beach, about twice the
distance, to surf swells during summer months when the Channel Islands block all southerly swells.
Summer surf can be had at the Ranch and I can assure you all those surfers driving the longer distance
to Jalama will flood the Ranch along with many others searching for surf both summer and especially
winter leading to a virtual nightmare for all Hollister Ranch property owners/surfers!
Gary Simpson
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Public access
falinescoma@gmail.com <falinescoma@gmail.com>
Wed 10/6/2021 3:54 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

I do not feel it is appropriate for the public to have access to private property. That would be like letting
the public into your own home. Hollister Ranch is and has been a privately owned ranch, everyone who
owns it has to pay taxes on land that you want to open up and have people ruin it.
This is not fair to any of us, and I do not agree it should be open to the public! If you open it to the
public our land and beaches will be ruined with litter our beaches will no longer be beautiful, and the
amount of traffic will increase significantly.
I do not under any circumstance believe it should be opened to the public!!
-Fay Hoegerman
Sent from my iPhone
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HRCAP
Carol Sklenicka <carolsklenicka@gmail.com>
Wed 10/6/2021 3:46 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Hello,
I wish to add my voice in favor of the access plan for the Gaviota Coast. I grew up in Santa Barbara
County many decades ago and was never able to see that coastline except perhaps from Amtrak. Please
approve the new plan for all Californians.
Carol Sklenicka
PO Box 13
Jenner CA 95450
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Public access to Hollister beaches
Jack Clymer <solvang604@gmail.com>
Wed 10/6/2021 3:40 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Dear all,
I sincerely believe giving the public access to the Hollister Ranch private beaches to be a very, very
bad idea. Once given access past the guards gate there is no way to monitor and keep the public from
straying to other areas at the ranch. What's to keep them from driving into the canyons at the ranch
and past private properties? The roads are also hilly and curvy as they climb and drop from canyon to
canyon. How do you control speeders and prevent car accidents ? I wonder if the wildlife that exists
there has also been taken into consideration. Wild pigs, deer, coyotes and different species of wild
cats.
Then, there are the legal issues. When someone gets hurt, who gets sued ? The County or the Ranch
owners ?
I worked at the Hollister Ranch for 5 years in the mid 70's. It's a pristine property that will be ruined
by the number of public people who will trespass on this beautiful ranch.
I hope the HROA continues to fight against this terrible idea.
Sincerely, Jack Clymer II
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Hollister public access plan
Henry Hoegerman <hhoegerman@gmail.com>
Wed 10/6/2021 2:49 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Hollister ranch should remain closed to public access. The public has absolutely no rights to private
property. This is just the coastal commission’s attempt at land snatching and reappropriation of property.
You’re not entitled to everything you want, some things are just the way they are.
Perhaps the coastal commission should try accessing vandenberg or Pendleton, they might be more
accepting.
Keep your greedy hands out of my pockets and off of my property.
-Henry Hoegerman

Sent from my iPhone
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Hollister Ranch access review
Michael Turner <turnerma46@gmail.com>
Wed 10/6/2021 2:30 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Dear Sirs & Madams,
Having had the pleasure of walking in and boati ng in, please allow such to conti nue. As to full mass access by the
roads to and within the Ranch I would questi on the impact to the area and also the liability the state must take on
if it promotes & runs say bus load access to certain areas of the Ranch; the beaches being the main area in
questi on.
There are catt le walking in the roads, ti des that can cut off certain areas walking out on the beach, and needless
to say things in the water than can cause issues.
If a medical crisis occurs for an accident by a visitor, who will pay for the helicopter in and out of the Ranch to the
hospital in Santa Barbara. I doubt people coming in have purchased air med insurance for instance.
In short the homeowners of the Hollister Ranch have been good stewards of the Ranch environment and access
should be on a very, very limited basis to others going forward.
Again, this is private property and the State needs to look at its cost regards access and liability. I would counsel
to keep its access in its current state.
Kind regards,
Michael A. Turner
Maturner.421@gmail.com
Sent from Mail for Windows 10
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Hollister Ranch Access
Pion, Jeff @ West LA <Jeff.Pion@cbre.com>
Wed 10/6/2021 1:21 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

I am opposed to granting access to the public at Hollister Ranch. There is plenty of California coastline
accessible to the public. Much of it is county and state land. Many of the state parks that are on the
coast are currently not kept up adequately and the state does not have the budget or resources to
maintain the properties that it already has.
Hollister Ranch is private property that its owners have paid for. “Changing the rules“ on the current
owners and providing access to the public is a “taking“ and should not be allowed.
Jeffrey S. Pion
Vice Chairman
CBRE Inc.
1840 Century Park East #900
Los Angeles, CA 90067
310-550-2537 (o)
310-383-5181 (c)
jeff.pion@cbre.com
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Support for public access to Hollister Ranch - hearing Oct. 14th
suzanne Verge <vergesuzanne@me.com>
Wed 10/6/2021 7:51 AM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

My comments for public hearing on Oct. 14th:
1. The Commission should expeditiously approve and implement the HRCAP. The DRAFT HRCAP
phases in and limits access to prevent damage to natural and cultural resources, and provides details
on how to manage equitable access and protect private property rights. The DRAFT HRCAP provides
for a reasonable managed access pilot program, allowing up to 100 people a day to access up to six
Ranch beaches by land and could be expanded subject to the protection of natural and cultural
resources.
2. The Commission and State Agencies should open responsible access to Hollister Ranch
promptly. Hollister Ranch owners have benefitted by developing their parcels over many decades with
the condition that the Hollister Ranch Owners' Association (HROA) provides public access through the
Ranch to the public beach areas. However, the public has been prevented from safely exercising,
without undue burdens, their constitutional right to access the public beach areas at Hollister Ranch for
over 40 years.
3. The coastal trail is an important element of the HRCAP. Currently, the California Coastal Trail
(CCT) is limited to only 5 miles on the beach between Gaviota State Park and Point Sal Beach State
Park. A trail should be longer and accessible to the public.

Peace,
Suzanne Verge
434 Euclid Street, Santa Monica CA 90402
Email: vergesuzanne@me.com
Sent by my rotary phone via carrier pigeon so please excuse any typos or grammar errors
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Hollister Ranch Access Plan
Ian Cronshaw <ianbcronshaw@gmail.com>
Wed 10/6/2021 7:41 AM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

To whom it may concern,
The plan to provide public access to the pristine beaches of Hollister Ranch is a mistake.
People ruin a place. We do not respect plants and animals.
The Hollister Ranch is such a pristine and magical place with such an interesting history.
I am a native Santa Barbarian in my late 60s and have enjoyed the Ranch since attending Santa Barbara
High School in the early 1970s. We went to the Ranch by walking in on the beach from Gaviota, or
boating in, or later we would go as guests of owners. What a special area of California with no people! It
is like California was in the 1800s.
Please think clearly and make the right decision. Leave the Hollister Ranch alone.
Thank you,
Ian Cronshaw
Santa Barbara resident
Sent from my iPhone
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Hollister Ranch
Kevin Curren <krcurren@gmail.com>
Wed 10/6/2021 7:12 AM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

To Whom It May Concern,

I have watched with increasing dismay over the recent years as the things we hold as priceless and
irreplaceable have indeed been devalued and replaced by nothing short of trash. I am referring to all
areas of public access that have been abused, not just used, in increasing numbers, by careless masses
who do not think about or consider how they will leave pristine areas for future generations.
Everything from my local beaches, local hiking trails, local campgrounds, state parks, national parks,
etc., have been transformed from something out of an Ansel Adams picture into an overcrowded,
polluted, trash filled disgrace. The difference in the last two years alone, when everyone discovered
that it is safe to go outside again (or for the first time), is staggering. I cannot go on a simple hike
without being disgusted by all the trash and graffiti I encounter every single time. My car was broken
into and everything stolen a month ago when I parked at a trailhead to go for a short hike. At the
Hollister Ranch, one does not even need to close the windows, shut the doors, or lock the car because
land owners still have respect for each other and the land they live on and own. I can only imagine
what a travesty this small piece of land will suffer if the masses are allowed to enter and do as they
will, as they have on the rest of the public areas that have suffered despicable consequences. Finally, it
is incredible to me that in this time of unprecedented homelessness, raging wildfires, and pandemic
problems in the state of California that we are choosing to waste millions in taxpayer dollars to open
an 8.5 mile stretch of private beaches in a state which boasts approximately 840 miles of stunning
coastline. Thank you,
Kevin Curren
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Concerned citizen
No Dug <noduh88@gmail.com>
Wed 10/6/2021 6:15 AM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

To the California Coastal Commission,

In the Cost Estimates section of the recent Proposed Hollister Ranch Coastal Access Program,
"Acquisition of Property Rights" does not have a cost estimate associated with it. As a California
taxpayer, I am concerned about the state approving a plan that does not detail the inherent costs to
the taxpayers. I am very concerned that many taxpayers are not able to accurately estimate a rough
order of magnitude for the cost of such property acquisitions, and that even on the lower end of
estimates, the costs will be extensive and unfeasible.
Under "Developing a Resource Management Approach," the proposal lists "Avoid intrusion into
natural and undisturbed areas" as a best management practice. As the land near the beaches at
Hollister Ranch is natural and undisturbed, I am concerned that you will not be able to uphold this
crucial best management practice.
Finally, your proposal to provide public access first, then worry about the impact to the environment at
an undefined later date seems to prioritize the desires of human beings over restoring and then
maintaining a healthy ecosystem. Similarly your action to pass a law first, then worry about the
exorbitant cost to the taxpayer much later is untenable.
Will you please include realistic cost estimates for property acquisition in your proposal? Also, will you
please assess the impact to the biological resources first, then identify visitor numbers aimed at
keeping the impact to an absolute minimum? Finally, will you please strike the parking lots from your
proposal?
Sincerely,
Norah Duhn
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Concerns regarding Hollister Ranch access plan
Jacob Curren <jrcurren@ucsc.edu>
Wed 10/6/2021 5:52 AM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Hello,
I am Jacob Curren, a third year bio-molecular engineering and environmental science major at UCSC. I
am privileged enough to have visited Hollister Ranch and recognize the beauty as well as ecological
significance of the place. I am not a property owner and have never been one. I recognize the
importance of providing equitable opportunities to enjoy this landscape and ocean, and sympathize
with the efforts of the coastal commission. Despite this, I believe the path currently being taken is not
truly concerned with providing access to the public as their main goal.
Were public ocean access the main goal of the coastal commission, numerous other stretches of coast
which could provide far more access with far less investment. examples include parts of big sur,
lompoc, and many more. As a taxpayer, I am troubled by the idea that California is investing such a
significant amount of money into a project that seems to be fueled by a petty feud.
In addition to the questionable intentions behind the project, there will certainly be far more
troublesome issues surrounding the execution. The Hollister Ranch does not have the
infrastructure available to host many people. With blind corners while driving, large cows and other
wildlife on roads, and the infinite dangers in the ocean, safety must be at the forefront of this plan.
Serious injury and death are common along the powerful coastline of California. GIven the weak
infrastructure and lack of nearby hospitals or other safety mechanisms, I foresee the ranch having to
bear responsibility for injuries or deaths.
The most important impact that must be considered is ecological. The Ranch is essentially a model for
what the Southern California seascape must be. The only seascape far enough away from dense
populations to maintain the biodiversity and prevalence that was once common on all Southern
California coastlines. Without an example for the rest of our damaged coastline to strive for, the
accepted baseline for a healthy local ecosystem falls, digging a deeper hole. This has occurred in
numerous fisheries. Many of the species that thrive here will be profoundly impacted by even a
marginal increase in traffic.
I would get into the logistics of getting people into and out of the area, but I'm sure you are all aware
of how impractical that is.
Best
Jacob Curren
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Comment on Hollister Ranch Access Plan
Daniel Husserl <day1dan@gmail.com>
Wed 10/6/2021 5:40 AM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

To whom it may concern:

Thank you for your consideration and for reading this in detail. I am a full time resident on Hollister
Ranch. It is my home. It is where my family has its stories, where my dog plays, where my garden is.
My family has been here since 1974. I have an incredibly deep and personal connection to what is
undoubtedly one of the most special places on Earth.
I am also a proponent of early and frequent exposure to nature in human development. Allowing
people, especially underprivileged people, to experience raw natural beauty is of the upmost
importance. That is not our disagreement. What I take issue with is the haphazard, rushed execution of
a recklessly overzealous public access plan which amounts to a government rush on privately owned
land.
In the interest of clear communication, I will keep my comments brief with salient points. However,
please do not mistake my brevity for lack of passion, lack of perspective, or lack of willingness to
defend my constitutional rights to the extent that any patriot would.
I implore you to consider the following:
1. Hollister Ranch is a community with less than 100 full time residents. Please re-read that and
let it sink in. Hollister Ranch is a community. This community has less 100 full time residents. You are
proposing to allow up to 500% the permanent residents at Hollister Ranch…on a daily basis. In other
words, you are proposing to allow 125,000 people per year onto private land that currently is designed
as a permanent residence for 100 people.
In perspective, this is akin to me inviting 4,000 people a year to your house where 4 people live. The
financial and infrastructural resources required to support anywhere close to 125,000 people annually
is not at all considered in your plan.
2. Hollister Ranch is an extremely remote self policing community. Hollister Ranch’s residents know
each other’s parents, grand parents and great grand parents. Residents keep their house doors open
and cars unlocked. There are no police at Hollister Ranch and the beaches are empty nearly all day
every day.
Oversight will undoubtedly be required when 500 people a day visit beaches that typically have 0
(zero) people on them. Additionally, adding 125,000 people per year to a miniscule, private community
of 100 will undoubtedly result in an increase in crime.
There are no public resources at Hollister Ranch as it is private land. No police? Who will prevent
public drinking? No bathrooms? What about public urination? Cars left unlocked? Who stops petty
theft? Injuries and no cell service? Who manages the emergencies? This is the tip of the iceberg. You
are building a city on top of a village. Who will keep the city you are creating in line with the law? And
most importantly how will it all be paid for?
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3. Hollister Ranch is an environmental time capsule. The coastline here is pristine California coastline.
This is in part due to its rugged remote terrain. It is also due to the incredible work Hollister Ranch has
done to preserve this natural environment. Everyone living at Hollister Ranch has agreed to abide by a
written and unwritten code of conduct to live and interact with a minimal environmental footprint.
Homes are built so they can hardly be seen. Less than 2% of a property can be developed. Beaches are
completely pristine and have no human trash aside from what washes up from nearby cities
infrequently.
The general public has no knowledge of the customs, agreements and steps taken to preserve this
pristine environment. It is not their fault, but this is a community and they need to agree to abide by
Hollister Ranch’s environmental standards before they enter our home.
It is incredibly reckless and selfish of you to do otherwise, and it would very quickly altering destroy
that which has been preserved since the 1700’s. Additionally, you will be undoing one of California
(and America’s) last great ocean wildernesses. This could never be undone.
4. Lastly, there is very clearly no budget available to support the outlandish public access goals of this
plan. Ambitious plans without allocated budget will result in failure and disaster for all involved. Let’s
work together to make this a success instead of another 40 years of pointless conversation.
The plan as written will immediately destroy a multi-generational community and culture with stories
going back nearly 100 years. In the word of our Chumash friends from the last public call: “this feels
like colonization again in real time”.
Thanks for your time,
Daniel
Hollister Ranch Owner and Full-Time Resident
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Draft Hollister Ranch Coastal Access Plan
Geoff Yarema <gsyarema@gmail.com>
Wed 10/6/2021 5:39 AM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

I am a resident of Hermosa Beach and have been a Hollister Ranch owner for over 10 years. By
profession I am an att orney with a nati onal practice in advising government agencies on effectively
planning, building, financing and managing public works improvements. This email is being sent in my
personal capacity.
Please count me as a vote in opposition to the HRCAP as presented and proposed.
First, allow me to point out several statements in the report with which I’m in full agreement:
--that overwhelming sentiment of stakeholders supports increased public Ranch access only if it is
properly balanced with protections against impacts on Ranch resources and damaging the rugged,
mostly undeveloped area
--that implementation of the plan as proposed will negatively affect Chumash archaeological interests
and threatened and endangered flora and fauna to a degree as yet entirely unknown
--that the rugged terrain that would be relied upon for access presents difficult and as yet unsolved
physical and safety challenges, including those from major, free-range catt le operations, regular and
dramatically increasing storm and tidal surges across only a narrow and shrinking beach and everpresent real dangers from the collapsing bluffs lining the entire Ranch coastal frontage
--that implementation of any initial plan will require voluntary Ranch cooperation
--that any permanent plan will require expensive and very complicated condemnation litigation
The draft plan’s clear shortcoming is its complete failure to face the exact concerns it puts forward.
Before going final, the report must be revised to correct these obvious deficiencies. Just a few of them
are:
--absolutely no analysis or assessment whatsoever of the impacts the proposed 10-20 fold increase in
proposed human traffic levels will have on these sensitive natural and cultural resources or what would
be required to mitigate them.
--no analytics of any kind presented to support the numbers of people the draft plan specifically
proposes to accommodate
--no statements about the potential applicability of CEQA and (given potentially federally listed
endangered species, NEPA) to the adoption of the plan and its implementation
--despite the Governor’s recent pronouncements of the importance of taking Native American interests
into account in state policy-making, the lack of any plan for archaeological survey of the sites of spiritual
significance to the Chumash tribes, no acknowledgement that the Chumash have actively opposed
increased human access to the affected area until such a thorough survey has been completed and no
recognition that the access plan must be designed with these impacts in mind
--no discussion of the challenges associated with passing over active railroad lines without safety guards
or even the serious challenges associated with securing the rights to do so from Union Pacific
--no discussion of the fact that the intersection at 101 and the road to access the Ranch is one of the
State’s substandard freeway interchanges featuring the well-documented danger of left turns required
to cross oncoming traffic, which would likely require significant upgrading, yet no Caltrans Preliminary
Study Report of the issue has been prepared
--the failure to point out the impacts on steelhead trout and other environmental interests that would
arise from increased use of the narrow, speed-bumped road from 101 across Gaviota Creek, a necessary
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means to provide the proposed access, and the added impacts if, as is likely, the road will need to be
upgraded, given its current high propensity for flooding
--the cost estimates the draft plan includes are woefully incomplete, are clearly infected with optimism
bias, fail to include key categories of significant costs, do not meet generally accepted standards and are
entirely inadequate to rely upon
--a lack of understanding of just how complex, expensive and time-consuming it will be to bring and
successfully prosecute eminent domain litigation proceedings against the more than 1100 affected
Ranch owners, a challenge that could easily be compared to the California High Speed Rail
condemnation challenge
--no benefit/cost policy analysis to compare securing this access to carrying out other coastal access
projects that could produce much more value per dollar, particularly for underserved communities
--no clear recognition that the stretch of Gaviota coast where the Ranch exists is already one of the most
state-park rich areas of the California coastline, with Gaviota State Park literally a stone’s throw from the
Ranch’s front door, and Refugio and El Capitan State Parks merely a few miles from the Ranch, and no
discussion of the woeful condition of these nearby coastal access facilities, the escalating liabilities to
the state of their snowballing deferred maintenance and their unrealized potential that could be
overcome with only a fraction of the investment limited Ranch access will likely cost and much more
easily implemented
--the CCC’s unjustifiable rejection of the Ranch’s position to prioritize access for underserved
communities whom CCC access polices have to date left largely behind
--its CCC’s shortsighted and narrow-visioned prioritization of maximizing recreational interests today
over the long term benefits of educational, scientific and wild and scenic land preservation for
generations to come, despite the growing trend in the world today to do just the opposite, with private
stewardship a key component (see, e.g., European Union Natura 2000 Network, Council of Europe
Emerald Network, United Nations Convention on Biological Diversity, European Inventory of Nationally
Designated Areas, EEA Report on Projected Areas in Europe, IUCN Best Practices Guidelines on
Protected Areas Management, Bern Convention on Conservation of Wildlife and Natural Habitats,
Europarc Federation Programs on Protecting Wilderness Areas).
There are many more obvious inadequacies in the draft report but I have sought to highlight those that
can be addressed by acknowledging the areas that require further analysis and study before any
implementation can be arrived at.
Respectfully submitt ed-Geoff Yarema
gsyarema@gmail.com
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Hollister Ranch, Re: public access
Kyra Rogers <kyrarogers@gmail.com>
Wed 10/6/2021 5:38 AM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

To Whom it May Concern Regarding the Draft Plan for Public Access to the Hollister Ranch,
My father, Reed V. Smith, worked for the California Department of Fish and Game for his career. He
was a warden, then lieutenant, and before he retired he was on-site commander-in-chief in response
to oil spills. In retirement, he served as a biologist working to protect Western Snowy Plovers and
California Least Terns in Ventura County, including McGrath State Beach. During breeding season, he
walked several beaches daily, monitoring nests, eggs, hatchlings, and setting up exclosure nets to keep
dogs and predators away from nests. An inordinate amount of my Dad's conservation efforts involved
keeping people away from the nesting sites, despite ample signage. During one such beach walk for
which I accompanied my Dad, there was a group of youths lighting fireworks within the roped off
nesting area.
When not walking the beaches, my Dad appeared at public hearings to advocate for keeping people
out of nesting sites. From his stories, I got the impression that the state is under constant pressure to
make beaches accessible for a wide range of recreational activities, most if not all of which are
disruptive to the bird and wildlife habitat that comprise our coastline.
A scientist by nature and by education, my Dad was a man of reason. For birds not listed as
"threatened" under the Endangered Species Act, my Dad would try to find alternate habitat when a
roosting flock proved burdensome to human activity, for example. Unfortunately my Dad passed away
9 years ago. Since that time numerous environmental impact studies have shown that the time for
balancing human activity with bird and wildlife habitat is long gone. It is imperative that all of us work
together to conserve the rapidly dwindling open spaces such as the Hollister Ranch.
The largely unspoiled beaches of Hollister Ranch are a tremendous rarity. The proposal to pave over
sections of land near the beaches for parking lots and to considerably increase human usage and
recreation turns a blind eye to the current status quo of the degradation of our natural resources due
to human activity.
My Dad also worked to restore the Ventura River Estuary, and the Hedrick Ranch on the Santa Clara
River. Unfortunately the Ventura River Estuary was quickly degraded by unhoused persons setting up
encampments. Fortunately, the restoration of bird and wildlife habitat at the much more remote
Hedrick Ranch is still very much intact. I implore you to keep the bird and wildlife habitat at the
Hollister Ranch remote and difficult to degrade by people.
Land conservation and wildlife habitat preservation form a major pillar in the fight to combat
ecosystem collapse. Please do not pave over wild land to make more parking lots, and please do not
increase human activity and degradation in one of the last remaining stretches of wild coast still
existing.
Sincerely,
Kyra Rogers
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Comments to the Draft HRCAP
Steve Campbell <steve@campbellgeo.com>
Wed 10/6/2021 5:31 AM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

To: Coastal Commission
725 Front Street, Suite 300
Santa Cruz, CA 95060.
Re: Comments to the September 24, 2021 Draft Hollister Ranch Coastal Access Program document
Dear Coastal Commissioners, State Agency Team, and Other Interested Parties,
The September 24 draft Hollister Ranch Coastal Access Program document (HRCAP) outlines a long list of serious
constraints to accessing and utilizing the beaches of the Hollister Ranch (Section 4 – Existing Conditions). The
HRCAP also lists a number of potential impacts to sensitive site resources that could occur with increased site use.
Archaeological resources and culturally sensitive sites are not known, as the HRCAP team “is still in the process of
acquiring the data…” (Section 4.5 page 43). Of the six beaches proposed for access, the two beaches with the
least threat to sensitive resources are the two furthest from the HR entrance and are located 8.5 and 10 miles
from highway US 101 (page 38).
From these limitations and constraints and the many others described in the draft HRCAP, the obvious only
feasible access component among the four components considered is guided shutt les with a minimal number of
visitor loads. The other considered access components (hiking trail, bicycles, and self-guided automobiles) are in a
much higher level of conflict with site resources and the realities of access and use of remote beaches up to 10
miles from US 101 with no cell phone service, and no emergency services. It should also be noted there is no
water supply or restrooms at half of the six beaches, and the HROA owned private water systems at the other six
beaches have limited capacities.
If a guided shutt le access program could be developed with the support of the HROA, infrastructure improvement
requirements would be minimal, and the process of acquisition of property rights from the Hollister Ranch private
property owners could be avoided. A guided shutt le access program would cost a small fraction of the estimated
capital cost approaching $15 million (page 93) for 226 parking spaces, improvements at all six beaches and a
coastal trail. That cost element does not include the time and cost to acquire property rights. That process would
be contentious, time consuming and could cost several multiples of the $15 million capital improvement cost.
Steve Campbell
October 5, 2021
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Hollister Ranch
Alex Stephens <rincon@me.com>
Wed 10/6/2021 5:18 AM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Dear Coastal Commission,
I thought of you a lot this weekend. I had been running along the beach in Santa Barbara. Sadly, during my run I
conti nued to come upon small piece of trash aft er small piece of trash. It caused me to consider the land up at
Hollister Ranch and your proposed plan for public access. Having grown up all along the coast of California, I’ve
seen beautiful pieces of land, namely in my hometown of Huntington Beach, be overwhelmed over and over
again.
My concern regarding Hollister is that this has served as a model of conservation over the years. That the land, as
it it now, is as it has been for decades and decades. I have great respect for the coastal commission and your
charter. And, while I am in full support of all people’s access to the California Coast, I also believe that this is an
instance where we place conversation and protection ahead of access, at least until we are truly, unquestionably
clear on the consequences of opening the land as you propose.
With kind regards,
Alex Stephens
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Hollister Ranch Public Access Plan*
Carly Farmer <carly@studioamorfati.com>
Wed 10/6/2021 5:17 AM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Hello,
"The single biggest thing I learned was from an indigenous elder of Cherokee
descent, Stan Rushworth, who reminded me of the difference between a Western
settler mindset of "I have rights" and an indigenous mindset of " I have obligations."
Instead of thinking that I am born with rights, I choose to think that I am born with
obligations to serve past, present, and future generations, and the planet herself."
How important it is to treat Sacred Land with Reverence.
Please understand that this land is sacred Chumash Land & that it needs to be
protected & preserved. Please also understand that the Hollister Ranch Community
is a group of grounded & good humans who love & respect the Earth & the Ocean ~
they do not take living on this Sacred land for granted. They work very hard at
preserving it and keeping it healthy, just like the Chumash did. They know they don't
own it, but they understand they have an obligation ~ and that is to keep it Sacred &
Protected.
Our Earth is hurting so much right now ~ The Earth & all its inhabitants are in
crisis! It is so vital that we protect what is pure & sacred at this time ~ it is our only
hope.
Please focus on healing what is dying & crumbling and do not destroy,
conquer and contaminate what is healthy. Our Earth & life depends on
it.
Namaste, Sat Nam & So Much Love,
Carly Farmer
-Carly Farmer
949.338.5850
studioamorfati.com
'Love Your Fate', which is in fact your life.
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Hollister Ranch Access Program
Joanne <subsys@aol.com>
Wed 10/6/2021 5:17 AM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Dear Commissioners,
We appreciate the efforts you are making, even with Covid-19 to delay you, in keeping to a very tight timeline, set
for you.
My concern is that there wasn't enough time top do an ecological report on public access limits. The 100 to 400
people a day will not only overwhelm the land, our Santa Barbara county resources, both sheriff and fire, have
stated that they would be unable to do their jobs properly to protect that number of people.
Please consider changing the proposal to show a more realistic working plan.
Thank you for your time.
Joanne Williamson
805-567-1782
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Public Access Plan
Lee Leatherman <rootsdweller@gmail.com>
Wed 10/6/2021 5:02 AM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

To Whom It May Concern-

I believe this public access plan is extremely flawed. I think the public walk in path and bike path
should not be considered at all. I think the numbers 100 and 500 people per day are way too high. If
you think about how many permits are issued per day to raft a sacred, scenic and very special
waterway like the Grand Canyon or the Middle Fork of the Salmon River, the numbers are very low. I
believe 12-25 for the Grand Canyon and 7 for the Middle Fork. These are peak outdoor experiences
that have a lottery system in place to preserve the natural habitat as well as the experience for each
individual that gets to access the natural habitat. I believe that these numbers: 7- 25 are much more
reasonable and would preserve the goals of the public access plan. I believe the following ideas need
some consideration... Have a lottery to make it equitable. Minimize the numbers to make the
actual experience enjoyable rather than overpopulated and annoying. The lower numbers would also
lower the cost of the infrastructure that would be needed to be put into place in order to support a
large number of visitors per day as well as preserve the private property rights of the existing HR
owners in order to avoid a large payout for condemnation and payback for eminent domain. Keep the
programs for underprivileged populations to visit the Hollister Ranch, curated by experts in their fields
and managed by non-profit organizations.
These are my thoughts and I respectfully submit them for your consideration,
Lee Leatherman
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Hollister Ranch Public Access Plan
Carly Farmer <carly@studioamorfati.com>
Wed 10/6/2021 5:01 AM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Hello,
"The single biggest thing I learned was from an indigenous elder of Cherokee
descent, Stan Rushworth, who reminded me of the difference between a Western
settler mindset of "I have rights" and an indigenous mindset of " I have obligations."
Instead of thinking that I am born with rights, I choose to think that I am born with
rights, I choose to think that I am born with obligations to serve past, present, and
future generations, and the planet herself."
How important it is to treat Sacred Land with Reverence.
Please understand that this land is sacred Chumash Land & that it needs to be
protected & preserved. Please also understand that the Hollister Ranch Community
is a group of grounded & good humans who love & respect the Earth & the Ocean ~
they do not take living on this Sacred land for granted. They work very hard at
preserving it and keeping it healthy, just like the Chumash did. They know they don't
own it, but they understand they have an obligation ~ and that is to keep it Sacred &
Protected.
Our Earth is hurting so much right now ~ The Earth & all its inhabitants are in
crisis! It is so vital that we protect what is pure & sacred at this time ~ it is our only
hope.
Please focus on healing what is dying & crumbling and do not destroy,
conquer and contaminate what is healthy. Our Earth & life depends on
it.
Namaste, Sat Nam & So Much Love,
Carly Farmer

-Carly Farmer
949.338.5850
studioamorfati.com
'Love Your Fate', which is in fact your life.
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Hollister Ranch Access Plan
Andrew Robins <sbarobins@gmail.com>
Wed 10/6/2021 4:53 AM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Hello,
I am a current resident of Santa Barbara County, an avid surfer, environmentalist and most importantly,
NOT a landowner at the Hollister Ranch. I am reaching out to express my concern with the Hollister
Ranch Coast Access Program.
I have had the pleasure of accessing the Hollister Ranch via Gaviota State Beach both by boat and foot
and appreciate the untouched beauty of this pristine coastline. As I understand the current plan
allows for up to 500 visitors per day. This is an outrageous number to me. How will the state maintain
the virgin conditions of this coastline? Will the current plan really maintain the status quo or are you
just expecting and accepting a degradation of the beach and coast zone. After reading the plan, I am
not convinced. Frankly, I'm petrified. The Ranch is one of a kind and unlike any region on the
California coast. It needs to be protected.
My hope is that the commission will consider a scaled back plan to test access to the ranch for both
environmental and financial reasons. Wouldn't it be best if we tested the program first before jumping
in with two feet? As a local resident and surfer, I am torn by this debate. I do believe that the local
community should have access to the Ranch but the current plan seems way to aggressive.
I hope you consider my point of view.
Thank You.
Andrew Robins
Santa Barbara, CA
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Public Access Plan
Sophie Goodnight <sophie.goodnight@gmail.com>
Wed 10/6/2021 4:35 AM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Hello,

To whom it may concern. This email is intended to address the Public Access Plan of Hollister Ranch.
As a resident of Hollister Ranch, I have many concerns about public access and the list continues to
grow as we get closer to a resolution with the California Coastal Commission. While lack of
infrastructure, safety to the public (i.e. residents buy helicopter insurance annually due to the remote
nature of Hollister Ranch) and a false representation by the media of what Hollister Ranch actually is
are all concerns, my main focus is the environment.
Those who live here are gracious and conscious of the land we live on, can the California Coastal
Commission guarantee those who don't live here will respect a place that isn't their home? At a time
when beaches are grossly littered with plastic and debris due to human activity, we are lucky to not
have this be our reality. Our wildlife program here thrives and is undisturbed, the kelp beds off the
coastline are healthy and thus the ecosystem and marine life can live peacefully. It is appallingly
audacious that the Public Access Plan boasts the entry of hundreds of visitors daily when there aren't
even hundreds of people on the beaches over the course of a week and perhaps not even a month.
Clearly the California Coastal Commission has no regard for preservation. Recent lockdowns due to
the Covid-19 pandemic forced people to stay home. Data suggests that in protected areas, declines in
visitor numbers caused by travel restrictions and park closures have reduced stresses on animals and
trampling pressure on trails. The more people here, the less animals, the more people here, the more
cliff and beach erosion, the more people here, the more trash, litter and pollution.
This community cares about the environment, given what I've seen at the surrounding beaches in
Santa Barbara and San Luis Obisbo counties, the public doesn't. How painfully irresponsible at a time
when very little of the Earth is protected, to allow for natural land to be injured by the infiltration of
hundreds of people daily like a tourist attraction with no concern for the creatures who reside here.
Best,
Sophie Goodnight
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Public access to California beaches
robin hoegerman <robinh280f@gmail.com>
Wed 10/6/2021 4:30 AM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>; robin hoegerman <robinh280f@gmail.com>

Coastal Commision Members and all Californians,
I'm in favor of public access to California beaches!

What is happening now at Hollister Ranch (only) is not fair and equal to all. There are hundreds of
locked gates up and down the California coast preventing access to public beaches. Hollister Ranch is
just one, go further south along LA and Orange County and into San Diego you will have private
communities and guards preventing Californians from accessing their beaches.
If the Coastal Commision is going to require Hollister Ranch Owners to allow beach access then the
Commission MUST make all limited beach access open to the public as well. Not to pick and choose
but every single one! All at the same time!
Now I know Hollister Ranch pretty well, I have been lucky to visit the Ranch beaches since I was 8 years
old , I am now 69 years old; that is 61 years total. I have seen changes from when the SANTA
BARBARA SURF CLUB paid The Hollister family for access. My Father, Dr. Henry J Hoegerman MD was
a SBSC member. Back in 1969 - 1970, If you look in the Coastal Commision records you will see that
he headed up the fight to prevent the oil companies from making a 'Harbor of Refuge' at Cojo
Point/Bay. He became a Ranch owner in 1972 after the Hollister Ranch was sold and divided. Owners
and surfers have always protected the ranch environment.
I do see problems with opening access to the Ranch beaches, and other limited access beaches behind
locked gates along the coast.
1) Sanitation, The State will have to provide restrooms, trash pick up.
2)
Access, How are Californians going to cross private property above the high
tide line?
How is the State going to cover access costs?
3)
Safety, Roads, and life guards and liability, to name a few.
In regards to Hollister Ranch the roads are better than 60 and even 50 years
ago but they are still ranch roads! With potholes, washouts and slides. With
cattle and
wildlife ; deer, pigs, quail, and fox to name a few. Most people are
bad drivers around wildlife.
Who is going to be responsible for visitors? The State? The Visitor? The
Ranch?
4)
Environment, Over my past 61 years of enjoying the Ranch as a working
cattle
operation I have witnessed regard for the environment.
These are just a few of my thoughts regarding California beach access and it applies to all beaches
behind locked gates, not just to Hollister Ranch. but also Three Arch Bay, Malibu and EVEN STATE
BEACHES closed to Californians. YES it is time to open up our beaches. But you, the Coastal
Commision have to figure out how and do it equally to ALL properties that have a locked gate and/or
guards.
Good Luck , Robin Hoegerman
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hrcap comment
n wong <n_wong_00@hotmail.com>
Wed 10/6/2021 4:29 AM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

5 October 2021
California Coastal Commission
Hollister@coastal.ca.gov
Dear Commissioners,
I am writi ng in response to the recommendations put forth in the September 24, 2021 Hollister Ranch
Coastal Access Program (HRCAP) recognizing that the State has a deadline of October 2021 to develop a
public access program for the Hollister Ranch.
The HRCAP recommendations are overreaching and fiscally irresponsible. On a broader scale, this
proposal is narrow in its promise to uphold the spirit of the Coastal Act for all the people of the State of
California. It can never satisfy access, cultural and recreational opportunities for the numbers of people
per dollars spent while keeping the area preserved and protected.
The amount of money allocated just to acquire access for this program could best be spent on
maintaining existing coastal public lands for Californians. The Commission has been very specific in its
determination to acquire access to the Hollister Ranch, using language in AB 168 (d) which states: “The
Gaviota Coast, of which Hollister Ranch is a significant part, is the least accessible stretch of coast in
California, with fewer than two miles of publicly accessible shore in more than 60 miles of coastline.”
Why is the Hollister Ranch singled out specifically and not the other properties on the Gaviota Coast,
excluding Vandenburg Air Force Base, not subject to a legislative proclamation of imposed public access.
Why hasn’t the Commission explored partnering with the University of California, Santa Barbara’s (an
entity of the State) purchase of the Las Varas Ranch (situated within the Gaviota Coast) for access that
would require less direct funds, and more infrastructure that would be more easily developed. The
Dangermond Preserve, certainly has a pristine beach environment to share.
In Section 3, section 30610.81(C): A program that implements specified portions of the program
providing land access that includes a first phase of public access to the beach by land controlled by the
Hollister Ranch Owners Association. On or before April 1, 2022, the State Coastal Conservancy shall fully
implement the first phase of the public access to the beach. Implementation of this subparagraph is
subject to appropriation of funding to provide for the specified land access.
In this report there is no discussion of specific amount, or where the funds will be coming from to buy
land access, only recognition that access will have to be bought. The plan minimizes the infrastructure
needs to implement any plan. Not only at the very least, restrooms and garbage removal, but it is
imperative to have an emergency communications system in place before any implementation. Also,
who will be monitoring and financing public ingress and egress. How will all these impacts affect the
residents of the area? EIR, CEQA?
The HRCAP is overreaching by including the trail based access component in a discussion of the
California Coastal Trail. and should not be considered in this discussion,
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The Commission has not addressed the specificity of what the coastal resources, including natural
habitats, cultural resources and agricultural operations are as the baseline in order to quantify what
would be the impacts of any access program. The draft plan highlights the naiveté of the State in its
assessment of Hollister Ranch’s physical conditions from the roads to weather conditions, and the costs
it would take to develop and implement the infrastructure for any access program.
Most importantly, the Hollister Ranch has fully financed and maintained continuously a scientific and
educational access program for over 30 years successfully, resulting in preserving the pristine nature of
the area. Yet able to inform, educate and allow groups to experience the beauty satisfying public access
and preservation of resources on the coast. The Ranch is committ ed to their program and controlled
expansion without any State financial or organizational intervention.
I am opposed to the HRCAP. The Commission should support the continuation of Hollister Ranch’s
continuous guided access program as the best option satisfying AB 1680.
Respectfully submitt ed,
Natalie Wong
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HR public access
Kristen Franz <kristenmfranz@gmail.com>
Wed 10/6/2021 4:23 AM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Hello,
I am writing to express my concern about the coastal access at Hollister Ranch as a Santa Barbara
resident. After reading the proposal and articles it seems clear there is no long term sustainable plan. I
strongly disagree with moving forward with a temporary plan. It feels like the whole thing is not thought
out and I am concerned it put the undisturbed coastline at risk. The environmental concerns are
paramount, and allowing a half million additional people a year to impact this last pristine Southern
California coastline is reckless without studies, safe guards and a vetted plan to prevent it from being
trashed. This is being done to meet an arbitrary deadline set by politicians out to score political points,
instead experts, science, and patient and thorough planning. This goes to show the State is not equipped
or willing to commit the diligence needed to safely allow access to this coastline without harming the
environmental, the tax payer, and the health of the public.
It’s really a shame.
Sincerely,
Kristen Cantor
Sent from my iPhone
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HR Access Program
Nancy Aitkenhead <naitkenhead@me.com>
Wed 10/6/2021 4:10 AM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

A leading environmental/conservancy organization has determined that the
Hollister Ranch is one of 6 uniquely biodiverse environments on this planet. The
Coastal Commission’s flyover of the beaches shows essentially no one on the
beach. Assuming then that most use is on weekends, a 100/500 persons per day
every day are huge increases that will effect environmental and cultural resources.
As the Coastal Commission often conditions in its permits, a requirement for
current, independent baseline studies (vice older studies) of the environmental and
cultural status is essential prior to implementation. This will allow access effects to
be determined, and mitigated as needed.
Additionally, the HR Working Group has a large component of recreational and
public access oriented organizations and is thus unbalanced with regard to
environmental concerns. This is readily apparent when one reads the details on the
organizations on the working group. The Coastal Commission should now reach
out to gain additional input from environmental preservation and university
research personnel in the next phases. This would help the Coastal Commission in
meeting the Coastal Act requirement to balance both public access and
environmental preservation.
Again, Hollister Ranch is one of 6 uniquely biodiverse environments on Earth.
Protect it for our grandchildren’s grandchildren. It must not be desecrated.
Sent from my iPad
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(No subject)
Danny Kwock <kwockadot@icloud.com>
Wed 10/6/2021 4:07 AM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Hello California Coastal Commission,
My name is Danny Kwock and I live in Santa Barbara and I am concerned about the Hollister Ranch
proposed public access and would love to see as limited as possible the public impact on the
environment and eco system at the HR and also the Chumash Indian lands that exist there. I get that
many people want to go there and the state is going in to let the public in…and I’ve seen what has
happened in other areas like the HR in CA where to many people trash trample the environment and it
saddens me….. so I hope and pray our state keeps that in mind of what a large amount of people can do
to a beautiful place like that and the wildlife that currently thrives there in its eco system….as we don’t
have much left in So Cal. I hope the state will be mindful……
Sincerely
dk
Santa Barbara home owner resident.
Sent from my iPhone
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Opposed to Draft Hollister Ranch Coastal Access Plan
Debbie Shaw <dshawlandscape@gmail.com>
Wed 10/6/2021 3:55 AM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Dear Coastal Commission,

I am a 40 year resident of Santa Barbara County, a UCSB Environmental Studies
graduate, surfer, business owner, and environmentalist and strongly oppose the
HRCAP Draft Plan.
The type of use that is being proposed in the Draft HRCAP will destroy this pristine
coastal native habitat.
Protecting the coast is the Commission's mandate and legacy and should remain its
top priority. I wholeheartedly reject the HRCAP.
Respectfully yours,
Deborah E. Shaw Booth

Debbie Shaw, Principal
Deborah Shaw Restoration + Landscape, Inc.
PO Box 8241
Goleta, CA 93118
(805) 687-1530
Women Owned Business
WBE #17000105
DIR #1000530447
C-27 License #696078
Website: dshawlandscape.com
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Hollister Ranch Coastal Access Program (HRCAP)
Darren Tangen <tangend@outlook.com>
Wed 10/6/2021 3:31 AM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

To Whom It May Concern:
I have had the pleasure of visiti ng the Hollister Ranch on multi ple occasions and recognize its unique beauty, and
its significance as one of the last undeveloped tracts of coastline in California. I further appreciate that the
California Coastal Commission is giving people like me an opportunity to visit the land through a public access
plan. However, I am concerned that the plan as draft ed will cause irreversible damage to what is an incredibly
sensitive environmental area. Based on my experience at other California State Parks, I find it hard to imagine that
access for up to 500 people per day could do anything other than upset both the marine and land-based coastal
ecological balance at the Hollister Ranch. Furthermore, I am concerned about the State’s ability to manage and
control the actions of the public in such a remote area if too many people are allowed in at once.
The plan as currently drafted does not contemplate how to handle medical assistance for visitors. This is
important as there is no cell service on most of the Hollister Ranch and the nearest hospitals are over an hour
away from the beaches. The Ranch is a dangerous place with unfenced cliffs, erosion, and wild animals.
The plan contemplates exploring all of the access points at once during the Pilot Phase. This will involve the
expenditure of millions of dollars. As a California tax payer, I am also concerned about the low usage scenario
where the program won’t have sufficient usage to justify the investment. Right now, the public has access to most
of the 20 or so miles of coastline that runs from Goleta to Gaviota, and it doesn’t draw that many visitors. How
many people will travel the extra amount to visit Hollister Ranch each year when they have other empty beaches
that are closer? What if it is only a few hundred surfers when there is a swell? Will that be a good investment for
state taxpayers?
To address all of these concerns, I offer the following recommendations:
1. During the Pilot Phase, spend two years using only the lowest cost access method and see how it is being
used before investing in all of the access components. For example, if you were to start with the shutt lebased access to one or two of the beaches once a week, you would (a) avoid having the negotiate anything
with individual property owners, (b) avoid the millions in costs for the coastal trail, and (c) limit the
improvements and toilets costs. The operating and maintenance costs would also be significantly lower. If
usage during this period is high, then it may make sense to start to invest in the other components, or
increase the frequency of shutt le visits, number of beaches accessed, etc. This will also allow the
commission to evaluate environmental damage before it is too late. In other words, “walk before you run”.
2. Prepare a quarterly report which can be issued to the public tracking the environmental impact of the
access as it is occurring. What is happening to the populations of key flora and fauna?
3. Prepare an annual report that provides transparency on the costs and usage of the HRCAP, so that the
public can determine if it is worth the investment or if it should be scaled back. If the state spends millions
of dollars and the program draws thousands of visitors each year, taxpayers may be OK with this
investment. If the draw is similar to other nearby coastal areas, it might not be worth continuing to pursue
all of the planned access components.

Darren Tangen
10 Johns Canyon Road
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Rolling Hills, CA 90274
tangend@outlook.com
(310) 795-5713 mobile
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Governor Brown v. Governor Newsom on the HR Public Access Issue
Meg Delis <megdelis@gmail.com>
Wed 10/6/2021 3:30 AM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Dear California Citizens,

It is important to distinguish between the approaches that Governor Brown versus Governor Newsom
took to the problem of public access to private property in general and to Hollister Ranch in particular.
Governor Brown was presented with similar legislation to allow public access to Hollister Ranch and
he vetoed it. He knew that, while signing the legislation would increase his popularity with voters in the
short term, it would ultimately cost California taxpayers millions of dollars in legal fees in the long term
and would eventually backfire. He knew that the United States was founded on the rights of property
owners, and if the government allowed public access on private land without
adequately compensating the property owners for the devaluation of their property that public access
would cause, then, after spending millions of dollars in legal fees, the State of California would likely
lose this legal fight, especially if it had to go to the Supreme Court. Governor Brown was a great
leader because he thought more of the long-term consequences for California taxpayers than he
thought of his immediate political needs. Sadly, Governor Newsom has taken the opposite approach,
and California taxpayers will ultimately be the biggest losers here.

M.D.
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Comments regarding the HR Public Access Plan
Meg Delis <megdelis@gmail.com>
Wed 10/6/2021 3:27 AM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Dear homeowners and future homeowners,

Let's assume that you own a home in which immediately behind your house is a public walking trail
leading to a beach. It’s difficult for the public to access that trail, except it’s easy from your backyard.
Now let's assume that the local government suddenly passes a law that allows the public to walk
through your side gate and your backyard in order to give the public a shortcut to get to that trail and
beach. And even though allowing the public to constantly walk through your backyard greatly
decreases the value of your property, the government is not willing to reimburse you for your loss in
property value. And having the public walk through your backyard also places you at risk for a lawsuit
if someone slips and falls and is hurt on your property. And you will have other expenses as well (e.g.,
clean-up of trash). Not to mention sporadic safety risks for you and your family.
Of course, the general public loves this law because it gives them an easy way to get to a difficult-toreach beach, even though there are a number of other, equally beautiful beaches in the area that are
easy to access and that are often empty.
This is exactly what is happening to the Hollister Ranch property owners. Would you, as a property
owner, allow this to occur at your home?
Meg Delis
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Opposition to public access plan
Joel Schock <jschock8@gmail.com>
Wed 10/6/2021 3:25 AM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Dear California Coastal Commission,

My name is Joel Schock and I am a Santa Barbara resident who thoroughly enjoys the serenity of the
Hollister Ranch coastline.
I am concerned about the recent decisions around public access at Hollister Ranch and the
Commission’s plan. The current state of the coastline along the Hollister ranch is an example of how
limiting ease of access can create a wonderful natural environment. The limited amount of people
keeps the pressure off the environment and allows the area to flourish. It is a certainty that the
allowance of an increasing amount of visitors will have a negative impact on the environment. The
current level of access still allows people to enjoy the coastline, they just have to put a bit more effort
into it. I believe that those who are willing to put in the effort to enjoy this coastline give it the respect
it deserves and in turn the coastline shows off what an untouched California coast should look like. I
am very concerned that the coastal commissions access plan will lead to the loss of one of the last
pristine environments along the California coast.

I urge you to protect this natural resource and limit the exposure of to this area of coastline.
Sincerely,
Joel Schock
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Proposed Beach Access Plan
jesse wooten <jwooten34@yahoo.com>
Wed 10/6/2021 3:21 AM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

To whom it may concern:
After reading the article in the Santa Barbara Independent, I was shocked at the proposed
number of daily visitors. 100 people per day would more than double the amount of people that
visit the ranch on a daily basis, and 500 would be an absolute disaster, ruining the experience
for everyone involved.
As this process started it was clear that ALL constituencies wanted to maintain the natural
beauty, sense of peace, and environmental purity of the place. The proposed numbers would
destroy all three.
Sincerely,
Jesse Wooten
P.S. Has it ever occurred to this committee that ALL of the people that access this stretch of
coastline via boat, car, or walking would prefer to stay the way it is? Can't the commission
recognize that some places should be left wild and hard to reach? Can't they also recognize
that there are 25 miles of beaches between Gaviota and Santa Barbara that are beautiful and
not readily accessed as of today? Can't this commission realize that the state hardly has the
funds and wherewithal to keep Gaviota State Beach open year round, or fix the pier that gives
so many more people access that are willing to put in the time and effort? Given this, how are
they going to manage Hollister Ranch with its difficult terrain, limit of the mean high tide line,
and other myriad complications?
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Hollister Ranch access
benplace <benplace@aol.com>
Wed 10/6/2021 2:49 AM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

The Gaviota coast is a very environmentally sensitive and culturally sacred place. I am a Goleta resident
and have worked as an environmental consultant in this area of California for almost 20 years. The
issue of public access to Hollister Ranch would be detrimental to the environmental health of this area
in countless ways. Even if access is guided through the private property there are impacts that will
affect future generations in very negative and irreversible ways.
There is currently public access to these Hollister Ranch beaches via walking on low tide or by
numerous types of watercraft in the ocean. The fact that this area requires work to get to has kept this
area ecological pristine due to the low impact by people over the years. Working hard for something
that you really want to see, or obtain, has value on so many levels in life.
Many of California’s best natural experiences require planning, knowledge of weather, and desire to
put in the effort to reach. Why do we need to make special things in life easy and not require any work
to obtain? There are so many amazing places (including beaches) in California only accessible on foot
or via the Pacific Ocean. Many people would like to have access to the beautiful coves in Laguna
Beach that are restricted by private gated communities such as Three Arch Bay or Emerald Bay.
Even Hope Ranch beach in Santa Barbara is not open to the public. There are also numerous hard to
reach beaches on the Gaviota Coast such as Naples, Dos Pueblos, and Las Varas Ranch beaches. Is the
plan to one day purchase easements and open all of these hard to reach spots to the “public”?
I understand the Coastal Act’s legislation and in spirit it sounds great but in reality the state of the
current environment is fragile and we need more restrictions on public access instead of free-willed
access to sensitive areas. We have seen increased Marine Protected areas and coastal
development restrictions due to sensitive ecosystems and yet we are proposing to allow increased
beach visitors in areas where snowy plovers nest and there are sensitive cultural resources.
There are also already incredible public access locations at Gaviota, El Capitan, and Refugio. It is also
an unfortunate fact that these State Parks lack adequate funding and resources. There used to be a
trail between El Capitan and Refugio that has been in dire need of repairs for years and it has been left
in an unsafe condition. The pier at Gaviota is another example of something that is in need of repair
and yet nothing has been done. The fact that there is now talk of spending tax payer money on
accessing Hollister Ranch instead of first repairing and taking care of existing state parks is alarming
and a misuse of our resources. The time working on this effort could be better spent solving our
environmental and social problems up and down the coast of California.
The Draft access plan shows very large numbers of people visiting the Hollister Ranch on a regular
basis which would have an adverse impact on the health of this ecosystem. Unfortunately people do
not always behave responsibly and we have seen this time and time again in public places. There
are numerous impacts both fiscally and environmentally, not to mention numerous safety concerns
with the access plan.
I strongly urge against any increased access to this stretch of coastline.
Thank you for your time,
Benjamin Falk
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No to haphazard plan
Zachary Cantor <zmcantor@gmail.com>
Wed 10/6/2021 2:43 AM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

To whom it may concern:

I currently live in Santa Barbara, and have travelled to Hollister Ranch with friends and
family. I am very concerned about the apparently impulsive, ill-considered and vague
plan to allow 100-500 members of the public access per day. The Ranch is a sacred,
pristine stretch of land, which has been thoughtfully cared for by Hollister Ranch
owners for decades. It provides critical environmental preservation for use in
scientific studies and for educational purposes--with school children commonly
being able to access the property and see one of California's last pristine stretches of
coastline.
While I recognize that public access to the California Coast is important, there must
be a balance with environmental preservation, tax payer expense and also property
ownership rights. My concern is mainly for the environmental preservation, and also
with the amount of tax payer dollars that will inevitably be wasted on future litigation
and the massive resources required to implement the AB 2534 plan--and that could
be better spent on more pressing issues affecting areas and issues closer to where
more California residents reside, i.e. infrastructure, water resources, more
environmental protection, alternative/sustainable energy production.
First, AB 2534 attempted to implement an outdated plan from 1982, when all of the
above-mentioned issues were not nearly as critical as today. The plan clearly needs to
be updated, and take into account the priorities most Californian's face today. The
plan also did not seem to involve input for implementation from Hollister Ranch
owners, which seems odd considering they have been responsibly maintaining the
land for decades. Indeed, it appears the haphazard and arbitrary 100-500 person
access per day was not derived from extensive studies or research, but rather from
the original 1984 plan in order to meet an arbitrary deadline. If anything, this sets up
the program to fail—and is hardly a good faith attempt to show the State can
responsibly implement a sustainable public access plan.
Second, and in this regard, the plan's massive expansion of Gaviota State Park would
require an enormous amount of expensive, contentious and complex trail and road
easement access of private property--and makes no accounting of the potential costs
to California's tax payers. The land acquisition cost alone would be huge. Moreover,
the costs in maintaining such an expanded swath of coastline to include trash, water,
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sewage, security, safety, transportation, trail and road maintenance seems not to have
been considered--and certainly no cost estimates have been submitted. Indeed, the
resources necessary to accommodate and maintain such infrastructure without
permanently damaging this pristine coastline would be enormous. The costs should be
reasonable and affordable over the long term, especially ongoing operati ons and
maintenance, which are needed in perpetuity. The responsible public enti ti es (State Parks,
County Sheriff, County Fire) already face significant operati ons, maintenance, and public
safety challenges for this part of the coast. The updated program should honestly and
responsibly address the substanti al cost and logisti cal burdens remote Hollister Ranch access
would place on these agencies.
Third, given the proposed number of potential visitors mentioned in the plan, it
seems naive to assume that almost a half-million additional visitors to this pristine
landscape would not have a permanent and devastating affect on the conservation
efforts.
Finally, safety is not accounted for. The plan has not accounted for and does not
appear to have even done surveys necessary to assess the fact that the landscape is
extremely hilly and remote. The proposed infrastructure would be quite complex to
implement--and would only drive up an already extremely expensive undertaking.
The plan, therefore, pays no attention to the safety hazards inherently present.
Thank you for your thoughtful and diligent consideration of this important issue.
- Zachary Cantor
Sent from my iPhone
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Public Access
Ellie Murphy <emurphe@mac.com>
Wed 10/6/2021 2:33 AM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Hollister Ranch Beach access is important and complex. To be transparent, I am fortunate to be an
owner at Hollister Ranch. I am also in support of public beach access, just not as presented in the
current plan. Please review and consider my ideas as presented here.
Unfortunately the plan that the Coastal Commission is advising does not take into account all the
realities involved.
• An Environmental Impact Study has not been done, which is critical to protect local flora and fauna
and required for all HR residents to get permits and build
• Local agencies including the county fire department do not want to be charged with overseeing this
plan
• Scientists that have been here have likened Hollister Ranch’s importance to the Galapagos and
Machu Pichuu
• The plate shift from billions of years ago created Point Conception which is now subject to significant
and dangerous cliff erosion
• It is exceptionally biodiverse and home to many endangered flora and fauna. They need to be
protected.
• The surf is dangerous and there are no lifeguards.
• Winds can be strong and fires are a perpetual concern.
• Most water on the ranch is from wells, which can and have run dry. Where will the water come from
for significant numbers of visitors?
• There is no amount budgeted for the purchase of the property targeted for access
• Perhaps because the amount is high and the public might understand the money could be better
spent elsewhere, especially since we have 3 public beaches on the coast below, one above - El Refugio,
El Capitan, Gaviota, Jalama
• The roads are dangerous and tight
• To make matters more difficult, it’s a cattle ranch and cattle are on the roads
• We’ve just seen Bruce’s Beach returned to its owners after public domain took it away from the
family. Now public property is targeted again.
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• Unfortunately the state currently can’t even take care of the beach property it has, how can they
confidently assure anyone this will be better cared for. Think about it, they aren’t even starting with an
Environmental Impact Study and they don’t have a full budget.
• The plan submitted is strikingly similar to the ideas presented in 1982.
So how do we get public access?
There is money budgeted for public access, so let’s take that and improve Gaviota State Beach. Which
begs the question why hasn’t the peer at Gaviota been rebuilt to accommodate surfers/walkers who
could have gained access already? But I digress. The peer’s launch facilities could be rebuilt. They
could also build a science/education center with housing for visiting scientists and groups.
Typically it’s surfers that want access when there’s a great swell in. And they would be
watermen/women knowledgeable about surf and swell conditions. The truth of the matter is my son
saved a young woman who knew how to swim, but didn’t understand the ocean. Had he not walked
by at the right time, she would have. That’s dramatic, but true. We need to be careful here. Cliffs
falling, fires a threat, evacuations difficult, roads problematic, surf real.
For those trail blazers, it is a beautiful walk on the beaches. Yet private roads and properties wouldn’t
be an issue.
Please support an improved beach at Gaviota with launch facilities. The surfers could surf, the walkers
could walk. Help us all be good stewards of this unique land. Leave HR as wild as it is — that is its
draw in the first place.
Thank you for your time.
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Public Access Plan
bruce eisengart <gardenmerchant@gmail.com>
Wed 10/6/2021 2:29 AM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

The Hollister Ranch property and the beaches adjacent are environmentally and Culturally exceptional
places to protect and preserve in the present, natural as possible state. The present rules governing the
area’s limited development potential have proven correct for 50 years to date and are an exceptional
example of what to leave alone. Expanding on the EXISTING tidepool school education program,
wounded veterans family beach day programs, Chumash sacred site activities and visits for students that
could benefit from expanded horizons are ALL good ways to Share the experience on this land.
Extreme exposure from 100 to 500 persons per day would certainly ultimately destroy the Nature and
experience the commission is trying to preserve for the public.
Limited group use is the only feasible way to expand use while preserving the land. Grand expansion
brings greater public safety staffing requirements, policing, public liability, fire risk , parking lots, and
roads and signage visual pollution all which degrade the natural experience.
Very limited change is the only way to protect the area’s pristine environment.
My vote is for preservation. Leave it be.
Sincerely.
Bruce Eisengart
California Native.

Sent from my iPhone
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Hollister Ranch - Assembly Bill 1860
David Buehring <db805sb@gmail.com>
Wed 10/6/2021 2:27 AM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Dear Coastal Commission,

Hollister Ranch is a wonderful place that I fear will be overrun by bad actors who bring poor and
unknowing etiquette to a land that must be preserved. The more we overrun our resources, the less
chance this entire world has to survive. Please help slow the growth of human interaction in the
destruction of pristine California Land. That said, I am not against supporting access to the California
Coast. The Coastal Act is one of the keystones of our equal access to experience the California coast.

In reading the drafted plan to open Hollister Ranch, it appears a political prize and represents a wholesale
effort to change, ruin and modify the beautiful land that it is, and ultimately what I read is that it does not
protect or conserve it. The idea of building a park, paving new roads, creating construction/infrastructure
projects that will cost millions and potentially 100’s of millions of dollars when all said and done…just
feels wrong when so many people also need housing, education and really so many other more important
mandates. It reminds me of a bullet train to nowhere.

Beyond the wasteful nature of these costs ($11M is almost nothing when compared to what really needs
to happen)…Has there been any environmental impact reporting that addresses the consequences of
opening the land as proposed? 12 people, 100 people, 1000 people? Strangers in a strange land will
unknowingly destroy the land. As a tangent, if Sandpiper Golf Course and Ty Warner even put a shovel
in the ground to test the grounds to change…they would have regulators jumping up and down for
reports, permits and beyond.

Isn’t an EIR report necessary for any private developer? When will enough be enough? How many
people, what kind of development? 100 is too many. 12 is too many. A state park system? Something as
messy as Jalama (disaster), where trash and people live and stay just about everywhere?

The proposed plan seems to go far beyond the stated desire to preserve the land and allow access to the
beaches below the mean high tide line. At best, Assembly Bill 1860 feels like a political stunt by
Monique Limon for votes. We all can create a story that makes it sound and feel good…and that is mostly
what this is, and done for votes. Said differently, this draft plan is less about providing access to the
beach, and isn’t it an effort to take away private land and give it to the public? And really isn’t this just
another way of getting around what maybe Chumash Indians and so many others just maybe wanted…
which is to preserve the land as it is?
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Why, really, why spend the money when there are so many other better ways to spend it. Or is this just
another misstep by those given power, when the job is to protect.

Sincerely worried about another bad decision and hope it's not too late.

Dave Buehring
(949) 525-3011
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No to public access at Hollister Ranch
barbfranz02@aol.com <barbfranz02@aol.com>
Wed 10/6/2021 2:16 AM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

I am a long time Santa Barbara County resident and avid beach goer. I am writing
this letter to share my strong opposition to public access at Hollister Ranch. I feel
that the Public Access Plan fails to address the environmental and cultural
impacts. Non profits, school groups, scientists and other interests groups have
been allowed access to Hollister Ranch in a careful way to preserve the sensitive
environment of the coast and it should remain as such.
Sincerely
Barbara Franz
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no public access
Jon macks <dansamrick@gmail.com>
Wed 10/6/2021 2:09 AM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

I do not want public access to Hollister Ranch
I live in Los Olivos
Jonathan Macks
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No way 500 people
DENNIS MEANEY <dennismeaney@aol.com>
Wed 10/6/2021 2:09 AM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Are you kidding me? Where did you get that from? What we need is small groups with some kind of an
escort like the local Arroyo Hondo Preserve. And NO DOGS!
Thank you.
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No public access
Julie Macks <jmacks35@gmail.com>
Wed 10/6/2021 2:07 AM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

I do not support public access to Hollister Ranch. I live in LosOlivos.
Juliana Macks
Sent from my iPad
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Hollister Ranch Access Program
Amanda Scheidlinger <ascheidlinger@yahoo.com>
Wed 10/6/2021 2:06 AM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Hello thereI’ve reviewed the public access plan draft and have the following comments:
Page 54:
The description of Sacate beach says you can walk on the beach from Sacate the whole way to the
end of the Ranch. Why should over land access through private property be permitt ed any farther
west than that?
Page 84:
This page says: “Road Improvements (includes signage, surface improvements, and possibly access
controls)”. Road widening should be mentioned here, and included in capital cost budget proposals.
Page 88:
Public Safety- There is no discussion of emergency response in this section. It also does not address
liability issues with the public traversing private property. This section needs to be reconsidered in
it’s entirety.
Various Pages:
In multiple locations the plan mentions that private property owners must “voluntarily” grant access
for the pilot program to commence. The plan needs to address why private property owners would
want to voluntarily grant access.
Sincerely,
Amanda Scheidlinger

Amanda Scheidlinger, AIA, DBIA, LEED AP BD+C
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HOW TO ENJOY THE HOLLISTER RANCH COASTLINE!
G CLARK <solconinc@msn.com>
Wed 10/6/2021 1:55 AM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

PLEASE JUST REPAIR THE GAVIOTA PIER!..... INSTANT COASTLINE ACCESS!
QUICK AND EASY!
I am writing this letter for you to become familiar with my situation as an owner at Hollister
Ranch, of which I have been an owner since 1976.
I was stationed on Treasure Island in San Francisco in 1966 while attending the Naval
Electronic School. I spent time in the Haight Ashbury area during my Liberty, and witnessed
firsthand the protest to the war in Vietnam. I was deeply moved and talked to the Treasure
Island Chaplain about my feeling concerning the war. When it came time to be reassigned, I
was the only one (From our class) sent to the USS Sanctuary in San Francisco which was
getting ready for deployment to Vietnam. I ended up serving during the Tet Offensive on this
Geneva convention neutral ship. We had no weapons onboard, no protection. I witnessed the
devastation of human life/body bags and human remains. I could go on but I’d rather not.... I
returned back only to find I had to hide my involvement in the service of our country.

A couple of my Vet friends and myself purchased a boat and started experiencing the
coastline above Gaviota. Launching our boat off the pier and heading north, we could forget
all our past military issues. Eventually, the opportunity came for a group of us to purchase
property at the Hollister Ranch. My family and I spent 20 years scraping together money to
make the payments... it was very difficult... I do not come from a rich background. The
freedom & peace that I have felt with my family was the best cure for my PTSD.
We have been stewards of the ocean with the highest regard for all the wildlife, our land and
beaches. Losing my beach driving privileges has been difficult to deal with.... and now the
thought of having to contend with trying to operate our private cattle ranch and the protection
of our private property, with the general public would be a nightmare.
I would invite you to visit the area where the public can park before the entrance to the
Hollister Ranch....While walking up to the railroad tracks to look at the Gaviota pier... you
will notice all the litter and trash.... it’s a shame to see the disrespect for our coastline. In
addition, there have been reports of vandalism where the vehicles park to enjoy the beautiful
scenery and hiking trails.

I encourage you to please don’t vote for this...The Hollister Ranch is a safe haven to many.
We have access programs for disabled veterans, tide pool walks, seminars, school class tours
and more, while protecting the Hollister Ranch.
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Sincerely,
Glen Clark
P.S. PLEASE JUST REPAIR THE GAVIOTA PIER!..... INSTANT OPEN COASTLINE ACCESS , SO EVERYONE CAN
ENJOY ....FISHING, SURFING, SIGHTSEEING,... AGAIN & AGAIN!

Sent from Mail for Windows
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The Hollister Ranch—please do not approve the current access plan
Pesha Rudnick <pesha@localtheaterco.org>
Wed 10/6/2021 1:54 AM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

To whom it may concern:
I am writing to express my concern at the deeply flawed "Hollister Ranch Coastal Access Program." I am an owner at

the Hollister Ranch and the current plan fails to practice good stewardship for the environment, for the Hollister ranch
community and for the citizens of California.

The Hollister Ranch is one of few coastal ranches of its kind in California that has not suffered environmental

degradation due to over-development and over-use. The Access Program gives a review of biological resources at the
Hollister Ranch but does not offer a view on how the access it advocates will impact those resources. We must not

destroy what little is left of our coastline simply to provide access. Look what we’ve done to Gaviota and neighboring
beaches? Thousands of species have been destroyed and will never get these environments back.

Furthermore, the Chumash Tribe opposes public access to the Hollister Ranch as proposed in the Access Program

because it is sacred land and deserves preservation. As a State we have for centuries destroyed trust and ignored
tribal requests. It’s important to pause and listen to their reasons.

The Hollister Ranch is a rough place. Without proper safety programs in place, visitors will be in danger that they may
not even understand. The beach terrain and tides are rigorous and as a working cattle ranch there are often cows and
other animals on the road. This is not an area that can accommodate 100s of people per day without seriously
addressing the safety concerns and liability issues.

Finally, the Hollister Ranch is our home and 99 percent of it is private property. Despite popular belief, the State of

California has protected property rights. Simply “opening up the ranch” will have huge implications for other private
and protected areas. It’s hasty and irresponsible to adopt the current Access Plan.

Like many of my neighbors, I do believe a well designed and thoughtful access plan that protects the land and private
property is appropriate. I do not believe this plan achieves this goal and I urge us all to reject it.
My best,

Pesha Rudnick

Pesha Rudnick
Artistic Director
Local TheaterCo.org
Pesha@localtheaterco.org
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input for Public Access plan
Suzanne Rebstock <suzannerebstock@gmail.com>
Wed 10/6/2021 1:52 AM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Oct 5, 2021
Dear Commissioners,
Thank you for the opportunity to provide input on the Hollister Ranch Access proposal.
My top concerns are:
Environmental impact. Any proposal must include a full Environmental Impact Report and the due
diligence involved before implementation, not after the fact. A huge change to this sensitive and
important coastline requires this at a bare minimum. Preservation of this wild and vulnerable resource –
it’s ecosystems as well as its character, has been an overriding priority with the public and the ranch
owners, yet the proposal disregards this. Parking lots, restrooms, trash, road traffic, and the sheer
numbers of visitors proposed all are contrary to this stated priority.
Fire and Safety. One narrow winding road in and out is the only means of evacuation (within a working
cattle ranch with cows on the road). Couple that with steep, inaccessible dry terrain with homes sprinkled
throughout --after decades of record drought. Climate change will only make the fire situation more
extreme. I feel that the proposal should reflect this reality. Currently the proposed numbers and
logistics ignore this. Input from our county firefighters and their ability to manage additional increased
risk from this proposal should be paramount.
I believe that this resource can be shared gently and carefully with access for underserved groups by
Chumash docents in small numbers. This would allow respect and preservation of this coastal resource
without its degradation. It would also allow for a continuing partnership with the Chumash tribes who
also share the goal of protecting and preserving these sacred spaces.
Thank you,
Suzanne Rebstock
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Plan for Public Access to HR
Jason Smith <jasonwakesmith@gmail.com>
Wed 10/6/2021 1:37 AM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

To Whom It May Concern,

I am writing to express my feelings regarding the opening of the Hollister Ranch (HR) to the public as
outlined in the current draft plan of Assembly Bill 1680.
In my opinion, the current plan provides excessive access to HR that would be detrimental, potentially
destructive, to the delicate ecosystem, way of life and infrastructure. It is the stated goal of all parties
to "preserve" this special slice of coast and culture, but the proposed allotment of daily visitors (100)
would too gravely alter both.
I am for access. I realize that such a treasure should be shared among all citizens. Therefore, I support
increased managed access that recognizes the rare and fragile resources that exist at HR. To allow
access per the criteria of the current draft plan is not only cost-prohibitive, but legally challenging, and
the state would better spend its time and resources on many, many other projects than creating a
public park on the private land at HR.
I am also concerned that the proper steps usually required for any development such as Environmental
and other impact studies, do not appear to be part of the campaign to provide public access to HR.
And nowhere are these regulations more apt, if not there. I believe the fees attached to building
permits ($33,000) to fund the building of instructure, the payment of staff, insurance, etc. is a violation
of U.S. constitutional law, and that the courts will ultimately rule to this effect.
Please reconsider the parameters proposed in the current public access plan, reducing the number of
people allowed entry, and the number of days per week or month, they are allowed access. If this is
not done, HR is facing an existential threat, and the rare and precious elements that are driving this
discourse in the first place will disappear for all.
Thank you,
Jason Smith

310-422-7567
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Assembly Bill 1680
Joh Davey <pajhn@pacbell.net>
Wed 10/6/2021 1:21 AM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

To whom it may concern,
Thank you for your continued efforts to protect the coast of California from the encroachment of urban
sprawl and to enhance the experience of all Californians.
Unfortunately, I am extremely concerned that the current plan to open Hollister Ranch deviates greatly
from the mission of the California Coastal Commission to protect and enhance. Introducing thousands of
people a month to a semi-closed ecosystem only threatens the coast while “enhancing “ the life of a tiny
percentage of Californians. And while I am sure due diligence has been served, I am unable to find an
environmental impact report for this project. Will someone on the commission kindly direct me to the
report?
Finally, while I am no expert, perhaps the $11 million dollars earmarked for this plan would be better
spent elsewhere? Maybe preventing oil spills off the coast of California?
Best,
John Davey
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No to Public Access at Hollister Ranch
Brian Franz <brianfranz87@gmail.com>
Wed 10/6/2021 1:13 AM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

As a lifelong Santa Barbara County resident I am writing this letter to express my strong opposition to
public access at Hollister Ranch. The Public Access Plan fails to address the environmental and cultural
impacts of additional infrastructure and the high number of people that are proposed for daily access.
As one of the last remote coastal areas in California, I am very disappointed that the Coastal
Commission is pursuing a plan that would lead to additional coastal development when funds
could be used to improve existing and deteriorating infrastructure at other nearby popular beaches
that will see much more public use and benefit over the course of any given year.
I urge you to listen to my voice and MANY other California and Santa Barbara residents who are
opposed to public access at Hollister Ranch.
Sincerely,
Brian Franz
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Comments re Hollister Ranch Public Access Plan and AB 1680
Miles Delis <milesdelis@gmail.com>
Wed 10/6/2021 12:44 AM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

To whom it may concern,
The US Supreme Court’s recent opinion in Cedar Point Nursery v. Hassid (decided June 23, 2021)
explicitly and unmistakably confirms that taking away property rights in the way contemplated by AB
1680 is illegal. Indeed, the Supreme Court’s opinion makes clear that AB 1680 is a per se physical taking
under the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments requiring just—and given the facts here, astronomical—
compensation to Hollister Ranch private property owners. In no uncertain terms, the Supreme Court’s
opinion in Cedar Point Nursery states:
“The upshot of this line of precedent is that government authorized invasions of property—whether by
plane, boat, cable, or beachcomber—are physical takings requiring just compensation.”
Since California did not provide for just compensation here, the regulation is invalid.
The central issue in Cedar Point Nursery was the constitutionality of a California “access regulation” that
required agricultural growers to allow labor union organizers to physically enter the growers’ property to
solicit union members. Writing for the majority, Chief Justice John Roberts wrote that when “the
government physically acquires private property for a public use,” the Fifth Amendment’s takings clause
“imposes a clear and categorical obligation to provide the owner with just compensation.” The CA access
regulation, Roberts reasoned, fell squarely within this category: it created a right to invade the growers’
property and therefore was a physical taking of property. By giving union organizers “a right to
physically enter and occupy the growers’ land for three hours per day, 120 days per year,” Roberts
continued, the access regulation takes away the owners’ right to exclude others from the property, which
the Supreme Court has classified as “a fundamental element of the property right.”
It did not matter, Roberts added, that the access given to the union organizers was not permanent or
constant; the regulation still qualified as a taking. Nor did it matter, Roberts observed, that the regulation
did not create a true “easement” under state law; without the regulation, the growers could have excluded
the organizers from their property. Accordingly, similar to the access regulation at issue in Cedar Point
Nursery, AB 1680 is plainly unconstitutional.
Moreover, AB 1680 does not give anything meaningful to the public. Any member of the public who
wants to walk along the northern Santa Barbara coast can do so for many miles. In fact, there are three
beautiful state parks—El Cap, Refugio, and Gaviota—and miles of empty and accessible beaches. Those
beaches are almost always empty, and there is no significant need for more beach accessible area in this
region.
In short, the public has no interest in the state spending and incurring hundreds of millions of dollars of
liability to provide access for which no one truly needs and few want or will ever use given the distance
from population centers and intervening miles of empty and accessible coast.
Sincerely,
Miles Delis
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Opening Hollister Ranch to Major Public Access would be an Irreversible Mistake
I think that all parties must agree that Hollister Ranch is a very special place. Some of that is due
to location, but a big part of it is because human pressure on it has been minimized. I have generally
supported Coastal Commission actions in other ventures, a stairway or path to the beach for all. These
actions generally have minimal environmental impacts, unlike the proposal for Hollister Ranch.
As a large animal veterinarian working at Hollister Ranch, I can see many practical pitfalls to
public access such as the potential danger of cattle, especially bulls interacting with the public as well as
the danger to the cattle with unwary drivers on the road. The proposed plan would exert excessive
pressure on the rocky intertidal zone, causing loss of it’s special diversity and becoming like so many
public beaches in Santa Barbara. Besides this, the project would be an enormous undertaking of safety,
fire protection and research of all of the environmental impacts, etc. It is my hope that the
Commissioners will seek a plan for this place to be shared but in a way that will be safe, protect, and
preserve that unique and delicate environment.
Thank all of you for your caring of the coastal environment,
Karen M. Blumenshine
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access plan
Vicki Crowe <vicki.mc@cox.net>
Wed 10/6/2021 12:17 AM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>
Cc: Vicki Crowe <vicki.mc@cox.net>
October 3,2021
State of California Coastal Commission,
I am writing with my thoughts on public access to the Hollister ranch because I am very concerned about the environmental impact,
preserving property rights, safety of the public and who will fund this access. We now also have to include increased fire risks with public
access.The Hollister Ranch is a unique piece of property. It is a remote private operating cattle ranch accessible only through one narrow
private winding road which has multiple railroad crossings without safety gates and is often shared by cattle. It would be very risky and
disruptive to the working of the ranch to have the public sharing this road. I do not see anyway to provide safe access that will also preserve
the working of the ranch and the environment except through limited small groups with supervision. The Hollister Ranch Owners
association is already providing access with programs with UCSB and other schools and other organizations. Perhaps some of these
programs could be expanded. Surfing access has always been available by boat and many of us used this access before owning property.
People can also walk on to the ranch on the wet sand at low tide. We have three beautiful state beaches (Gaviota, Refugio, and El Capitan)
just adjacent to the Hollister Ranch with provide easy, safe coastal access. The state is already having problems keeping these beaches
open. How can they fund and manage access to the ranch ensuring no interference to the operation of the cattle ranch, violation of private
property, environmental degradation, as well as, a safe ocean experience with bathroom facilities? I have seen the degradation of many of
our beaches in my lifetime and am gravely concerned about widespread use of the Hollister ranch. I ask the Coastal Commission to strongly
consider limiting access to small supervised groups so that the environment, property rights and public safety can all be preserved.
Sincerely,
Vicki Crowe
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Comments on the Hollister Ranch Public Access Plan
Rob Wright <rwright@greymountain.com>
Wed 10/6/2021 12:11 AM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

To whom it may concern:
I am writing to express my extreme dismay at the hastily written and poorly conceived "Hollister Ranch
Coastal Access Program." I am an owner at the Hollister Ranch. I love the land and am dedicated to
preserving it.
The Access Program fails to adequately address a number of issues:
1) Environmental Protection
The Hollister Ranch is some of the only coastal land of its kind in California that has not suffered severe
environmental degradation due to over-development and over-use. More people on the beaches
inevitably comes at an environmental cost. The Access Program gives a cursory review of biological
resources at the Hollister Ranch but does not offer a view on how the access it advocates will impact
those resources. As a steward of the land, I am very concerned that the Access Program has not even
attempted to assess its environmental impact. We must not destroy what little is left of our
untrammeled coastline!
2) Cultural Resource Protection
My understanding is that the Chumash Tribe opposes public access to the Hollister Ranch as proposed in
the Access Program because it is sacred land to them and they do not wish it to be further crowded with
people.
3) Safety
The Hollister Ranch is a wild place. The beach seaward of the mean high tide line can be a rough and
unforgiving place. Without proper safety programs in place, visitors will at times be in danger that they
may not even understand. The Access Program's comments about safety are almost laughable and
completely inadequate assessments of and responses to the risk. There will be serious consequences
without a more thorough job of planning for safety.
4) Private Property Protection
You are talking about building restrooms, road expansions, parking, shuttle turnarounds, etc. at multiple
beachs on the Hollister Ranch. THIS IS OUR HOME! You cannot build any of these things seaward of the
mean high tide line, so that means you will be building them IN OUR YARDS. My response to that is
ABSOLUTELY NOT! For one, I will fight these "improvements" with my dying breath. The Hollister Ranch
is not a place for your parking lots and restrooms. If you propose to buy the land for these
"improvements", we're not selling. If you want to use imminent domain to buy the land, show me a
precedent that would allow for such an outrage.
5) Costs are Prohibitive
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Your plan leaves out the most substantial element of the cost, the acquisition of property rights. The
plan proposes coming into our homes, building 226 parking spaces, installing toilets, etc. The land to do
so is demonstrably worth over a tens of millions of dollars or more, not to mention the road. Is this
really a cost the state is willing to pay to implement this plan? Where will the money come from?
The Access Program is ill-conceived and impractical. It represents the misguided efforts to open access
to land that should instead be protected.
Sincerely,
Rob Wright
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MNOPQÿSPTUVWÿXYNOPQZPN[PTUVW\][P^O_`a[b
cdYÿefghgifieÿjklmÿnS
8:oÿpaPWqPOÿraOO^WqdTÿsPQ`tÿXraOO^WqdT\`aPWqPO_`P_]aub

vaÿcta[ÿwqÿSPNÿpaQ`dTQxÿ
wÿP[ÿyT^q^Q]ÿqaÿdz{TdWWÿ[Nÿ̀aQ`dTQÿTd]PTY^Q]ÿvtdÿ|V}O^`ÿn``dWWÿ|OPQÿPQYÿ^qWÿ{aqdQq^POÿQd]Pq^udÿ^[{P`q
aQÿqtdÿdQu^TaQ[dQqPOÿPQYÿd`aOa]^`POÿW{P`dWÿy^qt^QÿqtdÿraOO^WqdTÿsPQ`t_ÿÿ
vtdÿ{OPQÿYadWÿQaqÿ{Ta{dTONÿPYYTdWWÿqtdÿTdWaVT`dWÿQd`dWWPTNÿqaÿWP~dONÿPQYÿTdW{aQW^}ONÿ}T^Q]ÿu^W^qaTWÿaQqa
qtdÿraOO^WqdTÿsPQ`tÿy^qtaVqÿ̀a[{Ta[^W^Q]ÿqtdÿWP~dqNÿa~ÿ}aqtÿqtdÿayQdTWÿPQYÿu^W^qaTWxÿPWÿydOOÿPW
^[{P`q^Q]ÿqtdÿVQ^VdÿdQ^uaTQ[dQqPOÿPQYÿd`aOa]^`POÿW{P`dÿqtPqÿtPWÿ}ddQÿP}Odÿqaÿ~OaVT^WtÿW^[{ONÿYVdÿqa
qtdÿO^[^qdYÿP``dWWÿPQYÿYdudOa{[dQq_ÿÿ
|OdPWdÿqPUdÿ^Qqaÿ̀aQW^YdTPq^aQÿytPqÿ^Wÿ^Qÿqtdÿ}dWqÿ^QqdTdWqÿa~ÿqt^Wÿ^Q`TdY^}ONÿVQ^VdÿPTdP_ÿ
vtPQUÿaVxÿ
MNOPQÿSPTUVW
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EFGHÿJFKLFÿMGFGHNFKLFOHPQFFRSFTU

VWXÿYZ[\[]Z]Yÿ^_Y`ÿab
cdeÿfFPKgPhÿiFhhLKgWGÿEPjSQÿMiFhhLKgWGOSFPKgPhRSPRkFlU

iWhhFmÿ
nÿPTÿoGLgLjkÿLjÿGWkPGXKÿgFÿgQWÿpqNhLSÿPSSWKKÿphPjÿPgÿiFhhLKgWGÿEPjSQRÿnÿXLKPkGWWÿoLgQÿgQLKÿphPjÿNWSPqKWÿLg
KgGLpKÿpGFpWGgHÿFojWGKÿFrÿgQWLGÿGLkQgKÿPjXÿoLhhÿhWPXÿgFÿXWkGPXPgLFjÿFrÿgQWÿjPgqGPhÿQPNLgPgÿgQPgÿQPKÿNWWjÿKF
oWhhÿTPLjgPLjWXÿNHÿKPLXÿpGFpWGgHÿFojWGKRÿshWPKWÿGWSFjKLXWGÿkGPjgLjkÿPSSWKKÿgFÿgQWÿpqNhLSRÿÿ
iPlWÿPÿkFFXÿXPHmÿÿ
EFGHÿJFKLFÿÿ
tWjgÿrGFTÿTHÿLsQFjWÿ
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KLMNÿPQRNSQTUVWXRYNLZ[U\Y]

^_QÿW`abac`cWÿdèfÿgh
i@jÿk\NlMNZÿm\ZZLlM_TÿKNSUnÿPm\ZZLlM_TXU\NlMNZ[UN[R\o]

p\qTÿNUU_llÿrZNSÿ\qMZLS_lÿMn_ÿrT\U_llÿstÿunLUnÿNÿl_UML\Sÿ\vÿU\NlMZLS_ÿuLZZÿvNZZÿLSM\ÿMn_ÿnNSQlÿ\v
YLSQZ_llÿn\ZLQNtYNw_Tl[ÿxn_ÿyMNM_ÿzNTwlÿ\vÿkNZLv\TSLNÿNZT_NQtÿRTNrrZ_ÿuLMnÿNÿ"  ÿ{ $

 $ÿ|}~ÿ ~
ÿ ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ 
  ÿÿ ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ
ÿ ÿ ÿÿÿÿÿÿ~
ÿ ÿÿ ÿÿÿ~
ÿ
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MNONÿQRSTUVWTXSYNZ[\UVY]

^_Rÿ̀abcbdad`ÿefghÿij
k?lÿmVNnWN[ÿoV[[ZnW_TÿpNOUqÿQoV[[ZnW_TXUVNnWN[\UN\SVr]

gaaÿsO_nUVTW_RtÿsOnsu_TrZn_RÿrZnZWVTnÿvZOU[sRZOSÿu_WnÿOVÿ[_nnÿwxÿR_nWTsUWZVOÿVyÿWqZnÿuTZnWZO_ÿUVNnW\ÿzT{
dabÿRN{ÿn_[_UW_Rÿ|{ÿ[VWW_T{tÿ_nUVTW_RÿNORÿnqsWW[_ÿ|snn_RÿZOÿ}ÿVsW\
MNONÿj_NO_{
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>?@ABCÿE?FGHIFÿJF?@ABCG?FGHIFK@HLMNBOP
QBRÿSTUVUWTWSÿXYZWÿ[\
]:^ÿ_H?`O?CÿaHCCb̀OBFÿ>?N@AÿJaHCCb̀OBFK@H?`O?CM@?McHdP

aBCCHeÿ
\fÿN?gBÿb̀ÿ>?@ABCÿ?NRÿhÿ?gÿ?ÿi?NO?ÿE?FG?F?ÿN?ObdBMÿhÿ?gÿHjjH`BRÿOHÿHjBNbNcÿjIGCb@ÿ?@@B``ÿOHÿaHCCb̀OBF
GB?@AÿGB@?I`Bÿhÿ?gÿ@HN@BFNBRÿ?GHIOÿOABÿBNdbFHNgBNO?Cÿbgj?@OÿOA?OÿkHICRÿA?dBÿHNÿOAb̀ÿjFB`BFdBRÿC?NRMÿh
IFcBÿfHIÿOHÿ@HN`bRBFÿOAb̀ÿbNÿg?lbNcÿfHIFÿRB@b̀bHNMÿÿ
>?@ABCÿÿ
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HIJKLÿNIOPQJÿRJSTUVWXYZK[\\]T\^_

`abÿcWdVdUWUcÿefUgÿhi
j9kÿN\KJPKlÿm\llQJPaOÿnKLT[ÿRm\llQJPaOYT\KJPKl]TK]o\p_

mall\qÿ
rÿK^ÿsOQPQLoÿQLP\ÿp\QTaÿ\IOÿ\tt\JQPQ\LÿP\ÿtIulQTÿKTTaJJÿKPÿm\llQJPaOÿnKLT[]ÿÿ
rÿK^ÿKÿl\LoPQ^aÿOaJQbaLPÿKPÿm\llQJPaOÿOKLT[qÿrÿ[Kpaÿ\sLabÿlKLbÿ[aOaÿv\Oÿ\paOÿwWÿZaKOJ]ÿx[QJÿlKLbqÿv\OÿP[a
^\JPÿtKOPqÿ[KJÿT\LPQLIabÿP\ÿl\\yÿP[aÿJK^aÿ\paOÿ^ZÿwWÿZaKOJÿKLbÿP[KPÿQJÿbIaÿP\ÿP[aÿsKZÿP[aÿ\sLaOJ
KJJ\TQKPQ\Lÿ[KJÿ^KQLPKQLabÿQP]ÿ̀aÿ[KpaÿtO\PaTPabÿQPzJÿaLpQO\L^aLPKllZÿJaLJQPQpaÿ[KuQPKPÿKLbÿsaÿ[Kpa
s\Oyabÿ[KObÿP\ÿyaatÿQPÿQLÿQPJÿtOQJPQLaÿT\LbQPQ\L]ÿrPÿQJÿKÿJtaTQKlÿtlKTaÿKLbÿJ[\IlbÿT\LPQLIaÿP\ÿuaÿ^KQLPKQLab
uZÿP[\JaÿP[KPÿ\sLÿQPÿKLbÿsaÿ[KpaÿtO\paLÿ\IOÿKuQlQPZÿP\ÿPKyaÿTKOaÿ\vÿQP]ÿÿ
x[KLyÿZ\Iqÿ
n\uaOPÿNIOPQJÿÿ
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LMNOPÿRSTUVWÿXYZSTUVW[MP\]MZSTUVW^_`Za
bMcÿdefgfhehdÿijeiÿkR
8:lÿm`nopn]ÿq`]]OopMTÿrnP_VÿXq`]]OopMT[_`nopn]^_n^\`Na

bVnpÿVnNMÿsMÿ]MnTPMctÿÿ
q`sÿOPpMTMopOP\ÿpVnpÿnoÿvÿsTOpMÿpVOoÿsMÿnTMÿOPÿpVMÿZOcopÿ̀wÿnP`pVMTÿZnPÿZncMÿMPNOT`PZMPpn]ÿcOonopMT^ÿv
snoÿnÿVO\Vÿo_V``]ÿopScMPpÿOPÿdxgyÿcSTOP\ÿpVMÿznPpnÿ{nT|nTnÿ}O]ÿoUO]]^ÿvpÿ\n]NnPO~McÿZWÿOPpMTMopÿnPc
OPN`]NMZMPpÿOPÿpVMÿMPNOT`PZMPpn]ÿZ`NMZMPp^ÿvÿVnNMÿ|MMPÿnPÿnTcMPpÿoSUU`TpMTÿ̀wÿpVMÿm`nopn]
m`ZZOooÒPÿoOP_MÿpVMÿcnWÿOpÿsnoÿw`SPcMc^ÿbMÿnTMÿopO]]ÿp`ÿpVOoÿcnWÿcMMU]WÿOPN`]NMcÿOPÿpVMÿ_`PoMTNnpÒPf
UTMoMTNnpÒPÿZ`NMZMPp^ÿÿbMÿnTMÿ|M]OMNMToÿOPÿ\SOcMcÿn__Mooÿp`ÿpVMÿq`]]OopMTÿrnP_V^ÿRWÿwnZO]WÿnTM
q`]]OopMTÿrnP_Vÿ̀sPMTo^ÿbMÿVnNMÿopTS\\]McÿsOpVÿV`sÿp`ÿMUnPcÿnPcÿoVnTMÿpVMÿMUMTOMP_MÿpVnpÿOoÿpVM
q`]]OopMTÿrnP_V^ÿÿ
vPÿ̀PMÿ̀wÿpVMÿZnPWÿOPNOpnpÒPoÿpVnpÿpVMÿrnP_VÿVnoÿZncMÿp`ÿTM\S]np`Toÿn\MP_OMoÿnPcÿpVMÿo_OMPpOwO_
_`ZZSPOpWÿvÿsnoÿZ`NMcÿ|WÿnÿS`pMÿ|WÿpVMÿcOTM_p`Tÿ̀wÿpVMÿbTO\]MWÿvPopOpSpMÿwT`Zÿmnpn]OPnÿÿnP
OPpMTMopOP\ÿnPn]`\ÿvÿs`S]cÿnccÿ^ÿvÿUnTnUVTnoMjÿ
vZÿP`pÿOPp`ÿU`]OpO_oÿ|SpÿsVnpÿvÿs`S]cÿpM]]ÿW`SÿOoÿpVOoÿUnTpÿ̀wÿpVMÿ_`nopÿOoÿMPNOT`PZMPpn]]W
oO\POwO_nPp^ÿvpÿOoÿP`pÿSopÿOZU`TpnPpÿ|SpÿwTn\O]MÿnPcÿOTTMU]n_Mn|]M^ÿVMÿw`_SoÿnpÿpVMÿrnP_VÿoV`S]c
|Mÿp`ÿpSTPÿOpÿOPp`ÿnÿ]ONOP\ÿ]n|`Tnp`TW^ÿ{SpÿsVnpÿMNMTÿW`Sÿc`ÿpTMncÿ]O\Vp]W^ÿVMTMÿnTMÿo`ÿZnPW
MnZU]Moÿ̀wÿpVMÿcnZn\Mÿc`PMÿ|WÿSPwMppMTMcÿn__MooÿnPcÿUMTVnUoÿZ`TMÿOZU`TpnPp]WÿpVMTMÿnTM
ZnPWÿMnZU]Moÿ̀wÿ\TMnpÿopMsnTcoVOUÿVMÿmVnPPM]ÿvo]nPcoÿRn_VSÿO__VSÿznPpnÿS_OnÿUTMoMTNM
nPcÿZWÿ|M]`NMcÿmnpn]OPnÿOo]nPc^ÿbVnpÿsMNMÿ]MnTPMcÿOoÿMcS_npÒPÿOoÿpVMÿopTnO\VpMopÿUnpVÿp`
_`PoMTNnpÒP^
VOoÿS`pMÿVnoÿ|M_`ZMÿZWÿP`TpVÿopnT^ÿvÿTMncÿW`STÿcTnwpÿU]nPÿOPÿsVO_VÿW`Sÿ̀Sp]OPMÿpVMÿ_`ZU]MOpWÿ̀w
`UMPOP\ÿpVMÿrnP_VjÿznwMpWÿOooSMoÿ]`\OopO_oÿwOTMÿsnpMTÿT`ncoÿMp_^ÿVMTMÿOoPpÿMNMPÿnPÿMPNOT`PZMPpn]
OZUn_pÿopScWÿ̀Sp]OPOP\ÿpVMÿU`pMPpOn]ÿTOoYo^ÿvpÿOoÿpTS]Wÿ_`ZU]O_npMc^ÿ
VMÿOcMnÿ̀wÿdeeÿ]Mpÿn]`PMÿeeÿSPoSUMTNOoMcÿNOoOp`ToÿoMMZoÿ_`SPpMTÿp`ÿMNMTWpVOP\ÿsMÿVnNMÿ]MnTPMcÿ̀NMT
pVMÿ]nopÿwMsÿWMnToÿ̀wÿU]nPPOP\^ÿbOpVÿ̀P]WÿnÿwMsÿM_MUpÒPoÿOpÿOoÿOPÿcOTM_pÿ_`PpTnopÿp`ÿpVMÿoMPpOZMPpÿ̀w
pVMÿZn`TOpWÿ̀wÿpVMÿUnTpO_OUnPpoÿOPN`]NMcÿOPÿpVMÿU]nPPOP\ÿUT`_Moo^ÿ
VMÿrnP_Vÿn]TMncWÿVnoÿnÿPSZ|MTÿ̀wÿUS|]O_ÿn__MooÿUT`\TnZoÿs`S]cÿOpÿP`pÿ|MÿUTScMPpÿp`ÿopnTpÿpVM
UT`_Mooÿ̀wÿMUnPcOP\ÿpVMZtÿ
bVnpÿP`PMÿ̀wÿSoÿsnPpoÿOoÿpVMÿTMUMnpÿ̀wÿpVMÿZnPÿZncMÿcOonopMTÿ̀wÿp`cnWoÿ}TnP\Mÿm`SPpWÿoUO]]^ÿv
OZU]`TMÿW`Sÿ\`ÿo]`sÿ|MÿpV`S\VpwS]ÿc`Ppÿ|Mÿ|]OPcMcÿ|WÿU`]OpO_n]ÿMUMcOMP_M^ÿÿTMncÿ]O\Vp]W^ÿÿ
zOP_MTM]Wÿ
L^ÿRSTUVW
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OPQRSTUÿOWXYPZÿ[\PQRSTU\W]YPZ^]\PR_ẀT\a
bcQÿdefgfhehdÿhijkÿlO
m;nÿoTPSpP_ÿqT__RSpcYÿrPUWsÿ[qT__RSpcY^WTPSpP_ẀP`]Tta

uTÿvsT\ÿRpÿ\PZÿWTUWcYUx
yÿQTÿUTpÿSz{{TYpÿ{z|_RWÿPWWcSSÿpTÿqT__RSpcYÿrPUWsÿ̀
usPU}ÿZTzxÿ
OPQRSTUÿOWXYPZ
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NOPQRÿTUVWQXYQOZÿ[\UPOUVWQXYQOZ]U^_`aZb^`Pc
dQZÿefghgifieÿijekÿTl
m>nÿo`ORVO_ÿp`__URVQqÿrOX^Yÿ[p`__URVQq]^`ORVO_b^Obs`tc

uXQÿYaXZqQZÿvQ`v_QÿvQqÿZOwÿvQqÿVYQÿv_OXxÿ_QVÿO_`XQÿVYQÿyffÿvq`\Q^VQZÿUXÿVYQÿzaVaqQxÿ{U__ÿV`VO__wÿZQRVq`w
VYQÿXOVaqO_ÿQXtUq`XPQXVÿOVÿp`__URVQqÿrOX^Ybÿ|ÿYOtQÿRQQXÿZQQqÿv_OwUXsÿUXÿVYQÿRYO__`{ÿRaqzÿOVÿp`__URVQq
rOX^Ybÿ}YQÿZQQqxÿRX`{wÿv_`tQqxÿ̀RvqQwxÿOXZÿP`RVÿ~QO^Yÿv_OXVRÿ{U__ÿ~Qÿs`XQbÿ}YQÿQRVaOqUQRÿ{U__ÿ~Q
UPvO^VQZbÿ}YQÿ{U_ZÿvUsRÿ{U__ÿvq`~O~_wÿRVU__ÿ~QÿVYQqQbÿaVÿ{UVY`aVÿR`PQÿQXtUq`XPQXVO_ÿRVaZUQRxÿX`ÿ̀XQÿ{U__
WX`{ÿ{YOVÿ{ORÿVYQqQxÿX`qÿ{YOVÿURÿs`XQbÿ|Vÿ{U__ÿ~Q^`PQÿ}qQRV_QRÿOXZÿOXÿuXQzqQxÿQRRQXVUO__w
QXtUq`XPQXVO__wÿZQzU^UVbÿ
NUPÿTUVWQXYQOZÿÿ
QXVÿzq`PÿPwÿUOZ
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LMNOÿQRSTUVWÿXYOQRSTUVWZ[\]SU^_M\`

aVTÿbcdedfcfbÿbgbhÿij
8HkÿlM]mn]UÿoMUUSmnVRÿp]O_NÿXoMUUSmnVRZ_M]mn]U^_]^[Mq`

lM]mn]UÿlM\\SmSMOÿ]OTÿSOnVRVmnVTÿ[RMstmuÿSOTSqSTs]Um
vÿN]qVÿUSqVTÿ]OTÿmsRwVTÿnNVÿx]On]ÿy]RQ]R]dlVOnR]UÿlM]mnÿ]RV]ÿwMRÿ]U\MmnÿzhÿWV]RmÿOM{^ÿÿxM\VÿnNSRnWÿwSqV
WV]Rmÿ][Mÿvÿmn]RnVTÿQM]nSO[ÿ]OTÿ{]U|SO[ÿSOnMÿoMUSmnVRÿp]O_Nÿ{SnNÿnNVÿNMtVÿMwÿ_]n_NSO[ÿsO_RM{TVT
{]qVm^ÿÿvÿ{SUUÿ]U{]WmÿRV\V\QVRÿnNMmVÿT]Wmÿ]mÿnNVWÿmnSUUÿRV\]SOÿmtV_S]U^ÿÿ}NVÿ~p]O_N~ÿ{]mÿ]U{]WmÿmtV_S]Uu
_N]UUVO[SO[ÿ]OTÿmM\VnS\VmÿwRsmnR]nSO[^ÿMsÿmVVÿSnÿnMM|ÿ_M\\Sn\VOnÿnMÿN]qVÿnNMmVÿT]Wmÿ{SnNÿYsmnÿ]ÿwV{
msRwVRmÿSOÿnNVÿ{]nVR^ÿÿxM\VÿT]WmÿWMsÿ\]TVÿnNVÿVwwMRnÿ{]U|SO[ÿ\SUVmÿMOÿnNVÿQV]_NÿMRÿQM]nSO[ÿSOÿRMs[N
_MOTSnSMOmÿMOUWÿnMÿwSOTÿ_MOTSnSMOmÿ{VRVÿOMnÿSTV]Uÿ]OTÿnNVOÿMnNVRÿT]WmÿSnÿ{]mÿ\][S_]U^ÿÿysnuÿVqVRWT]W
{]mÿ{MRnNÿnNVÿ]TqVOnsRVÿ]OTÿVwwMRn^
}NVÿnNMs[NnÿnN]nÿOM{uÿsOTVRÿmM\Vÿ\Sm[sSTVTÿUV[SmU]nSMOuÿSnÿ{SUUÿ]UUÿQV_M\VÿYsmnÿ]OMnNVRÿtsQUS_ÿQV]_N
SmÿTSmnsRQSO[ÿ]nÿQVmn^ÿÿaNWÿÿjWÿVtVRSVO_VÿSmÿMO_VÿnNSmÿN]ttVOmÿSnÿ{SUUÿOMÿUMO[VRÿQVÿmtV_S]U^ÿÿvnÿ{SUUÿQV
YsmnÿUS|VÿVqVRWÿMnNVRÿmsRwQRV]|ÿnN]nÿSmÿV]mSUWÿ]__VmmSQUV^ÿÿ}NMmVÿnN]nÿmVV\ÿTRSqVOÿnMÿMtVOÿnNSmÿmtV_S]U
tU]_VÿnMÿnNVÿtsQUS_uÿTMÿmMÿQV_]smVÿnNVWÿN]qVÿnNVÿ][VOT]ÿnN]nÿ]UUÿMwÿl]USwMROS]ÿmNMsUTÿQVÿ]__VmmSQUV^ÿ
aVUUÿSnÿSmÿ]OTÿSnÿN]mÿQVVO^ÿÿ]uÿWMsÿ_]OnÿTRSqVÿSOÿ]OTÿt]R|ÿ]nÿnNVÿmsRwÿQRV]|uÿ]uÿWMsÿ_]OnÿNS|VÿnNRMs[N
nNVÿ_]OWMOmÿMRÿ_]\tÿ]nÿ]ÿTVmS[O]nVTÿmSnV^ÿÿysnÿnN]nmÿ{N]nÿ\]|VmÿnNVÿtU]_VÿmtV_S]U^ÿÿR]OnSO[ÿV]mW
tsQUS_ÿ]__Vmmÿ{SUUÿRsSOÿMOVÿMwÿnNVÿU]mnÿRV\]SOSO[ÿtSV_VmÿMwÿMsRÿ_M]mnUSOV^ÿÿaNWÿÿvnÿ{MR|mÿnNVÿ{]WÿSnÿSm^^^^^ÿ
UV]mVÿmnVtÿQ]_|ÿ]OTÿRV]USVÿnNSmÿSmOnÿQRM|VOÿmMÿTMOnÿnRWÿnMÿwSÿSnÿ{SnNÿtsQUS_ÿ]__Vmmÿ{NVnNVRÿSnmÿbccÿ]
T]WÿMRÿhccÿ]ÿT]W^^^^^ÿUV]mVÿÿ}N]O|mÿwMRÿWMsRÿ_MOmSTVR]nSMO^
LMNOÿyRSTUVWÿÿÿx]On]ÿy]RQ]R]ÿl]ÿÿchÿzzÿcfb
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HIJKÿMJNNOKPQRKÿSNIJKTNJKUVRWXYURZ[

\]^ÿ_`abac`c_ÿ_cdefÿgh
i9jÿkRJlQJmÿMRmmOlQ]NÿHJKUVÿSMRmmOlQ]NTURJlQJmYUJYPRn[

o]JNÿkJmOpRNKOJÿkRJlQJmÿkRZZOllORKq
gpQ]NÿN]nO]rÿRpÿIRsNÿN]U]KQmIÿN]m]Jl]^ÿMRmmOlQ]NÿHJKUVÿtsumOUÿgUU]llÿtmJKqÿvÿJZÿQNRsum]^ÿuIÿZJKI
Jlw]UQlÿRpÿQV]ÿ^RUsZ]KQYÿglÿJÿpRNQIÿI]JNÿwNRw]NQIÿRrK]NqÿJK^ÿpsmmÿQOZ]ÿN]lO^]KQÿRpÿMRmmOlQ]NÿHJKUVqÿvÿJZ
ZRlQÿ^OlJwwROKQ]^ÿOKÿQV]ÿ^JOmIÿKsZu]NÿRpÿw]Rwm]ÿQVJQÿIRsÿrRsm^ÿmOy]ÿQRÿuNOKPÿQRÿRsNÿwNRw]NQIYÿzV]
UsNN]KQÿJn]NJP]ÿKsZu]NÿRpÿw]Rwm]ÿQVJQÿURZ]ÿQRÿQV]ÿu]JUVÿQVNRsPVÿMRmmOlQ]NÿHJKUVÿOlÿm]llÿQVJKÿ{`ÿw]N
^JIYÿzVOlÿwmJKÿrRsm^ÿJ^^ÿef`ÿZRN]ÿw]Rwm]ÿ]JUVÿ^JIÿQRÿQV]l]ÿ]|QN]Z]mIÿl]KlOQOn]ÿ]KnONRKZ]KQJmÿJN]JlY
g^^OKPÿ_``}X``ÿw]Rwm]ÿw]Nÿ^JIÿrOmmÿKRQÿwNRQ]UQÿQV]ÿOKQ]PNOQIÿRpÿQV]ÿ]URlIlQ]ZlYÿ
zVOlÿwmJKÿrJlÿrNOQQ]KÿJlÿOpÿQV]ÿ~QJQ]ÿRpÿkJmOpRNKOJÿOlÿQRÿRrKÿJK^ÿRw]NJQ]ÿQV]ÿu]JUV]lÿJQÿMRmmOlQ]NÿHJKUVY
zVOlÿOKUms^]lÿNRJ^lqÿQNJOmlqÿwJNyOKPÿmRQlÿJK^ÿJmmÿQV]ÿRQV]Nÿ^]QJOmlÿRpÿQV]ÿwmJKÿQRÿP]QÿQV]ÿwsumOUÿQRÿQV]
u]JUVYÿksNN]KQmIÿMRmmOlQ]NÿHJKUVÿRrKlÿJK^ÿRw]NJQ]lÿQVJQÿURZwm]Q]ÿOKpNJlQNsUQsN]ÿOKUms^OKPÿQV]ÿu]JUV]l
JuRn]ÿQV]ÿZ]JKÿVOPVÿQO^]ÿmOK]YÿzV]ÿ~QJQ]ÿRpÿkJmOpRNKOJÿVJlÿ]n]NIÿNOPVQÿQRÿQJy]ÿwRll]llORKÿRpÿQVJQ
wNRw]NQIÿnOJÿ]ZOK]KQÿ^RZJOKYÿzVJQÿZ]JKlÿQV]ÿ~QJQ]ÿrRsm^ÿURK^]ZKÿQV]ÿwNRw]NQIÿJK^ÿwJIÿpJONÿZJNy]Q
nJms]ÿpRNÿOQYÿzV]ÿJUU]llÿwNRPNJZÿ^]lOPK]^ÿOKÿQVOlÿ^RUsZ]KQÿrOmmÿURlQÿQJ|ÿwJI]NlÿX``q̀``q̀``ÿÿJK^
VJn]ÿn]NIÿVOPVÿRKPROKPÿURlQlYÿvQÿOlÿuJppmOKPÿQVJQÿQVOlÿwmJKÿ^R]lÿKRQÿJUURsKQÿpRNÿJKIÿRpÿQV]ÿURlQlYÿzV]
wsumOUÿJK^ÿlQJy]VRm^]NlÿlVRsm^ÿu]ÿJum]ÿQRÿsK^]NlQJK^ÿrVJQÿQV]ÿURlQlÿrOmmÿu]ÿpRNÿpsmmÿQNJKlwJN]KUIY
zV]N]ÿJN]ÿZRN]ÿURlQÿ]pp]UQOn]ÿrJIlÿQRÿuNOKPÿQV]ÿwsumOUÿQRÿMRmmOlQ]NÿHJKUVÿ]JUV]lÿQVJKÿQVOlÿwmJKYÿÿÿ
zV]ÿ~QJQ]ÿJmmRUJQ]^ÿ_cq̀``q̀``ÿpRNÿQVOlÿwmJKÿOKÿQVOlÿI]JNlÿus^P]QYÿzV]N]ÿJN]ÿrJIlÿQRÿsl]ÿQVJQÿpsK^OKP
QVJQÿUJKÿwNR^sU]ÿpJNÿu]QQ]NÿN]lsmQlYÿvKÿURsKQm]llÿURZZsKOQO]lÿQVNRsPVRsQÿQV]ÿlQJQ]ÿQV]N]ÿJN]ÿsKOs]
lRmsQORKlÿpRNÿP]QQOKPÿQV]ÿwsumOUÿQRÿQV]ÿu]JUVYÿvÿVJn]ÿl]]KÿQV]ÿsl]ÿRpÿlUJppRm^OKPÿJK^ÿsKOs]ÿrJmyrJIl
UN]JQ]^ÿJlÿQVRNRsPVpJN]lÿQRÿuNOKPÿw]Rwm]ÿRn]NÿUmOpplÿQRÿQV]ÿlJK^ÿRpÿQV]ÿkJmOpRNKOJÿkRJlQJmÿzNJOmYÿg
lRmsQORKÿmOy]ÿQVJQÿpNRZÿJnORQJÿ~QJQ]ÿtJNyÿrRsm^ÿu]ÿpJNÿm]llÿURlQmIÿQVJKÿQVOlÿUsNN]KQÿwmJKYÿÿ
g^^OQORKJmmIqÿN]wJONOKPÿQV]ÿuRJQÿVROlQÿJK^ÿwO]NÿJQÿJnORQJÿ~QJQ]ÿtJNyÿrRsm^ÿJmlRÿUN]JQ]ÿJKÿOKlQJKQÿwsumOU
JUU]llÿwROKQÿQRÿJmmÿQV]ÿJnORQJÿkRJlQÿ]JUV]lYÿvpÿQV]ÿ~QJQ]ÿUJKKRQÿJppRN^ÿQRÿQJy]ÿUJN]ÿRpÿQV]ÿuJlOU
OKpNJlQNsUQsN]ÿOKÿQV]ONÿtJNylqÿvÿVJn]ÿn]NIÿmOQQm]ÿVRw]ÿQVJQÿQV]IÿUJKÿJppRN^ÿQRÿRrKÿJK^ÿRw]NJQ]ÿ]ll]KQOJmmI
JKRQV]Nÿ~QJQ]ÿ]JUVÿtJNyÿJQÿMRmmOlQ]NÿHJKUVYÿ
vÿJZÿJmmÿpRNÿlVJNOKPÿQV]ÿu]JUV]lÿJQÿMRmmOlQ]NÿHJKUVÿrOQVÿQV]ÿrRNm^Yÿ\]ÿJN]ÿZRN]ÿQVJKÿrOmmOKPÿQRÿwNRnO^]
ZJKJP]^ÿwsumOUÿJUU]llÿQVRsPVÿKRK}wNRpOQÿJK^ÿPsO^]^ÿPNRswlYÿlOKPÿQVOlÿJlÿJKÿJUU]llÿwROKQÿrOmmÿu]ÿpJN
m]llÿURlQmIÿQRÿQJ|ÿwJI]NlÿJK^ÿu]QQ]NÿpRNÿQV]ÿmRUJmÿ]KnONRKZ]KQYÿ]QÿslÿrRNyÿQRP]QV]NÿQRÿUN]JQ]ÿJ
wsumOUawNOnJQ]ÿwJNQK]NlVOwÿQVJQÿrOmmÿURlQÿQV]ÿQJ|ÿwJI]NlÿZsUVÿm]llqÿJK^ÿlQOmmÿwNRnO^]ÿQV]ÿwsumOUÿJUU]ll
QVJQÿQV]ÿ~QJQ]ÿ^]lON]lY
zVJKylÿpRNÿIRsÿQOZ]ÿJK^ÿURKlO^]NJQORKY
]lQq
HIJKÿMJNNOKPQRKÿÿÿÿÿ
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BCDEÿGHHCDIJDÿKLMNOPQRRMNSTNURVWPXTSY
ZT[ÿ\]^_^`]`\ÿ\`àbÿCG
cdeÿHVMfSMgÿhVggifSTNÿDMXRjÿKhVggifSTNURVMfSMgPRMPLVkY
l=eÿLMNOPQRRMNSTNURVWPXTSÿKLMNOPQRRMNSTNURVWPXTSY

mRSVnTNÿopÿ̀]`\
DTaÿhVggifSTNÿDMXRjÿqrngiRÿCRRTff
IjTÿhVggifSTNÿDMXRjÿifÿMÿsNikMSTÿtVNuiXLÿRMSSgTÿNMXRjpÿnTiXLÿTWSNTQTgOÿNrNMgÿMX[ÿNrLLT[pÿgVRMST[ÿiXÿMX
iXRNT[ingTÿfTXfiSikTÿvVXTÿVwÿniV[ikTNfiSOpÿMXÿiXSTNQT[iMSTÿvVXTÿnTStTTXÿxVNSjTNXÿMX[ÿyVrSjTNX
HMgiwVNXiMÿwMrXMÿMX[ÿwgVNMPÿIjTÿNrNMgÿfrn[ikifiVXÿ[TfiLXÿVwÿSjTÿDMXRjÿMggVtfÿwVNÿTWSNTQTgOÿgVt
TXkiNVXQTXSMgÿiQsMRSÿwNVQÿrfÿjrQMXfPÿIjTÿhVggifSTNÿDMXRjÿCffVRiMSiVXÿMX[ÿHVXfTNkMXROÿtVNu
SiNTgTffgOÿSVÿTXfrNTÿSjifÿTXkiNVXQTXSÿifÿsNVSTRST[ÿMX[ÿsMNSXTNfÿtiSjÿVrSfi[TÿkifiSiXLÿLNVrsfÿSVÿsNVQVST
TXkiNVXQTXSMgÿT[rRMSiVXÿMX[ÿNTfTMNRjP
IjTÿVXgOÿNVM[ÿiXSVÿSjTÿNMXRjÿifÿMÿsNikMSTÿtiX[iXLÿNVM[ÿSjNVrLjÿMÿtVNuiXLÿRMSSgTÿNMXRjpÿtiSjÿRMSSgT
rfrMggOÿVXÿSjTÿNVM[PÿIjTÿNVM[ÿRNVffTfÿNMigNVM[ÿSNMRufÿMSÿQrgSisgTÿzrXRSrNTfÿtiSjVrSÿfMwTSOÿLMSTfPÿCfÿtiSj
VSjTNÿsNikMSTÿNMXRjTfÿSVÿSjTÿXVNSjpÿfVrSjÿMX[ÿTMfSpÿSjTNTÿMNTÿXVÿsrngiRÿNVM[fP
IjTNTÿifÿMgNTM[OÿTWSTXfikTÿTWifSiXLÿsrngiRÿMRRTffÿSVÿSjTÿhVggifSTNÿDMXRjÿkiMÿT[rRMSiVXMgÿMX[ÿNTRNTMSiVXMg
sNVLNMQfÿwVNÿfRjVVgfpÿ[ifMngT[ÿRjig[NTXÿMX[ÿkTSTNMXfpÿMX[ÿXMSrNTÿLNVrsfÿMX[ÿVNLMXivMSiVXfPÿqrngiR
MRRTffÿjMfÿnTTXÿMkMigMngTÿnOÿwVVSpÿVXÿtTSÿfMX[ÿ{gVtÿSi[T|pÿnOÿnVMSpÿuMOMuÿVNÿfrNwnVMN[Pÿÿ~XÿQOÿOVrSjpÿ~
QM[TÿQMXOÿSNisfÿVXÿMÿfQMggÿnVMSÿSVÿTXzVOÿfrNwiXLÿMSÿSjTÿNMXRjPÿ~ÿNTRVLXivT[ÿSjTÿsNikMSTÿsNVsTNSOÿNiLjSf
VwÿSjTÿVtXTNfÿMX[ÿXTkTNÿrTfSiVXT[ÿiSPÿIjNVrLjÿjMN[ÿtVNuÿMXÿT[rRMSiVXpÿ~ÿwiXMggOÿjM[ÿnTTXÿMngTÿSVÿnrO
sNVsTNSOÿMSÿSjTÿNMXRjÿMX[ÿXVtÿ~ÿTWSTX[ÿSjTÿfMQTÿRVrNSTfOÿSVÿXVXÿVtXTNfÿSVÿfjMNTÿSjTÿnTMRjTfÿSjMSÿ~
tMfÿLikTXP
IjTNTÿMNTÿsgTXSOÿVwÿnTMRjTfÿVXÿSjTÿBMkiVSMÿRVMfSpÿiXRgr[iXLÿBMkiVSMpÿDTwrLiVÿMX[ÿJgÿHMsiSMXpÿMgg
sNVki[iXLÿsrngiRÿMRRTfffÿSVÿnTMrSiwrgÿÿTXzVOMngTÿnTMRjTfPÿCggÿVwÿSjTÿnTMRjTfÿnTStTTXÿSjTÿySMSTÿqMNuf
MgfVÿjMkTÿsViXSfÿVwÿMRRTffÿSjNVrLjÿSNMigfpÿSVÿRVQsgTSTgOÿTQsSOÿnTMRjTfpÿSjTÿfMQTÿTWMRSÿSOsTÿVwÿnTMRj
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To:

Hollister Ranch Coastal Access Program (HRCAP)

Date: October 5, 2021

From: Annette Portello Ross (California-born resident)
Re:

Access to Hollister Ranch

After reading through the 167 page HRCAP program dated September 24, 2021, I was drawn to a clear
conclusion: the report stands as a recommendation against pursing further public access to Hollister
Ranch.
For starters, the photos in the report prove that the area is, as defined on page 8, rugged and mostly
undeveloped. And it has a unique variety of vegetation and sea and animal life. The Hollister Ranch
Homeowners and their Association do an excellent job of protecting that natural environment. They
also share it with visitors who arrive by sea, A Walk on Water, Operation Surf, and the many groups
listed in the 90 public access programs detailed on pages 164 – 167.
In contrast, the HRCAP calls for invasive construction to add infrastructure such as wider roads, parking,
signage, lights, bathrooms, refuse containers, striping of parking lots, benches, possibly a staging area,
etc. None of that meshes with the pristine natural environment and habitat that exists at Hollister
Ranch today.
And all of what HRCAP proposes is expensive. As a California taxpayer, I oppose using public dollars to
diminish a special, beautiful coastal area. There’s sufficient access now; increasing that in the ways
proposed by the HRCAP would be environmentally destructive. I can understand wanting access, but
getting it comes at too great a cost. The plan is over-reaching.
This issue is akin to a custody battle and begs this question: which party is acting in the best interests of
the coastline? The answer is clear and I support the HROA in their opposition.
Frankly, I am surprised and disappointed that the Coastal Commission, which is charged with “protecting
and enhancing” California’s coast didn’t conclude that the HRCAP should be denied.
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The Public Access Plan
Clive Soden <soden@sbcglobal.net>
Wed 10/6/2021 12:05 AM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Please don’t burden the taxpayers with making the Hollister Ranch more accessible
to the public because the private property owners are currently doing a very good
job of managing the property at their own expense.
Thanks,
Clive Soden
Corona del Mar, CA
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Hollister
Erik Zivarts <Erik.Zivarts@atmisales.com>
Tue 10/5/2021 11:55 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

To whom it may concern:
I have visited the Hollister Ranch and recognize its unique beauty, and its significance as one of the last
undeveloped tracts of coastline in California. I can appreciate that the coastal commission is giving people like
me an opportunity to visit the land through a public access plan. However, I am concerned that the plan as
draft ed will cause irreversible damage to the area. Based on my experience at other California State Parks, I find it
hard to imagine that access for up to 500 people per day could do anything other than upset the ecological
balance at the Hollister Ranch. Lastly, I am concerned about the state’s ability to manage and control the actions
of the public if too many people are allowed in at once.
Hopefully, I won’t be looking back a few years from now fondly remembering a beautiful, pristine Hollister before
the shutt le buses.

Erik Zivarts
PARTNER
206 310 2696
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Hollister Ranch Proposal
Jackie Rhodes <jackiemrhodes98@gmail.com>
Tue 10/5/2021 11:43 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Dear California Coastal Commission,
My name is Jackie Rhodes and I am originally from Northern California but have been living at Hollister Ranch
with my partner for about a year and a half. I am quite new to the area, but nonetheless have found a wonderful
community who cares deeply about the wellbeing of the people and environment.
I'm not a 'local', but I have also seen my fair share of public access projects take place throughout the country
and while some of them seem to benefit most, quite a few just leave a landscape scarred and damaged. People
want to maintain their rights to access every possible location, but we forget that our responsibility is to take
care of these places, to preserve them, not pave more parking lots. Coastal California towns have been subject to
over development for quite some time and to build more infrastructure would expose delicate ocean and
terrestrial ecosystems and endangered species.
California already has state beach parks lining the entire coast, including Jalama, Gaviota, Refugio and El Cap.
Why spend millions of dollars on a new project when it could be put into preexisting locations.
I urge you to protect this natural resource and limit the exposure to this area of coastline.
Sincerely,
Jackie Rhodes
-Jackie Rhodes
Prescott College 2020
Sustainable Agriculture and Food Systems
Adventure Education
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Hollister Ranch
Marty Gilchrist <Marty@arcticfoam.us>
Tue 10/5/2021 11:38 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Dear Commissioners
My name is Marty Gilchrist. My family are long time Ranchers in Ventura County. I have been visiting
the Hollister Ranch / Bixby Ranches since 1968. Access to this pristine area has never been an issue
(boating or walking in below the mean high tide line). I am not a property owner at Hollister so I have
no special interest. These properties are all what's left of original California Spanish Land Grants.
Please consider not opening this area to public use. Doing so will ruin the only pristine coastal ranch
land left south of Pt. Conception. Hollister Ranch has been privately owned since 1869. The family and
ranch hands have done an excellent job maintaining the land, and by doing so they have not only
preserved the land but also have preserved the coastline. Once this property is open to the public it
will be lost forever please consider saving this area so future generations can see and enjoy original
California! Thank you.
Regards,
Marty Gilchrist
CEO

Arctic Foam

305 Airport Road, Suite 6
Oceanside CA, 92058
760-721-5100 - O
760-908-7938 - M
marty@arcticfoam.us
Facebook/ArcticFoam
Instagram/@ridethebear
Foam Matters...Ride the Bear
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The Public Access Plan
Blake Mycoskie <blake@getmadefor.com>
Tue 10/5/2021 11:23 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

To Whom It May Concern:
It is my understanding a hearing is scheduled for 10/14 to discuss the possibility of opening Hollister
Ranch to the public. I do not support this initiative for the following reasons:
1.
The environmental impact – it’s a pristine habitat and that is well stewarded and it should
continue to be protected
2.
To my knowledge a full ERI has not be conducted to see the true environmental impact that this
could have on the land
3.
Safety – no cell phone service or close emergency services and windy roads are just a few
things that I would be concerned for those who have no experience with the ranch. It takes time to
learn the lay of the land.
I do support increased managed access for anyone who wants to learn about from ecological benefits
especially those from a lower income background. California has a lot of issues with homelessness,
infrastructure, etc. and it seems fiscally irresponsible to put funds towards making the ranch public
with there are more pressing human issues we should be focused on.
Sincerely,
Blake Mycoskie
Homeowner of Hollister Ranch
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Hollister Ranch access comments
Leigh Utterback <lsutterback@yahoo.com>
Tue 10/5/2021 11:13 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

To whom it may concern:
I am not a Hollister Ranch owner. However, I have been fortunate enough to visit the Hollister, Cojo, and
Bixby areas, mainly via small craft, and the surrounding areas via land (camping).
I am deeply concerned with the currently proposed access plan (HRCAP).
My main points of concern are:
1) Access to the coast in the general vicinity is already adequately accessible at El Capitan (multiple camping
sites), Refugio, Gaviota Pier, Jalama, and more, and to the Hollister, Cojo, and Bixby areas via water. And
school groups and scientists currently have access via land.
2) Increased access to Hollister, and I presume this would extend in the short or medium term to Cojo and
Bixby, would bring severe negative environmental consequences to wildlife, the ocean, and flora/fauna in a
truly unique and currently protected ecosystem.
3) California has major crises - poverty, underemployment, income inequality, housing shortages,
homelessness, food insecurity, decaying infrastructure, underperforming schools, under-supported teachers,
increasing wildfires, and more. Why are we proposing to spend millions of dollars on this topic, an area with
already adequate access, when we have so many far more important challenges to face ?
4) In addition to the time and costs being spent in the short run on this non-critical issue, what are the costs
going to be in order to truly make increased access environmentally progressive and safe to the public ? Who
is responsible to keep the area clean ? Who is responsible when someone is injured from an unstable cliffside
? Who is responsible when someone is injured by a cow ? Who is responsible when someone drowns ? Who
is responsible if a visitor starts a fire ? Etc.
I find the entire initiative reckless - reckless with priorities, reckless with taxpayer money, reckless with the
environment, and reckless to user safety.
Those pushing this initiative, elected and not, are telling Californians that these millions and liabilities are
better spent on this issue instead of better schools, better job training and opportunities, safer communities,
more affordable homes, more food and housing security, and improved infrastructure such as updated and
cleaner roads, highways, and mass transit.
The most responsible course of action is to drop the initiative in its entirety. But if there is a need to save
some level of face here, then work with the Hollister owners on a low cost / low impact plan. Perhaps have an
electric shuttle bus that runs a few days per week to 1 or 2 beaches within the Hollister area. While not ideal,
this would expand access, but at a scale that could be managed in order to ensure the visitors and ecology
are protected (i.e. clearly marked areas that are accessible, a lifeguard during those days, trash and human
waste is contained, etc.).
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Cordially,
Leigh Utterback
California Citizen
lsutterback@yahoo.com
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Regarding Coastal Access Plan
Eric Pressly <eric.pressly@gmail.com>
Tue 10/5/2021 10:50 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Hello,
My name is Eric Pressly. I am a long time county resident and current Hollister Ranch owner for a little
over a year.
Prior to ownership at Hollister Ranch, I accessed the surf breaks by boat from Gaviota either by the
launch at the pier or beach launching. It has now been several years for the damage of the Gaviota pier
which had long given access to this area remains without a repair plan nor funding. It seems
irresponsible to me to build new access on private land while the existing access through public lands
remain in disrepair. It is this same irresponsibility that disregards the need for an environmental impact
plan for the infrastructure needed for 100 - 500 people to access these beaches daily. Waiting to see
what happens is not a responsible environmental impact plan. While you can pick up a lot of the trash,
you cannot easily undo the impact of parking lots especially if they are build on historical Chumash sites.
Thank you for reading,
Eric Pressly
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Feedback from Non property owners who have visisted Hollister Ranch
Damien Goldberg <goldbed@hotmail.com>
Tue 10/5/2021 10:46 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

- I have visited the Hollister Ranch and recognize its unique beauty, and its significance as one of the last
undeveloped tracts of coastline in California
- I appreciate that the coastal commission is giving people like me an opportunity to visit the land through a
public access plan
- However, I am concerned that the plan as draft ed will cause irreversible damage to the area
- Based on my experience at other California State Parks, I find it hard to imagine that access for up to 500
people per day could do anything other than upset the ecological balance at the Hollister Ranch
- I am concerned about the state’s ability to manage and control the actions of the public if too many people
are allowed in at once
- The plan does not contemplate how to handle medical assistance for visitors. This is important as there is no
cell service on most of the Hollister Ranch and the nearest hospitals are an hour away from the beaches. The
Ranch is a dangerous place with unfenced cliffs, erosion, and wild animals.
- The plan contemplates exploring all of the access points at once during the Pilot Phase. This will involve the
expenditure of millions of dollars. As a California tax payer I am also concerned about the low usage scenario
where the program won’t have sufficient usage to justify the investment. Right now, the public has access to
most of the 20 or so miles of coastline that runs from Goleta to Gaviota, and it doesn’t draw that many visitors.
How many people will travel the extra amount to visit Hollister Ranch each year when they have other empty
beaches that are closer? What if it is only a few hundred surfers when there is a swell? Will that be a good
investment for state taxpayers?
To address all of these concerns, I offer the following recommendations:
- During the Pilot Phase, spend two years using only the lowest cost access method and see how it is being
used before investing in all of the access components. For example, if you were to start with the shutt le-based
access to 1 or 2 of the beaches once a week, you would (1) avoid having the negotiate anything with individual
property owners, (2) avoid the millions in costs for the coastal trail, and (3) limit the improvements and toilets
costs. The O&M costs would also be significantly lower. If usage during this period is high, then it may make
sense to start to invest in the other components, or increase the frequency of shutt le visits, number of beaches
accessed, etc. This will also allow the commission to evaluate environmental damage before it is too late.
- Prepare a quarterly report which can be issued to the public tracking the environmental impact of the access
as it is occurring. What is happening to the populations of key flora and fauna?
- Prepare an annual report that provides transparency on the costs and usage of the HRCAP, so that the public
can determine if it is worth the investment or if it should be scaled back. If the state spends millions of dollars
and the program draws thousands of visitors each year, taxpayers may be OK with this investment. If the draw
is similar to other nearby coastal areas, it might not be worth continuing to pursue all of the planned access
components.
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thank you
Damien F. Goldberg, MD
Wolstan & Goldberg Eye Associates
23600 Telo Ave, Suite 100
Torrance, CA 90505
(310) 543-2611
www.wolstaneye.com
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Hollister Ranch access program
Paul Manchester <med.resource.one@gmail.com>
Tue 10/5/2021 10:44 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Dear Ms./Sir:
I have reviewed the latest version of your DRAFT Hollister Ranch Coastal Access Program September
24, 2021. I note that you have included many different viewpoints into your work to date. Missing from
the latest draft is a realistic appraisal of the feasibility of taking control of the private lands that
constitute the Hollister Ranch ("HR"). As you say, the process could take years, and the cost would be
very high. If this is the case, as it most likely is, the whole Program seems to be so tenuous as to be
unworkable. This is not to mention all the other issues (security, liability, maintenance, staffing, etc)
that proceed from the establishment of the kind of public access you are considering Proceeding
without funding and a workable implementation and buy-in from those who are directly affected is
not a good use of time and resources, although that might not be a concern for the State.
In light of the above, access via your proposed, land-based modalities (trails, driving, etc) does not
seem to be a fair proposal until the major issues are resolved. Other, much cheaper and more realistic
options exist. Use the nearby State Parks that already exist instead of the HR, as the Parks have no
hidden and expensive legal and practical issues. And now examine those Parks, with their wellestablished access and facilities and note the ongoing issues with maintenance, staffing, policing, etc.
Does the establishment of a much more complex and expensive HR access program warrant the
relatively small benefits that might be achieved compared to what can be achieved by using what is
already available in the immediate vicinity? Consider HR access by water, as it already exists and is
currently used frequently by private citizens. Continue the current method of pedestrian access at low
tide, using expert guides. Establish a pilot access program, with whatever means of transportation you
deem necessary for the disadvantaged, to beaches already readily accessible to the public. Benefits
include an accurate assessment of the degree of public participation and interest, real time cost
accruals, and establishment of infrastructure without the very high cost barrier entailed by starting
with the experimental and complex program for the HR.
Many issues are involved as you know. I will hope that those planning the HR Coastal Access Program
will take a fresh look and consider what is truly involved. Thank you.
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The Hollister Ranch Public Access Plan
Zach Warren <zachwarren@me.com>
Tue 10/5/2021 10:41 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

To Whom It May Concern,
I have read both versions of the Public Access Plan, including the most recent version that incorporated
revisions. I have also participated in the Public Access Plan Zoom calls in recent months. I am an owner
at Hollister Ranch. My reactions to the proposed plan:
1. Managed and phased public access to the Hollister Ranch is an achievable goal so long as adequate
consideration is given to environmental, safety, implementation and operational costs. It appears the
latest draft reflects greater consideration of these factors, but more research and more significant
consideration is warranted. In short, there are many issues to consider at the Ranch with regard to
safety, environment, and implementation. These factors along with costs and a feasibility analysis require
time and thought. Pushing to have a plan in place by April 1, 2022 without adequate consideration of
these factors is irresponsible and may damage the Ranch, one of the last undeveloped tracts in California
and a place has been managed like a conservancy for years. This is precious resource and it needs to be
handled carefully.
2. The guided and managed access already exists on the Hollister Ranch for bird watchers, tide pool
enthusiasts, and educational opportunities for school age kids. There is potential to expand these
programs to these groups as well as to other interested parties for organized and guided access to the
Ranch. In doing so with guided and phased access, there is potential to limit the environmental impact,
reduce safety concerns, and reduce overall costs. There are no medical facilities at the Ranch and several
beaches are more than an hour from any medical facilities.
3. The high end numbers of visitors contemplated in the plan (500) would be catastrophic for the Ranch,
one of the last untouched natural parts of the coastline. There are significant issues for safety (wind,
strong ocean currents and lack of lifeguards, huge distances, wild animals, cattle, lack of cell phone
reception, lack of water or bathroom facilities, railroad crossings etc), and environmental damage (the
average number of daily visitors to the Ranch today is close to 15, the damage created by 500 would be
enormous);
4. Managed and guided shuttle access appears to be the safest, least environmentally risky, and lowest
cost way to manage access. The walking trail and bike access have challenges due to distance,
topography (hills), severe wind, cattle, railroad crossings and wild animals. Not to mention these
methods are extremely costly as they require significant usage of private roads. Allowing self driven cars
is not realistic as it massively exacerbates the aforementioned risks along with creating enormous private
property issues. Start with a pilot program of van shuttle with a few beaches a few days a week for a
limited number of people (30 to 50). Get an understanding of costs, risks, operational challenges, public
demand etc. and learn over time how to balance the demand for public access with these other
important factors. From listening to the feedback to plan from those who are informed, there is very
little demand for access for large numbers of people to the Ranch.
5. Lastly, it has been clear from the Zoom meetings, attended by roughly 200 people interested in public
access, that only a very small minority (if even that) is supportive of 500 visitors to the Ranch per day.
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The feedback was very clear that even 50 people per day was a lot of people and would create significant
operational issues for the Parks department, which is already overwhelmed and underfunded as
evidenced by the lack of usage and availability at Gaviota, Refugio, and El Capitan over the past 3 years.
Access can work. Please test via a pilot program in a responsible way that takes safety, cost, and
environmental factors into account in a thoughtful way.
Sincerely,
Zach Warren
310-4698217
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Proposed state access plan
David Madison <david@madisonsm.com>
Tue 10/5/2021 10:30 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Hello,
I am writi ng in regards to the proposed state access plan to Hollister Ranch. I am a recent owner of a
1/12th parcel at the Ranch and have been visiti ng for many years with friends. It is very concerning to
see the State's plan regarding the public access. What drew me to Hollister was the undisturbed nature
and beauty along the coast that we as Californian's rarely get to see any more. I believe that such
beauty can be shared if done responsibly. With that point, I have many concerns. I am concerned about
the State's ability to manage and control the public access at any level. I am also concerned about
safety. Hollister can be a very dangerous place - windy roads, eroding cliffs and the wildlife.
I am also a graduate of UCSB and have spent many years along the coastline. There are miles of unused
beaches in Gaviota. Why isn't the State spending its resources in making it easier to access these areas
with more ammeniti es? This can & should be done in additi on to a minimally invasive program at the
Ranch.
The current plan seems to be extremely costly to the California taxpayer (most will never set foot on
Hollister) and risk significant ecological damage to the coastline. I suggest starti ng off with a minimally
invasive test program to 1) see how much usage it gets and 2) bett er understand the impact to
environment and costs involved.
It is also criti cal to have transpareny throughout this process with quarterly reports outlining usage, any
issues and costs. This should be available to the public.
Thank you for your ti me
David Madison
Madison Strategic Management, Inc.
President & CEO
323.314.3799
www.madisonsm.com
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Hollister Ranch Public Access Plan
Liz Hogan <liz.hogan30@gmail.com>
Tue 10/5/2021 10:21 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Dear Commissioners,

This is a very important decision. If it is passed, will set a precedent for private land being taken away
for public use. Take your time with this decision as it will have lasting impacts to California property
owners everywhere.
Existing laws allow public access along all beaches along the coast of California. I am in favor of this
law. I’m also in favor of using public land to access public land. I’m NOT in favor of taking private land
for public use.
With planning and engineering, parking and pathways can be constructed from Gaviota Beach along
cliffs or the train right of way to provide public beach access east of the ranch. Engineering such as
tunnels, bridges, stairs, retaining walls have been done in other parts of California, the US, and around
the world, and can be done east of Hollister Ranch to allow public beach access.
Hollister Ranch already has a successful educational access program in place.
The historic Hollister Ranch is a cooperatively run and privately owned working cattle ranch. The roads
and driveways are privately maintained, and many roads run through cow pastures. The cooperatively
owned facilities are privately maintained. The rules of access are strictly enforced. As a result, there are
pristine natural areas, there hasn’t been a large man made wild fire in recent years, there haven’t been
any traffic accidents with cattle or otherwise. Hollister Ranch property owners love and respect the
ranch environment, and for the most part adhere to ranch rules.
Please spend your money on engineering instead of lawsuits. Respect private property. Design and
build a way for people to walk to the beach from a publicly owned access point east of Hollister
Ranch. Change the name of the project to Hollister Ranch BEACH Access from Gaviota Beach or the
cliffs east of the ranch. Do not transfer private roads into public use. Do not cross private parcels with a
public path. Do not take private property for public use at all. It will set a terrible precedent for the
future of California property owners everywhere. Keep Hollister Ranch-lands and roads private!
Thank you,
Liz Hogan
30 Miramar Ave.
Santa Barbara, CA
93108
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Hollister Ranch Public Access Comments
Pat Devaney <pdevaney@ymail.com>
Tue 10/5/2021 10:02 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>; Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Hello,
I would like to pass on a my comments in relation to the current proposed access plan.
I think that the perception and reality of what Hollister is and could be are somewhat disconnected with
current proposed plan on the table.
Unlike other ares of the California coastline ,the part of the coast in which Hollister lies is relatively
unique in its quality and character.
The rugged coastal terrain, sensitive habitats ,Chumash sacred sites and lack of infrastructure are what
makes it unique.
The lack of accessibility for fires is one thing. Recently called out by fire officials an inability for staffing
and funding to support any influx of people that would increase fire danger at Hollister. A related side
note is the same difficulty for a medical emergency of any sort.
Add to this it's a working cattle ranch, yes the cattle meander and roam on the roads at their leisure.
My hope is that a limited access, educationally directed with a mind towards protecting resources in
common collaborative effort.
Thank you for reading.
Best,
Pat Devaney
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Public Access and Land Conservation at Hollister Ranch
Kelly Smith <kelly@certiscapital.com>
Tue 10/5/2021 10:00 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

October 5th, 2021
Dear Members of the California Coastal Commission:
I have followed the long path of liti gation and consideration that has been focused on the Hollister Ranch over the
decades. To my satisfaction the Commission has generally executed the mandate admirably, protecting the
interests of the citizens of the state along multiple lines. In the area of coastal access the Commission has made a
consistent argument in favor of access that is balanced with respecting the reasonable rights of private property
owners, a fair understanding of what resources are available from State and private sources to fund access, and a
solid assessment of the impact to the landscape and the environment as plans move forward. I would like to
encourage the Commission to uphold this track record as you consider the issues identified in the HRCAP
Conceptual Program. Specifically I would like to be certain that an environmental impact report be compiled, and
that the scope of anticipated infrastructure improvements are in line with continuing the preservation that only a
limited access plan will be able to achieve. The beaches and environment around Hollister Ranch and Point
Conception are prized on our coast because the influx of people to the area has been limited, and it will only stay
that way if access is managed carefully.
Respectfully yours,
Kelly

Kelly R. Smith
Santa Barbara Native & Resident
Current or Former Board Member of:
Heal The Ocean
The Friendship Paddle
The Eleos Foundation
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HRCAP comments
JR Johnson <jrjohnson@gmail.com>
Tue 10/5/2021 9:52 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Dear committee. I've reviewed the plan and have some concerns about the environmental impact on
the area. The area is very rural and undeveloped and that's what makes it special from
an environmental standpoint. I don't think the plan properly addresses all the issues to preserve the
uniqueness of the landscape and the environmental issues. Let's take our time with this and make sure
we don't do anything to the environment that can't be undone.
JR
-JR Johnson
M: 805.750.5700
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Hollister Ranch Access Plan - Comments
Gregory Harris <gregoryscottharris@hotmail.com>
Tue 10/5/2021 9:50 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>
Cc: Gregory Harris <gregoryscottharris@hotmail.com>

Dear California Coastal Commission,
Thank you for your stewardship of our beautiful California coastline. As I get older (now 50) and see more of
the world, the more I treasure our beautiful State. I am not a Hollister Ranch owner, but have visited the
Hollister Ranch multiple times and recognize its unique beauty, and its significance as one of the last
undeveloped tracts of coastline in California. Here are a few important considerations:
I appreciate that the coastal commission is giving people like me an opportunity to visit the land through a
public access plan.
However, I am concerned that the plan as drafted will cause irreversible damage to the area.
Based on my experience at other California State Parks, I find it hard to imagine that access for up to 500
people per day could do anything other than upset the ecological balance at the Hollister Ranch
I am concerned about the state’s ability to manage and control the actions of the public if too many people
are allowed in at once
The plan does not contemplate how to handle medical assistance for visitors. This is important as there is
no cell service on most of the Hollister Ranch and the nearest hospitals are an hour away from the
beaches. The Ranch is a dangerous place with unfenced cliffs, erosion, and wild animals.
The plan contemplates exploring all of the access points at once during the Pilot Phase. This will involve
the expenditure of millions of dollars. As a California tax payer I am also concerned about the low usage
scenario where the program won’t have sufficient usage to justify the investment.
Right now, the public has access to most of the 20 or so miles of coastline that runs from Goleta to
Gaviota, and it doesn’t draw that many visitors. How many people will travel the extra amount to visit
Hollister Ranch each year when they have other empty beaches that are closer? What if it is only a few
hundred surfers when there is a swell? Will that be a good investment for state taxpayers?
To address all of these concerns, I offer the following recommendations:
During the Pilot Phase, spend two years using only the lowest cost access method and see how it is being
used before investing in all of the access components. For example, if you were to start with the shuttlebased access to 1 or 2 of the beaches once a week, you would
(1) avoid having the negotiate anything with individual property owners,
(2) avoid the millions in costs for the coastal trail,
(3) limit the improvements and toilets costs.
The O&M costs would also be significantly lower. If usage during this period is high, then it may
make sense to start to invest in the other components, or increase the frequency of shuttle visits,
number of beaches accessed, etc.
This will also allow the commission to evaluate environmental damage before it is too late.
Prepare a quarterly report, with data tracking the pilot process usage numbers, which can be issued to the
public tracking the environmental impact of the access as it is occurring.
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We need to know how the additional usage is impacting the populations of key flora and fauna?
Prepare an annual report that provides transparency on the costs and usage of the HRCAP, so that the
public can determine if it is worth the investment or if it should be scaled back. If the state spends
millions of dollars and the program draws thousands of visitors each year, taxpayers may be OK with this
investment. If the draw is similar to other nearby coastal areas, it might not be worth continuing to pursue
all of the planned access components.
Thank you for your time.
Best, Greg Harris
sent from Greg’s Hotmail
gregoryscottharris@hotmail.com
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Concerns and recommendations regarding the Hollister Ranch Coastal Access Program
(HRCAP)
William Stavropoulos <wstavrop@icloud.com>
Tue 10/5/2021 9:45 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Hello,

I am writing to you regarding the Hollister Ranch Coastal Access Program (HRCAP) developed by the
Coastal Commission.
I have visited the Hollister Ranch and recognize its unique beauty, and its significance as one of the
last undeveloped tracts of coastline in California. I appreciate that the coastal commission is giving
people like me an opportunity to visit the land through a public access plan, however, I am concerned
that the plan as drafted will cause irreversible damage to the area.
Based on my experience at other California State Parks, I find it hard to imagine that access for up to
500 people per day could do anything other than upset the ecological balance at the Hollister Ranch.
I am concerned about the state’s ability to manage and control the actions of the public if too many
people are allowed in at once. The plan does not contemplate how to handle medical assistance for
visitors. This is important as there is no cell service on most of the Hollister Ranch and the nearest
hospitals are an hour away from the beaches. The Ranch is a dangerous place with unfenced cliffs,
erosion, and wild animals.
The plan contemplates exploring all of the access points at once during the Pilot Phase. This will
involve the expenditure of millions of dollars. As a California tax payer I am also concerned about the
low usage scenario where the program won’t have sufficient usage to justify the investment. Right
now, the public has access to most of the 20 or so miles of coastline that runs from Goleta to Gaviota,
and it doesn’t draw that many visitors. How many people will travel the extra amount to visit Hollister
Ranch each year when they have other empty beaches that are closer? What if it is only a few hundred
surfers when there is a swell? Will that be a good investment for state taxpayers?
To address all of these concerns, I offer the following recommendations:
During the Pilot Phase, spend two years using only the lowest cost access method and see how it is
being used before investing in all of the access components. For example, if you were to start with the
shuttle-based access to 1 or 2 of the beaches once a week, you would (1) avoid having the negotiate
anything with individual property owners, (2) avoid the millions in costs for the coastal trail, and (3)
limit the improvements and toilets costs. The O&M costs would also be significantly lower. If usage
during this period is high, then it may make sense to start to invest in the other components, or
increase the frequency of shuttle visits, number of beaches accessed, etc. This will also allow the
commission to evaluate environmental damage before it is too late.
Prepare a quarterly report which can be issued to the public tracking the environmental impact of the
access as it is occurring. What is happening to the populations of key flora and fauna?
Prepare an annual report that provides transparency on the costs and usage of the HRCAP, so that the
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public can determine if it is worth the investment or if it should be scaled back. If the state spends
millions of dollars and the program draws thousands of visitors each year, taxpayers may be OK with
this investment. If the draw is similar to other nearby coastal areas, it might not be worth continuing
to pursue all of the planned access components.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
William Stavropoulos
680 18th Street
Manhatt an Beach, CA 90266
(310)415-7142
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Draft Hollister Ranch Public Access Plan
Tom Redwitz <tredwitz@nwhm.com>
Tue 10/5/2021 9:11 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Dear Members of the California Coastal Commission;
I am writi ng to express my oppositi on to the Hollister Ranch Access Plan as draft ed for the following reasons;
1. Given the many stated sensitive features of the area (environmental and cultural), there are too many
visitors and improvements proposed.
2. An environmental impact report has not been prepared for the suggested development to support the
number of visitors proposed. The proposed access plan should not be adopted outside the requirements of
the California Environmental Quality Act.
3. The recommendation for the State to acquire land for public access from the Hollister Ranch Homeowners
Association and individual home owners, either through negotiation or eminent domain, is unrealistic. No
amount of money will entice the property owners to sell land to the public. And att empting to force a sale
through eminent domain will only produce years of expensive litigation for the state because it cannot
demonstrate a public need for additional overland access to this remote coastline.
The Hollister Ranch Owners Association is willing to continue discussions with the state about an alternative plan
that expands overland public access in a sensible manner - with nominal cost to the State, with no impacts to the
environment and with the support of those interested in cultural resources. The beaches are already public, and
they are currently accessed by sports enthusiasts who walk in along the beaches and arrive by boat, and by
persons who participate in Hollister Ranch sponsored educational and community groups. Overland public access
can be expanded while achieving the goals of preserving the environment, respecting cultural resources, and
respecting private property rights through the proposal by the Hollister Ranch Owners Association. This is the plan
that should be embraced and supported by the Coastal Commission.
Sincerely,
Tom Redwitz
Laguna Beach, CA

Tom Redwitz | Founder and Corporate Advisor
The New Home Company
85 Enterprise, Suite 450
Aliso Viejo, CA 92656
Office: 949-382-7812|Fax: 949‑607‑4070
NWHM.com
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Public Access Plan - Hollister Ranch
Drew Delis <drewdelis@gmail.com>
Tue 10/5/2021 8:57 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

The United States was founded on property rights, and when the government
attempts to limit property owner's expression of those rights, especially without just
compensation for the damages resulting from such action, it is unlikely to end well for
all parties. The California law permitting the public to access private land at the
Hollister Ranch is so overly prejudicial, it will most likely be found to be
unconstitutional, resulting in millions of dollars of taxpayer money wasted ('The right
to exclude is not an empty formality that can be modified at the government’s
pleasure.' - U.S. Supreme Court (06/23/21): CEDAR POINT NURSERY v.
HASSID). Further, in the event the law is upheld, the state of California will be
required to financially support the initiative, adding more financial burden to an
already strained fiscal budget. Either way, taxpayer money is wasted and the citizens
of California lose. The law permitting public access to private land at Hollister Ranch
is bad for California and should be abandoned.
-CONFIDENTIAL: This E-Mail and any att achment are meant only for the intended recipient of the transmission, and may be a communicati on restricted by
law. DO NOT FORWARD THIS MESSAGE. If you received this E-Mail and any att achment in error, any review, use, disseminati on, distributi on, or
copying of this E-Mail and any att achment is strictly prohibited. Please noti fy the sender immediately of the error by return E-Mail and delete this message
and any att achment from your system.
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The Public Access Plan
Evan Turpin <epturpin@gmail.com>
Tue 10/5/2021 8:32 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

I do not support this proposed implementation of the Public Access Plan into the Hollister Ranch.
Even though the fight for public access has been ongoing for decades, none of the issues and
complexities of management and implementation have been answered. The remote location, the
rugged terrain, lack of emergency and public services all point to an expensive and a difficult site for
the State to fund and maintain.
The desire to have access to the Ranch's pristine beaches, the creation of a hiking/biking trail, through
private property, will only jeopardize the quality of the environment that the Coastal Commission is
supposed to be protecting.
Small, guided, educational and recreational trips to the Ranch seem to be one of the surest ways to
protect the Ranch's habitat while providing access to the public.
Thank you,
Mrs Evan Turpin
Carpinteria, CA
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Hollister Ranch Coastal Access Program (Public Comment) - In Opposition
Hunter Turpin <hunter.turpin@gmail.com>
Tue 10/5/2021 8:14 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

To whom it may concern,
Thank you for taking the ti me to read my lett er. I am writi ng to express my vehement oppositi on to the Draft
Hollister Ranch Coastal Access Program and Public Access Plan. The Hollister Ranch is one of the last remaining
coastal wildlands in existence in our area. It is home to numerous Chumash cultural heritage sites, and is a
biologically rich and diverse ecosystem, but also a highly sensitive one.
The Hollister Ranch Owners Association and Ranch leadership have been supreme stewards for this land for
nearly 50 years, and the numbers of daily visitors proposed in this Draft Plan are far too excessive. The risks of
visiting the Ranch are severe, including fire danger, the sensitive wildlife and terrain, lack of infrastructure or cell
service, and also the complications that will arise from having so many visitors interfering with a working catt le
ranch – an operation which is best-in-class. Furthermore, the Hollister Ranch is private property, and property
owners’ rights need to be protected – something which this proposed plan neglects to address in an adequate
manner.
Once again, I am strongly voicing my opposition to the proposed Hollister Ranch Coastal Access Program and
Public Access Plan.
Thank you again for your time.
Sincerely,
Hunter Turpin
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OPPOSED: Hollister Ranch Public Draft Access Plan
Brianne Elyse Gaultiere <brigaultiere@gmail.com>
Tue 10/5/2021 8:09 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

To whom it may concern,

Having lived in Santa Barbara for many years and being a Westmont graduate, I am OPPOSED to large
numbers of people coming into the Hollister Ranch because of the detrimental affects it would have to
the natural environment and the peacefulness and beauty that can be found there. While I am
generally in favor of public access to nature, I don’t believe it is necessary to provide access to the
ranch, nor is the current proposal the right way to do this. There is ample coastal access that is equally
beautiful and untouched both north and south of the ranch, and it is not clear to me what benefit
opening ranch access will have to the public.
Regards,
Brianne Gaultiere
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Public access
Randy Meaney <randymeaney@gmail.com>
Tue 10/5/2021 8:00 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

please come to your senses and greatly limit the number of people on holliser ranch beaches every
day if it is opened for public access. I used to go there occasionally and appreciated the pristine
beaches, unspoiled tide pools, and solitude. I would rather have it permanently closed to everyone
than see it turn into another Pismo Beach.
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Opposition to the Draft Hollister Ranch Access Plan
Don Phin <don@donphin.com>
Tue 10/5/2021 7:49 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Dear Coastal Commissioners,
I have reviewed the draft Hollister Ranch Coastal Access program and am writing to express my opposition. I have
gone to The Ranch on occasion since the early ’80s. As you know, it is an amazing place. But it won’t be if this plan
goes through. Public access is one thing; taking over and changing an entire community is something else
altogether. I also don’t see how the environment can benefit from the added impact.
I love the concept of open access, but this proposal goes far beyond anything like that. As a taxpayer and
environmentalist, I say no, and I have no ownership interest. Those few visits made me realize how unique and
special that place is. Please leave it alone.
Thank you,
Don Phin, Esq.
don@donphin.com
(619) 852-4580
www.donphin.com
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Opposed to the draft access plan for Hollister Ranch
Blake Danson <blakedanson@gmail.com>
Tue 10/5/2021 7:44 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

I am opposed to the draft access plan for Hollister Ranch. I am concerned too many people coming
into the Ranch will cause traffic problems on Highway 101 and snarl entrance into Gaviota State Park.
Has an EIR addressed these concerns? Was one even done?

All the Best,
Blake Danson
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HR Public Access
Kerri Holsted <kerriholsted@gmail.com>
Tue 10/5/2021 7:26 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Hi there,

I am writing in opposition to broad public access to the Hollister Ranch. Hollister Ranch is one of the
last pieces of land along the California coast that is pristine and protected and it has been kept this
way by the proper stewardship of the Hollister Ranch Owners Association. The Hollister Ranch
ownership values and cherishes the land, both rich in culture and sensitive environmental habitat. The
owners association already does share this special land with the public through managed access. The
managed access serves schools, naturalists and also disadvantaged communities; some of which
would likely not experience this special place otherwise. By managing the access, they are sure to keep
folks safe and protected as well. The Hollister Ranch is rugged terrain with no services or cell phone
services & safety becomes a major concern.
n addition to the protections, I feel that it would be fiscally irresponsible for the State of California to
spend dollars to pursue lands that are properly stewarded, rather than spend it where it's needed, such
as homelessness & oil spills amongst other major issues. It would be negligent for California to
embark on any sort of plan without a full Environmental Impact Review.
Anyone can access the Hollister Ranch now, they just have to put in a little more effort to get there by
boat or kayak. This is not unlike many other special & unique place, it takes a little more effort to get
to the more remote and untouched land.
I appreciate the opportunity to voice my thoughts and share how special place is.
Respectfully,
Kerri Holsted
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Public Access Plan
Adam Rhodes <adam@rhodestribe.com>
Tue 10/5/2021 7:23 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Dear Planning CommissionI hope that your process is objective and based on long sighted priorities. As a long time lover and
observer of nature I understand that we humans benefit greatly from spending time out of doors and in
nature. I also observe that we humans have a tendency to trample hard on nature, asphalt roads,
wasteful water use, pollution, noise and crowds all tend to drive nature away and to cause nature to
behave very differently than it does if left alone.
I have never seen an example of human activity benefitting nature or enhancing it.
Hollister Ranch, the Dangermon Preserve and much of the Gaviota Coast are still relatively intact open
coastal zones that shelter nature along the Gaviota Coast. Human activity needs to be limited in these
areas not expanded recklessly with little consideration for the wildlife in the area. I cannot think of a
single example of humans taking better care of nature than nature does for itself.
Along the Gaviota coast there exists numerous public access points to the beaches, sadly there are very
few facilities to limit the impacts of humans in these sensitive areas. There are no public restrooms, no
sanitary facilties for trash/waste and almost no enforcement of wildlife regulations.
How does the planning commission hope to install restrooms, trash handling and security in areas
where there are none to date.? The state does a terrible job stewarding public facilities, they are allowing
Caltrans to take a million gallons out of Gaviota Creek every year without a permit. Most of the water
being taken illegally is used to flush toilets, what a waste? Gaviota Creek is the largest watershed and
creek along the coast and has endangered Steelhead trout relying on water flow to gain access up
stream to reproduce. Knowingly the State and the County allow bad practices to continue un regulated
and with no plan in place to improve the currently unsustainable behavior.
Hollister Ranch and its surrounding area are the “Last Great Place” along the southern California coast.
HTe road into the area is private, there are no public restrooms in the area, there is no excess water to be
used for flushing more toilets, there is no trash handling service in the area and the issue of public
domain and access easements has not even been discussed let alone planned. Please pull back and look
at this area as a place to be preserved and sheltered from ever increasing human activity and negative
impacts. Please realize that open space and nature go together and that nature and the space it needs to
thrive are in ever decreasing supply. Once Yosemite was opened up to campers, retail stores and other
human activity it could never return to its natural state. A shortsighted plan to creat public acess to
sensitive areas is not good stewardship and in the long run will result in a deterioration of the natural
conditions along the Gaviota Coast.
I urge the planners to limit the scope of the plan and to consider the long term negative impacts of more
people accessing the pristine coast along Hollister Ranch and the Dangermon Preserve as well as the
Jalama coast. THe infrastructure in the area is already under great stress. Leave a smaller footprint please.
If nature could speak for itself I am sure it would be saying “Don’t Tread on Me!”
Thank you for your consideration
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2021-10-4 HRCAP-CCC re California's Point Conception- Save the Last Endangered Species of Southern
California Coast
Re : the Hollister Ranch Coastal Access Plan (HRCAP):
Please accept the following PUBLIC COMMENT……. in support of preservation of the natural
lands and beaches of the Point Conception area which are directly threatened with proposed
development and spoilation described in the Draft HRCAP dated 23 September 2021.

Save the Last Endangered Species of Southern California Coast:
A. California's Point Conception-Preserved by History:
The beaches, foothills and mountains of California's Point Conception are the last natural
pristine preserve of the Southern California Coast. These are the preserved lands of the Hollister Ranch
and the Bixby Ranch (now known as the Nature Conservancy's Dangermond Preserve).
Today, these lands live, breathe, and remain essentially the same as they were ……. when the
Chumash Indians arrived 9000 years ago, and named them the "Western Gate" through which the souls
of their ancestors could pass between the mortal world and heavenly paradise; ….. when Cabrillo
anchored in "Los Sardinas" (Gaviota) and "Coxo" Bay as he sailed the California Coast in 1542; ….. when
the Spanish explorers of the Portola Expedition arrived in Gaviota 1769 and Cojo Pt. in 1770; ….. when
the land route from Arizona to San Francisco along the beaches of Point Conceptión was pioneered by
Juan Bautista de Anza in 1775-1776; ….. when José Francisco de Ortega was granted his land-grant from
the King of Spain in 1791; ….. when California became a state in 1850; ……when William Welles Hollister,
and partners Bixby and Flint, made their grazing land purchases in 1854; ….. when the first county road
through the Gaviota Pass was constructed in 1860; ….. when the Gaviota wharf was originally
constructed (as Port Orford ) in 1875 ; ….. when the first Gaviota store was constructed in 1877; …..
when the railroad arrived in 1901; ….. when the Gaviota State Park was donated by the Hollisters to the
State in 1903; ….. when the Hollister family built their Hollister House residence in 1910; ….. when Coast
Highway 101 made its fortunate turn north and away from the Gaviota Coast in 1926….. when the "new"
Gaviota wharf was constructed in 1951; ….. when the State took over the Park in 1952-53; ….. when the
Gaviota tunnel was constructed in 1953; ….. when the Hollister Estate Co. sold the ranch property to the
Macco Construction Co. in 1968; ….. when Macco's attempted mega-resort-golf course subdivision
dissolved under the bankruptcy of its parent company (Penn Central Railroad) in 1970; ….. when the
good fortunes of the bankruptcy-foreclosure resulted in a distant creditor (Milwaukee Guaranty
Insurance Corporation-"MGIC"), becoming the new owner in 1970; and ….. when these lands became
soundly preserved and protected by MGIC's environmentally guided creation of the self-imposed limited
use restrictions of the recorded "Covenants, Codes and Restrictions (CC & R's)" of the present-day
Hollister Ranch in 1970-1971. These lands remain the same beautiful coastal lands today, as they were
long before the State of California ever imagined its Proposition 20 or legislated its Coastal Act in 1976.
They have withstood the test of time from Native Americans through European explorers, through
Spanish colonial status, through the Mexican territory years, and to this point of California statehood .
Today these beautiful lands of Point Conception remain the same, not because of the attempted
historical intrusions of foreign explorers, competing nations, federal and state governments, oil and gas
industries, state sanctioned utilities, regulators, coastal commissions and developers. Rather, these
beautiful lands remain the same in spite of them: Not because of the attempted "nuclear generating

station" sought to be located there by Southern California Edison in 1965; not because of the attempted
regulations of the California Coastal Commission and its subsequent legacy (including the present
litigation); not because of the subsequent attempted interventions of the State (e.g. 1979 cessation of
building permits; the 1982 HRCAP; or the 1983 State entry and access demands for claimed eminent
domain pre-condemnation planning that never materialized); not because of the California's enabling
legislation for the Western LNG's attempted "liquefied natural gas plant" facilities and four-lane highway
to be sited from the Gaviota State Park through to Cojo Point (1977-1986); not because of the California
licensed condemnation demands of Big Oil in the failed pipeline of the Point Arguello Pipeline Project
(1985-1986); and not because of the attempted intervention of the federal government (1999-2004 -the
Gaviota National Seashore Study). Yes, ……..not because of these attempted historical intrusions, but
rather in spite of them……… All these attempts at spoilation, development and regulation of these
beautiful lands have each been unsuccessful. Why?

B. California's Point Conception - Preserved Because………
Why? Because of nature's historical gifts of geology and resulting steep cliff coastal geography
that has protected these beautiful lands from easy entry and passage? Because Padre Junipero Serra
and the legacy of his travels on the El Camino Real, went inland from Santa Barbara to Santa Ynez,
somehow forgetting to missionize, baptize and colonize Point Conception area? Because the later
"modern engineering" of California's Coast Highway 101 (1926) chose to go inland at Gaviota, and north
to the San Francisco Bay Area, somehow forgetting to forge and pave its way through, up and around
Point Conception? Because Los Padres National Forest (1919 and 1936) later restricted development
from the East? Because Vandenburg Air Force Base (1941) later prevented access from the
North? Because the 76 mile “Gaviota Seashore” National Park was rejected by federal authorities (2004)
due to local opposition? Because of the now preserved lands of the Nature Conservancy's Dangermond
Preserve to the West?
Because Point Conception was somehow the forgotten crook in the elbow of California?
Because, in the midst of it all, the beauty of the Point Conception lands and beaches were somehow so
quiet and serene in their natural state as to be overlooked as the rest of California turned away, chasing
the Highway 101 corridor and its attendant sprawl and contagious development disease to other
locations? Because the Hollisters, like their Bixby neighbors, preserved their lands as stewards of their
natural and pristine state, instead of seeking to subdivide and develop them for profit, subdivisions,
tract homes, strip malls, parking lots, resorts, golf courses, highways and cities?
Why? Because many of these blessings and unique events have acted in karmic concert………
Today these beautiful lands remain the same today because they protect themselves through the twists
and turns of nature's evolving geology and geography, because California's rich history has coincided
with the lands' historical sequence of unique owners acting as stewards, who have been historically both
fortunate and dedicated enough to continually embrace and preserve these beautiful lands as they were
from the outset.
"…….. What matters most about the [Hollister] Ranch is that it's really a 14,000 acre time
capsule harking back to an era when California had yet to be royally [f>>>ed]. The first time I
went to the Ranch, I looked like one of the paleontologists from Jurassic Park, walking around
and gaping at something I thought had long ago gone extinct: untrammeled Southern California.
That untrammeled quality is the part most worth saving……" [ "From My Cold, Dead Hands" by
Justin Hausman (Surfer magazine, November 2014)]

Indians, explorers, ranchers, cowboys, environmentalists, farmers, authors, journalists, surfers,
fishermen, sailors, divers, boaters, local residents and landowners have all contributed their fair share at
appreciation, stewardship and preservation of the Point Conception lands. Time and again, they have
joined together, in historical furtherance of the protection of these lands, taking repeated stands and
fighting through many environmental "stop development" campaigns and by maintaining steadfast selfimposed limited use restrictions (on land and sea ) to be carried into the future that have proven, thus
far, to have outlasted and prevented the urban sprawl, increased traffic, parking lots, bulldozer
developments and high-rises we have witnessed on much, if not all, of the remaining the Southern
California Coast.

C. The 2021 Draft HRCAP-Errors and Omissions
To read AB 1680 and the 2021 Draft HRCAP, is to misapprehended the reality of what is not
included in the plan and what the HRCAP Draft ignores.
(1) The HRCAP Draft ignores the lessons and repeats the same mistakes of the 1982 HRCAP (that
a "public access" should be given to or taken by the State through a “plan” that lacks complete
consideration of the first-primary critical analysis of the cost and funding of the acquisition
and/or condemnation of the property rights to be taken by the plan. (Such acquisition costs are
in addition to the separate critical cost analysis of the true liability for construction,
development and maintenance of the access plan itself). Without such critical analysis, both the
1982 and 2021 HRCAP plans remain mere “wish lists” of development dreams on property
owned by others;
(2) The HRCAP Draft ignores the historical facts (e.g. the cost findings of the State’s 1983
condemnation surveys on the Hollister Ranch). Instead of revealing the acquisition costs of the
1982 HRCAP, either then or now, the present HRCAP Draft now falsely pretends that somehow
landowner resistance prevented eminent domain and condemnation proceedings throughout
the many decades. Such nonsense reflects neither the truth nor the law. If the costs of
acquisition were too much in 1983, they are likely way too much in 2021.
(3) The HRCAP Draft ignores the far more available, efficient and affordable “public access” that
can be provided to isolated beaches across the 29 mile stretch between Devereaux Point and
Gaviota State Park. Along this stretch of highway, many short reaches (¼ mile or less) are
available across private and public lands that separate the Pacific Coast Highway (PCH) from the
pristine isolated and seldom used public beaches that exist along the Gaviota Coast;
(4) The HRCAP Draft ignores the many years of the State’s disrepair and lack of funding for
adjacent California State Park facilities, including the decades long-nonfunctional Gaviota State
Park Pier and the unrepaired erosion of the failed coastal trail that exists between El Capitan
State Park and Refugio State Park (all on State Park property). If the State cannot fund
maintenance of “existing” public access through its own facilities on its own lands, it should not
be funding a wish list of the HRCAP in a vacuum without first repairing its own facilities, long
before attempting any analysis of the costs to acquire, construct, develop and maintain thirdparty own property and the fictional facilities called for in the HRCAP Draft;

(5) The HRCAP Draft ignores the natural existing environmental characteristics as historical
preservation protections of the Point Conception lands. Instead of viewing the natural geology
and geography as protections of this environment (e.g. high coastal bluff cliffs). HRCAP Draft
mistakenly treats such protections as impediments and obstacles that are to be overcome by
vehicles, shuttles, roads, trails, parking lots, restrooms, etc.;
(6) Most Importantly, the HRCAP Draft ignores the most obvious, most efficient and readily
available-best option - that continued preservation of the Point Conception lands should
continue as a highest priority; and that nature in its natural state is best left alone. The best
possible option of the 2021 Draft HRCAP is not included or addressed in the report. The lands of
Point Conception should be left “as is” in their natural state. The historical stewardship that has
preserved these lands is to be commended. The State cannot improve upon the such
stewardship’s preservation of the natural resources and pristine status of the Point Conception
lands. The State should admit that it should cease seeking to undo such preserved lands. The
HRCAP Draft ignores recognition of the Dangermond Preserve, the Nature Conservancy that, in
combination with the established history of the Hollister Ranch CC & Rs, have guaranteed
continuing stewardship and preservation of these last remaining sacred lands of Point
Conception.

D. Southern California, Take a look around……. It is THE LAST.
To re-state the often heard mariners forecast : "from Point Conception to the Mexican border"
there is an "All Crafts Advisory" for heavy prevailing winds of development that have wreaked, and will
continue to wreak, heavy damage on the Southern California Coast . Take a look up and down our
Southern California Coast, and take your pick of many once pristine coastline locations:
From San Diego to Santa Barbara counties, the only vestiges of natural coastline that still exist
do so under the fading pretensions and growing development of the military (Camp Pendleton and Point
Mugu). The natural beauty of the undeveloped rolling foothills, mesas, wetlands and beaches of the
Irvine Ranch-Laguna Beach coastline are gone; of the Malibu-Point Dume coastline are gone; of the
Trancas Beach-County Line coastline are gone; of the Salt Creek, Dana Point, and Capistrano Beach
coastlines are gone; of the North San Diego County coastlines are gone……. All gone as the SoCal
development fever continually rises, creeps and pushes ever so hard on our coastline, now on the
western borders of Goleta and the Gaviota Coast. As the Gaviota Coastal Conservancy describes its
mission statement: "Gaviota: The End of Southern California." The double entendre is too meaningful to
be mistaken.
THE LAST ? Really? No kidding: The lands of the Point Conception area are THE LAST remaining
remnants of the natural lands and beaches of the Southern California coastline. There are no more. They
are an endangered species without an "Endangered Species Act" to protect them. Today's "California
adventurer" has to travel several days deep into the off-road back country of Baja California coastline to
find any similar undisturbed coastal lands in "Southern" California.

E. The Coastal Act, the Coastal Commission, and the Private Stewards
We are reminded that the California Coastal Commission's original and still current mission is:
"To protect, conserve, restore, and enhance the environment of the California coastline."

Many have separate and diverse opinions as to the Coastal Commission's legacy on what little
now remains of the natural undeveloped shoreline on the Southern California Coast . Sadly, the Coastal
Commission occupies the shoes of the developer in its efforts to control and develop the private lands of
Point Conception through the HRCAP Draft.
Sadly, much of the natural beauty of the Southern California coastline has disappeared during
the four decades of the jurisdiction of the Coastal Commission and the Coastal Act. By contrast,
however, where private ownership, without development, has conserved and preserved these last
remnants of natural beauty on the Southern California coastline, such ownership had already
accomplished the goal of the original mission statement, long before the Coastal Commission ever
existed. Such historical private ownership has been best exemplified by the Hollister and Bixby Ranches,
accomplishing for the Point Conception coastline what the Coastal Commission could not, by conserving,
preserving and enhancing the environment of this last remaining piece of pristine Southern California
coastline.

F. Balanced Public Access with the Preservation of the Wilderness Environment
Balanced public access should not mean "paving another parking lot," authorizing another tour
bus, creating pedestrian tunnels, installing trash control and restroom facilities in the wilds of a pristine
natural environment. Preserve the balance and the adventure in public access. As members of the
public, we boat to the Channel Islands. We hike into the wilderness areas of our national forests. We
boat or hike or paddle to the lineup in Big Sur and at Mavericks. We hike or paddle to Upper and Lower
Trestles. We raft or paddle kayaks into the protected wild river areas. We skin or ski into the snow of the
back country. No chair lifts, no cars, no buses, no parking lots, no restrooms, no day use concessionaires,
no pollution, and no despoiling nature. Adventure access does not mean that public access is denied,
but only consecrated, as it often should be, by those with the adventure "to go" into nature. The
adventure of the journey is a significant part and spirit of the destination. The HRCAP Draft ignores the
best option-that natural access can go hand-in-hand with balanced public access
Disclosures:
The author is a California surfer of 61 years; a Hollister & Bixby Ranch "beach entry hiker" and
"ranch boat" veteran dating from 1964; a seasonal ranger-employee at Gaviota, Refugio and El Capitan
State Parks (1967-1970); an attorney of 46 years; a father of two surfers (and a grandfather of four
more); and, together with my wife, very proud to claim to be two of the many "stewards" of the
California's Point Conception and the Hollister Ranch, since 1978.
Thank you for your consideration.
Tom Schaefer
Encinitas California
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Hollister Ranch
Michaela Purcilly <michaela.purcilly@gmail.com>
Tue 10/5/2021 6:49 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Dear California Coastal Commission,
My name is Michaela Purcilly and I was born and raised in Santa Barbara and have fallen in love with
surfing at the ranch for the past few years.
I am concerned about the recent decisions around public access at Hollister Ranch and the Commission’s
plan to pave infrastructure over Chumash heritage sites and burial ground and expose delicate ocean
and terrestrial ecosystems and endangered species to development and pollution.
I urge you to protect this natural resource and limit the exposure of to this area of coastline.
Sincerely,
Michaela Purcilly
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Opposition to Hollister Ranch Public Access
Patch Spine Center <docpatch@gmail.com>
Tue 10/5/2021 6:49 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

I am opposed to the state of California creating a public park inside of the
gated community of Hollister Ranch. This pristine section of coastline would be
ruined by creating massive infrastructure to provide access to hundreds of
beachgoers daily. There are few places left along California's coastline that are
still as natural as they were five hundred years ago. Why ruin it?
My wife and I have enjoyed Oso Flaco park on the coastline between Santa
Maria and Pismo Beach. It is out-of-the-way, and secluded. The only access is by
walking in. There are a few portable toilets out in the small dirt parking area. No
shuttles, no running water, no sewage, no electricity, no bath houses, no noise, no
pollution. You gain access by making the effort, and once you are there, you may
enjoy the birdlife, the dunes, and the coastal sage scrub in nearly as natural a
state as it ever was. If a development plan like the one at issue for the Hollister
Ranch coastline were proposed for the Oso Flaco reserve, I would oppose it for
the same reasons I oppose the Hollister plan.
Warren Patch
San Diego, CA
--

"As I work and play I get healthier and wealthier;
The more I work, the healthier I get,
The more I play, the wealthier I stay." Dr. Patch
"The world is not exactly as we perceive it,
but it is precisely as we believe it to be." Dr. Patch
"Find something you love doing,
and you'll never work a day in your life." Confucius
"Encourage others to laugh at you,
While you're laughing at yourself.
You may be a fool,
But you're the Fool in Charge." Carl Reiner 3/22/1922 - 6/29/2020
Dr. Warren M. Patch, Chiropractor
1952 Sunset Cliffs Blvd.
San Diego, CA 92107
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619-224-3301
www.PatchSpineCenter.com
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Opposition to Public Access Plan
David Harris <harris0191@hotmail.com>
Tue 10/5/2021 6:36 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

To Whom It May Concern,
I am writi ng today to voice my oppositi on to the proposed Public Access Plan for Hollister Ranch. I live
in Santa Barbara County and have been accessing the Hollister Ranch by boat and by foot for nearly 20
years. I can say with absolute certainty that this property was and sti ll is the most pristi ne and wild
coastal habitat I have ever seen. I am sure that the effort it takes to access this coastline (it does take
effort, but it is not closed to the public) is what keeps it this way.
The proposal to allow 100 people per day is excessive and 500 people a day is CRAZY. With this level of
access the area will be destroyed in short order. The amount of money and resources that will be
required to operate this program will be astounding, and this will be expected to come from a state that
can't even keep the current access point (the Gaviota pier boat hoist) operati onal.
I also oppose the implementati on of any public access plan without first performing some level of
environmental impact analysis. Any other project that would propose such a significant change to a
coastal resource would surely be required go through the CEQA/EIR process, and this project should be
no different.
In summary, please do not move forward with the Public Access Plan for Hollister Ranch. Let's keep
some wild places wild.
David Harris
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Hollister Ranch public access
Dominick Burnham <dominick.burnham@gmail.com>
Tue 10/5/2021 6:27 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Dear California Coastal Commission,
My name is Dominick and I have lived in Goleta for 10 years and have boated into the ranch a few times.
I work for an environmental firm under a local biologist/botanist and we have permitted a few
developments/additions/restoration plans in Hollister Ranch through the County of Santa Barbara.
I am concerned about the recent decisions around public access at Hollister Ranch and the Commission’s
plan to expose delicate ocean and terrestrial ecosystems and endangered species to development and
pollution. The beaches at Hollister Ranch are the most pristine I have seen in California, surpassing state
beaches and national parks. I believe allowing access via boat is the best way to preserve the quality of
this area.
I urge you to protect this natural resource and limit the exposure to this area of coastline.
Sincerely,
Dominick Burnham
Sent from my iPhone
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Keep Hollister Ranch like it is (a non-land owners perspective)
Jesse Aizenstat <jesseaizenstat@gmail.com>
Tue 10/5/2021 6:25 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Hello,

My name is Jesse Aizenstat. I was born in Santa Barbara and do not own property at Hollister Ranch. I
wish to express my support for the status-quo, and am against this new opening of Hollister Ranch.
The reason is because there is already the perfect shade of “public access” that makes Hollister Ranch
up to Point Conception both accessible to the public and beautifully wild.
Consider the types of uses that happen in our national parks, national forests, national monuments,
and wilderness areas. All open to public use, but with different intended uses with the design of giving
something to everyone. I love our wilderness areas because they don’t have the Disneyland feel of our
national parks, though I do enjoy the locations of the national parks and am proud of the accessibility
that allow many who would not venture into a wilderness area to see.
I use this analogy with Hollister Ranch, and the status-quo arrangement.
Simply, those adventurous may enjoy the beaches at Hollister Ranch to Point Conception. Like a
wilderness area, it takes a little more effort to get to. But it’s quiet and that is in part what makes it
special. El Capitan and Refugio are equivalent to a national park in this regard.
Let us spend our public money in our “national parks” (El Capitan, Refugio) and keep the beaches from
Hollister Ranch to Point Conception how it is: fully open, yet protected from the chaos and
environmental degradation that comes with so many visitors in our national parks.
Thank you,
Jesse Aizenstat
—
Jesse Aizenstat
805 705 7260
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Hollister Ranch Coastal Access Plan
nick behunin <behunin.nick@gmail.com>
Tue 10/5/2021 6:17 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

To Whom it May Concern,
I write today to express my discontent as to the recent recommendations generated by HRCAP. As the
relevant state agencies and informed citizens are very well aware of, the Hollister Ranch community have
been well practiced stewards of this special piece of the California coastline for nearly half a century. This
has resulted in the pristine conditions and natural paradise that has put the ranch in the spotlight and
created the opportunity for local politicians and other constituents to use the ranch as a political tool
and media generating platform. If we look beyond the hype these individuals have generated around
coastal access at the ranch, there is little reason to pursue a HR public access plan at the state level. The
cost associated with doing so vs. the number of members of the public that would benefit from any
version of the proposed access plan makes no logical sense.
- It is an inefficient use of taxpayer money. The cost of eminent domain alone required for meaningful
state funded access would be at minimum tens of millions of dollars of taxpayer money and take years to
execute even without considering the cost of years of complex litigation and required site and
infrastructure improvements.
- The state has a history of underfunded and poorly managed coastal state parks already, it doesn’t make
sense to allocate tax dollars to an HR project that would benefit a much smaller number of people per
annum instead of investing in the existing park system and working towards a properly funded and
managed California State Park system to maximize the benefit the existing system can provide to its
residents.
- Any public access managed by the state would likely create negative environmental impacts.
- The HR community already has a multifaceted public access program in place that it successfully
manages at no cost to the state or California tax payers and has done so for years. Additionally, the HR
ranch community has expressed a willingness to continue to broaden these programs at no cost to the
state.
- History has shown the ranch community are the best positioned to be successful environmental
stewards of the land. The facts speak for themselves, the ranch is some of the most pristine coastline in
California.
- There are numerous other options and/or locations to enhance public access to the Gaviota Coast
much more efficiently and cost effectively than the HRCAP which would result in better outcomes in
terms of the cost/benefit analysis and use of taxpayer dollars to fund coastal public access projects.
For all of these reasons I am adamantly opposed to the HRCAP recommendations and will be one of the
many HR owners that will be participating in the impending litigation that will likely ensue should the
state insist in moving forward and wasting tens of millions of dollars in tax payer money to provide
benefit to very few of its residents. I would be interested to see some analysis of the cost per user that
this project would actually benefit. I’m sure the politicians would not.
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Respectfully,
Nick Behunin
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Please Protect the Gaviota Coast
Luke Maggio <maggioluke@gmail.com>
Tue 10/5/2021 6:11 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Dear California Coastal Commission,

My name is Luke Maggio and I have enjoyed the Hollister Ranch by boat over the past 12 years. I
attended UCSB and frequently visit Santa Barbara County and the Gaviota Coast.
I am concerned about the recent decisions around public access at Hollister Ranch and the
Commission’s plan to allow the general public to access this protected land. I believe this will have
tremendous environmental and cultural impacts, including: an increase in fire danger, detrimental
interactions with endangered species (purple needle grass, Gaviota tar plant, snowy plover),
infrastructure pollution (graffiti, beach and hillside degradation, maintenance to facilities), human
pollution (plastic, single use food items, papers and nonbiodegradable trash and cigarettes), an
interference with Chumash heritage sites and burial grounds and will expose delicate ocean and
terrestrial ecosystems and endangered species to development and pollution.
I urge you to protect this natural resource and limit the exposure of to this area of coastline.
Sincerely,
Luke Maggio
-Luke Maggio
maggioluke@gmail.com
310.418.4227
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Hollister Ranch Draft Plan
Sarah Rebstock <sarahrebstock@gmail.com>
Tue 10/5/2021 5:50 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Dear Coastal Commissioners,
The Hollister Ranch Coastal Access draft plan rightly states that the overwhelming sentiment from the
public and stakeholders has been to preserve the natural resources and character of the Hollister Ranch.
Unfortunately, by not fulfilling the obligation to do a full Environmental Assessment Report before, not
after, any proposed development, this plan is to threatening to destroy the very thing the community has
stated is the most vital to preserve and protect.
In addition, County Sheriff and Fire Agencies need to be consulted and their recommendations on safety
and access need to be heeded and incorporated into the Access plan in this time of climate change and
explosive local fire conditions.
Lastly and most importantly, the original indigenous land stewards, the Santa Ynez Band of Chumash
should be considered the key and most important stakeholder in Coastal Access, and their
recommendations taken and sacred sites protected above all other priorities.
I look forward to the Coastal Commission putting forward a revised draft plan that reflects the
environmental stewardship, environmental impact report due diligence and Indigenous-led coalition that
should be the standard in 2021.
Thank you,
Sarah Rebstock
Outdoor Educator,
Wilderness Youth Project
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Public Access Plan Comments
Finnigan Jones <finneynjones@gmail.com>
Tue 10/5/2021 5:47 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Dear Coastal Access Committee,
After reading the most recent access plan, there are several concerns that come to mind. I think the most
concerning is the goal of having 500 people a day at the ranch in the future. The plan seems to read
around this goal of having an exorbitant amount of people at HR that includes new roads, parking lots,
toilets, etc. To be frank, the goal of 500 people a day is excessive and irresponsible. There seems to be
very little thought or research behind what that number of people each day would do to the
environment. In my opinion, it would decimate the natural environment and the beauty of HR is that it is
seemingly untouched because the people who live there tend to the natural environment with much
thought and respect. It is not only irresponsible to the natural environment, but disrespectful to the
people who live and work there as well. What about the mother’s taking their kids to school? What about
the traffic this would cause? What about the safety concerns? Fires?
Why does the goal have to be this excessive number that truly will destroy people’s way of life, while also
destroying the natural environment? We should be protecting the environment above all. Why aren’t we
thinking of a responsible number? This number is divisive. It does not create a sense of wanting to work
together to come to a reasonable outcome for access. One center where visitors could be shuttled into
and learn about the environment, the ranch, it’s history, and enjoy the beach with a maximum of 75
people a day is responsible and something people can get behind. It wouldn’t disrupt the people who
live and work there or the environment.
The Hollister Ranch has been my home for 33 years. It is one of the last truly wild coasts, please do not
ruin my home. Please really think about the impact of 500 people every day for 30 years would do,
saving as much natural, wild lands is the of the utmost importance in today’s world, show me a plan that
honors that.
Sincerely,
Finnigan Jones-Shields
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Hollister Ranch Draft Access Plan-Public Comment
Oblawsurf <oblawsurf@aol.com>
Tue 10/5/2021 5:46 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>
Dear Coastal Commissioners,
I have extensively reviewed the draft Hollister Ranch Coastal Access program and writing to support my opposition to this
unprecedented and unconstitutional land grab of thousands of acres of private property and millions of dollars of private
improvements ( roads and related infrastructure ) for what appears to be a new proposed California State Park.
I am a long-time surfer and have enjoyed most of the California coast and beaches during my 40 years living in California. The
Hollister Ranch is accessible by effort and is enjoyed by thousands of Californians every year. The remoteness and isolation
and being far from the maddening crowds is what is special about making the effort to enjoy the area. This draft plan will
destroy the natural experience.
Initially, the main issue is access to the Hollister Ranch beaches below the mean high tide level. All of the Hollister Ranch
beaches are accessible, but they are just difficult to access and require effort. That is one of the things that make them special.
They can be walked to or boated to and have been accessed by the public for over 60 years. I have personally accessed the
Ranch at low tides by walking below the mean high tide line.
The Draft Access Program envisions shuttles, 100 to 500 people per day , parking lots, hundreds of cars and parking spots,
bathrooms, ADA improvements and what seems to be a complete taking of private property for state purposes. Who is going to
pay for the costs (in billions) to purchase the 14,000 acres of Hollister Ranch during an eminent domain lawsuit ? What are the
costs going to be after the purchase to upgrade the roads, water for these new visitors, trash collection, cell service, lifeguards,
bathroom facilities, sewage and water to accommodate 100 to 500 persons per day ? How is that intensive use ( significantly
more than the use of Gaviota State Park) not going to destroy the natural habitat that is so well preserved ? In addition, the
liability to the state of putting inexperienced ocean goers on these remote wave crashed beaches with rapidly eroding and
collapsing bluffs without lifeguards, cell service or emergency personal is enormous.
This proposed plan doesn’t seem much different than the taking of Bruce’s Beach, where the state illegally took property from
one class of citizens to preclude the other. It is now take it from the rich and entitled landowners ( the new narrative) and make
them give it to the state for the economically and socially disadvantaged to utilize because it is beautiful and the state wants it.
Even the comment in the draft plan that the shuttle drivers will explain the beauty of the scenery to those on the shuttle during
the drive to the beaches, supports it is not just about beach access, but taking advantage of the private property owned and
maintained by other Californians. Why aren’t other large ranches like Dos Pueblos and others on the Santa Barbara? Gaviota
coast also subject to your concerns for beach access and plans to see the beautiful private property that those landowners
own?
The three state parks on the Gaviota coast, El Capitan, Refugio and Gaviota are not properly maintained and not fully utilized.
To be honest, they are a disgrace how poorly they are maintained. They are frequently minimally used in the winter and Gaviota
State Park is frequently closed. What is the rational for such extensive use and development of the Hollister beaches, when the
current State Park beaches are not fully utilized? How can such extensive costs for purchase of the property and infrastructure
be rationalized for what will surely be limited use once the novelty wears off for the Hollister beaches? It seems that this is a
plan to punish the Hollister Ranch owners for not letting the state take over and confiscate their private property. This plan is
just not about beach access.
I am also unaware of any other state program that busses in the disadvantaged from inland areas to state beaches for a day
and wonder why that is envisioned for the Hollister Ranch only ? Why doesn’t the state first establish these programs for the
three existing state parks, before incurring the costs for establishing an unproven shuttle for Hollister Ranch beach access? The
initial plan for Hollister Ranch access will still need liability releases, lifeguards, parking lots, land for bathrooms, trash collection
and cell service before it is safe for the public. All state parks up and down the coast should utilize such a shuttle program, if it
is really about getting the disadvantaged to get to the beach. I note the beaches in Avila or Jalama State beach are much
closer, so why are they being shuttled to Hollister beaches? Why not take people to Jalama ( which is much closer) and see
the same beaches there ? Is it really sustainable to have beach shuttles take people who live inland 50 plus miles one way for a
day at the Hollister beaches ? That is a plan that doesn’t seem to be very well thought out, especially when you consider, will
the shuttles run in the winter or in the rain ? Will you need a number of shuttles to take people out every few hours ?
Why isn’t the upgrading of Gaviota state park considered and utilized in the plan for potential walking tours down the Gaviota
coast ? The beach and views aren’t all that different from the beaches and cliffs at the Hollister Ranch. The Gaviota beach is
wide and could easily handle another 100 plus persons per day. Expanding the parking lot, existing store, bathrooms in Gaviota
State Park and the other two state parks seems like a much better use of limited state funds and would provide immediate
access to Californians . All of the activities envisioned by the draft plan at the Hollister beaches can be performed at the existing
Gaviota Coast beaches, with much less cost and destruction of a pristine environment.
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The commissioners should also potentially consider boat tours off of a repaired and operating boat hoist from the newly
upgraded and repaired Gaviota pier. The State already owns that property and it is underutilized. A boat trip along the coast
could provide for a unique ocean experience and be minimally invasive. Surfers could access the surf off the boat, and others
could be ferried in to enjoy the Hollister Beaches below the mean high tide line. That would truly be a special way to enjoy the
coast and its beauty. Even boats out of Santa Barbara harbor could provide an amazing experience for Californians. It would
also be significantly cheaper than the cost for eminent domain of 14,000 acres, construction of tens if not hundreds of millions
of dollars in improvements, as well as the additional costs for ongoing maintenance and services. A new ocean trail below the
mean high tide line could also be constructed without confiscating the Hollister Ranch private property.
A water based access plan utilizing the pier and taking California residents to see the coast all the way to Point Conception, as
well as the Dagermond Reserve is a much less invasive way to provide access than confiscating or buying private property to
create a new state park, which is what this plan basically envisions. I can’t imagine that the Hollister Ranch owners will donate
their property and improvements to the state. Where are the billions needed to buy and accomplish creating a new 14,000-acre
state park going to come from? I assume the Ranch owners will not want to sell just the oceanfront areas, their roads and
utilities and because of the significant devaluation of their properties, are going to want to be bought out also?
Without buying the entire 14,000 acres of the Hollister Ranch, how is trespassing, potential crime, restricted access to the other
private property at Ranch going to be handled? What state agency will assume the patrolling and costs of police protection for
the residents ? The ranch roads are not up to required public road standards and can the public utilize them, without the state
incurring potentially tens of millions in potential liability. I can see a loaded shuttle bus driving the steep narrow ranch roads in
the rain, when a cow runs across the road, or mud crosses it in the rain and the shuttle plummets to the ravine below, because
there are no guardrails. You also need to consider drunk or speeding drivers after an unsupervised day drinking at the beach
unaccustomed to the twisting ranch roads, which are another significant concern?
This is not a well thought out plan and should not be adopted. Where will the funds come for to improve and maintain the
confiscated private property and new infrastructure in this what will be new state park ? I don’t see the full economic impacts
and needs and costs to acquire the Hollister Ranch addressed in this plan? The real costs of land acquisition and updating it for
safe public use is not addressed.
I urge you to consider the special nature of the Hollister Ranch when considering this plan. Joni Mitchell said it years ago, They
paved paradise and put up a parking lot. Some places deserve to be maintained as they are, and Hollister Ranch is one of
them. Isn’t the Coastal commission also about protecting the coast, which this plan clearly does not.
I thank you in advance for considering my comments and opposition to the draft access plan.
Sincerely,
Craig Alan Klein

Craig Alan Klein, Esq.
LAW OFFICES OF CRAIG ALAN KLEIN
1889 Bacon Street, Suite 7
San Diego, CA 92107
(619) 223-8673
Fax:( 619) 223-8674
oblawsurf@aol.com
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Input on HR Coastal Access Plan
Jeff Gill <jeff.gill@cox.net>
Tue 10/5/2021 5:30 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

I have read the Draft Hollister Ranch Access Program report and have the following comments;
Due to the impacts of public access, I believe the only viable access opti on is a shutt le-based guided
access. Furthermore, access during phase one should be limited to two days per week at 1-2 of the six
beaches.
Other options, including bike access and a coastal trail, would require the acquisition of property rights
at an astronomical cost. The state already has facilities that enable the public to enjoy the Gaviota coast
and these facilities are underfunded and in disrepair. It makes much more sense to use some of the HR
access funding to repair the Gaviota pier and boat hoist, to repair and maintain the bike path between El
Capitan and Refugio state beaches, and to make a more user-friendly experience and the numerous
access points along the 101 freeway.
Based on the recent 10 million dollar budget allocation for HR public access, it seems the state’s
priorities are all messed up. While our existing state beaches are underfunded, and facilities in disrepair,
the state decides to allocate millions to a new access program? This doesn’t make sense.
In summary, all that is needed is a very basic and limited HR access program that meets the mandate for
public access while at the same time is fiscally responsible.
Jeff Gill
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Hollister Ranch Access Program
WILLIAM KENDALL <epicgrp@pacbell.net>
Tue 10/5/2021 5:13 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Dear Coastal Commission Staff....
After reading your draft summary of the proposed "Public Access Program"
for the 14,000 acre Hollister Ranch...I was pretty shocked at the poorly
prepared document and it's tenets.
At the outset, the Coastal Commission is supposed to protect and be stewards
of the California Coastline...however, your rush to push past the gates with
100 people per day...in their own cars, with no parking defined...and PortaPotties?
As I understand it the following entities have also weighed in as to the flawed
nature of the program:
- The California Department of Parks and Recreation has refused to manage
the access program.
- The County of Santa Barbara Fire Department has said that they cannot
endorse the plan nor ensure the safety of the visitors.
- Even the County Sheriff's Department has said that they cannot be responsible
for the safety of the 100-500 people coming to the Ranch.
Finally, if this were a proposal coming before the Coastal Commission from a
Private Developer...it would be firmly denied by the your staff and by the Commission
itself!
By the way...where is the Environmental Impact Report that is supposed to
accompany the Hollister Ranch Coastal Access Program?
It is time to redraft a more thoughtful and sound plan to access this pristine stretch
of coastline...before it becomes another trash laden, graffiti strewn State Park.

William Kendall
President
epic group
1601 Eastman Avenue, Suite 100
Ventura, CA 93003
epicgrp@pacbell.net
Office(805) 642-4773
Fax(805) 642-4662
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Coastal Access Plan
David Anglin <dzanglin624@gmail.com>
Tue 10/5/2021 5:10 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Hello:
The Hollister Ranch is a unique and pristine area.
Many years ago I had the pleasure of boating into the Hollister Ranch for the first time and to this day I
continue to enjoy the beauty and uniqueness of both the ocean and the land. This coastline needs to be
protected at all costs.
I’m afraid the proposed Coastal Access Plan will, in time, ruin this beautiful piece of coastline.
Thank-you,
Dave Anglin
Sent from my iPhone
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From Heart and Mind
Samantha Stanko <samantha.l.stanko@gmail.com>
Tue 10/5/2021 5:09 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

To whom it may concern,

My name is Samantha Stanko, and I grew up in Los Angeles, CA. I am a US Marine Corps veteran, a
surfer, a Marine Science student, and a Naturalist on a whale and shark watching charter out of Santa
Cruz, CA.
I am emailing to express my concerns about the opening of Hollister Ranch to the public. My concerns
come from a heart dedicated to ocean conservation. I grew up in and on the water, going to beaches
in LA. I love the ocean and have dedicated my life to learning and teaching others about it and it’s
wildlife. Although the beaches I grew up visiting are beautiful, you will know if you have ever been to
Santa Monica beach that you cannot visit without the sight of trash, needles, dark water from
pollutants being pumped into the ocean from the city, and other pollutants on the beach and in the
water. This directly effects the wildlife on and offshore.
I have been to Hollister Ranch. I have seen the beaches without a single piece of trash, and I have seen
the wildlife so clearly in the water. There are species in the water and on land that are native to the
area of Hollister Ranch that have been able to thrive because the people that take care of this land
cherish it. I am asking for the sake of the animals who call Hollister Ranch and it’s beaches home, to
reconsider the plan of opening a public park on the property.
Thank you.
Samantha Stanko
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Comments regarding Draft Hollister Ranch Coastal Access Program
September 24, 2021
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Draft Hollister Ranch Coastal Access Program. I will
give detailed comments with page references below, but my major points are summarized here:
•

•

•

•
•

•

•
•

A Pilot Plan should NOT provide for vehicle access on the Hollister Ranch Road past Sacate. Even
Sacate is problematic for a pilot program in that access there involves an at-grade railroad
crossing that will have to be negotiated with the railroad, and an access road that cuts through a
privately owned parcel. In addition, it is possible 365 days a year to walk on the legally
accessible beach the entire distance from Sacate to Augustine’s. Therefore, there is no need to
bring vehicles any further than Sacate at the most distant. Other coastal access programs do not
require accessible access to every stretch of beach on private land, just access to the ability to
walk on the beach in an unrestricted fashion. Access at Sacate provides for that. Shuttles could
be made available to pick up people from the western beaches who walked there, but NOT to
drop people off there.
There is no discussion of, or budgetary provision for, safety and emergency response for the
public on the beaches. Absent that kind of provision, there should be a stated requirement for
written release of liability for the HROA and all its members from ANY harm that a member of
the public may experience on the Ranch. This also is not discussed.
There is no budgetary provision for road improvements, although the document acknowledges
that the single-lane road portions on the western areas of the Ranch would have to be widened
to accommodate any additional vehicle traffic. Since shuttle access is anticipated as part of the
pilot, such road improvements need to be included in the discussion and in the capital
improvements budget.
There is nothing in the legislation that mandates independent access. Including it in the pilot
program is therefore inappropriate.
It should be acknowledged that a possible outcome of the adaptive management process could
be a REDUCTION in access rather than an INCREASE in access of over time. Given that
eventuality, it is important not to include in the pilot program any components that could be
withdrawn in the future, such as access to the western beaches. It is always much harder to
remove a privilege than it is to add it.
The location of the staging area should not be defaulted to a site inside the Ranch gate. Equal
consideration and budget for providing such an area on the Gaviota State Park property should
be offered.
The proposed location for public facilities at the Augustine Beach site is inappropriately close to
the existing private cabana; this site should be removed from consideration.
I am concerned that there will be various forms of coercion applied to the HROA to induce us to
“voluntarily” grant access for a pilot program. Please identify any pressure points that the State
may apply in order to induce the Ranch to grant access without suitable negotiation.

Specific comment references by page:
Page 9:
•
•

What amount of coercion should we expect associated with “voluntarily” granting access before
negotiation for such access is complete?
A pilot plan should NOT provide access the whole way to Augustine’s. It should go to Sacate at
the farthest. And Sacate cannot happen without consent from the railroad AND the property
owner whose land the access road traverses.

Page 24, final bullet point:
•

Access should only be given into the Ranch as far as necessary to allow for walking along beach
which is the only place the public owns. There is no precedent for given inclusive access the
whole way into the Ranch. Public access in the Pismo area, for example, is via long steep
stairways. We should be under no obligation to get people in any further than as far as
necessary to assure that people can walk the rest of the way below mean high tide on public
property.

Page 31 (map):
•

Access to Sacate is through a private, developed parcel.

Page 45:
•

“In some places where the road cut traverses steep slopes, the road narrows and would need to
be widened to meet a standard 2-lane road width. However, widening the road within narrow
road cuts would be difficult.” Reconcile this with the statement about the inclusion of the west
beaches in the pilot project. There is no provision for road expansion in the budgets.

Page 48:
•
•

The statement about the cabanas appearing to not be permitted: is this a point of coercion for
granting access?
“Lack of consistent cell phone coverage and remote locations create potentially dangerous
conditions in the event of an emergency. Individuals may not be able to contact emergency
responders or receive emergency care in a timely fashion.” This is not addressed anywhere in
the proposed implementation plan.

Page 54:
•

Description of Sacate beach: you can walk on the beach from Sacate the whole way to the end
of the Ranch. Why should access be permitted any farther in?

Page 66:
•
•

Regarding plans for independent access: there is nothing in the legislation that mandates
independent access. It should be removed from consideration.
“The distance from the Hollister Ranch Gate to the Hollister Ranch beaches ranges from 0.3 road
miles (Agua Caliente) to 8.2 road miles (San Augustine). For many people, it is too physically
challenging (un-appealing or inaccessible) to walk or bike to the more western beaches which
have the broadest expanses of sandy beach. Use of a shuttle would allow people with a much
broader range of physical abilities to access the Hollister beaches.” No. They can be shuttled as
far as Sacate only. From there walking is possible the whole way to the rest of the Ranch. There
is nothing that says access has to be available to ALL people to ALL of the beaches. Other access
solutions elsewhere in the State do not adhere to this standard.

Page 67:
•
•

“Very little infrastructure improvement would be needed to implement shuttle-based guided
access.” How about road improvements for safe driving in the shuttle?
Shuttle pick-ups pickups ONLY should be available at beaches west of Sacate. No shuttle driving
to those beaches to drop off people.

Page 70:
•

Identifies road improvements as necessary for shuttle operation but there is nothing in the
proposed budgets for road improvements.

Page 71:
•

Regarding trails suitable for bikes and horses: This is better than road access and should be
offered up as the only solution for getting by walking or biking other than along the beach itself
to the western beaches.

Page 79:
•
•

The Ranch really needs to know how granting voluntary access benefits us.
Railroad rights will also require negotiation and possible funding.

Page 82:
•

“During the Program Implementation Phase, the Managing Entity will work to increase public
access to the extent practicable and will continue to use an adaptive management approach to
revise and refine the public access opportunities.” It needs to be noted that possible REDUCING
access will be the proper response to adaptive management information.

Page 83:
•

“Maintain facilities and infrastructure including roads, trails, parking areas, restrooms, water
and trash and recycling capacity.” Will the State take over maintenance of Rancho Real?

Page 84:
•

“Road Improvements (includes signage, surface improvements, and possibly access controls)”.
Road widening should be mentioned here, and included in budget proposals.

Page 85-86:
•

•

“More information about the two options is below. Staging Area On Hollister Ranch Property
(Option A) A staging area on Hollister Ranch property would be located near the entry gate.
Appendix A – Conceptual Plans includes a preliminary concept for development of a staging area
just past the HROA entry gate:” BOTH options need to be evaluated and funding discussed
instead of defaulting to the option on Ranch property. The constraints for siting a staging area
on State land are not the Ranch’s problem.
Road access to Drakes, Bulito, and Augustine should NOT be under discussion at this time,
especially not for the pilot program.

Page 88: Public safety
•

There is no discussion of emergency response. It also does NOT address liability issues. This
section needs to be reconsidered.

Page 89: Implementation. Confine the pilot program to areas not past Sacate.
Page 90:
•

“If disadvantaged communities are not visiting, outreach to nonprofits or other groups may be
increased.” This is totally ridiculous. People should not be dragged to the Ranch.

Page 93: Capital costs. Costs as presented do not include road improvements.
Page 101, Figure 29. This needs to include a concept for staging at Gaviota. Defaulting to a staging area
on Ranch property is inappropriate.
Page 104, Figure 32: This figure does not consider the traverse of private property, or of an at-grade
railroad crossing. It assumes these issues will be readily resolved.
Page 105, Figure 33: A “DO NOT ENTER” sign required where road leads to Drakes cabana.
Page 108, Figure 33. The green area for facilities is not acceptable, as it is too close to the privately
owned cabana at Augustines.

Cost estimates Appendix B:
•
•
•

Costs need to be shown for a staging area at Gaviota. Any comparison is meaningless that does
not include acquisition costs at the HR property.
Road improvements need to be costed for any place that the plan assumes a shuttle will go.
Costs for emergency response and safety need to be included.

Thank you again for the opportunity to comment.

Carla Scheidlinger
Hollister Ranch Parcel 134
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OPPOSED: Hollister Ranch Public Draft Access Plan
David Gaultiere <dgaultiere@gmail.com>
Tue 10/5/2021 4:57 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Hello,

Having lived in Santa Barbara for many years and being a Westmont graduate, I am OPPOSED to large
numbers of people coming into the Hollister Ranch because of the detrimental affects it would have to
the natural environment and the peacefulness and beauty that can be found there. While I am
generally in favor of public access to nature, I don’t believe it is necessary to provide access to the
ranch, nor is the current proposal the right way to do this. There is ample coastal access that is equally
beautiful and untouched both north and south of the ranch, and it is not clear to me what benefit
opening ranch access will have to the public.
Regards,
David Gaultiere
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Access to the Hollister Ranch
Andy Neumann <andyneumann12@gmail.com>
Tue 10/5/2021 4:46 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Dear Commissioners,
Please help protect and preserve the pristine and delicate environment of the Hollister Ranch. The HROA
have been good stewards of the land for the last 50 years. Their extensive CC&Rs is witness to this
commitment. There is a twenty mile stretch of coast between Goleta and Gaviota that could easily
provide more coastal access at less cost to the environment and to the State of California’s budget. Let’s
preserve and enhance the small portion of the coastline that has been relatively untouched and
preserved. Let’s not increase public access to the Hollister Ranch.
Thanks you for your consideration.
Andy Neumann
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HRCAP - Hollister Ranch Access Plan
jeff kruthers <jeff.kruthers@gmail.com>
Tue 10/5/2021 4:38 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Dear Commissioners:

I write this having a direct connection to what is now called the Gaviota Coast, including Hollister
Ranch for over 6 decades. My wife and I have lived here since 1974. The following are matters that are
of great importance to me. I am a natural environmentalist, and I keep seeing the natural world
pushed aside, including for human recreational purposes. The recreation environment has its place,
just not at Hollister Ranch.
The only beach access to the beaches fronting Hollister Ranch is at low tide; at high tide the only
beach above water is private property. When members of the public, while enjoying the “experiences
on Hollister Ranch (wet sand) beaches,” “stray” (the Commission’s word-choice for trespass although
just as illegal) onto private property, how will the trespass be restrained?
There has never been public access to Hollister Ranch, so there is no public access to be ”restored”.
Public access to the state owned, public tidelands could be restored if the Coastal Commission would
permit the boat launch at Gaviota Park pier to be repaired. The facility, that for decades offered the
public a means to enjoy all of those tidelands granted to them via the state constitution and the
Coastal Act, is awaiting repair. The state has provided the money and the Commission denies the
permits. Is the Commission concerned that the boat launch would offer the public expanded access?
With such a restoration, public would have the opportunity to enjoy every single bit of the publically
owned shoreline all the way to Point Conception.
It is questionable as to why the Coastal Commission is so determined to defeat private property rights
at Hollister Ranch in order to provide increased beach access to the public. There are miles of state
owned, unimproved beachfront between Goleta and Gaviota. These beaches (both below and above
the mean high tide line) are much closer to population centers and would provide much easier access
for those with limited resources to enjoy a beach experience. If the damaged coastal trail (closed 30
years ago and still awaiting repair) between El Capitan State Beach and Refugio State Beach was
restored, the only completed section of the “California Coastal Trail” in Santa Barbara County could
once again be enjoyed by visitors.
With the above in mind, what is the reason to spend hundreds of millions of dollars to negatively
impact private property and disturb a wildlife habitat?
Numerous shorebirds and some mammals occupy the shoreline and bluff tops along the beaches at
Hollister. An increase in unaware (or worse, “uncaring” even worse “harmful”) people in this natural
environment will negatively affect the wildlife just as has happened all along the coast of southern
California.
The important ongoing research and educational opportunities get virtually no recognition with less
than one page of the 169 page document.
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There are numerous Chumash religious sites all along the way that the public would be traversing.
How would those sites be protected from harm by the unaware and the uncaring?
The report has numerous mentions of “over time” and “initially.” It is clear that the Commission really
wants to get its foot in the door and commence the creation of a state recreational park on private
property. That model avoids the necessity of ongoing maintenance. If the property owners don’t like
the typical state-level degraded condition of the new “park,” then the owners can take care of it
themselves. “After all, it is their property.”
It is clear that the Coastal Commission is determined to take over the coastline at Hollister Ranch no
matter the negative consequences to the natural environment or to private property rights. After all it
was the creator of the Coastal Commission, Peter Douglas, who came out to the Ranch in 1980 and
proclaimed, “There is nothing worth saving here, and I’m going to bust open the Hollister Ranch if it’s
the last thing I ever do.”
Mr. Douglas is gone now, and it is time, over 40 years later, to reconsider where Hollister Ranch fits in
the grand coastal scheme. It is critically obvious that there is indeed an enormous amount worth
saving, and Hollister Ranch has done as good a job, if not better than, the state preserving and
restoring the natural environment for, not just its owners, for the public benefit as well.
As the surfers contacted by HRCAP have made it clear, “Please leave it alone. It’s fine just the way it is.”
So yes, please honor what is there and what has been done to protect this last place over the past 50
years.
Thank you,
Jeff Kruthers
jeff.kruthers@gmail.com
805-567-1008
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Letter to commissioners
Craig Smith <gtb356@gmail.com>
Tue 10/5/2021 4:36 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Dear Commissioners,
I encourage you to limit public access to the area of the coast referred to as Hollister Ranch. This
pristine piece of the coastline should continue to be preserved as it is. The past and present caretakers
of this property have done a good job of maintaining this piece of our coast. Similar care should
continue. Just because there is a section of coastline that could be opened to larger public use does
not mean that is should be opened. Parts of the coastal waters have been set aside from fishermen and
divers so the ocean floor can be restored. This preservation system for restoring wildlife to
overused coastal areas is working well. Why not set this stretch of beach aside so it can be maintained
as it is?
If this section of coastline is opened to greater use than is occurring today there will be a major impact
on the quality of the roads, the cliff tops, the trails, the beach, the water, the trash and the creatures in
the water. Infrastructure will need to be built to accommodate for trash, toilets will need to be built
and more trails will have to be added. All of this will detract from the present quality of the coastal
environment. These structures will reduce the visual quality of the area. In just a few years people
will look at the old pictures and say to themselves, "It sure has changed a lot." There is no way this
area can be opened to larger crowds and expect the pristine character to be maintained.
The permanent population of the regions near the Ranch do not justify opening this area up to
overuse. People must drive to get this stretch of coastline. There are other places already open for
public use that are well developed.
I encourage the Commission to maintain the present pristine quality of the coastline referred to as
Hollister Ranch.
Thank you for the opportunity to voice my concerns.
Craig Smith
P.S I completely agree with the above letter . The current owners have done an outstanding job of
stewarding the Hollister Ranch. Increasing the number of visitors will degrade the area. Leave it
pristine with very limited access.
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Opposition to the Draft Hollister Ranch Access Plan
Stephen T. Cummings <stc@stclawoffices.com>
Tue 10/5/2021 4:34 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

October 4, 2021
Comments regarding the Draft Hollister Ranch Coastal Access Program
Hollister@Coastal.CA.Gov
Dear Coastal Commissioners,
I have extensively reviewed the draft Hollister Ranch Coastal Access program and writing to support my
opposition to this unprecedented and unconstitutional land grab of thousands of acres of private property and
millions of dollars of private improvements ( roads and related infrastructure ) for what appears to be a new
proposed California State Park.
I am a long-time surfer and have enjoyed most of the California coast and beaches during my 40 years living in
California. The Hollister Ranch is accessible by effort and is enjoyed by thousands of Californians every year. The
remoteness and isolation and being far from the maddening crowds is what is special about making the effort to
enjoy the area. This draft plan will destroy the natural experience.
Initially, the main issue is access to the Hollister Ranch beaches below the mean high tide level. All of the Hollister
Ranch beaches are accessible, but they are just difficult to access and require effort. That is one of the things that
make them special. They can be walked to or boated to and have been accessed by the public for over 60 years.
The Draft Access Program envisions shuttles, 100 to 500 people per day , parking lots, hundreds of cars and
parking spots, bathrooms, ADA improvements and what seems to be a complete taking of private property for
state purposes. Who is going to pay for the costs (in billions) to purchase the 14,000 acres of Hollister Ranch
during an eminent domain lawsuit ? What are the costs going to be after the purchase to upgrade the roads,
water for these new visitors, trash collection, cell service, lifeguards, bathroom facilities, sewage and water to
accommodate 100 to 500 persons per day ? How is that intensive use ( significantly more than the use of Gaviota
State Park) not going to destroy the natural habitat that is so well preserved ? In addition, the liability to the
state of putting inexperienced ocean goers on these remote wave crashed beaches with rapidly eroding and
collapsing bluffs without lifeguards, cell service or emergency personal is enormous.
This proposed plan doesn’t seem much different than the taking of Bruce’s Beach, where the state illegally took
property from one class of citizens to preclude the other. It is now take it from the rich and entitled landowners (
the new narrative) and make them give it to the state for the economically and socially disadvantaged to utilize
because it is beautiful and the state wants it. Even the comment in the draft plan that the shuttle drivers will
explain the beauty of the scenery to those on the shuttle during the drive to the beaches, supports it is not just
about beach access, but taking advantage of the private property owned and maintained by other Californians.
Why aren’t other large ranches like Dos Pueblos and others on the Santa Barbara? Gaviota coast also subject to
your concerns for beach access and plans to see the beautiful private property that those landowners own?
The three state parks on the Gaviota coast, El Capitan, Refugio and Gaviota are not properly maintained and not
fully utilized. To be honest, they are a disgrace how poorly they are maintained. They are frequently minimally
used in the winter and Gaviota State Park is frequently closed. What is the rational for such extensive use and
development of the Hollister beaches, when the current State Park beaches are not fully utilized? How can such
extensive costs for purchase of the property and infrastructure be rationalized for what will surely be limited use
once the novelty wears off for the Hollister beaches? It seems that this is a plan to punish the Hollister Ranch
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owners for not letting the state take over and confiscate their private property. This plan is just not about beach
access.
I am also unaware of any other state program that busses in the disadvantaged from inland areas to state beaches
for a day and wonder why that is envisioned for the Hollister Ranch only ? Why doesn’t the state first establish
these programs for the three existing state parks, before incurring the costs for establishing an unproven shuttle
for Hollister Ranch beach access? The initial plan for Hollister Ranch access will still need liability releases,
lifeguards, parking lots, land for bathrooms, trash collection and cell service before it is safe for the public. All
state parks up and down the coast should utilize such a shuttle program, if it is really about getting the
disadvantaged to get to the beach. I note the beaches in Avila or Jalama State beach are much closer, so why are
they being shuttled to Hollister beaches? Why not take people to Jalama ( which is much closer) and see the
same beaches there ? Is it really sustainable to have beach shuttles take people who live inland 50 plus miles one
way for a day at the Hollister beaches ? That is a plan that doesn’t seem to be very well thought out, especially
when you consider, will the shuttles run in the winter or in the rain ? Will you need a number of shuttles to take
people out every few hours ?
Why isn’t the upgrading of Gaviota state park considered and utilized in the plan for potential walking tours down
the Gaviota coast ? The beach and views aren’t all that different from the beaches and cliffs at the Hollister
Ranch. The Gaviota beach is wide and could easily handle another 100 plus persons per day. Expanding the
parking lot, existing store, bathrooms in Gaviota State Park and the other two state parks seems like a much
better use of limited state funds and would provide immediate access to Californians . All of the activities
envisioned by the draft plan at the Hollister beaches can be performed at the existing Gaviota Coast beaches, with
much less cost and destruction of a pristine environment.
The commissioners should also potentially consider boat tours off of a repaired and operating boat hoist from the
newly upgraded and repaired Gaviota pier. The State already owns that property and it is underutilized. A boat
trip along the coast could provide for a unique ocean experience and be minimally invasive. Surfers could access
the surf off the boat, and others could be ferried in to enjoy the Hollister Beaches below the mean high tide line.
That would truly be a special way to enjoy the coast and its beauty. Even boats out of Santa Barbara harbor could
provide an amazing experience for Californians. It would also be significantly cheaper than the cost for eminent
domain of 14,000 acres, construction of tens if not hundreds of millions of dollars in improvements, as well as the
additional costs for ongoing maintenance and services. A new ocean trail below the mean high tide line could
also be constructed without confiscating the Hollister Ranch private property.
A water based access plan utilizing the pier and taking California residents to see the coast all the way to Point
Conception, as well as the Dagermond Reserve is a much less invasive way to provide access than confiscating or
buying private property to create a new state park, which is what this plan basically envisions. I can’t imagine
that the Hollister Ranch owners will donate their property and improvements to the state. Where are the billions
needed to buy and accomplish creating a new 14,000-acre state park going to come from? I assume the Ranch
owners will not want to sell just the oceanfront areas, their roads and utilities and because of the significant
devaluation of their properties, are going to want to be bought out also?
Without buying the entire 14,000 acres of the Hollister Ranch, how is trespassing, potential crime, restricted
access to the other private property at Ranch going to be handled? What state agency will assume the patrolling
and costs of police protection for the residents ? The ranch roads are not up to required public road standards and
can the public utilize them, without the state incurring potentially tens of millions in potential liability. I can see a
loaded shuttle bus driving the steep narrow ranch roads in the rain, when a cow runs across the road, or mud
crosses it in the rain and the shuttle plummets to the ravine below, because there are no guardrails. You also need
to consider drunk or speeding drivers after an unsupervised day drinking at the beach unaccustomed to the
twisting ranch roads, which are another significant concern?
This is not a well thought out plan and should not be adopted. Where will the funds come for to improve and
maintain the confiscated private property and new infrastructure in this what will be new state park ? I don’t see
the full economic impacts and needs and costs to acquire the Hollister Ranch addressed in this plan? The real
costs of land acquisition and updating it for safe public use is not addressed.
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I urge you to consider the special nature of the Hollister Ranch when considering this plan. Joni Mitchell said it
years ago, They paved paradise and put up a parking lot. Some places deserve to be maintained as they are, and
Hollister Ranch is one of them. Isn’t the Coastal commission also about protecting the coast, which this plan
clearly does not.
I thank you in advance for considering my comments and opposition to the draft access plan.
Sincerely,
Stephen T Cummings

LAW OFFICES OF STEPHEN T. CUMMINGS
2240 Shelter Island Drive, Suite 106
San Diego, California 92106
O (619) 702-4095
F (619) 702-4098
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Protect the Hollister Ranch
Perrie Kaminskas <perriekaminskas@gmail.com>
Tue 10/5/2021 4:22 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Dear California Coastal Commission,

My name is Perrie and I attended UC Santa Barbara and was lucky enough to have explored some of
the Hollister Ranch by foot and boat.
I am concerned about the recent decisions around public access at Hollister Ranch and the
Commission’s plans to allow public access. The impacts on both the endangered plant and animal
species will be irrevocable and devastating. Not to mention, what is left of any Chumash remains will
forever be erased. The Hollister ranch has preserved Californian culture, history, and native species
now endangered, and the development of it will come with pollution of many kinds.
I urge you to protect this natural resource and limit the exposure of this area of coastline.
Best,
Perrie Kaminskas
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Hollister Ranch Public Hearing
Tristan Cronshaw <tjcronshaw@gmail.com>
Tue 10/5/2021 4:22 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Dear California Coastal Commission,

My name is Tristan Cronshaw and am an environmentalist and conservationist that currently works in
California's renewable energy sector. I have accessed the Hollister Ranch by boat and have always been
astounded by the beautiful untouched landscape.
I am extremely concerned about the recent decisions around public access at Hollister Ranch and the
Commission’s plan to:
The current plan will undermine the same elements that the Coastal Commision is meant to protect:
the environmental, cultural impacts, fire danger, endangered species like purple needle grass, Gaviota
tar plant, and snowy plover. Current state run facilities are filled with infrastructure pollution, plastic,
single use food items and cigarettes.
Additionally, the suggestion to pave infrastructure over Chumash heritage sites is just unbelievable. I
really hope that the political tug of war over this land is put to rest and we can keep this magnificent
place as protected as possible by minimizing public access.
I urge you to protect this natural resource and limit the exposure to this area of coastline.
Sincerely,
Tristan
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Comment on Hollister Ranch Public Access Plan
Cyrus Weigand <cyrus.weigand@gmail.com>
Tue 10/5/2021 4:17 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Dear California Coastal Commission,

As a California taxpayer, I am concerned with the prospect of the Coastal Commission, via the Public
Access Plan for Hollister Ranch, spending enormous sums of our resources on what amounts to
recreational purposes in a remote area, when pressing needs like increasing affordable housing are
needed in various areas of the state. Thank you.
Sincerely,
Cyrus Weigand
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Re: COMMENTS on HOLLISTER RANCH COASTAL ACCESS PLAN
Edward De La Rosa <srockfalls@me.com>
Tue 10/5/2021 4:14 PM

To: Cynthia Ward <cynthia.carbone@gmail.com>
Cc: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Thank you, Cynthia, for so eloquently saying what needs to be acknowledged by the state. Best, and
welcome home, Ed
On Oct 5, 2021, at 8:10 AM, Cynthia Ward <cynthia.carbone@gmail.com> wrote:
“A thing is right when it tends to preserve the integrity, stability and beauty of the biotic community. It is
wrong when it tends otherwise.” Aldo Leopold
I have been an acti ve and concerned Gaviota community member, local middle school teacher, and Hollister
Ranch resident for decades. (I also possess a master’s degree in public administration, and professional
experience with program implementation, public engagement, and consensus building.) The proposed Hollister
Ranch Public Access Plan is a misguided debacle with potentially grievous consequences. I have seen this process
through many incarnations over the years, and the only thing new in this go-around is that the State now
acknowledges that there are constraints––but it does not offer any solutions.
I admit to a sense of weariness and déjà vu as I reviewed the plan. At its very beginning, it refers to the 60-mile
section of the Santa Barbara coast from Hollister Ranch to Point Sal as one of the least accessible shorelines in
California, failing to mention that this stretch also includes the inaccessible Dangermond Preserve and
Vandenberg Air Force Base, and focusing exclusively on the 8.5 miles that skirt the Hollister Ranch. In fact, the
Gaviota Coast is 76 miles, from Goleta to Point Sal, and other than limited beach access at El Cap, Refugio,
Gaviota, Jalama, and Surf Beach, none of the other beach areas are accessible or subject to the relentless
harassment directed toward Hollister Ranch, and many are closer to public roads, facilities, and population
centers.
The plan declares its goal to be public access, when what is really being sought is convenient access. (In one
inadvertently humorous section, a shutt le is deemed necessary for people who would otherwise find it
“physically challenging, unappealing, or inaccessible” to get to a beach like San Augustine, at the west end of the
Ranch. The very word “unappealing” is quite telling. And is it a human right that access to all the wonders of the
natural world be effortless? Or that it justifies traversing privately owned and carefully stewarded properties?)
Surfers, hikers, and boaters have long enjoyed access to the Ranch beaches, which no one has ever denied are
public; many folks appreciate the natural barriers of tide and terrain, which keep do indeed keep crowds away,
and that’s partly why the place is still so special. To be sure, the boat launch at Gaviota was helpful too, but when
the State Park introduced a plan to rebuild it, that plan was rejected by the Coastal Commission, and the pier has
remained broken since a storm slammed into it in 2014.
In the decades since 1982, and more recently in the aftermath of a workshop that you declare yielded “hundreds
of comments, concerns, and strategies” we are looking at a document that integrates no new information. Forty
years. What does that tell us about the integrity of this process and the validity of the stated goals? In your own
words: “The relatively undeveloped landscape and ruggedness of the coastline, the high quality of the natural
environment, surf conditions, and the lack of crowds are all aspects that make the Hollister beach experience
special.” What you are proposing here jeopardizes and is in direct conflict with all that you declare to be special.
In Vision and Objecti ves, for example, we see again the stated desire that there be “lack of crowds”. Actual
Hollister Ranch usage numbers fall well below the numbers you are advocating. How do you reconcile this
contradiction? Implementation of this plan would lead to a completely different experience and environment.
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The very elements that environmentalists (and most citizens of the planet) cherish have been protected by the
limited use of these beaches, and would be diminished and destroyed by the numbers of additional visitors,
vehicles, and infrastructure this plan is recommending. (Furthermore, costs and revenue sources are unclear,
there are no provisions to protect the environment or the rights of owners, and impacts have not been assessed.
Based upon my own professional experience in public administration, I can tell you that to launch this as a “pilot”
or experimental program in April, with so many loose ends unexamined, is foolish and risky. It’s not so easy to
backtrack, and harm may be irrevocable.)
Objective 5 is also ironic: Respect private property rights? Again, you will be crossing private property to achieve
any of this.
I might add that I was a participant at the February workshop in Goleta, which you claim was run by a “neutral
facilitator”. As I recall, Monique Limon introduced it, straining the myth of neutrality from the start. And I know
many individuals who came forward in good faith to listen, discuss, and provide experience-based input who
were disappointed and disillusioned when the summary of recommendations was so selective, and conclusions
now seem to mirror 1982.
Many of the activities “envisioned” are already being done, and have been for many years: environmental
education, scientific studies, organized visits by persons with disabilities, the beloved Tide Pool School. The
Hollister Ranch has been hospitable and gracious in offering these and other such programs, and its residents
tend to believe that people value the natural environment more when they understand it.
We also believe that once a place is gone, it is gone forever, so please understand our reluctance to accept this
deeply flawed, incomplete, and misguided proposal.
If I were to summarize my fundamental issue with this plan, it is this: THE CONCERNS ARE LISTED, BUT NOT
ADDRESSED. You have solved nothing. And you have greatly underestimated what is at risk.
Respectfully submitt ed,
Cynthia Carbone Ward

Edward J. De La Rosa
310-775-0884
srockfalls@me.com
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COMMENTS on HOLLISTER RANCH COASTAL ACCESS PLAN
Cynthia Ward <cynthia.carbone@gmail.com>
Tue 10/5/2021 3:11 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

“A thing is right when it tends to preserve the integrity, stability and beauty of the biotic community. It is wrong when it
tends otherwise.” Aldo Leopold
I have been an acti ve and concerned Gaviota community member, local middle school teacher, and Hollister Ranch resident for
decades. (I also possess a master’s degree in public administration, and professional experience with program implementation,
public engagement, and consensus building.) The proposed Hollister Ranch Public Access Plan is a misguided debacle with
potentially grievous consequences. I have seen this process through many incarnations over the years, and the only thing new in
this go-around is that the State now acknowledges that there are constraints––but it does not offer any solutions.
I admit to a sense of weariness and déjà vu as I reviewed the plan. At its very beginning, it refers to the 60-mile section of the
Santa Barbara coast from Hollister Ranch to Point Sal as one of the least accessible shorelines in California, failing to mention
that this stretch also includes the inaccessible Dangermond Preserve and Vandenberg Air Force Base, and focusing exclusively on
the 8.5 miles that skirt the Hollister Ranch. In fact, the Gaviota Coast is 76 miles, from Goleta to Point Sal, and other than limited
beach access at El Cap, Refugio, Gaviota, Jalama, and Surf Beach, none of the other beach areas are accessible or subject to the
relentless harassment directed toward Hollister Ranch, and many are closer to public roads, facilities, and population centers.
The plan declares its goal to be public access, when what is really being sought is convenient access. (In one inadvertently
humorous section, a shutt le is deemed necessary for people who would otherwise find it “physically challenging, unappealing,
or inaccessible” to get to a beach like San Augustine, at the west end of the Ranch. The very word “unappealing” is quite telling.
And is it a human right that access to all the wonders of the natural world be effortless? Or that it justifies traversing privately
owned and carefully stewarded properties?) Surfers, hikers, and boaters have long enjoyed access to the Ranch beaches, which
no one has ever denied are public; many folks appreciate the natural barriers of tide and terrain, which keep do indeed keep
crowds away, and that’s partly why the place is still so special. To be sure, the boat launch at Gaviota was helpful too, but when
the State Park introduced a plan to rebuild it, that plan was rejected by the Coastal Commission, and the pier has remained
broken since a storm slammed into it in 2014.
In the decades since 1982, and more recently in the aftermath of a workshop that you declare yielded “hundreds of comments,
concerns, and strategies” we are looking at a document that integrates no new information. Forty years. What does that tell us
about the integrity of this process and the validity of the stated goals? In your own words: “The relatively undeveloped
landscape and ruggedness of the coastline, the high quality of the natural environment, surf conditions, and the lack of crowds
are all aspects that make the Hollister beach experience special.” What you are proposing here jeopardizes and is in direct
conflict with all that you declare to be special.
In Vision and Objecti ves, for example, we see again the stated desire that there be “lack of crowds”. Actual Hollister Ranch usage
numbers fall well below the numbers you are advocating. How do you reconcile this contradiction? Implementation of this plan
would lead to a completely different experience and environment. The very elements that environmentalists (and most citizens
of the planet) cherish have been protected by the limited use of these beaches, and would be diminished and destroyed by the
numbers of additional visitors, vehicles, and infrastructure this plan is recommending. (Furthermore, costs and revenue sources
are unclear, there are no provisions to protect the environment or the rights of owners, and impacts have not been assessed.
Based upon my own professional experience in public administration, I can tell you that to launch this as a “pilot” or
experimental program in April, with so many loose ends unexamined, is foolish and risky. It’s not so easy to backtrack, and harm
may be irrevocable.)
Objective 5 is also ironic: Respect private property rights? Again, you will be crossing private property to achieve any of this.
I might add that I was a participant at the February workshop in Goleta, which you claim was run by a “neutral facilitator”. As I
recall, Monique Limon introduced it, straining the myth of neutrality from the start. And I know many individuals who came
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forward in good faith to listen, discuss, and provide experience-based input who were disappointed and disillusioned when the
summary of recommendations was so selective, and conclusions now seem to mirror 1982.
Many of the activities “envisioned” are already being done, and have been for many years: environmental education, scientific
studies, organized visits by persons with disabilities, the beloved Tide Pool School. The Hollister Ranch has been hospitable and
gracious in offering these and other such programs, and its residents tend to believe that people value the natural environment
more when they understand it.
We also believe that once a place is gone, it is gone forever, so please understand our reluctance to accept this deeply flawed,
incomplete, and misguided proposal.
If I were to summarize my fundamental issue with this plan, it is this: THE CONCERNS ARE LISTED, BUT NOT ADDRESSED. You
have solved nothing. And you have greatly underestimated what is at risk.
Respectfully submitt ed,
Cynthia Carbone Ward
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Hollister Ranch
Patrick Rebstock <patrickrebstock@gmail.com>
Tue 10/5/2021 4:11 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Dear Coastal commissioners,
I am a central coast resident up in Grover Beach, and am concerned about the plan set forward by the
coastal commission staff on the topic of the Hollister Ranch. I have been involved in the meetings and
public outreach throughout the process attending both the in person meetings, zoom meetings and
surveys.
I have read the latest plan and saw that the concerns raised by the public to the original plan and how
it was incompatible with the natural state of the area and keeping it wild and preserved were
documented and understood in the document but then were disregarded or ignored in the
implementation of the plan. The fire risks, remote safety risks and desire to not develop or overrun a
natural preserved area for wildlife have all been laid out and documented but for some reason the
suggested plan at the end of this process just ignores the facts of the location and the public's desires
for a paired down plan with less impacts on the environment/landscape and plans on implementing
the same out of date and out of step plan of 100 people a day expanding to 500 people a day. This
goes against all the information that has been discussed with the public and the constraints brought
up though the process. I ask the coastal commissioners to reassess the laid out constraints and form a
new plan that better fits with the location and the desires of the stakeholders. This is one of the few
areas that is preserved on the coast and it should be cherished by continuing to protect it, not
exploiting it. I suggest docent-led small groups managed by a third party agency that is responsible
for the participants and making sure the resources are protected and honored with educational
resources and also funding to continue and maintain the program for the future. This will provide the
best balance for the public and the delicate natural resources and not result in the destruction of the
place but provide a sustainable future for future generations to enjoy, while learning about
preservation. Frankly the numbers discussed in the presented existing plan are just way out of step
with the location and its delicate resources and remote nature so i hope this letter reaches the
commissioners and you are able to reassess the suggested plan.
Thanks so much,
Concerned central coast resident,
Patrick Rebstock
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Hollister Ranch Access
jw@sbnatives.com <jw@sbnatives.com>
Tue 10/5/2021 4:10 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Dear Coastal Commission,
I am not in favor of the taking of private property rights from United States Citi zens, so my vote would be to
cancel this project. If you do condemn private property to provide coastal access at intervals required by the
state, you need to provide trails to the beach every few miles from a public roadway as the current coastal access
laws are writt en, not by bussing in people in on a narrow, private road or by opening a narrow, private road as a
trail, which is not safe. Please let the public walk the beach at low tide to access the beaches which is already
possible at low tide. If the public cannot walk safely on any proposed trail from a public roadway it should not be
constructed; no bikes, e bikes, vehicles, or horses should be allowed for the safety of the public using any trail
from a public roadway and a ranger should be posted at the trail head, while the trail is open, to monitor a
walking only and strict dogs on leash policy. If you build a trail, you need to be consistent with your application of
any taking of private property rights and do the same required access trail for all private property on the
California Coast including trails from Jalama Road on The Nature Conservancy property with a parking lot, trash
cans, and bathrooms on the county property adjacent to the Cojo Ranch. If you condemn private property and
build a trail, there should be no fees associated with access of the trail or parking areas; this should all be funded
by the citizens of California equally as it is a public access. If you require fees you are putti ng up a barrier to the
people you are trying to provide access to. Not everyone can afford to pay for parking or maintenance so you
would be excluding a major porti on of the public for which you claim want this hiking access. All of these
expensive opti ons should be funded by the State of California in perpetuity, including constructi on and
maintenance of all trails, weekly trash collecti on and clean up along the trails, and public restroom
improvements. It is unconsti tuti onal to make the property owners on the Hollister and Cojo Ranches pay for
the development and maintenance of the access you are planning to take from them. No special assessments
or property taxes should be imposed on any one citi zen of the state more than the other. If you do a very
expensive, public trial, you need to get a bond measure approved from the citi zens of California to fund this
public trail, trash clean up and collecti on, bathroom constructi on and maintenance, and restorati on & screening
miti gati on in perpetuity. Pay for it by getting approval in an election to fund it forever and make it for walking
only or better yet, just use the public beach for access at low tide.
Sincerely,

John Warner
Goleta, Ca. 93117
805-729-3855
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The draft plan ruins Hollister, not preserves it.
Anthony Rogers <drtonyrogers@gmail.com>
Tue 10/5/2021 3:46 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Dear Coastal Commission,

I applaud your efforts to conserve and celebrate the land of Hollister Ranch. Further, I am in full
support of all people’s access to the California Coast. The Coastal Act is one of the keystones of our
equal access to experience the California coast.
However, I am extremely concerned that the DRAFT plan to open Hollister Ranch as written represents
a wholesale effort to spoil that land, and not protect or conserve it.
Has there been any environmental impact report that addresses the consequences of opening the land
as you propose?
It sounds as if you are trying to develop a new State Park? Does that serve the interest of the land
preservation?
The proposed plan seems to go far beyond the stated desire to preserve the land and allow access to
the beaches below the mean high tide line.
Is this DRAFT plan more than just providing access to the beach, and isn’t it an effort to take away
private land and give it to the public?
Do the indigenous peoples support this initiative to allow so much access to land?
Yours,
Tony Rogers
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Concerns about Public Hollister Ranch
Kevin Cappon <kevincappon@gmail.com>
Tue 10/5/2021 2:59 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Dear California Coastal Commission,

My name is Kevin Cappon and I am a Goleta native and Santa Barbara resident who has deep
approbation of the Hollister Ranch. Since my childhood I have kayaked, paddled, and boated up to
enjoy the unique and protected beauty of that coastline.
I am concerned about the recent decisions around public access at Hollister Ranch and the
Commission's plan to increase human activity there as it poses threats to the delicate ecosystems and
endangered species (purple needle grass, tar plant, plover) on both land and sea in that area.
Additionally, it dawned on me that the public access would drastically increase the potential for
wildfire in a region that has steep canyons, strong winds and only one road in and one road out. I
believe that this is a serious and unnecessary threat to the community, both man, cattle and others on
Hollister Ranch.
I wish to point out that never have I been an owner with my own access. Each visit to that stretch of
beach has been the fruit of labor which is always worth the extra effort. The Hollister Ranch is a
beautiful, unique place that has inspired a deep sense of reverence in part because in order to witness
it's spectacular beauty it is necessary for one to go the extra mile. I urge you to protect this natural
resource and limit the exposure of this coastline.
Sincerely,
Kevin Cappon
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Workshop Opinion
Larame Greene <larame@greene.biz>
Tue 10/5/2021 2:07 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

After reviewing the draft of the HRCAP it seems as if the steps required to implement the proposed plan
are not being taken in the order which ever other proposed plan would take. There should be an
Environmental Impact Study preformed prior to any implementation of increased access not already in
place. The government has a responsibility to act properly in order to make this program effect &
legitimate. The disregard to safety (how is the life & safety of the new public accessees going to be
administered?) & the environment (which is what this ‘public access’ is meant to enjoy) seems to be lost
in a rush to meet an unnecessary & artificial deadline. It is very important that the access be vetted
completely prior to implementation so as to not put the state/county at risk of legal exposure of
negligence. Please consider moving the deadline & vetting the draft access program in the manner
which all other projects are held to.
Larame Greene
(805) 708-7410
larame@greene.biz
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Fwd: Hollister Ranch
Suzanne Kidd <suzyinsc@gmail.com>
Tue 10/5/2021 1:45 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Begin forwarded message:
From: Suzanne Kidd <suzyinsc@gmail.com>
Subject: Fwd: Hollister Ranch
Date: October 5, 2021 at 6:44:05 AM PDT
To: hiollister@coastal.ca.gov

Commissioners,
With all due respect, I encourage you to limit public access to the
California coastal area referred to as Hollister Ranch. This
"currently" pristine piece of coastline should continue to be
preserved as it has been to this point. The past and present
caretakers of this property have done a very good job of
maintaining this piece of our coast. I feel you would agree that
similar care should continue. Just because there is a section of
coastline that could be opened to larger public use does not mean
that it is the prudent thing to do. Portions of the coastal waters
have been set aside from fishermen and divers so the ocean floor
can be restored. This preservation system for restoring wildlife to
overused coastal areas is working well. Why not use the same
principals for this stretch of beach so it can also be maintained as
it is and has been? There are miles and miles of currently access
to beaches , I feel this has become more about government over
reach than public access .
If this section of coastline is opened to greater use than is
occurring today there can only be a "negative" impact on the
quality of the roads, the cliff tops, the trails, the beach, the water,
the trash and the creatures in the water. Infrastructure will need
to be built to accommodate for trash, toilets will need to be built
and more trails will have to be added. All of this will detract from
the present natural quality of the coastal environment. These
structures will reduce the visual quality of the area. It is
impossible to believe this area can be opened to a greater number
of people and expect the pristine character to be maintained as it
has been.
The permanent population of the regions near the Ranch do not
justify opening this area up to overuse. People must drive to get
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this stretch of coastline. There are "many" other stretches of
coastline already open for public use that are well developed. I
am not a surfer but I own horses and ride on the property, so I
feel unnecessary intrusion in to my private property is unfair .
I encourage and quite frankly, expect the “Coastal” Commission
acknowledge this pristine yet small stretch of beach referred to as
Hollister Ranch cannot withstand the significant increase of
human traffic. Rather than add unnecessary stress to the Hollister
Ranch environment, I believe you should applaud the stewards
that have fought so diligently to keep this small stretch of
California's Coastline pristine.

Lastly, Please try to keep in mind the additional
and unneccessary expenses taken from the already overburdened
California taxpayers to support your proposal. We already have in
place hundreds of miles of public accessible California
coastline… Does it make sense to spend millions of our taxpayers
dollars for the minute/select few people that may ever make the
journey to the Hollister area?
Thank you.
Suzanne Kidd
Please consider the environment when printing this email
Wire Fraud Disclosure: communicating through email is not secure
or confidential. Berkshire Hathaway HomeServices California
Properties (BHHSCP) will never request that you send funds or nonpublic
personal information, such as credit card or debit card numbers or bank
account and/or routing numbers, by email. If you receive an email message
concerning any transaction involving BHHSCP and the email requests that you
send funds or provide nonpublic personal information, do not respond to the
email and immediately contact Fraud@bhhscal.com
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The Public Access Plan
Will Reichel <will.reichel@wildcoast.org>
Tue 10/5/2021 12:19 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Dear California Coastal Commission,

My name is Will and I have had the great fortune of visiting Hollister Ranch. As a long time Goleta
native I have boated into and experienced the uniqueness of the ranch for years.
These presented changes have raised much concern among me and my peers. The commission's plan
to impede these changes will have drastic impacts on the environment and the culture that makes the
ranch what it is. It is already so fragile in terms of fire risk, exposing unaware visitors poses a vital
danger to this smoothly operating ecosystem. Increased infrastructure and pollution are unavoidable if
these changes become a reality and that is of grave concern to me.
Here at WILDCOAST we strive to protect and restore ecosystems like that of Hollister Ranch. It would
be a shame to see it turn into one of these existing locations we have projects at that need our aid in
restoration.
I urge you to protect this unique and beautiful part of our coast that should be cherished and not
exploited.
Thank you for your time
-William Camden
-William Camden

WILDCOAST Marketing
Cell phone: +61 476 792 051
will.reichel@wildcoast.org

@wildcoastcostasalvaje

www.wildcoast.org
925 Seacoast Dr.
Imperial Beach, CA 91932, USA
Support your coast and ocean. Donate today!
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Small groups with escorts only
DENNIS MEANEY <dennismeaney@aol.com>
Tue 10/5/2021 11:29 AM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

The low tide animals will be gone. Keep beaches as they are by not having too many people at once.
Need an escort with education as goal. No dogs.
Sent from my iPhone
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Hollister Ranch
Scott Kidd <scottkidd@cox.net>
Tue 10/5/2021 6:01 AM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Commissioners,
With all due respect, I encourage you to limit public access to the California coastal area
referred to as Hollister Ranch. This "currently" pristine piece of coastline should continue
to be preserved as it has been to this point. The past and present caretakers of this
property have done a very good job of maintaining this piece of our coast. I feel you would
agree that similar care should continue. Just because there is a section of coastline that
could be opened to larger public use does not mean that it is the prudent thing to do.
Portions of the coastal waters have been set aside from fishermen and divers so the ocean
floor can be restored. This preservation system for restoring wildlife to overused coastal
areas is working well. Why not use the same principals for this stretch of beach so it can
also be maintained as it is and has been?
If this section of coastline is opened to greater use than is occurring today there can only
be a "negative" impact on the quality of the roads, the cliff tops, the trails, the beach, the
water, the trash and the creatures in the water. Infrastructure will need to be built to
accommodate for trash, toilets will need to be built and more trails will have to be added.
All of this will detract from the present natural quality of the coastal environment. These
structures will reduce the visual quality of the area. It is impossible to believe this area can
be opened to a greater number of people and expect the pristine character to be
maintained as it has been.
The permanent population of the regions near the Ranch do not justify opening this area
up to overuse. People must drive to get this stretch of coastline. There are "many" other
stretches of coastline already open for public use that are well developed.
I encourage and quite frankly, expect the “Coastal” Commission acknowledge this pristine
yet small stretch of beach referred to as Hollister Ranch cannot withstand the significant
increase of human traffic. Rather than add unnecessary stress to the Hollister Ranch
environment, I believe you should applaud the stewards that have fought so diligently to
keep this small stretch of California's Coastline pristine.

Lastly, Please try to keep in mind the additional and unneccessary expenses taken from
the already overburdened California taxpayers to support your proposal. We already have
in place hundreds of miles of public accessible California coastline… Does it make sense to
spend millions of our taxpayers dollars for the minute/select few people that may ever
make the journey to the Hollister area?
Thank you.
SCOTTKIDD
SCOTTKIDD |ASSOCIATES|
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| 949.922-7268 | CELL
| 949.498.0487 |
Skidd@bhhscal.com
www.ScottKidd.net
CalDRE No. 01011063
Over 34 Years Experience
Top 1% of All Agents Worldwide

Please consider the environment when printing this email
Wire Fraud Disclosure: communicating through email is not secure or confidential. Berkshire
Hathaway HomeServices California Properties (BHHSCP) will never request that you send funds or
nonpublic personal information, such as credit card or debit card numbers or bank account
and/or routing numbers, by email. If you receive an email message concerning any transaction
involving BHHSCP and the email requests that you send funds or provide nonpublic
personal information, do not respond to the email and immediately contact Fraud@bhhscal.com
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the land
daniel moder <modermoder@me.com>
Tue 10/5/2021 5:38 AM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Hello,
It is not difficult to appreciate the unique beauty of the Hollister Ranch. Not only does it feel like time
stood still on these rolling hills and clean quiet beaches, but it is most important to realize the efforts it
has taken to keep it that way. It is a functioning cattle operation and a community of people that for
many years have maintained a stewardship and way of life that has been effective for generations.
Regrettably we have seen poor treatment up and down the California coast creating seasonal clutter and
damage for which no one is accountable. The offenders go home and figure someone will make it nice
for when they come back. The community at the Hollister Ranch has been doing as best we can in
maintaining practices to help sensitive habitat, take care of our simple roads and bathrooms, tread lightly
on the land so that future generations will know how and carry on. The threat to more traffic to the
Hollister Ranch is not understood without an Environmental Impact report. Our community has a fragile
and nuanced process that will unfairly be dismantled if we rush into this.
Let me finish by asking that in these undeniably crazy times where the environment is in peril and the
surrounding cities and counties are in need of other resources, does it make sense to make this area
another mediocre experience on the coast? Maybe we can fix what we have for beaches with trash pick
up and bath rooms. Please allow the Hollister Ranch to be the cattle ranch and community that we for so
long have put forth huge effort and taken pride in. This is a neighborhood and we are asking to please
respect that best you can.
Thank you
Danny Moder
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DRAFT Hollister Ranch Coastal Access Plan
Foster <gofoster@cox.net>
Tue 10/5/2021 5:25 AM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Dear Coastal Commission,
My name is Foster Campbell. I am originally from Santa Barbara, and now reside in San Luis Obispo. I have
experienced Hollister Ranch through multi ple routes of access including boati ng, walking below the mean high
ti de line, and driving in with owners. I am concerned with the current plans of public access through the DRAFT
Hollister Ranch Coastal Access Plan and A.B. 1680. There are two main areas of concern that I believe that the
coastal access plan does not effecti vely address.
1. Emergency Access/Conti ngency Planning for Disasters: The current draft plan does a good job of listing
some of the constraints provided with a route to public access at the Hollister Ranch. However, no
solutions are provided on how to mitigate these constraints. Typical response times for the beaches within
Hollister Ranch range from 20-40 minutes, and response times for air support are similar. So, if someone is
in critical condition, their “golden hour” of time after the accident is effectively erased before they even
reach the hospital. And that is if there is even enough cell-phone reception to call 911. All of the beaches
and the majority of the Hollister Ranch have limited cell reception. But let’s change the subject to two
other safety issues that aren’t related to the beach: the potential for fire danger and accessing the ranch
via highway 101. If there it does become the case that there are an additional 500 people allowed into the
ranch daily, will the turn-off for Gaviota State Park be retrofitt ed to accommodate the additional traffic
load? There are multiple accidents and fatalities annually at the turn-off without an additional 500 people
coming into the Hollister Ranch already, yet the DRAFT Plan states nothing about the turn-off being
updated. Besides the turn-off, what happens in the case of an earthquake, tsunami, or a fire? The current
ranch road could not currently handle all of the owners att empting to flee a natural disaster. How does the
DRAFT plan accommodate evacuating 500 people from the ranch while residents, contractors, guests of
owners, and ranch employees are also trying to evacuate on the only escape route? As the DRAFT plan
stands, it is shameful that the authors did not address these scenarios, and the public access process
should not move forward until these items are addressed.
2. Discrepancies for costs of alternati ves of public access paths: I do understand that this is a draft plan that
gives a description of the path, but how can these cost estimates be provided without some sort of
preliminary plan showing the potential coastal access trail? After reading the description of the bid items
within each cost estimate, I do not believe a 6’ retaining wall along the southern side of rancho real would
be suitable for a 10’ wide path, it would likely need to be much taller in multiple locations due to the
natural terrain (for reference, I have a master’s degree of Civil Engineering from Cal Poly San Luis Obispo
and I am currently a project engineer for a local firm, working towards my engineering license.) Finally,
based on the experience I have had, the contingency costs for construction seem quite low. I believe they
should be somewhere around 50%. Additionally, there is no contingency on any of the cost estimates for
mitigation and protection of multiple endangered species and historical chumash sites. Further, is there
even an EIR for this project?
Based on the statements above, there are some issues that the DRAFT Hollister Ranch Coastal Access Plan does
not effectively address, and I can’t come even close to recommending public access until these issues are fully
addressed.
Thank you,
Foster Campbell.
Sent from Mail for Windows
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HRCAP report comments
Jill Hunt <jillbhunt@sbcglobal.net>
Tue 10/5/2021 4:55 AM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

The Draft Hollister Ranch Coastal Access Program violates Section 3001.5 of the 1976 California Coastal Act
by failing to adequately use sound resource conservation principles and protect the rights of private property
owners. There is little mention of the protection of private property rights other than the fact that you will need
to take private property to accomplish the HRCAP goals and that there is no proposed cost to do it nor
discussion as to where the money will come from.
The report states “The overwhelming sentiment is to balance public access along the Hollister Ranch coastline
with protections against impacting the Ranch’s resources or substantially diminishing the rugged, mostly
undeveloped characteristics of the area.” How Does a parking lot inside the Hollister Ranch do this?
Where is reference to the Constitutional protection of private property rights as outlined in the 1976 Coastal Act
in each of the various phases? It seems that it has been totally ignored or forgotten in the HRCAP report. How
can the HRCAP report use the California Constitution and Coastal Act to support the taking without giving
mention to those private property rights? Further, the report looks like a Christmas wish list to Santa… There is
no thought given to the cost or where the money is going to come from for this wish list that tramples on the
rights of private property owners. In the two years that was spent developing this report how is it that there is no
cost estimates related to all of the various takings associated with the various phases of this plan?
The state has failed to fix the winch and rebuild the pier that has sat broken and unused for the last 7 years.
Why? The cost was too great. The Gaviota Beach Recreational area has regular and frequent closed gates. How
can you make the argument that the state is entitled to more land for additional recreation when the available
adjacent land is not being used to its full potential? The State has not held up its duty to care for the neighboring
land.
The HRCAP seeks to pave paradise and put up a parking lot under the guise of conservation. The HRCAP report
goes too far and is overreaching, violating protected private property rights. Shame on the drafters of the
HRCAP for using this opportunity to take as much as possible and not respecting the California Constitution and
Coastal Act.
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Hollister Ranch Public Access Plan
Allison Korth <allisonkorth@gmail.com>
Tue 10/5/2021 4:55 AM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Dear Commissioners,

I am writing in support of limiting public access to the Hollister Ranch, a rare, protected and natural
coastline that is a sacred home to thousands of native animals, birds, plants and sealife. Opening up
this section of the California coastline for public use will only cause severe harm, pollution and
damage to this protected and natural area. Native plants will be removed to create the necessary
roadwork to support public traffic, thus throwing off the existing and thriving ecosystems and
eliminating the habitats that thousands of native animals and insects consider their homes.
On the California Coastal Commision website, you state that you are "committed to protecting and
enhancing the ocean for present and future generations." Your goal, as you say, is to PROTECT.
Opening up the Hollister Ranch coastline to the public is the reverse of what your mission is. Given
how much harm humans are doing to our natural world, stay true to your mission and protect this
beautiful area instead of trying to develop and alter this natural coastline.
There is so little in nature that is "left to nature" anymore - PLEASE consider leaving this beautiful
stretch of coastline as it is - natural and protected.
Thank you.
Allison Korth
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Draft Hollister Ranch Coastal Access Program (HRCAP) Feedback
Blair Whitney <whitney@silcom.com>
Tue 10/5/2021 4:52 AM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Dear State of California,
Here is my feedback on the draft Hollister Ranch Coastal Access Program (HRCAP).

From the Executive Summary of the draft HRCAP it states a main goal is to resolve the fact that the 60-mile
section of the Santa Barbara coast from Hollister Ranch to Point Sal is one of the least accessible shorelines in
California, with less than 5 miles available for general public use. Yet, HRCAP and CA State Law AB-1680 do
not fairly address this issue, and just single out the Hollister Ranch section of this 60 mile section of coastline.
For example, Santa Barbara County and the State of California both have park land along the Point Sal
coastline, yet the only access is a 12 mile round trip Point Sal trail with an elevation gain of approximately
1,200 feet to the top of a ridge. This has been the case since 1998 when the road to Pt. Sal washed out, and
the government has not been able to restore driving access to the beach, let alone provide ADA access to the
stretch of beaches the government owns there.
The plan does not have public access vans to have a managed access with chaperones to the beaches of
Vandenberg Air Force Base. For example, Minuteman Beach and Wall Beach are on Vandenberg Air Force
Base property north of the Santa Ynez River. Only Vandenberg pass holders and their sponsored guests have
access to this beach. There are many other stretches of the Vandenberg coast that are not addressed in this
program.
The stretch of coast from Jalama Beach County Park to the Hollister Ranch which includes land recently
deeded to the government as well as the Nature Conservancy land is not included in the program, yet this is
part of the 60 mile section mentioned. Why is this stretch not also targeted for the development, shuttle
vans, private car traffic and government take over to provide public beach access?
Also, not sure why, if public access to the Gaviota coastline is the main goal, that similar government enforced
takeover of private ranch lands between Gaviota and Goleta are not part of this plan? There are a lot of
pristine, hard to get to private beaches along this stretch of coast, too.
Also missing is a plan to create parking lots, restrooms, and public access on the 12 mile stretch of coastline
in between the 3 State Parks from Gaviota State Park to El Capitan State Park, of which the State controls
access to most of this land and coastline, and is easily accessible from Highway 101. Many inaccessible
beaches are along this stretch of 12 miles of highway 101, with highway off ramps at regular intervals, yet the
State has done nothing to improve public access to these beaches, such as putting in parking lots, stairways,
lifeguard towers, bathrooms, trash cans, shade structures, picnic tables, as proposed for the Hollister Ranch
build out. Note as well as the State for years now has let the former bike path between El Capitan State Park
and Refugio State Park fall into an unusable and unsafe state of disrepair, showing disregard for public access
along that coastline.
I expect the same treatment and maintenance that we see by the State along their current Gaviota parks to
become the fate of all the development and improvements that the State will develop on the Hollister Ranch,
as it takes over the 6 development sites it proposes in the draft program. The pristine coast of the Hollister
Ranch will be overdeveloped by the State and then let to fall into disrepair, due to underfunding and
disregard.
The Preparation Phase of this program includes implementation of initial infrastructure improvements - but
no following of CEQA and preparing an EIR until Pilot Phase? This is not appropriate.
The various modes of transportation to the Hollister Ranch beaches in this HRCAP include shuttle-based
access, drive-in access, trail-based access, and bicycle-based access. The HRCAP considers both guided and
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independent access for each mode of transportation. Yet, independent unguided visits will inevitably lead to
private property trespassing above mean high tide line.
The beach, dunes, grasslands, and all other land above mean high tide line is private property. The plan
should only plan for the public doing beach recreation, sitting, walking, riding bikes below mean high tide
line.
The program recognizes that the impacts of sea level rise over the coming decades will lead to significant
changes to the Hollister Ranch coastline as coastal bluffs erode, beaches flood, and coastal ecosystems
evolve. Planning for installation of any permanent infrastructure for the HRCAP will include an analysis of sea
level rise impacts and design recommendations to increase the resiliency and adaptability of public access
improvements - but just for activity below the mean high tide line, right? What is the plan for the public
visitors when high tide comes in twice each day? Is the plan for the public visitors to leave, or is the plan for
the public to use the beach, dunes, grassland above the mean high tide line? If the latter, this is out of scope
of the California Coastal Act, and is an unconstitutional taking of private land, targeting just the Hollister
Ranch. if the California State wanted to be fair, an equal unconstitutional taking of private land should be
passed as California law along the entire California coast - putting in place public parks every mile along the
coast (we know such a law would cause an uproar with the public, and never pass).
The plan does mention that boat-in access is possible, when using launch locations at Gaviota State Park,
Refugio State Beach, and Goleta County Park, or trailered launch at Santa Barbara Harbor. Approximately 500
boats a year are launched from the beach at Gaviota State Park.
However, the HRCAP document does not mention that negligence and/or lack of funding has left the CA
State boat launch hoist on the Gaviota State Park pier broken and unusable for many years, thus showing that
this viable mode of access to HR beaches has not been a priority for the State. Also, you can boat into the
Hollister Ranch coastline via hiring a boat from Santa Barbara harbor, or from a private boat in the harbor,
and this is not mentioned.
I do not see any contribution to maintenance of the HR Rancho Real Road in the program operational and
maintenance costs. Is that fair to have private landowners pay 100% to maintain this road, that the State is
demanding use of for public access over the private land, with shuttle bus and private car traffic load each
day?
In summary, this program is an unconstitutional overreach by the government, and the CA State Law AB-1680
is unfair as it does not create a law and program for the State taking of private land for creation of State parks
every mile along the California coastline in a fair and equitable way, it only targets the Hollister Ranch private
land.
The Hollister Ranch private land owners have been able to maintain the coastal land in a quite similar state as
it was during the Spanish land grant days - a low amount of development and cattle ranching. This stretch of
wild California coast is one the last remaining in this natural state. The access to this coast needs to be done
via a carefully managed access program, with docents guiding the public, and enforcement of private
property rights. The footprint of the managed access program needs to leave the existing coastline
undeveloped from any new parking lots, restrooms, shade structures, ramps, DG pathways, and other
development. A reasonable amount of public access vans, guided by docents, seems like a place to start.
Sincerely,
Blair Whitney
Santa Barbara
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Objection to Hollister Ranch Plan
kzzami@gmail.com <kzzami@gmail.com>
Tue 10/5/2021 4:33 AM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

I strongly object to the plan to open Hollister Ranch up to 500 visitors per day.
I do not own property at Hollister Ranch, however I am a California resident and I have had the privilege
of visiting Hollister Ranch once. What struck me about the property was the pristine condition that the
beaches were in. I frequently visit the beaches of California and the difference in the condition of the
beaches with open public access and the beaches at Hollister Ranch is remarkable. I have gotten used to
beaches with copious amounts of trash left behind by beach goers. The one time I visited Hollister
Ranch not only did I notice a stark lack of trash on the beaches, I saw snowy plovers nesting and signs
warning people not to walk on certain parts of the beach. I can’t help but wonder what will happen to
the beaches and the snowy plovers once access is granted to hundreds of people who do not care for
the property and it’s preservation. It would be a shame to ruin this pristine piece of land. A better
solution must be found.
Regards,
Kami de Ruig
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Holister Ranch Public Access
mark <mark@buildworldwide.com>
Tue 10/5/2021 4:26 AM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Dear Commissioners,
I encourage you to limit public access to the area of the coast referred to as Hollister Ranch. This
pristine piece of the coastline should continue to be preserved as it is. The past and present caretakers
of this property have done a good job of maintaining this piece of our coast. Similar care should
continue. Just because there is a section of coastline that could be opened to larger public use does
not mean that is should be opened. Parts of the coastal waters have been set aside from fishermen and
divers so the ocean floor can be restored. This preservation system for restoring wildlife to
overused coastal areas is working well. Why not set this stretch of beach aside so it can be maintained
as it is?
If this section of coastline is opened to greater use than is occurring today there will be a major impact
on the quality of the roads, the cliff tops, the trails, the beach, the water, the trash and the creatures in
the water. Infrastructure will need to be built to accommodate for trash, toilets will need to be built
and more trails will have to be added. All of this will detract from the present quality of the coastal
environment. These structures will reduce the visual quality of the area. In just a few years people
will look at the old pictures and say to themselves, "It sure has changed a lot." There is no way this
area can be opened to larger crowds and expect the pristine character to be maintained.
The permanent population of the regions near the Ranch do not justify opening this area up to
overuse. People must drive to get this stretch of coastline. There are other places already open for
public use that are well developed.
I encourage the Commission to maintain the present pristine quality of the coastline referred to as
Hollister Ranch.
Thank you for the opportunity to voice my concerns.
Regards,
Mark Jeremias
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Hollister Ranch
Sheri Hwang <sixhwangs@yahoo.com>
Tue 10/5/2021 3:54 AM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>
To Whom It May Concern:
I have visited Hollister Ranch on one occasion. I recently became aware that the State of California has plans to allow 500
people to access the ranch each day. I believe this would be a grave mistake and would impact the delicate biology of its
beaches in a negative way. While there are many beaches in the state which are accessible to the general public by car,
Hollister Ranch is special and unique because it is only accessible to the general public by boat or on foot. Allowing hundreds of
people access each day would change the very nature of the area and make it much like every other California beach that is
easily accessible.
I also strongly believe that the right to own property and the access that ownership gives is a fundamental part our country.
There are many homeowners on the coast and although their beaches are not private, they are not required to allow access of
their property to the general public. I do not believe this should be any different for the owners of Hollister Ranch, even though it
is a community property. Public Access currently exists as it does for all California beaches: anyone can boat in or walk in on
the beach. Additional Public Access programs should focus on expanding existing access programs in a managed way that
doesn't dramatically alter the beaches at Hollister Ranch.
I urge you to reconsider current plans and keep Hollister Ranch the pristine place that it is today.
Sincerely,
Sheri Hwang

Sent from my iPhone
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Hollister Ranch
Corey Kidd <coreykidd93@gmail.com>
Tue 10/5/2021 3:49 AM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>
Dear Commissioners,
I am sending this message in regards to public access to the Hollister Ranch. I grew up in an area of Southern California that is currently facing major and
potentially irreversible problems along it’s coastline because of over development and overpopulation, turning the land into concrete with cliffs sliding in
o the sea. I can only hope that this preserved piece of coastline does not face the same fate. I know limited public access is currently being presented, but
where will it end? The past and present owners and caretakers of this property have done a tremendous job of maintaining this piece of our coast because
they appreciate all of California’s coastline and cherish it’s natural value. This pristine piece of the coastline should continue to be preserved as it is.
Marine protected areas are expanding along our coastline because people are not respecting the environment as they should, but you want to open more
coast to the public? This is extremely counter intuitive. There will be major future problems that can only be patched, this is in now way a step forward.
Limiting use is the only way to preserve the land and coastline.
Like noted above, I have seen our coastline fall apart, in my lifetime, and it truly is a tragedy. Opening Hollister Ranch to the public will have a
detrimental impact on the quality of the few roads, the coastal and riparian cliffs, the trails, the beach, the amount of trash, and sea life.
Infrastructure will need to be built to accommodate which will dramatically deteriorate the present quality of the coastal environment. It is impossible
for this stretch of land to accommodate larger crowds and expect the pristine character to be maintained.
The permanent population of the regions surrounding Hollister Ranch do not justify opening this area up to overuse. There is already ample area for the
public to enjoy. Please do not destroy more of our coastline.
Thank you,
Corey Kidd

--

COREYKIDD
SCOTTKIDD |ASSOCIATES|
| 949.309.0830 | CELL
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CalDRE No. 02021898
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disclosure. If you are not the intended recipient, be advised that you are legally prohibited from retaining, using,
copying, distributing, or otherwise disclosing this information in any manner; and taking any action in reliance on
the contents of this email is strictly prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by
reply email and delete all copies of this message and any attachments.
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Hollister Ranch Public Access Plan
Kris Korth <kriskorth@gmail.com>
Tue 10/5/2021 3:33 AM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Dear Commissioners,
This message is in support of limiting public access to the Hollister Ranch coastline. This
area of coastline has been preserved orders of magnitude better as compared to the
majority of the California coast. It is difficult to understand why the Coastal Commission,
whose mission is to protect and enhance California's coast and ocean for
present and future generations, is seeking to assume the role of developer rather than
environmental advocate in pursuing building and roadway improvements on a pristine
piece of California Coastline in service of public access. Existing roads are designed for
rural traffic and are not appropriate for public access- this will necessitate miles of new
roadway grading involving large-scale earthwork operations that disturb existing coastal
landscape by making cuts and placing fills to improve an existing rural road. Toilet
facilities will also be required to service increased human traffic. There will be increased
potential for trash generated by the general public to find its way into pristine natural
habitat. All of this will detract from the present quality of the coastal environment.
Inevitably, there will also be increased demand for rural rescue services likely involving
deployment of helicopters and other fossil-fuel reliant government vehicles to assist the
general public when they require immediate medical assistance while accessing a remote
stretch of coastline that is far away from nearby hospitals. The remote coastline presents
real dangers to a general public that is not necessarily experienced with remote coastal
environments. As one example, along much of the Gaviota Coast, there is no reliable
beach above the high tide line, and tall bluffs that bound the beaches are prone to erosion
and present a real hazard to beachgoers not aware of the potential deadly consequences of
bluff failure especially when the bluffs are undercut by wave action at high tide.
The permanent population of the regions near the Ranch do not justify opening this area
up to increased use. People must drive to get this stretch of coastline. This area is already
accessible to the public through boat travel. People who want to visit the area and enjoy
the untarnished natural coastline already can and do via boat travel.
I encourage the Commission to maintain the present pristine quality of the
coastline referred to as Hollister Ranch by greatly limiting any future land-based access by
the general public.
Thank you for the opportunity to share my concerns.
Kris Korth
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Comments on HRCAP
Mike Harmon <tidaltribe@gmail.com>
Tue 10/5/2021 3:00 AM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Hi:
Thank you for leading this process.
My name is Mike Harmon. I am a resident of Manhattan Beach, CA, and I also own property at Hollister
Ranch.
As a property owner, I obviously have concerns about pursing all of the planned access components and
what damage it might cause to the unique natural and cultural resources at Hollister Ranch. It is truly
one of the last places in California we have not ruined as a society. That said, I have read the Draft
HRCAP document carefully and I recognize that the plan focuses on these issues. I just hope that the
Coastal Commission and other key decision makers will constantly have these issues at the front their
mind as they consider the many access options that will arise in the year to come.
I would like to focus on another issue, in my capacity as a California tax payer rather than as a property
owner. My concern is actually that the state will spend millions of dollars in capital costs (the amounts
listed on p. 93 plus imminent domain payments to property owners), plus hundreds of thousands of
dollars in annual O&M costs, and that you won’t have sufficient usage to justify the investment. Right
now, the public has access to most of the 20 or so miles of coastline that runs from Goleta to Gaviota,
and it doesn’t draw that many visitors. How many people will travel the extra amount to visit Hollister
Ranch each year when they have other empty beaches that are closer? What if it is only a few hundred
surfers when there is a swell? Will that be a good investment for the state?
To address this concern, my recommendation is during the Pilot Phase to start with the lowest cost
access method and see how it is being used before investing in all of the access components. For
example, if you were to start with the shuttle-based access to 1 or 2 of the beaches, you would (1) avoid
having the negotiate anything with individual property owners, (2) avoid the millions in costs for the
coastal trail, and (3) limit the improvements and toilets costs. The O&M costs would also be significantly
lower. If usage during this period is high, then it may make sense to start to invest in the other
components.
My other recommendation and request is that the Coastal Commission prepare an annual report that
provides transparency on the costs and usage of the HRCAP, so that the public can determine if it is
worth the investment or if it should be scaled back. If the state spends millions of dollars and the
program draws thousands of visitors each year, taxpayers may be OK with this investment. If the draw is
similar to other nearby coastal areas, it might not be worth continuing to pursue all of the planned
access components.
I hope you find this feedback helpful.
Best,
Mike Harmon
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Public access plan Hollister Ranch - I vote no.
Meredith Kendall Maines <meredithkmaines@gmail.com>
Tue 10/5/2021 2:47 AM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Hello,

I’m writing to voice that I am opposed to the current public access plan proposed by the coastal
commission in regards to Hollister Ranch.
I was fortunate enough to grow up in Santa Barbara and frequently spent my part of my childhood
visiting Hollister Ranch…from when I was 3 days old. Now, at 38 years old with a 1 year old son, I have
enjoyed bringing him to the ranch, a place where nature and preservation is top priority, and I can
teach him and show him how California used to be.
The Ranch is beautiful. Pristine. They have done an incredible job to preserve and protect the
incredible natural resources on the last remaining stretch of coast in CA not spoiled and overrun by
tourists and foot traffic.
The current plan with the number of visitors proposed - 100 to 500 - doesn't fit with the nature of the
Ranch. I’m appalled that the coastal commission, a group apparently dedicated to the health of the
coastline, would propose this plan under the false claim that it’s what’s best for the environment? How
does increasing the number of humans allowed daily to this special place protect the ecosystem at the
ranch? I’m frankly so disappointed at what is an obvious reach for control over what’s best for the
natural ecosystem.
I strongly vote no.
-Meredith Maines
meredithkmaines@gmail.com
m: 310.739.6867
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Hollister Ranch Public Access Opposition
Aaron Maines <aarondmaines@gmail.com>
Tue 10/5/2021 2:37 AM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Hello,

I am writing to state my opposition to the Hollister Ranch public access plan. I have had an
opportunity to visit the ranch on a few occasions and I fully support the protection of this
sacred last remaining stretch of CA coast. I fear public access will have a harmful impact on agriculture
and cattle operations, among other things. I am a conservationist at heart and places like Hollister
Ranch are so important to the long term health of wildlife. Please continue to fight for the protection
of this sacred land.
Respectfully,
Aaron Maines
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HR Public Access Plan
JT Holmes <jtholmes914@gmail.com>
Tue 10/5/2021 2:21 AM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

To Whom It May Concern,

I oppose all the proposed forms of public access to private property on Hollister Ranch. The proposed
public access plans are contradictory. The plan states respecting private property as a goal. There’s
only one way to truly respect private property and that’s to stay off of it, unless invited by an owner.
There is a public park on the far side of my neighbor's home. The owner's family enjoys walking
through their own gate to the park. I have to go around and access the park by bicycle, or on foot.
There is no parking lot at this park. People walk their dogs there. It is generally unmaintained. It would
be nice to go through my neighbor's property, but I don't. Am I entitled to go through their private
property? No. Should I have the right to go through their property? Absolutely not. It is theirs. I must
respect that, as must the rest of the public. Is direct access to this public park a perk or benefit of their
land? Yes. Were they strategic in their purchase? Maybe, and if so, good for them. They may have paid
a premium for it. Staying off my neighbor's land is not unfair or unjust. It is right.
If I were invited onto my neighbor's property, then I may be able to access the public land via their
property. This is exactly the same scenario as Hollister Ranch. All access to my neighbor's property, be
it to enjoy the property itself or simply to pass through to gain access to other land, is, and must
remain entirely up to them.
Some beaches on the Gaviota Coast and some on all coasts of the USA do not offer drive up access.
The beaches on the Gaviota Coast are accessible by sea and by foot when the tides allow travel by
foot. The public can enjoy them via this access. It is a matter of convenience to be able to drive to a
portion of public land. Convenience is not a valid reason to violate people's right to private property
and to jeopardize the natural habitat of one of California's relatively untouched gems.
There are hundreds of miles of coast that do not have drive up access, nor bike paths nor established
walking trails. Hollister Ranch should not be singled out and made to accommodate public access.
Hollister Ranch landowners are exemplary stewards of the environment. This is largely due to the
sparse development and the absence of the public. The plan proposes both development and public
access, each of these jeopardize the natural environment.
Hollister Ranch is a harsh environment largely by nature's design. It would be unsafe to have the public
there. They may get eaten by mountain lions, run over by trains or drown in lethal rip tides. The roads
on Hollister Ranch do not even have center divider lines. Motor vehicle accidents may occur and first
responders would not be nearby.
Please leave it be. Leaving the Hollister Ranch as the landowners prefer it is the safest solution for the
public and best way to preserve the natural environment.
Kind regards,
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JT Holmes
+1 530 412 1128
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Public Access to Hollister Ranch
tracgeology <tracgeology@aol.com>
Tue 10/5/2021 2:07 AM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>; tracgeology <tracgeology@aol.com>

I am against the proposed 100-500 public visitors per day to Hollister Ranch. That many people is too
disturbing to the environment there. I desire small groups of 10-15 people per day accompanied by a
docent, to visit there as a more appropriate rate of supervisied visitation.

Sent from the all new AOL app for iOS
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Public Access Opinion
Christian Fowler <christianfowler33@gmail.com>
Tue 10/5/2021 1:49 AM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

To whom this may concern,

My name is Christian Fowler and my family owns Parcel 96A. We are strongly opposed to the public
access plan and believe that it is unconstitutional and unjust to allow the public into a private cattle
ranch and residence. From what I understand, as long as we are not blocking or stopping people from
crossing the median tide line which Hollister Ranch does not do, there is no reason for access into our
private property. I have grown up at Hollister from age 5 until now at the age of 23 and I will never
forget the amazing memories and experiences I have had and continue to have at our beautiful and
pristine place. I believe the general public does not hold the same standard for keeping the
environment (both the ranch property and beaches) clean and untouched and this will destroy one of
the unique and amazing places in the United States. There are many examples of the general public
destroying amazing natural places all over the world and it would be heartbreaking for Hollister to be
forced to join that list. I will do whatever I can to support the HROA in keeping this sacred and unique
place the way it is for as long as I live as I plan to raise my children there the way I was raised in such a
special and protected place. Thank you so much for the continued fight for our right to our private
and beautiful land.
Sincerely,
Christian Fowler
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Opposition to Coastal Commission Hollister Ranch Access Plan
Megan Ryskamp <megan.ryskamp@gmail.com>
Tue 10/5/2021 1:48 AM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

To Whom It May Concern,

I am writing to let you know of my opposition to the Hollister Ranch Access Plan in its current form.
Growing up in Santa Barbara, my upbringing and education have been firmly linked to our coastal
ecosystems. From learning about tidepool creatures, to picking up trash on the beaches, our
community is linked to the ocean. This passion for me enabled me to spend time at Hollister Ranch
over the course of a year enabling marine research on intertidal species. It is a place that has been
stewarded and preserved unlike many other coastal areas I've been to.
I've followed the current hearings and coastal access proposal and wanted to express strong concerns
over the number of people that have been proposed to access Hollister Ranch daily as well as the
immense amount of development/infrastructure that would be required to sustain this. Given the
biodiversity present at the ranch (from limpets - which I originally researched - to snowy plover), I
believe this amount of access would negatively impact the coastline. I would hate to see this coastal
area experience some of the same human impacts as so many of the other coastal access areas I've
been to - trash, erosion, and wildlife disruption.
While I wanted to register my concern over coastal access plans in their current form, I also wanted to
mention that I am supportive of access to Hollister Ranch for educational and research purposes, just
as I was able to conduct my own research as a student.
I sincerely hope that any plan for Hollister Ranch access in the future will preserve the delicate coastal
ecosystem that exists there.
Sincerely,
Megan Ryskamp
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Public Access Program
Gope Israni <gopeisrani@gmail.com>
Tue 10/5/2021 1:42 AM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Joni Mitchell said it more than 50 years ago and we still have not learned:
"They paved paradise to put up a parking lot"
Better some small slivers of the Earth remain pristine due to difficulty of access than all of the Earth
being equitably destroyed.
Thank you,
Gope Israni
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Hollister Ranch
sally bromfield <bromfieldsally@gmail.com>
Tue 10/5/2021 1:25 AM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>
Cc: sally bromfield <bromfieldsally@gmail.com>

I would like to express my opinions as to why the Hollister Ranch should not be opened to the public
except in small, limited in number chaperoned groups.
First of all it has been private property for all of its long history. It’s roads are private and so are its
beaches up to the mean high tide line. Unless the State of CA wants to assert its right of Eminent
Domain, and consequently pay all the Hollister Ranch owners a fair market value for the loss of their
property the State would take, the historic right of private property should be respected.
Secondly, it has clearly been demonstrated that the Hollister Ranch owners have been good stewards of
this remote coastline (now that motor vehicles can no longer be driven on the HR beaches). To open up
this pristine coastline to 100 or up to 500 members of the public on any given day would be a tragic
mistake. Unfortunately many beach goers are not respectful to coastal wildlife and would plunder the
tide pools and leave their trash on these wild beautiful beaches. The Hollister Ranch beaches and their
coastal wildlife should not have this happen to them.
Gaviota State Beach is located adjacent to the Hollister Ranch and the public is able to go there as well
as to many other beaches along the Central Santa Barbara County coastline. Many surfers now use a
boat to reach the Hollister Ranch surf breaks so that is always an access option that has existed for
generations.
I hope reason will prevail at the Coastal Commission and it’s members will realize that to single out this
one private coastal location for large groups of the public to enter and commercialize with parking lots,
hiking trails and portable potties is a bad idea.
The rights of the purchasers of private property should be respected by the State of California.
There are hundreds of other California beaches that welcome the public.
This remote strip of private coastal land should be left as it is, private and remote.
Thank you for considering my concerns and reasons why mass public entrance to the Hollister Ranch
should not be permitted.
Your sincerely,
Sally Bromfield
1316 Danielson Road
Santa Barbara, CA 93108
Sent from my iPad
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Hollister Ranch
Memory Tracy <memory.tracy@yahoo.com>
Tue 10/5/2021 1:20 AM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Please provide docents to work with the public so that all of us can enjoy the beautiful beaches and safe
environment.
Memory Tracy
Memory.tracy@yahoo.com
Sent from my iPhone
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The public access plan - Hollister Ranch
Peter Borneman <peter.borneman@gmail.com>
Tue 10/5/2021 1:18 AM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

The Supreme Court has put significant limits on the governments claims on the rights of owners in the
recent decision 6-3 of Cedar Point Nursery. Providing public access to Hollister Ranch is a physical taking
and shall not be taken for public use without just compensation. If the government does take action it
will be restricting the property owners ability to use his own property.
Governments have have increasingly been conscripting private citizens into caring out their policy
agenda. The Court’s conservative majority has repudiated one front of this assault and dealt a major
victory for property rights.
You should understand this recent decision as you are wasting the taxpayers money.
Peter Borneman
Sent from my iPad
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Hollister Ranch Public access
Kirk Putnam <kirkripper@yahoo.com>
Tue 10/5/2021 1:12 AM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Dear Commissioner’s
I would suggest Not to open public access to this part of our California coastline . It should remain in
care with the past and present caretakers and Owners of the Hollister Ranch . They have done a great job
of taking care of the land . As someone who lives in this area and has enjoyed this coastline for over 50
yrs I would encourage you to to maintain and improve our 3 state parks on the Gaviota coast that could
really use some work . There is No Way to open this pristine part of our coastline and keep it the same as
it is Now .
Thank for the opportunity to speak , sincerely Kirk Putnam , Buellton Ca.
Sent from my iPhone
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Hollister Ranch
Nick Clark <nickclark14@gmail.com>
Tue 10/5/2021 1:11 AM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Dear California Coastal Commission,

My name is Nick Clark and I have spent my whole life exploring and the surf and sea surrounding the
Hollister Ranch.
I am concerned about the recent decisions around public access at Hollister Ranch and the
Commission’s plan to disrupt the balance they have maintained in preserving the native species,
ecology and ecosystems. I fear that it will be creating irrevocable damage, and once this decision is
made, it’s only a matter of time until people start showing up who lack the same love and care for
protecting it.
I’ve traveled this state far and wide, from Yosemite to the redwoods, sierras to trestles, and I can say
that, while the degree of preservation varies, every one of them would have been better off left
untouched for the people with true determination, love and care to enjoy. Not for people to be bussed
in to. This plan is foolish and will quickly snowball into a mass of electric bikes and sprinter vans
mobbing the parking lots and trashing the beaches.
I urge you to protect this natural resource and limit the exposure of to this area of coastline.
Sincerely,
Nick Clark
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Please do not open the Hollister Ranch
Christian Gould <cgould.pg@gmail.com>
Tue 10/5/2021 1:02 AM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Dear California Coastal Commission,

My name is Christian and I am a Santa Barbara native and throughout my life have spent numerous
times boating up to hollister ranch. As a kid my father took me on countless trips to surf, fish and
enjoy the raw nature of the gaviota coastline. I one day wish to do the same with my children.
I am concerned about the recent decisions around public access at Hollister Ranch and the
Commission’s plan to:
Examples: of environmental, cultural impacts, fire danger (paradise, one road), endangered species
(purple needle grass, Gaviota tar plant, snowy plover), infrastructure pollution (port o potties), human
pollution (plastic, single use food items and cigarettes)
⁃ Pave infrastructure over Chumash heritage sites and burial ground.
⁃

Expose delicate ocean and terrestrial ecosystems and endangered species to development and

pollution.

I urge you to protect this natural resource and limit the exposure of to this area of coastline.
Sincerely,
Christian Gould
-Christian Gould
Paul Green Shoes
805-220-6012
Cgould.pg@gmail.com
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Comments on Hollister Access Plan
David Scheidlinger <djscheidlinger@gmail.com>
Tue 10/5/2021 12:33 AM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

I would like to focus on what I see as a MAJOR unreported area of costs in the Access Plan, namely
safety related issues.
Specific dangers that I know to exist along the Hollister Ranch coastline include collapsing cliffs with
frequent rock and mud falls; potentially dangerous fauna including snakes, sharks, beached sea lions,
wild boar, and cougars; narrow roads with multiple blind corners, no passing lane, and frequent
flooding and slides. (This list does not even include the uncontrolled train crossings or dangerous
swimming/surfing conditions)
The access plan does mention the lack of cell phone service for most of the area but I think it is very
important to point out that there are no local first responders available even where cell phones work.
Based on my personal experiences on this coastline over the past 44 years, including rendering first
aid to a surfer with a spinal fracture, I am convinced that public access will result in frequent injuries
and possible fatalities unless substantial infrastructure and safety staffing improvements are added. I
do not even see any mention in the plan of providing any liability insurance except for the shuttle
van...
I sincerely hope that the State of California will seriously consider these issues and set aside the funds
to rectify them before the accidents and lawsuits pile up.
I am NOT specially knowledgeable about the costs for all of this, but feel strongly that we would be
looking at another order of magnitude beyond the estimates in the current plan
David Scheidlinger MD
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Public Comment on the Hollister Ranch Access Plan
Bryan Schreier <bryan.schreier@gmail.com>
Tue 10/5/2021 12:31 AM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

To the Coastal Commission:
I have read the entire Hollister Ranch access plan created by the
Coastal Commission.
I am deeply concerned with the lack of research into the disruption of
the pristine natural environment that the Hollister Ranch has
protected for decades.
Unfortunately, the Gaviota State park just next door is a prime
example of a good idea for a park that has gone bad. What was once a
pristine beach is now a huge parking lot fuel of vehicles and trash
(which blows into the surrounding areas). And the state does not have
the funds to manage the pier / boat launch that is in disrepair.
I find the Coastal Commission's Hollister Ranch plan to be impractical
in that it comes-up entirely short in regards to nature and wildlife
protection. In addition, the plan is devoid of a financial plan or
budget.
The Coastal Commission and the State should get its existing parks
fully funded and managed prior to expanding and further destroying
natural habitats.
Robert Schreier
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RE: Hollister Costal Access Agreement
Sean Mack <smack@capitalpacific.com>
Tue 10/5/2021 12:28 AM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Revised below.
SEAN MACK
Partner | Capital Pacific
o. 503.675.8378 | c. 503.957.7945

LAUNCHING THIS YEAR

Relentless preparation to ensure our clients act with confidence.

Follow us for updates!
Oregon Disclosure Pamphlet | Washington Law of Real Estate Agency | Legal Disclaimer

From: Sean Mack <smack@capitalpacific.com>
Sent: Monday, October 4, 2021 5:07 PM
To: Hollister@coastal.ca.gov
Subject: Hollister Costal Access Agreement
Growing up in apartment buildings in Costa Mesa, CA in the late 80’s, I heard of what Newport was like in the 50’s.
No, I-405, orange groves, plenti ful fish and an overall sense of community. I was told you could water ski and
snorkel in Back Bay. Living within walking distance, I couldn’t see how that was possible. The bay was something
that if you fell into, you would have to go to the hospital due to polluti on and I assume risk of staph.
I worked at the restaurant the Canary, on the bay and was terrified not only of the quality of the bays water but of
the smell and color.
I heard and dreamed of the mythical “Ranch”. The older generati on passed down the word that this area, the
northern most part of southern California, was an area where ti me had stood sti ll. Allan Wrights Surfing
California only added to the mysti cism.
In high school, there was always talk of groups of our friends driving up and walking to Razors. Most was talk,
because Trestles was closer.
In my 20’s, people bought inflatables and boated in. Which people sti ll do, to this day. The fact is, if you want on
the ranch, you can go right now. You just have to drive up and walk on.
This ranch is sti ll what I dreamt of 30 years ago. Nothing has changed. By opening up large numbers to the
public, everything about what makes this area special will be lost. The faciliti es, infrastructure, environment, and
community will drasti cally suffer. Effecti vely, everything will be lost.
We need places that younger generati ons dream of and look up to and forward to.
Hollister is much more protected/preserved than any state park I have been to on the west coast. Let’s not
change this into a El Cap., Gaviola or Refugio. All within biking distance to the Ranch.
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Paving paradise and putti ng up a parking lot is never a good idea for future generati ons of Californian’s.
If you grew up in California, you always heard a parent or family friend, tell you how “you” missed it. “California
was amazing in the 50’s” etc.
I don’t want to tell my children that “they” missed it; when Hollister was untouched.
SEAN MACK
Partner | Capital Pacific
o. 503.675.8378 | c. 503.957.7945

LAUNCHING THIS YEAR

Relentless preparation to ensure our clients act with confidence.

Follow us for updates!
Oregon Disclosure Pamphlet | Washington Law of Real Estate Agency | Legal Disclaimer
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HR Coastal Access Plan
Cari Church <carichurch@yahoo.com>
Tue 10/5/2021 12:03 AM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>; carichurch@yahoo.com <carichurch@yahoo.com>
Dear State of California,
I am a 47 year resident of California and a mother to a young boy. Being a mother is a gift and I am grateful for the opportunity to teach my son about the
world. Our time together increased during covid as so much of our world was shut down. We began to focus on what was necessary and essential and
shifted our habits to reflect our priorities.
I feel that California needs to focus on what is essential at this time as well.
As I write this, 130,000 gallons of oil is sitting along our coast which will impact our state financially and environmentally for years to come, we have
major fire issues, homelessness, mental health crisis, and children being impacted from gaps in education due to school shut downs. Our state is crying
for our attention and I feel we need to buckle up and focus on what is essential.
Beach recreation is a big part of California culture. And as a mother I teach my son to get his work done first, then he can play. Once California has
gotten its work done, then addressing recreation and state parks makes logical sense. The HR Coastal Access plan is causing me both concern and
confusion. Why is this a priority? There are state parks adjacent to Hollister Ranch that are both accessible as well as in need of our tax payers money,
time and attention. Let’s take care of what we have and make our state parks and beach and coastal clean up a priority.
I have read the HR Coastal Access plan and have concerns about the expense, safety and feasibility of this proposal. Hollister Ranch is a remote area
without cell phone towers, emergency response crews, fire stations, and infrastructure. It is also on private land so how can we make a state park like
environment on land that is not available for this purpose?
This plan has a strong potential to negatively impact the environment, create fire safety and security issues, danger from the adjacent railroad tracks,
windy and dangerous roads, and a working cattle operation with cattle on the main access roads. This ranch like environment is both harsh and remote
and would take a huge amount of signage, road work and improvements to make this happen. Lifeguards, bathrooms, parking, trash receptacles, etc. The
state is struggling to maintain the integrity of the existing state parks and keeping them clean, open, staffed and functioning is an area of weakness that
could use improvement!
I am also concerned about the cost to implement this plan. Overall, this seems like a bad idea and we need to get to work on what is essential to improve
our state. I strongly oppose the HR Coastal Access Plan as it is written at this time.
Thank you,

Cari Woolcott
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e?fÿgJTMhTiÿjJiiQMhKRÿkTOUPÿXjJiiQMhKRYUJTMhTiVUTVSJlZ

mnonpqrstÿvtwptxtoyqyz{tx|
}~ÿtqozoÿyqyÿwpnwtpy~ÿnotpxÿqssnÿwrszÿq txxÿynÿmnsszxytpÿvqoÿonyÿnos~ÿzxÿyt
to{zpnotoyqsÿqoÿsypqsÿqszy~ÿqzoyqzotÿr~ÿytÿnotpxÿxqpzztÿxnÿqptÿytzp
wpz{qytÿwpnwtpy~ÿpzyxÿqpqoyttÿotpÿytÿqsznpozqÿqoÿÿnoxyzyyznoxÿÿÿtÿsnn
ynÿytÿnytpÿsqptÿqptqtxÿz{toÿynÿytÿwrszÿr~ÿytÿmnsszxytpÿvqoÿotpxÿxxnzqyzno
tÿtqpÿxzzsqpÿnpÿnpxtÿto{zpnotoyqsÿwnzxnozoÿqoÿtpqqyznoÿzssÿptxsyÿtÿvtxy
ptqxÿrttqytÿr~ÿmnsszxytpÿvqoÿynÿytÿwrszÿq{tÿrttoÿxwtzoÿxtqtÿzoynÿyt
pttÿnpÿtqtxÿq{znyqÿyqytÿ}tqÿqsxnÿrttqytÿr~ÿmnsszxytpÿvqoÿqxÿttppt
qzoytoqotÿyqyÿwnxtxÿrnyÿto{zpnotoyqsÿqoÿxqty~ÿyptqyxÿ
nÿnnÿnyntÿqoÿptxsyÿr~ÿtwqozoÿxÿt{qxyqyznoÿynÿmnsszxytpÿvqoÿzyxtsÿt
mnsszxytpÿvqoÿotpxÿxxnzqyznoÿq{tÿqÿwpn{toÿypqÿptnpÿnÿxwprs~ÿqoqzo
ytzpÿnnyzssxÿzssqoxÿqpzsypqsÿwptxtp{txÿqoÿrtqtxÿÿtnwstÿxyÿq{tÿxzoÿzoÿyt
qtÿynÿqptÿnpÿytxtÿwpzxyzotÿto{zpnotoyqsÿqoÿsypqsÿnotpxÿoÿytÿrszÿqx
onÿxzoÿzoÿytÿqtÿ
z{toÿytÿxnpzÿstq~ÿnÿwrszÿq txxÿnotÿxyÿqxÿ~ÿzxÿmnsszxytpÿvqoÿxzost
nyÿnpÿtxypyzno
tptÿqptÿzstxÿnÿrtqtxÿynÿytÿxnyÿnÿq{znyqÿyqytÿqpÿzyÿonÿxyqytstÿzoytoyzno
ynÿnwtoÿynÿytÿwrszÿzxÿzostxÿytÿqwstxÿnqxyszotÿzyÿttsstoyÿxpÿyztÿwnnsx
tyÿzzsqps~ÿytptÿqptÿonÿtnpyxÿynÿnwtoÿytÿwpz{qytÿpqotxÿtxyÿnÿmnsszxytpÿvqoÿqo
nyÿynÿqsqqÿnoy~ÿqpÿqzoÿytxtÿrtqtxÿq{tÿttsstoyÿxpÿqoÿrznsnzqs
ptxnptx
nÿ~ÿytoÿzxÿytÿnxÿnoÿmnsszxytpÿvqo
yÿzxÿszpnxÿynÿsqzÿyqyÿqÿqoqzoÿoyzy~ÿzyÿonÿxzoÿzoÿytÿqtÿqoÿxqts~
qoqtÿytÿnptxÿnÿwtnwstÿxsqytÿynÿtxtoÿnoÿytÿtsswptxtp{tÿmnsszxytpÿvqo
nnÿqyÿytÿypqÿptnpxÿnÿytÿnytpÿyqytÿqpxÿqoÿ}tqtxÿnyÿnos~ÿqptÿyt
to{zpnotoyxÿtpqtÿqoÿwsqoyxÿqoÿqozqsxÿtxypn~tÿvqotpxÿxyÿwpn{ztÿnonzo
xtpzy~ÿynÿwpnytyÿytÿwrszÿpnÿtqÿnytpÿ
yytwyxÿynÿqssnÿq txxÿynÿqÿwrszÿzyÿonÿzo{txytoyÿzoÿytÿwptxtp{qyznoÿnÿytÿrznsnz
ptxnptxÿtozpqytxÿytÿzoytoyznoxÿnÿqotÿmnsszxytpÿttspzyÿnÿzxÿszts~ÿpnsszo
n{tpÿzoÿtpÿpq{tÿqyÿytÿynyÿtÿwqxxtÿytÿptzoxÿynÿmnsszxytpÿvqoÿotpx
xxnzqyznoÿnoÿnozyznoÿyqyÿytÿsqoÿrtÿwptxtp{tÿqxÿqÿnpzoÿpqoÿzyÿqÿzxxznoÿyn
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JKLÿNOKPOQQRÿSTUVWRXYZQQV[\T]RQ^XKT_

`ZOÿabcdcebeaÿaafabÿgh
i9jÿkK]VW]QÿlKQQRVWOmÿn]PXYÿSlKQQRVWOm[XK]VW]Q^X]^\Ko_

pO]mÿkKTTRVVRKPOmV
qÿrKZQsÿYR\YQUÿVZ\\OVWÿPKWÿKtOPRP\ÿWYOÿlKQQRVWOmÿm]PXYÿWKÿtZLQRXÿ]XXOVV^ÿlKQQRVWOmÿn]PXYÿY]VÿLOOP
tmRo]WOQUÿKrPOsÿVRPXOÿavwx^ÿ̀YOÿy]TRQUÿ]Psÿm]PXYÿY]PsVÿY]oOÿsKPOÿ]PÿOzXOQQOPWÿ{KLÿT]RPW]RPRP\ÿWYO
Q]Ps|ÿ]PsÿLUÿsKRP\ÿVKÿWYOUÿY]oOÿPKWÿKPQUÿtmOVOmoOsÿWYOÿQ]PsÿLZWÿ]QVKÿY]oOÿtmOVOmoOsÿWYOÿXK]VWQRPO^ÿ̀K
KtOPÿWYRVÿWKÿWYOÿtZLQRXÿrKZQsÿLOÿQR}OÿKtOPRP\ÿhZRmÿ~KKsVÿWKÿXQO]mÿXZWWRP\^
ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿnOVtOXWyZQQUÿUKZmV
ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿnKLOmWÿNOKPOQQR
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JOXÿYZ[\[]Z]YÿYZ^_]ÿ̀a
b:cÿdSKeTFfXKPRFVUVHRÿMdSKeTFfXKPRFVUVHRWgÿhHFNLFTÿiHTTSNLXKÿjFGVEÿMiHTTSNLXKPVHFNLFTUVFUQHkW
lmnnoppomqrsp

tÿvwsxyrsÿzmwÿxmÿoq{w|}xrÿxyrÿqmxomqÿxy}xÿoxÿopÿ~smqÿxmÿ}m~ÿw|o{ÿ}{{rppÿxmÿxyrÿmopxrsÿ}q{yÿpxsrx{yÿmvÿ{m}pxoqrÿvmsÿxyopÿ{msm}szÿopÿqmxÿwpxÿ}
n}xxrsÿmvÿrqosmqnrqx}ÿsmxr{xomqÿ}qÿpwpx}oqnrqxÿ|wxÿ}pmÿsrvr{xpÿxyrÿr{on}xomqÿmvÿnrso{}qÿvsrrmnÿyrÿwq{mqx}noq}xrÿw}oxzÿmvÿmopxrs
}q{yÿopÿwq}s}rrÿ{mn}srÿxmÿ}qz~yrsrÿrprÿoqÿxyrÿpx}xrÿ}qÿxyrÿsr}pmqÿvmsÿxy}xÿopÿoxpÿ{mqxoqwrÿpx}xwsrÿmvÿso}{zÿtrÿprrqÿvospxy}qÿxyr
}n}rpÿmqrÿxmÿn}soqrÿr{mpzpxrnpÿ}xÿxyrÿy}qÿmvÿn}qÿ}qÿtÿ{}qÿmqzÿrr{xÿxyrÿ{mnrxrÿr}px}xomqÿxy}xÿ~mwÿm{{wsÿovÿxyrÿn}pprpÿ~rsrÿxm
oqvoxs}xrÿxyopÿ}pxÿ{}pwrÿmvÿq}xwsrÿyrÿm{}ÿ~oovrÿmvÿmopxrsÿs}q{yÿopÿpw|px}qxo}zÿyr}xyorsÿ}qÿopÿsmorÿ}ÿnw{yÿqrrrÿsrvwrÿvsmnÿxyr
rrsr}qoqÿoqvs}pxsw{xwsrÿmvÿw|o{ÿsmwqpÿqÿr}nrÿmvÿq}xorÿ~oovrÿxy}xÿsrporÿoqÿmopxrsÿ}q{yÿoq{wrÿxyrÿmwxyrsqÿr}ÿxxrsÿ~ym
mq{rÿrq}qrsrÿy}rÿoq{sr}prÿoqÿqwn|rsÿxy}qpÿxmÿxyrÿsmxr{xomqÿmvÿmopxrsÿ}q{yÿm~rrsÿxyrÿr}ÿxxrsÿopÿqmxÿoqÿxyrÿ{r}sÿzrxÿ}qÿ}m~oq
xyrÿw|o{ÿ~mwÿoqxrsvrsrÿ~oxyÿxyrÿq}xws}ÿ{mqoxomqpÿxy}xÿ}m~ÿpw{yÿpr{orpÿxmÿpwsorÿqmxyrsÿr}nrÿmvÿ}qÿwq|rnopyrÿmw}xomqÿmvÿ~oovr
oq{wrpÿxyrÿ{mnnwqoxzÿmvÿpr}|ospÿ~ymÿ}srÿ}m~rÿxmÿvmwsopyÿ~oxymwxÿxyrÿ~r}sÿmvÿywn}qÿoqyo|oxomqpÿtqÿ}ÿ}sxpÿmvÿxyrÿpx}xrÿpr}|ospÿ}srÿpw|r{x
xmÿpwvvrsoqÿwrÿxmÿoq{mqpors}xrÿ}qÿ}n}xrwsÿvopyoqÿmwxomqÿ}qÿm~qsoyxÿmmp}opnÿtÿy}rÿ~oxqrpprÿpr}|ospÿr}ÿpxs}qw}xrÿ|zÿ{wx
vopyoqÿoqrÿr}ÿvwÿmvÿ}pxo{ÿ~yo{yÿxyrzÿnopx}rÿvmsÿvmmÿ}qÿoqrox}|zÿorÿmvÿ}qÿr}ÿ|r{}wprÿpmnr|mzÿpxsw{ÿxyrnÿ~oxyÿ}ÿsm{ÿvmsÿvwq
mxÿmqzÿ~mwÿxyrÿq}xorÿ}qon}pÿmvÿmopxrsÿs}q{yÿ|rÿoqÿxsmw|rÿxyrÿm{}ÿvms}ÿ~mwÿ|rÿprrsrzÿ{mnsmnoprÿyrÿoqvs}pxsw{xwsrÿsrwosrÿxm
y}qrÿpw{yÿ}qÿoqvwÿ~mwÿr{on}xrÿxyrÿ}qxpÿ}qÿq}xws}ÿ|r}wxzÿmvÿxyrÿ}qÿ~yo{yÿopÿ}sr}zÿrxsrnrzÿvs}orÿyrÿqrrÿvmsÿsrpxsmmnpÿ~mw
srwosrÿ}ÿ}srsÿpr~rsÿpzpxrnÿn}qzÿmvÿ~yo{yÿ~yrqÿrpoqrÿqr}sÿxyrÿm{r}qÿ}srÿqmxmsomwpzÿqm~qÿvmsÿsm|rnpÿpw{yÿ}pÿ|wspxÿorpÿ}qÿr}}r
~yo{yÿopÿ}qmxyrsÿv}{xmsÿxy}xÿ~mÿsmrÿrxsonrqx}ÿxmÿxyrÿonn}{w}xrÿr{mpzpxrnÿxy}xÿopÿmopxrsÿ}q{yÿyopÿxmo{ÿopÿqmxÿwpxÿ}ÿxysr}xÿxmÿxyr
rqosmqnrqxÿ|wxÿ}pmÿxmÿxyrÿoq}orq}|rÿsoyxpÿ~rÿy}rÿ}pÿnrso{}qpÿqopyÿyompmyrsÿmyqÿm{rÿpx}xrÿxy}xÿrrszÿn}qÿopÿrqxoxrÿxmÿovr
o|rsxzÿ}qÿsmrsxzÿxyrÿ|}popÿxy}xÿnrso{}ÿ~}pÿvmwqrÿwmqÿmopxrsÿ}q{yÿopÿso}xrÿ}qÿrsomÿ}qÿxyrÿmrqoqÿmvÿxyopÿ}qÿxmÿxyrÿw|o{
oqvsoqrpÿmqÿmwsÿ{mqpxoxwxomq}ÿsoyxpÿyrÿnmsrÿsmrsxzÿ}qÿ}qqoqÿ}srÿ{rqxs}orÿxyrÿnmsrÿo|rsxzÿopÿrsmrÿx}xrÿ}~ÿÿÿwqv}oszÿ}m~p
px}xrÿ}rqxpÿxmÿpr}s{yÿ}qÿoqpr{xÿxyrÿs}q{yÿ~oxymwxÿ~}ss}qxÿ}qÿr{}srpÿxy}xÿ}qzÿ}{xomqÿxy}xÿs}q{yÿm~qrspÿx}rÿxmÿonrrÿr}zÿmsÿmxyrs~opr
m|pxsw{xÿxyrÿpx}xrpÿrvvmsxpÿom}xrpÿxyrÿl}ovmsqo}ÿlm}px}ÿ{xÿ}qÿopÿmxrqxo}zÿwqopy}|rÿ|zÿ}ÿvoqrÿmvÿwÿxmÿÿrsÿ}zÿyopÿopÿsoo{wmwp
|msrsoqrÿs~ro}qÿ|ry}omsÿ}qÿ~rÿy}rÿ}ÿ¡morqÿsoyxÿxmÿsmxr{xÿxyopÿ}qÿvsmnÿopmsrszÿ|roqÿx}rqÿ}}qx}rÿmvÿ|zÿxyrÿpx}xr
lmnnoppomqrspÿmÿ~y}xÿopÿsoyxÿsmxr{xÿmwsÿsoyxpÿmwsÿpx}xrÿ}qÿyrsÿq}xws}ÿ|r}wxzÿ}rÿl}ovmsqo}ÿp}rÿmopxrsÿ}q{y
y}qÿ¢mw
y}qqmqÿymsqxmq
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FGHÿJKLMNÿOPGHNKLMNQGRSHGTUVMLHW

XYZÿ[\]^]_\_[ÿ̀ab^ÿcd
eCfÿgLGPhGUÿiLUUTPhZjÿkGlMmÿOiLUUTPhZjRMLGPhGUVMGVSLQW

nopqÿsptuvwqxupÿswpyztuxoÿsw{{uyyuwx|
}~ÿxp{oÿuyÿp{ÿwÿpxÿÿp{ÿqqoxzt~ÿtuuxÿwxÿwttuyzoqÿpxÿpxÿpoÿooxÿvwqÿpÿwwÿpqzÿwvÿ{~
~wxÿtuvoÿyÿpxÿuxuoxwyÿoqywxÿwvÿsuxoyoppuupxÿpxÿuxppxÿoyoxzÿÿpyÿqpuyoÿzwÿpqoupzoÿpx
qwzozÿzoÿyqqwxuxÿoxuqwx{oxzÿyÿuzuoxyÿwvÿzoÿpqz|ÿuzÿuyÿwqÿz~ÿzwÿqoyoqoÿpxÿqwzozÿzo
oxuqwx{oxzÿuyÿqwozÿuyÿquwquzuuxÿzoÿpxzqwwoxzquÿquzÿzwÿzpoÿpxÿyoÿzoÿtpxypoÿpyÿyoo{yÿvuzÿo
pqopÿoÿxwÿqwzozÿ{uzÿyoo{ÿpyz|ÿzÿzoqoÿpqoÿwxt~ÿÿ{utoyÿwvÿwpyztuxoÿtovzÿoqoÿzwÿqwzozÿpxÿzo~ÿpqo
ptqop~ÿpoyyutoÿ
uoÿ{px~ÿwzoqy|ÿÿp{ÿwxoqxoÿpwzÿzoÿqooxzÿouyuwxyÿpqwxÿtuÿpoyyÿpzÿwttuyzoqÿpxÿpxÿzo
sw{{uyyuwxyÿtpxÿzwÿootwÿuxvqpyzqzqoÿÿ
~ÿqopzuxÿ{wqoÿpquxÿtwzy|ÿuxzqwuxÿzo{wqpq~ÿpxÿwzoxzuptt~ÿoq{pxoxzÿqoyzqww{y|ÿuoÿpxÿuux
zqputyÿzoÿptqop~ÿotupzoÿwopxÿpxÿzoqqoyzquptÿowy~yzo{yÿwtÿoÿvqzoqÿzqopzoxoÿ
ÿÿÿ
ÿqoÿ~wÿzwÿqwzozÿzuyÿxpzqptÿqoywqoÿpxÿtu{uzÿzoÿowyqoÿzwÿzuyÿpqopÿwvÿwpyztuxoÿ
uxoqot~|
p{ÿwÿ
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EFGHIIÿKLMNOMÿPQFGHIIRISMMTUVLWIRXOVY

EFHÿZ[\]\^[^Zÿ_à]ÿbc
8deÿfOLNQLIÿgOIIWNQHGÿhLMXiÿPgOIIWNQHGTXOLNQLIRXLRUOjY

gHIIOkÿÿ
lÿLVÿOmmONHnÿQOÿQiHÿnGLoQÿLXXHNNÿmILMÿoOGÿgOIIWNQHGÿhLMXiRÿÿlÿLVÿXOMXHGMHnÿWQÿqWIIÿXLFNHÿMHULQWjH
HMjWGOMVHMQLIÿGHmHGXFNNWOMNÿLNÿqHIIÿLNÿXLFNHÿQGLooWXÿXOMUHNQWOMÿOMÿgqSÿZ[ZRÿÿlQÿqWIIÿLINOÿXLFNHÿWNNFHNÿQO
QiHÿHMQGLMXHÿOoÿrLjWOQLÿsQLQHÿbLGtRÿgLNÿLMÿulhÿLnnGHNNHnÿQiHNHÿXOMXHGMNvÿ
lÿLmmGHXWLQHÿSOFGÿXOMNWnHGLQWOMNkÿ
EFGHIIÿKLMNOM
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FGGHIÿKLMNOÿPQGGHIOLMNORRSIMTGGUVGWX
YZLÿ[\]^]_\_[ÿ̀a^bÿcd
e8fÿgGMOhMiÿjGiikOhLNÿlMmVTÿPjGiikOhLNSVGMOhMiUVMUnGoX

pLMNÿgGMOhMiÿgGWWkOOkGmqÿ
rsWÿQNkhkmnÿtLVMZOLÿrsWÿVGmVLNmLHÿMtGZhÿhTLÿpluvYÿwNGwGOMiÿhGÿGwLmÿjGiikOhLNÿlMmVTÿxGNÿMÿxLQ
NLMOGmOaÿ
[UÿYTLÿwNkOhkmLÿiMmHÿQkiiÿtLÿmLnMhkoLiIÿkWwMVhLHÿMmHÿmGhÿwNLOLNoLHUÿ
_UÿumÿymokNGmWLmhMiÿrWwMVhÿlLwGNhÿkOÿMÿVNkhkVMiÿVGWwGmLmhÿhGÿWMzkmnÿHLVkOkGmOÿMtGZhÿhTLÿiMmHÿZOLUÿ
{UÿYTLÿwiMmÿGoLNNLMVTLOÿtLIGmHÿhTLÿOhMhLHÿHLOkNLÿhGÿwNGokHLÿMVVLOOÿhGÿtLMVTLOÿtLiGQÿWLMmÿTknT
hkWLÿQkhTÿhMizOÿGxÿMÿKhMhLÿcMNzUÿ
rsWÿkmÿOZwwGNhÿGxÿkmVNLMOLHÿWMmMnLHÿMVVLOOÿtZhÿmGhÿMhÿhTLÿNkOzÿGxÿHLOhNGIkmnÿwNkOhkmLÿiMmHUÿ|mVLÿhTL
HMWMnLÿkOÿHGmLqÿkhÿVMmshÿtLÿNLoLNOLHÿOGÿhTkOÿwiMmÿmLLHOÿhGÿtLÿhTGZnThxZiiIÿVGmOhNZVhLHÿhGÿOLNoLÿkhOÿGQm
OhMhLHÿwZNwGOLUÿ
YTMmzÿIGZÿxGNÿIGZNÿMhhLmhkGmÿhGÿhTkOUÿ
}MVzÿKLMNOÿ
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KLMNOÿQRLMNOSTOUVRNWXYMVZR[\R[T]

^_Vÿ̀abcbdad`ÿefcdÿgh
i8jÿK[WOkWXÿl[XXNOkVMÿmWnRLÿQl[XXNOkVMSR[WOkWX\RW\o[p]

^[ÿZL[TÿNkÿTWqÿR[nRVMnrÿ
sÿt_OkÿZWnkVuÿk[ÿZMNkVÿWÿYMNVvÿXVkkVMÿOkWkNnoÿkLWkÿsÿWTÿ[UU[OVuÿk[ÿkLVÿR[WOkWXÿR[TTNOON[nOÿR_MMVnkÿUXWnÿv[M
U_YXNRÿWRRVOOÿk[ÿl[XXNOkVMÿmWnRL\ÿÿ
wNMOkÿWnuÿv[MVT[OkÿsÿvVVXÿNkxOÿk[[ÿWooMVOONpVÿ[vÿWÿUXWnÿWnuÿZ[_XuÿUVMTWnVnkXqÿRLWnoVÿv[MÿkLVÿZ[MOVÿ[nVÿ[v
kLVÿvVZÿMVTWNnNnoÿR[WOkWXÿXWnuORWUVOÿkLWkÿVyNOkÿNnÿz[_kLVMnÿKWXNv[MnNW\ÿ^LVMVÿNOÿWXMVWuqÿWÿvWNMÿWT[_nkÿ[v
WRRVOOÿ[UkN[nOÿNnk[ÿl[XXNOkVMÿWnuÿO_MM[_nuNnoÿMWnRLVO\ÿ^L[OVÿkLWkÿRL[[OVÿk[ÿVyUX[MVÿkLVOVÿ[UkN[nOÿWMV
MVZWMuVuÿZÿZNuVÿ[UVnÿOUWRVOÿWnuÿoVkÿk[ÿVyUVMNVnRVÿO[TVkLNnoÿq[_ÿRWnxkÿVyUVMNVnRVÿ[nÿ{{|ÿ[vÿkLV
KWXNv[MnNWÿR[WOk\ÿ^MWnOU[MkNnoÿ̀aa}caaÿo_VOkOÿWÿuWqÿWnuÿTW~NnoÿWXXÿ[vÿkLVÿO_ooVOkVuÿNnvMWOkM_Rk_MV
RLWnoVOÿZ[_XuÿRLWnoVÿkLNOÿ̀|ÿVyUVMNVnRVÿv[MVpVM\ÿÿ
snÿWuuNkN[nrÿkLVMVÿWMVÿOVpVMWXÿ[kLVMÿLWMuÿk[ÿWRRVOOÿMWnRLVOÿNnÿkLVÿO_MM[_nuNnoÿWMVW\ÿ[Oÿg_VYX[OrÿWUXVOr
K[t[rÿWnuVnYVMorÿVkR\ÿhqÿ_VOkN[nÿNOÿZLqÿNOÿWXXÿkLVÿv[R_Oÿ[nÿl[XXNOkVMÿÿ
z[TVÿWuuNkN[nWXÿMVWO[nOÿsÿt_Okÿu[nxkÿvVVXÿkLNOÿNOÿkLVÿMNoLkÿT[pVÿWMVfÿ
`\ÿÿK_MMVnkÿnVNoLY[MNnoÿOkWkVÿM_nÿUWM~OÿWMVÿ_nuVMÿOkWvvVurÿ_nuVMÿv_nuVurÿWnuÿNnÿWÿO[TVZLWkÿTVuN[RMV
OkWkVÿWkÿYVOk\ÿ^LVÿY[WkÿL[NOkÿWkÿWpN[kWÿLWOÿYVVnÿYM[~Vnÿv[MÿqVWMO\ÿ^LVÿWpN[kWÿZNnuÿRWpVOÿWMVÿXNkkVMVu
ZNkLÿoMWvvNkN\ÿ^LVÿYN~VÿUWkLÿYVkZVVnÿVXÿRWUÿWnuÿMVv_oN[ÿLWOÿYVVnÿNnÿMVUWNMÿv[MÿWÿuVRWuV\ÿXÿRWUÿNOÿWY[_k
k[ÿOL_kÿu[Znÿv[MÿWÿqVWM\ÿLqÿn[kÿv[R_OÿWkkVnkN[nÿWnuÿMVO[_MRVOÿ[nÿNTUM[pNnoÿZLWkÿZVÿLWpVÿWnuÿn[k
VyUWnuNnoÿWnuÿOkMVkRLNnoÿ[_MÿMVO[_MRVOÿVpVnÿT[MV\ÿÿ
d\ÿÿ^LVÿk_Mnÿ[vvÿv[MÿWpN[kWÿWnuÿl[XXNOkVMÿWkÿ̀a`ÿNOÿVykMVTVXqÿuWnoVM[_OÿWnuÿLWOÿLWuÿOVpVMWXÿvWkWXÿ
WRRNuVnkO\ÿ^LVMVÿZ[_XuÿWYO[X_kVXqÿnVVuÿk[ÿYVÿWÿONonWXÿ[MÿWÿTWt[MÿOWvVkqÿ_UoMWuVÿk[ÿWRR[TT[uWkVÿkLV
NnRMVWOVuÿkMWvvNR\ÿVÿWMVÿX[RWXÿMVONuVnkOÿWnuÿR[_XuÿR[TVÿ_UÿZNkLÿWÿX[noÿXNOkÿ[vÿOWvVkqÿM[Wuÿ_UoMWuVO
YVv[MVÿU_kkNnoÿkLNOÿ[nVÿNnÿvM[nkÿ[vÿkLVT\ÿÿ
\ÿÿ^LNOÿWMVWÿL[XuOÿTWnqÿNTU[MkWnkÿLNOk[MNRWXÿKL_TWOLÿONkVOÿWnuÿR[nONuVMWkN[nÿv[MÿNnRMVWONnoÿkMWvvNRÿ[pVM
kLVOVÿONkVOÿT_OkÿYVÿoNpVn\ÿsÿYVXNVpVÿkLVNMÿUM[U[OWXOÿZ[_XuÿYVÿT[MVÿNnÿWXNonTVnkÿZNkLÿX[RWXÿU_YXNR
OVnkNTVnkÿWnuÿZNkLÿkLVÿMVONuVnkOÿ[vÿl[XXNOkVMÿmWnRL\ÿXX[ZNnoÿWÿOTWXXÿn_TYVMÿ[vÿu[RVnkÿXVuÿkMNUO
TNnNTNVÿkLVÿNTUWRkÿ[nÿWXX\ÿÿ
^LWn~Oÿv[Mÿq[_MÿMVpNVZÿWnuÿR[nONuVMWkN[n\ÿÿ
^LWn~ÿq[_rÿ
KLMNOÿhNXXVMÿ
KVXXÿ}ÿac}ca}eÿ
TWNXÿ}ÿRLMNOSTOUVRNWXYMVZR[\R[Tÿ
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EFGHIJKKJÿMFNOJHÿPQFGHIJKKJRFNOJHSQTFIKUVWTX
YZJÿ[\]^]_\_[ÿ̀àbÿcd
7efÿgWFhiFKÿjWKKIhiJHÿkFOVlÿPjWKKIhiJHSVWFhiFKUVFUQWmX

nÿFTÿRHIiIOQÿiWoFpÿiWÿmWIVJÿTpÿVWOVJHOhÿFOoÿZiTWhiÿoIhFNNHWmFKÿWqÿFKKWRIOQÿNZGKIVÿFVVJhhÿiWÿilJ
jWKKIhiJHÿkFOVlUÿrIHhiÿFOoÿqWHJTWhisÿilJÿkFOVlÿVWOhIhihÿWqÿckntuYvwxÿWROJoÿNFHVJKhÿFOoÿlWTJhUÿuKKWRIOQ
NZGKIVÿFVVJhhÿRWZKoÿOWiÿWOKpÿITNJoJÿWOÿWROJHhÿNHImFVpsÿGZiÿFKhWÿoJhiHWpÿilJÿNJFVJÿFOoÿyZIJiÿilFiÿlFh
GJJOÿVlJHIhlJoÿGpÿilJÿWROJHhÿhIOVJÿilJÿJFHKpÿ[z{\|hUÿ}WiÿWOKpÿRWZKoÿilJÿiHFOyZIKÿJOmIHWOTJOiÿGJ
oJhiHWpJosÿGZiÿOJRÿqFVIKIiIJhÿRWZKoÿlFmJÿiWÿGJÿVWOhiHZViJoÿIOÿWHoJHÿFVVWTTWoFiJÿilJÿJOWHTWZh
FTWZOihÿWqÿNJWNKJUÿ}WiÿWOKpÿRWZKoÿOJRÿqFVIKIiIJhÿlFmJÿiWÿGJÿGZIKiÿ~ilFiÿRWZKoÿGJÿFÿhWHJÿhIQliÿWOÿilJ
GJFZiIqZKÿGJFVlJhsÿGZiÿhWTJWOJÿRWZKoÿlFmJÿiWÿVKJFOÿFOoÿTFIOiFIOÿilJTUÿuKhWsÿFOÿJOoFOQJHJoÿGIHo
hNJVIJhÿOWROÿFhÿOWRpÿcKWmJHhÿHJhIoJhÿWOÿilJÿGJFVlJhÿWqÿilJÿjWKKIhiJHÿkFOVlUÿZJÿiWÿJHWhIWOsÿilJ
GJFVlJhÿlFmJÿQHJFiKpÿhlHZOÿRlIVlÿlFhÿHJoZVJoÿilJÿFHJFÿilFiÿilJÿGIHohÿlFmJÿiWÿOJhiUÿuKKWRIOQÿNZGKIV
FVVJhhÿRWZKoÿhZGhiFOiIFKKpÿIOVHJFhJÿilJÿFTWZOiÿWqÿqWWiÿiHFqqIVÿWOÿilJÿGJFVlsÿilJHJqWHJÿiHFTNKIOQÿilJ
OJhiIOQÿFHJFÿWqÿilJÿFKHJFopÿJOoFOQJHJoÿGIHohUÿwFhiKpsÿilJÿHWFohÿFHJÿOWiÿhFqJÿqWHÿKFHQJÿGZhJhÿiWÿoHImJÿWOU
YlJpÿFHJÿOFHHWRsÿRIOopsÿFOoÿZOhZIiFGKJÿqWHÿGZhJhÿFOoÿNZGKIVÿiHFqqIVUÿYlJÿHWFohÿRIKKÿGJÿFÿKIFGIKIipÿqWHÿqFiFK
FVVIoJOihsÿFOoÿFHJÿlFHoÿiWÿHJFVlÿiWÿvTJHQJOVpÿJHmIVJÿtJlIVKJhUÿYlHWZQlÿilJÿmFHIWZhÿHJFhWOhÿTJOiIWOJo
FGWmJsÿilJÿjWKKIhiJHÿkFOVlÿIhÿ}YÿhZIiFGKJÿqWHÿNZGKIVÿFVVJhhUÿ
YlFOÿpWZsÿEFGHIJKKJÿMFNOJH
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EFGHIGJÿELMNOÿPQFGHRSTUVLWMXYIZL[

\]GÿST^_^`T`SÿabcTÿde
f8gÿhZWQNWXÿiZXXMQNGJÿjWHIOÿPiZXXMQNGJUIZWQNWXYIWYVZk[

lGWJÿhWXMmZJHMWÿhZWQNWXÿhZLLMQQMZHnÿ
eRÿHWLGÿMQÿEFGHIGJÿELMNOÿWHoÿpqkGÿrGGHÿrZJHÿWHoÿJWMQGoÿQ]JmMHVÿWHoÿrZWNMHVÿZHÿNOGÿEWHNWÿsWJrWJWÿWHo
tWkMZNWÿIZWQNYÿÿ
pÿWLÿIZHIGJHGoÿWrZ]NÿWHoÿQNJZHVXRÿWVWMHQNÿNOGÿJGIGHNÿoGIMQMZHQÿWJZ]HoÿF]rXMIÿWIIGQQÿWNÿiZXXMQNGJÿjWHIO
WHoÿNOGÿhZLLMQQMZHqQÿFXWHÿNZÿGuFZQGÿoGXMIWNGÿZIGWHÿWHoÿNGJJGQNJMWXÿGIZQRQNGLQÿWHoÿGHoWHVGJGoÿQFGIMGQ
NZÿoGkGXZFLGHNÿWHoÿFZXX]NMZHnÿMHIJGWQGoÿmMJGÿoWHVGJÿNZÿJGQMoGHNQÿZmÿiZXXMQNGJÿjWHIOnÿWHoÿZNOGJÿHGVWNMkG
GmmGINQÿNZÿNOGÿFJGQGJkGoÿHWN]JWXÿrGW]NRÿZmÿNOGÿIZWQNXMHGYÿÿ
pÿ]JVGÿRZ]ÿNZÿFJZNGINÿNOMQÿHWN]JWXÿJGQZ]JIGÿWHoÿXMLMNÿNOGÿGuFZQ]JGÿNZÿNOMQÿWJGWÿZmÿIZWQNXMHGYÿÿ
EMHIGJGXRnÿ
EFGHIGJÿELMNO
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FGHIJÿLMHNOPÿQRGMHNOPSTUVWMIOXRYWZ

[\Pÿ]T^_^`T`]ÿ]`à]ÿbc
7deÿFYMJNMOÿLYOOIJNPHÿfMgRGÿQLYOOIJNPHURYMJNMOXRMXVYhZ

ighIHYgWPgNMOÿjWkMRNÿlN\mIPJÿW\JNÿnPÿRYWkOPNPmX
FGHIJÿLMHNOPÿ
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CDEFGDÿIJKLMDJNÿOPDEFGDFQRSTUGVWXYTZ
[KDÿ\]^_^`]`\ÿ_a_`ÿbc
dAeÿfYUNLUVÿgYVVGNLDJÿhUEXMÿOgYVVGNLDJRXYUNLUVWXUWSYiZ
:jeÿCDEFGDÿIJKLMDJNÿOPDEFGDFQRSTUGVWXYTZ

[YÿCMYTÿGLÿTUkÿfYEXDJElÿ
mÿMUiDÿJKEÿLMDÿgYVVGNLDJÿhUEXMÿ[GFDnYYVÿoXMYYVÿpYJÿYiDJÿ̀_ÿkDUJNWÿqnÿKELGVÿfrsmtÿPDÿPDJDÿUiDJUSGESÿu]]
NLKFDELNlÿLDUXMDJNÿvÿnUJDELNÿpJYTÿTYNLVkÿcUJXMÿLMJYKSMÿcUkWÿtKJGESÿLMDNDÿTYELMNÿLMDÿiDJkÿVYPÿLGFDNl
EDDFDFÿLYÿiGDPÿUEFÿUXXDNNÿLMDÿLGFDÿnYYVNÿÿUEFÿFKJGESÿLMDÿLGTDNÿLMDÿNXMYYVNÿYJÿYLMDJÿDELGLGDNÿPDJDÿUxVDÿLY
XYTDlÿPDJDÿnYNNGxVDWÿÿ
[MDÿnVUELNÿvÿUEGTUVNÿPMYÿVGiDÿGEÿLMDÿLGFDÿnYYVNÿUJDÿGEÿUÿiDJkÿFDVGXULDÿxUVUEXDWÿyULKJDÿYJÿMKTUEÿUXLGiGLk
XUEÿUVLDJÿLMULÿxUVUEXDÿYiDJEGSMLÿLYÿLMDÿFDLJGTDELÿYpÿLMDÿnVUELNÿvÿUEGTUVNWÿmÿNGLDÿLPYÿDzUTnVDNWÿrEDÿGNÿLMD
YGVÿNnGVVÿUxYKLÿ_ÿYJÿNYÿkDUJNÿUSYÿULÿhDpKSGYWÿ{KXQGVkÿpYJÿYKJÿLGFDÿnYYVNlÿLMULÿYGVÿNnGVVÿMUnnDEDFÿFKJGESÿLMD
LGTDÿYpÿkDUJÿPMDEÿLMDÿnJDiUGVGESÿYXDUEÿXKJJDELNÿUEFÿPGEFNÿUJDÿPDNLPUJFlÿUPUkÿpJYTÿgYVVGNLDJÿhUEXMWÿmpÿGL
MUFÿMUnnDEDFÿÿFKJGESÿLMDÿPGELDJÿPMDEÿLMDÿnJDiUGVGESÿYXDUEÿXKJJDELNÿvÿPGEFNÿPDJDÿpJYTÿLMDÿDUNLlÿGL
PYKVFÿMUiDÿxJYKSMLÿLMDÿYGVÿGELYÿLMDÿLGFDnYYVNÿUEFÿFDNLJYkDFÿLMDÿnVUELNÿvÿUEGTUVNÿVGiGESÿGEÿYKJÿLGFDnYYVN
pYJÿTUEkÿkDUJNÿYJÿTYJDWÿÿ
[MDÿNDXYEFÿDzUTnVDlÿPMGXMÿPYKVFÿxDÿFDDTDFÿ|EULKJUV}lÿGNÿLMDÿoDUÿoLUJÿCUNLGESÿtGNDUNDWÿ~YJÿLMDÿnUNLÿ
kDUJNÿYJÿNYlÿoDUÿoLUJNÿFGNUnnDUJDFÿKnÿUEFÿFYPEÿLMDÿPDNLÿXYUNLÿYpÿfUVGpYJEGUÿUNÿLMDkÿFGDFÿpJYTÿLMGNÿiGJKNW
rEVkÿGEÿLMDÿVUNLÿkDUJÿMUiDÿPDÿNDDEÿUÿpDPÿoDUÿoLUJNÿMDJDÿYJÿLMDJDWÿCMDEÿLMDÿoDUÿoLUJNÿFGNUnnDUJDFÿGL
XUKNDFÿUEÿGTxUVUEXDÿGEÿLMULÿFDVGXULDÿxUVUEXDWÿ[MDÿoDUÿoLUJNÿpUiYJGLDÿpYYFÿUJDÿLMDÿfUVGpYJEGUÿcKNNDVNlÿLMKN
XUKNGESÿLMDÿcKNNDVÿnYnKVULGYEÿLYÿNYUJÿUEFÿNYÿLYÿXUKNDÿUÿNDiDJDÿGTxUVUEXDWÿ
mTxUVUEXDÿXUEÿVDUFÿLYÿUÿFGNUnnDUJUEXDÿYpÿNYTDÿYJÿUVVÿYpÿLMDÿnVUELNÿUEFÿUEGTUVNÿGEÿLMDÿLGFDÿnYYVNWÿrED
YEVkÿMUNÿLYÿVYYQÿULÿxDUXMDNlÿGEXVKFGESÿLMDÿNLULDÿUEFÿpDFDJUVÿnUJQNÿLYÿNDDÿLMULÿiDJkÿpDPÿGpÿUEkÿVGiGESÿLMGESN
UJDÿVDpLWÿqEpYJLKEULDVklÿGpÿMKTUENÿUJDÿVDpLlÿTYNLVkÿxDXUKNDÿYpÿLMDÿGSEYJUEXDÿYpÿLMDGJÿUXLGYENÿPGLMYKL
KEFDJNLUEFGESÿLMDÿXYENDKDEXDNÿYpÿLMDGJÿxDMUiGYJNlÿLMDÿLGFDÿnYYVNÿPGVVÿxDÿVDpLÿxUJDWÿ
[MDÿgYVVGNLDJÿhUEXMÿ[GFDnYYVÿoXMYYVÿSUiDÿUVVÿPMYÿXUTDÿLMDÿDFKXULGYEÿUEFÿGEpYJTULGYEÿLMDkÿEDDFDFÿLY
KEFDJNLUEFÿLMDÿpJUSGVGLkÿYpÿLMDÿnVUELNÿvÿUEGTUVNÿGEÿLMDÿLGFDÿnYYVNWÿ[MDkÿLMDEÿPDJDÿUxVDÿLYÿKEFDJNLUEF
MYPÿLYÿXUJDpKVVkÿYxNDJiDÿxKLÿEYLÿLYÿMKJLÿLMDÿTUEkÿNnDXGDNÿYpÿLMDÿnVUELNÿUEFÿUEGTUVNÿLMDkÿNUPWÿÿ
mEÿ\]ÿLMDÿgYVVGNLDJÿhUEXMÿFDNGSEULDFÿ̀ẀÿTGVDNÿYpÿLMDÿuW_ÿTGVDNÿYpÿxDUXMÿpJYELUSDÿUNÿUÿJDNDJiDÿLY
GENKJDÿLMDÿTUYJÿUJDUÿYpÿLGFDÿnYYVNÿPUNÿNUpDÿÿ[MDÿgYVVGNLDJÿhUEXMÿLGFDÿnYYVNÿUJDÿMDUVLMkÿUEFÿLDUTGES
PGLMÿVGpDWÿmÿQEYPÿYpÿEYÿYLMDJÿxDUXMDNÿGEÿYJÿYKLÿYpÿYKJÿUJDUÿLMULÿXUEÿXVUGTÿLMULWÿqENKnDJiGNDFÿUXXDNNÿPGVV
KGXQVkÿFDNLJYkÿLMDÿgYVVGNLDJÿhUEXMÿLGFDÿnYYVNWÿ[MDkÿPGVVÿLMDEÿVYYQÿVGQDÿUVVÿYpÿLMDÿDTnLkÿvÿFDUFÿxDUXMDN
DiDJkÿPMDJDWÿmNÿLMULÿPMULÿPDÿPUELÿmNÿJDXJDULGYEÿULÿgYVVGNLDJÿhUEXMÿTYJDÿGTnYJLUELÿLMUEÿnJDNDJiULGYEÿm
LMGEQÿEYLÿ
[MUEQÿkYKÿpYJÿLMDÿYnnYJLKEGLkÿLYÿiYGXDÿTkÿXYEXDJENWÿ
CDEFGDÿIJKLMDJNÿ
gYVVGNLDJÿhUEXMÿ[GFDnYYVÿoXMYYVÿfYYJFGEULYJÿÿ
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JKLMNOPÿROSKTUÿVUOSKTUWKLMNOPXYLKUMZ[\L]
^_Nÿ̀abcbdad`ÿefedÿgh
iCjÿk\KOlKMÿm\MMUOlNSÿnKT[PÿVm\MMUOlNSX[\KOlKMZ[KZY\o]

pNKSÿk\KOlKMÿk\LLUOOU\T
Rÿq\_MrÿMUWNÿl\ÿKOWÿlPKlÿlPNÿk\KOlKMÿk\LLUOOU\TÿtMNKONÿ[\TOUrNSÿlPNÿNToUS\TLNTlKMÿULtK[lÿ\uÿv\_S
rSKulÿtMKTÿL\SNÿ[KSNu_MMvZÿ^PNÿT_LwNSÿ\uÿtN\tMNÿv\_ÿKSNÿtS\t\OUTYÿwNÿK[[\LL\rKlNrÿrKUMvÿUT
K[[NOOUTYÿKÿOlSNl[Pÿ\uÿ[\KOlÿlPKlÿPKOÿPUOl\SU[KMMvÿONNTÿ\TMvÿKÿuSK[lU\Tÿ\uÿlPKlÿT_LwNSÿKTT_KMMvÿqUMMÿPKoN
rUSNÿ[\TONx_NT[NOÿu\SÿlPNÿTKl_SKMÿPKwUlKlOÿlPNSNUTZÿyTNÿP\tNOÿlPNÿk\KOlKMÿk\LLUOOU\TÿPKOÿlPN
kKMUu\STUKÿ[\KOlzÿT\lÿ{_OlÿlPNÿP_LKTÿrNOUSNÿl\ÿN|tNSUNT[NÿUlÿL\SNÿNKOUMvzÿKL\TYÿUlOÿtSU\SUlUNOZÿÿ
^PKTWÿv\_z
JKLMNOP
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Hollister Coastal Access Plan
Bent, Stephen <Stephen.Bent@ucsf.edu>
Mon 10/4/2021 11:56 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Dear Coastal Commission,
As long-term California residents who love the beach, we view the Hollister Ranch as a treasure for CA an area that has avoided development and is pristi ne.
In order to preserve this land, we firmly believe that access should be carefully controlled and limited.
We favor a visitati on experience that is serence and peaceful, where you can truly relax, and explore the
unspoiled beauty while only rarely seeing or hearing other people/cars/motorcycles/e-bikes. Please
keep in mind that open access to previously pristi ne CA state beaches has not worked well in some cases
(Usal Beach campground on the Lost Coast - see: htt ps://www.sfgate.com/california-parks/arti cle/lostcoast-california-illegal-beach-camping-park-16477935.php
We would hate to see the Hollister Ranch beaches become just 6 more CA public beaches, spoiled by
garbage and noise and cars, overuse, and undermanagment. We hope the visitati on is viewed as a
special privilege to allow individuals to connect with the land, the marine environment, and the history
in an unspoiled conditi on.
As such, we cannot fathom the projected visiti on of 500 people daily. Even 100 seems like a high
number, unless those groups are guided and monitored. The idea of opening it up to individual cars/ebikes/motorcycles and even regular bikes also seems to almost ensure overuse and loss of the pristi ne
conditi on. We strongly favor small, guided, and monitored visitati on with small groups (less that 20).
This should not be a Disneyland with shutt les running back and forth to att racti ons - it should be a rare,
special visit to an unspoiled land.
-Steve and Christi ne Bent

https://outlook.office365.com/mail/Hollister@coastal.ca.gov/inbox/id/AAQkAGYyNjhiNGYzLWNlYjQtNDdiYy1hMjMxLTcxN2I1NTRiZjhiOQAQAOmNbvj…
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I AM OPPOSED TO THE DRAFT HOLLISTER RANCH PUBLIC ACCESS PLAN
Derek Bluett <derekbluett@me.com>
Mon 10/4/2021 11:44 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Hello, my name is Derek Bluett.
I AM STRONGLY OPPOSED TO THE DRAFT OF THE PUBLIC ACCESS PLAN FOR HOLLISTER RANCH. The
public in large numbers would interfere with Hollister Ranch’s working cattle ranch operation. This is one
of the unique and special features of Hollister Ranch and large numbers of people coming out to
Hollister ranch increases chances of cattle hurting people as they feel threatened. If the public were
allowed in the ranch, it would negatively impact the abilities of the working cattle operation to operate
safely.
Thank you for your consideration,
Derek

https://outlook.office365.com/mail/Hollister@coastal.ca.gov/inbox/id/AAQkAGYyNjhiNGYzLWNlYjQtNDdiYy1hMjMxLTcxN2I1NTRiZjhiOQAQAGpJYnw…
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The Public Access Plan
Peter Borneman <peter.borneman@gmail.com>
Mon 10/4/2021 11:42 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Dear Sirs and Madams,
I am 70 years old, and I have owned houses and land in many places and traveled all over this country in
my lifetime. I cannot even begin to comprehend that the government should have taken my homes or
land and opened them up to the public. This is the case at Hollister Ranch, where we all own privately,
maintain the land privately, and protect the environment passionately. Because we have created
something special, that does not mean that the public gets an automatic entrance at the cost and time
and expense that we have incurred for 50 years.
There are beautiful ranches all over this great country that we do not have access to and rightfully so.
This country is based on private ownership, please do not go down this road trying to take this away
from us and spend millions of taxpayer dollars to fight a battle that has no moral and legitimate
foundation to it.
Sincerely,
Peter Borneman

https://outlook.office365.com/mail/Hollister@coastal.ca.gov/inbox/id/AAQkAGYyNjhiNGYzLWNlYjQtNDdiYy1hMjMxLTcxN2I1NTRiZjhiOQAQAPciTjGpl…
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Public Access Plan for Hollister Ranch
Yuji Kawana <bu_surfer@yahoo.com>
Mon 10/4/2021 11:27 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Dear California Coastal Commission,
My name is Yuji Kawana and I am a land owner at Hollister Ranch. I have serious
concerns about the Draft Hollister Ranch Coastal Access Program.
Hollister Ranch is a special place. We all acknowledge this fact. Let's keep it that
way by keeping public access limited. Allowing 100 to 500 people a day is just too
many people for this sensitive environment.
Public access via walking or biking through the ranch is especially objectionable.
The risk of serious accident and/or death by walking or biking the narrow ranch
roads is real. The road is adjacent to cliffs with no barriers. If a hiker or biker
missteps it can cause a driver of a vehicle to swerve off a 50' cliff to certain death.
Public access via shuttle bus is a much safer option for the public, owners and the
environment. We all know that a certain percentage of the general public have no
respect for the environment. Allowing public access via walking and biking on
previously private property is a recipe for disaster to the environment. Just look at
any State owned park, the amount of trash and graffiti is reprehensible. Allowing
the public to walk or bike allows for negative impacts along the entire coast. By
using solely shuttle buses the impact can be concentrated to the bus stop area
where the public can be observed, detrimental behavior curtailed and clean up
costs contained.
Hollister Ranch is home to a wide variety of flora and fauna as well as important
Chumash sites and petroglyphs that are unique only to Hollister Ranch. The main
reason why this area is so pristine is the stewardship of the HROA. It is this
stewardship that has protected the area for so many decades. As a member of the
HROA, I am very concerned about the proposed public access ruining this sensitive
habitat. Surveys must be completed to identify and quantify these sensitive
resources to know if/how public access will impact them in the future. Without
knowing the base line of these natural and historic resources how will authorities
know the detrimental impact public access is having?
Lastly, what is the economic cost? Page 9 of the report acknowledges
"Implementation of the Pilot Phase cannot begin until property rights are acquired
from the HROA." The state does not know how much money it will cost to
purchase all this proposed land from the HROA and private property owners. How
can the state, in good conscience, earmark millions of dollars to establish public
access to an area so remote from any large population. Public access that probably
less than 0.5% of California will ever use. The State can barely manage the
properties it currently owns; Gaviota pier has yet to be repaired, the upper camp
ground at El Capitan has not been in service for years to name a few local parks.
Our State has so many more pressing issues such as the homelessness crisis,
desperate housing shortages, deplorable public education system, expensive public
health and lessening public safety to name a few. We're in the midst of a global
https://outlook.office365.com/mail/Hollister@coastal.ca.gov/inbox/id/AAQkAGYyNjhiNGYzLWNlYjQtNDdiYy1hMjMxLTcxN2I1NTRiZjhiOQAQALzJoD3o… 1/2
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pandemic so earmarking millions to this project just leaves a bad taste in your
mouth. Spending taxpayers' money on public access to Hollister Ranch directly
impacts those who need real help just to live in a humane manner.
Thank you for your time in this matter. Respectfully,
Yuji Kawana

https://outlook.office365.com/mail/Hollister@coastal.ca.gov/inbox/id/AAQkAGYyNjhiNGYzLWNlYjQtNDdiYy1hMjMxLTcxN2I1NTRiZjhiOQAQALzJoD3o… 2/2
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OPPOSED: Hollister Ranch Public Draft Access Plan
Holly Bluett <hollyjbluett@gmail.com>
Mon 10/4/2021 11:19 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Hello,
Having lived in Santa Barbara and being a UCSB graduate, I am OPPOSED to large numbers of people
coming into the Hollister Ranch because of the detrimental affects they would have on the ongoing
UCSB scientific research projects going on. Large number of people coming onto the ranch would make
it impossible to do marine ecology research effectively, safely, and accurately in Hollister Ranch Ranch.
Regards,
Holly Bluett

https://outlook.office365.com/mail/Hollister@coastal.ca.gov/inbox/id/AAQkAGYyNjhiNGYzLWNlYjQtNDdiYy1hMjMxLTcxN2I1NTRiZjhiOQAQACrJyOlG…
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Hollister Ranch expanded access ?
Thomas P Holbrook <holby220@gmail.com>
Mon 10/4/2021 11:19 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Dear Commissioners.
As I long time visitor to the Gaviota Coast and the Hollister Ranch, I question the push to add Significant
Pubic Access to a stretch of coast line that does not have large population bases any where near by.
More importantly, there are multiple State Parks on all sides of the Gaviota Coast from Jalama in the
North, to Gaviota, Refugio, and El Capitan on the south of the HR.
The Hollister has spent many years preserving their coastline area to keep it pristine.
Surfers, boaters, and kayakers have already been exploring and accessing this coast for over 50 years…
that will always continue.
In Addition there are existing hiking trails nearby that allow people to visit the Gaviota Coast first hand.
Perhaps enhanced maintenance and improvements to the adjacent State Park Areas
would permit more visitors to the Gaviota Coast - and be a more practical expense.
Our State already has identified the increased need for more investment in fire prevention and fire
fighting, homeless issues (including Santa Barbara) - not to mention Oil Spills.
Please let the people that own the private property in The Hollister Ranch continue to be the good
stewards of part of the Gaviota Coast as they have demonstrated for 50 years!
Thank you for your consideration.
Tom Holbrook
Tom Holbrook
949 - 375 1172
Holby220@gmail.com
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Mail - Coastal Hollister Ranch - Outlook

Hollister Ranch Access Letter
Lauren Malloy <lrnmalloy@gmail.com>
Mon 10/4/2021 11:14 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

“A thing is right when it tends to preserve the integrity, stability and beauty of the biotic community. It is
wrong when it tends otherwise.”
-Aldo Leopold
Hollister Ranch’s ecological communities have been preserved due to the low human impact, the
stewardship of the people who live there and the regenerative cattle operation.
No matter what your political party or agenda you must see the value of Hollister Ranch, especially
during these times of environmental crisis, global warming, severe drought here in the west along with
massive urban development everywhere.
Keeping land intact, with minimal impact is ironically more poignant than ever before, as it is truly our
future. Science is now pointing toward the fact that large, privately owned lands are the cornerstones
of preserving ecosystems, biodiversity and are proven to be one the best forms of true conservation as
well as carbon sequestering on our planet.
Hollister Ranch has thriving wildlife populations both on the beach and in the mountains. The working
cattle ranch has been used as a tool to prevent fire as well as continuing soil health, land stewardship,
and restoration. The community of HR has worked together to make this happen.
Hollister Ranch is an incredible and unique example of private land owners and regenerative
agriculture working together. This example should be used as a model in keeping large swaths of land
open for wildlife habitats, as well as being economically sustainable (the cattle operations) all the while
supporting low impact, minimal human development.
Opening up Hollister Ranch will devastate it’s fragile ecosystems.This damage could take generations
to reverse or worse, they could be lost forever.
We ask that we protect and honor these lands and we put the Califoninan's tax money into restoring
and caring for our local, already public areas which are in desperate need.
Working together, let's leave these lands better than we found them.
Thank you,
Lauren Malloy
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Mail - Coastal Hollister Ranch - Outlook

OPPOSED: Public Comment Regarding Hollister Ranch Public Access Plan
Dan Purvis <purvisdan@gmail.com>
Mon 10/4/2021 11:12 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Hello,
My name is Dan Purvis.
Having lived in Santa Barbara for a number of years I am deeply opposed to the draft Public Access
Plan for Hollister ranch.
I think putting in asphalt parking lots, bathrooms, and other needed infrastructure for the massive
numbers of people proposed would have a disgusting effect on this beautiful land. Furthermore, the
public cannot be trusted to treat the land properly and I am very concerned about the amount of litter
and pollution that would accumulate at Hollister Ranch. Paving over areas of coastal land for parking
is not consistent with environmental preservation.
Thank you,
Dan Purvis
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OPPOSED TO Hollister Ranch Public Access Plan
Heather Dell <heathertdell@gmail.com>
Mon 10/4/2021 11:11 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Hi there,

I am a Santa Barbara native and I am opposed to the Hollister Ranch draft for public access plan. I am
very concerned about the increased fire danger that opening Hollister Ranch would cause with a large
number of people. I have lived through multiple fires in Santa Barbara County and do not want to see
Hollister Ranch burn.
Sincerely,
Heather Dell
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HR Public Access Plan disapproval
Andrew Lee <lee210a@gmail.com>
Mon 10/4/2021 11:07 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

To whom it may concern,

After reading the proposed Hollister Ranch Access Plan I am impressed by the amount of effort and
creativity in the plan packet. If this proposal was describing a new state park on land owned by the
state I would agree it to be well thought out and thorough. However the fact that this plan disrupts
more private land and business than the small amount of beach it provides access to seems unfair to
the landowners/ business operators and overreaching by the State of California.
It appears as if the committee has simply located the resources already built, maintained and utilized
by the HROA (roads,parking, etc) and are now planning on taking them. Unfortunately the Gaviota
coast does not offer a large amount of beach below the median tide line which is the only property
that the State of California legally bears right to. I feel that the flawed HR Access Draft Plan is trying to
compensate for this geographic anomaly (lack of State owned beach) by taking a large amount of
private land and cattle pasture to allow the general public a place to recreate. I would not like the
precedent to be set that any landowner who chooses a low impact use model for their land be
vulnerable to the State of California needing to provide more recreation.
While I greatly appreciate State and Federally owned/operated open spaces I greatly disapprove of this
draft plan due to its lack of respect for property owners rights. As a professional firefighter in Santa
Barbara County I see first hand the amount of homeless encampments, encampment fires and trash
left in city, county and state owned lands. In conjunction these lands are now suffering from wildfires
at an unprecedented rate with many of these being human caused or human activity related. To force
these potential consequences on private landowners seems to outweigh benefits of the Draft Acces
Plan.
Sincerely,
Andrew Lee
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Stop state development of the ranch
Tavis Boise <bigwavetav@gmail.com>
Mon 10/4/2021 11:05 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Dear California Coastal Commission,

I am a long time Goleta native and I have boated into the ranch for many years.
Part of the excitement of surfing the Hollister and the neighboring ranches is the
adventure of going there by sea.
Like most people I am very concerned about influx of people to the ranch as expressed in
the recently released plan. I do not want this beautiful landscape to be polluted and
overrun with wannabe influencers and LA kooks.
This decision will forever change this remote coastline and you will be judged by future
generations the same way the developers were looked at with Malibu and Turtle Bay.
Please stop
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Chumash Heritage and this plan
Samuel Moyers <sammoyers18@gmail.com>
Mon 10/4/2021 11:01 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

To All Interested Parties,

I live in the Las Vegas area now. My Grandparents last names were Quitman and were half Chumash.
When I was little I lived in Santa Inez and we grew up with a firm understanding of our Chumash
Heritage.
This plan is being rushed through without a proper reckoning with Chumash Heritage and sites that
need to be left as they are. Public access will only hurt these areas that have been more or less left
alone by the current owners- by my understanding.
You need to greatly scale back this plan. Parking lots over more Chumash sites is unacceptable.
California has many public beaches. I was looking into it and it looks like people who are determined
can already get into this area. Not the guy from the LA times who tried to Kayak his first time and get
in, but normal people who want to get in can more or less get to the beach.
Opening it up more isn't going to do anything but bring more destruction.
Sam Moyers
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HR Public Access Plan
tim brady <tjb5467@gmail.com>
Mon 10/4/2021 10:58 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Dear Committee Members,

I was born and spent 37 wonderful years in Santa Barbara and now have lived in Australia for over 30
years. With the exception of the past two Pandemic years, I have traveled back to Santa Barbara every
year.
I have been going to the Hollister Ranch since 1967 and am a 40 year Ranch property owner.
To me and many other people, both owners and non owners, the Ranch is a sacred place. I scattered
the ashes of both my parents on the beaches at the Ranch.
I am opposed to the current proposed Draft Hollister Ranch Coastal Access Plan.
Over the course of my very fortunate life I have seen and sadly experienced the trashing and thrashing
of many beautiful beaches by the public all around the world. It is not a pretty sight. The beach
visiting public leaves trash, defecate and totally clean out all living sea life from exposed low tide
reefs. If unmanaged access to the Hollister Ranch beaches is granted to the general public,
degradation is guaranteed.
The Hollister Ranch beach cliff faces are constantly losing the battle with the climate change induced
receding shorelines. They crumble all year long, representing a grave threat to the unsuspecting
public retreating from the twice per day high tides. These same high tides will push the visiting public
back on to privately owned land.
The proposed Hollister Ranch Public Access plan represents a classic Catch 22 scenario: The California
Coastal Commission wants to open up the beautiful and relatively untouched beaches of the Hollister
Ranch to the general public so they can experience healthy intertidal zones. As a consequence, the
public will severely compromise the very reason they are being granted access. The special place they
are granted access to will no longer be special.
There needs to be a middle ground compromise in this situation. To maintain the existing beauty of
the Hollister Ranch beaches, I believe any public access program needs to be limited, carefully
monitored and strictly chaperoned. The Hollister Ranch Owners Association already has an operational
and successful educational and guided access program.
I thank you for your time and consideration.
Tim Brady
Port Fairy, Vic, Australia
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Mail - Coastal Hollister Ranch - Outlook

Save The Ranch
Tavis Boise <tavisb.sb@gmail.com>
Mon 10/4/2021 10:58 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Dear California Coastal Commission,

My name is Tavis and I have been a long time admirer of the Hollister Ranch
I am concerned about the recent decisions around public access at Hollister Ranch and the
Commission’s plan to:
Pave infrastructure over Chumash heritage sites and burial ground.
Expose delicate ocean and terrestrial ecosystems and endangered species to
development and pollution.
I urge you to protect this natural resource and limit the exposure of to this area of
coastline.
Sincerely,
Tavis Boise

-Tavis Boise
Candidate 2019
Santa Barbara City Council District 2
805-836-2561
www.tavissb.org
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Public access plan comments
Eric Scheidlinger <eric_scheidlinger@yahoo.com>
Mon 10/4/2021 10:57 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Hello thereI’ve reviewed the public access plan draft and have the following comments:
Page 9:
I attended many of the public workshops and never heard any word about the pilot program extending
geographically all the way to St. Augustine beach. Per the discussion in the public workshops, the pilot
program should extend no further than Sacate beach. Furthermore it should be noted that access
cannot be granted to Sacate without consent from the railroad and the property owner whose land the
access road crosses.
Page 24:
Access should only be given into the Ranch as far as necessary to allow for walking along beach which
is the only place the public owns. There is no precedent for given inclusive access the whole way into
the Ranch. Public access in the Pismo area, for example, is via long steep stairways. HROA should be
under no obligation to get people in any further than as far as necessary to assure that people can walk
the rest of the way below mean high tide on public property.
Page 93:
The plan discusses the need for road widening and other improvements, but the capital cost estimates
do not include this work. Please include these significant costs accordingly
Various Pages:
In multiple locations the plan mentions that private property owners must “voluntarily” grant access for
the pilot program to commence. The plan needs to address why private property owners would want to
voluntarily grant access.
Thank you,
Eric

Eric Scheidlinger
eric_scheidlinger@yahoo.com
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Mail - Coastal Hollister Ranch - Outlook

Access Plan
Alex Hubbard <alex.hubbard@gmail.com>
Mon 10/4/2021 10:52 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

I am astonished by the plan. I realize a lot of work went into it. You are destroying the very thing you
seek to allow people access to. Parking lots, toilets, increased road traffic. Unbelievable.
This plan sidesteps the nature of the place, which is undisturbed.
Please reconsider this proposal.
Alex Hubbard
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Mail - Coastal Hollister Ranch - Outlook

I AM OPPOSED: Public Comment Regarding Hollister Ranch Public Access Plan
L D <ldanson.notes@gmail.com>
Mon 10/4/2021 10:51 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

To whom it may concern,
My name is Lauren Danson, Santa Barbara native. I am firmly opposed to the Hollister Ranch Public
Access draft Plan.
My concerns:
Opening Hollister Ranch to the numbers of people proposed will incur devastating environmental
effects. It was my impression that California cares about preserving ecosystems and lands, but this
public access plan shows that there is no such care and consideration. The large numbers of people
proposed would have a massively detrimental effect on the extremely sensitive ecosystems of both
land and ocean.
Thank you for taking my concerns into account.
Signed,
Lauren Danson
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Hollister Ranch Access Plan
Karen Farmer <svfarmer@aol.com>
Mon 10/4/2021 10:39 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Dear Coastal Commission,
Thank you for giving us a voice to help make the final decision on the Hollister Ranch Public Access
Plan.
I am strongly opposed to the access plan proposed thus far for the following reasons:
1. I think it would be a big violation to the rights of the private property owners and the working
cattle operation.
2. It is one of the most thriving coastal stretches in Southern California and should stay that way.
More studies need to be done to evaluate the wildlife that exists here and how increased access would
affect it.
3. Safety is a big concern due to the narrow roads, rugged nature of the beach access, eroding cliffs,
high surf, strong winds and fire danger.
4. The cost to the state tax payers will be very high and could be used in a lot of better areas than
Hollister Ranch Access.
I also would like to point out the public has a lot of options currently to enjoy the beaches along the
Gaviota Coast such as, El Capitan, Refugio and Jalama which are all very close to Hollister Ranch and
people due take advantage of boating, walking and kayaking into Hollister Ranch currently. The poor
mother ocean is under such threat today from so many things such as over fishing, pollution, oil spills,
boats and freight. As your mission statement states “ The commission is committed to protect and
enhance California Coast and ocean for present and future generations.” Please do the right thing and
do not threaten this very special stretch of coastline.
Again thank you for listening,
Karen Farmer
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Preserve Hollister Ranch
Spencer <Spencer@scroul.com>
Mon 10/4/2021 10:38 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Dear Commissioners,
Please find it in your hearts to be the ones to preserve one of our last, precious, natural Southern California
resources that goes by the name of Hollister Ranch. By creati ng easy access to hundreds of people per day you
will need to create the infrastructure to do so.
One of the lessons I learned at an early age is; do not kill the goose that lays golden eggs. I implore you to see a
vision of the future – of a place with very few footsteps that allows nature to continue to flourish.
Please do not support paving over paradise just to appease the few. Please say no to the loud voices putti ng up a
big stink and who selfishly only want what they want.
Our blue planet is shrinking with every piece of new and unnecessary infrastructure development that this
proposal in front of you is suggesting you consider.
Please take a few moments to visualize what happens if this proposal goes through - that the natural beauty and
serenity of the place will be lost forever.
Thank you for your thoughtfulness and vision for generations to come.
Sincerely,
Spencer Croul
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Hollister Ranch Public Access
Robert Shirley <wetasocal@yahoo.com>
Mon 10/4/2021 10:39 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

I agree with MIke Glick. Do not increase access to the Hollister Ranch, but do
improve the pier and boat hoist at Gaviota. I, too, am not a Hollister land owner. I
just don't want to see such a pristine area overrun by the public with their disregard
for keeping things clean and undamaged.
Bob Shirley
Ventura
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Hollister Ranch Public Access
bonesjazz0@gmail.com <bonesjazz0@gmail.com>
Mon 10/4/2021 10:25 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

I am NOT a HR owner. I think the current access situati on is fine and the best overall for the ecology and
enjoyment of the beaches at HR. If you really want to enhance public access FUND THE BOAT HOIST, PIER AND
PARK AT GAVIOTA. But then, this isn’t really about enhancing public access is it or you would have already done
that.
Mike Glick
Goleta
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Re Hollister access
Dave Tourjé <davetourje@gmail.com>
Mon 10/4/2021 9:45 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

To whom it may concern,

I am an artist and contractor from Los Angeles and have recently purchased property on the Hollister
Ranch. As a surfer since age 13, the Ranch always had a mystique to it that continued to lure me until
we could finally buy a small share. As a UCSB student my friends and I would occasionally boat in
using the crane at Gaviota.
Rather than get into the issues of private property, constitutionality, etc. I just wanted to make some
points from my contractor “hat”, you could say.
-The main is a private, two lane road with no guardrails and many hazardous twists and turns. Is the
State offering to remedy this substandard condition insofar as code conformance for public access?
Public access requires much higher standards.
-The crane at Gaviota pier provides ready access for surfers and fisherman to use. It was easy and safe
and made wave access doable. Why does the State not begin with simply renovating the crane,
providing proper security and manpower to supervise operations to create immediate access?
-The three cabanas are private and substandard insofar as public use and access is concerned, not the
least being crossing railroad tracks. Is the State offering to create rail crossings per code?
-The water and sewage issues are substandard insofar as elevated public use is concerned. Does the
state propose the necessary code upgrades?
-Is the State proposing to fund maintenance of all of the above?
These are just a few practical issues.
At Hollister Ranch, we keep our private property clean and maintained. We as owners worked very
hard some most of our lives to buy a piece of that experience. Does the State propose compensation
to the owners to offset the proportional loss of that hard work and experience?
I urge the State not to move forward on this issue but rather to work with our management to
understand and increase the ways and means we actually can agree with in order to allow appropriate
access.
Thank you,
Dave Tourjé
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The Public Access Plan - opposed
Kara Leen <leen.kara@gmail.com>
Mon 10/4/2021 9:34 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

I am writing to oppose the public access plan to Hollister Ranch because it is too much, too quickly.
While I understand the need to make the ranch accessible to the public I am in favor of a more
measured, gradual approach that will allow us to study the impact of visitors over time.
Thank you,
Kara Leen
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Hollister Ranch Coastal Ranch Access Program comments
Jeff Farmer <jeff@farmeranch.com>
Mon 10/4/2021 9:34 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Dear Coastal Commission,
When I read the mission statement of the Coastal Commission to protect and enhance California
Coast and ocean for present and future generati ons the Hollister Ranch Public access plan is very
out of alinement with that mission statement.
I am very much opposed to the proposed Hollister Ranch Public Access plan for the following
reason:
The current proposed Hollister Ranch public access plan is unacceptable by proposing high numbers of
additi onal people and vehicles into the sensiti ve area is irresponsible.
Resource protecti on is extremely important and the proposed Increase in access numbers put’s pressure
on the very environmental sensiti ve rural Hollister Ranch coastline.
No meaningful environmental study has been done to support the increased access numbers proposed.
The fragile wildlife that thrives at Hollister Ranch needs to be studied before additi onal impact is put upon
it.
Safety and fire are a serious known threat’s to Hollister ranch and this plan increases these threats with
additi onal numbers with access.
Hollister Ranch Private property rights are being violated with additi onal access crossing their private
property.
Sacred Chumash sites are abundant on Hollister Ranch and need to be protected.
Proposed use of the state’s money to gain access to Hollister Ranch is a waste of taxpayer’s dollars and
could be put to much bett er use. The current pier at Gaviota State Park has been broken for almost a
decade with no current plan to fix it. Schools and other public insti tuti ons need much more funding.

Thank you for listening to my comments.

Jeff Farmer
Cell 949-697-4893
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The Public Access Plan
Amber Shevin <amber.shevin@gmail.com>
Mon 10/4/2021 9:29 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Dear California State Partners,

As a lifelong resident of California currently residing in San Diego County, I have reviewed the State's
Draft Public Access Plan for the Hollister Ranch and am strongly opposed to a number of provisions in
the plan.
Of highest importance to me is the extreme financial burden this plan places on the State. Why, in a
time where our state faces urgent and pressing issues such as climate change, homelessness, and the
COVID-19 pandemic, are we focusing considerable resources and costs to create public access on a
small strip of land that will do nothing to support the actual challenges our state faces? The amount of
time already spent on this, along with the increased financial burden this plan would put on the state,
simply do not make any practical sense. There is no practical or useful value in opening the Hollister
Ranch to the public when the costs to the state would be so high and so many other actually urgent
and important issues exist.
As a CA resident I urge the State to redirect its efforts elsewhere.
Sincerely,
Amber Shevin
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Mail - Coastal Hollister Ranch - Outlook

Hollister Ranch - Don’t Spoil Beauty
Matt Raab <mattraab@bhhscal.com>
Mon 10/4/2021 9:02 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Dear Commissioners,
I encourage you to limit public access to the area of the coast referred to as Hollister Ranch. This
pristine piece of the coastline should continue to be preserved as it is. The past and present caretakers
of this property have done a good job of maintaining this piece of our coast. Similar care should
continue. Just because there is a section of coastline that could be opened to larger public use does
not mean that is should be opened. Parts of the coastal waters have been set aside from fishermen and
divers so the ocean floor can be restored. This preservation system for restoring wildlife to
overused coastal areas is working well. Why not set this stretch of beach aside so it can be maintained
as it is?
If this section of coastline is opened to greater use than is occurring today there will be a major impact
on the quality of the roads, the cliff tops, the trails, the beach, the water, the trash and the creatures in
the water. Infrastructure will need to be built to accommodate for trash, toilets will need to be built
and more trails will have to be added. All of this will detract from the present quality of the coastal
environment. These structures will reduce the visual quality of the area. In just a few years people
will look at the old pictures and say to themselves, "It sure has changed a lot." There is no way this
area can be opened to larger crowds and expect the pristine character to be maintained.
The permanent population of the regions near the Ranch do not justify opening this area up to
overuse. People must drive to get this stretch of coastline. There are other places already open for
public use that are well developed.
I encourage the Commission to maintain the present pristine quality of the coastline referred to as
Hollister Ranch.
Thank you for the opportunity to voice my concerns.
Best,
null
Matt Raab ®
It’s not just a house, it’s your home.
Let’s get it right!
DRE #02063526
Cell: (805) 705-5486
Email: mattraab@bhhscal.com
Berkshire Hathaway HomeServices CA Properties
http://www.americanrivieraproperties.com
Sent from my iPhone
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Mail - Coastal Hollister Ranch - Outlook

The Public Access Plan
Connery Lundin <connery@me.com>
Mon 10/4/2021 9:00 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Hi my name is Connery Lundin. I am writing concerning the potential opening of the Hollister Ranch.
I'm 32 years old, born and raised in California and absolutely love all this state has to offer. I love the
mountains, the beach and everything in between.
Our public access as Californians and Americans is incredible. When I reflect on the impact we’ve had
on many of these public places, I become sad as our impact is undeniable on the original beauty. I’d
love to surf and camp at the fabled Hollister Ranch for selfish reasons. Will it kill me if I don’t? NO. Will
it kill the untouched beauty of this land if we permit the pubic to visit? UNDOUBTEDLY.
I DO NOT support the public access plan of the Hollister Ranch at any capacity. Why not keep this one
last special designated land private?
Thank you for considering my voice. Cheers and have a great day.
- Connery
_______________
Connery Lundin
(510) 520-5790
www.connerylundin.com
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Mail - Coastal Hollister Ranch - Outlook

Public Access to the Hollister Ranch
Sue Benech <outlook_C9E94DBE0870D63E@outlook.com>
Mon 10/4/2021 7:53 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Dear Commissioners,
As a Professional Biologist who is very familiar with the Ecological Landscape within the Hollister Ranch I think the
current public access plan is a mistake and will add undue stress to the coastal habitats on the Ranch.
The ranch is within a biogeographic transiti on zone between two northern and southern oceanographic
provinces. The transiti on zone supports both northern and southern marine and terrestrial life forms which adds
to the biodiversity in this locati on. To date, the Hollister Ranch Owners have succeeded in maintaining the health
and diversity of ecosystems on the Ranch.
They also currently conduct and support docent managed access to both the marine and terrestrial habitats.
In one line “less is Best”. Additi on of unmanaged public access or even excessive managed access will put
unnecessary stress on this unique Ecological Landscape.
Thank you for the opportunity to respond.
Suzanne V. Benech
Sent from Mail for Windows
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HR public access
Santa Ynez Gardens <santaynezgardens@gmail.com>
Mon 10/4/2021 7:33 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Dear sirs,
I read the public access plan, and it soundslike you are very concerned about providing access while
protecting the environment and the landowners. I feel the best managed access would be to have the
ranch be an educational tool open to schools and research. I think you will cause untold problems by
allowing in the general public.
You cannot even keep Gaviota state park open, and you want to add more public lands???
Sincerely,
Chris Graef
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Mail - Coastal Hollister Ranch - Outlook

Hollister Ranch Access
JD <outpost65hr@gmail.com>
Mon 10/4/2021 7:30 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Sent from Mail for Windows
Dear California Coastal Commission,
For the following reasons the proposed plan is unacceptable.
The Hollister Ranch has managed to preserve a unique ecosystem. To allow the proposed plan will overload this
unique system. A plan should be proposed that limits access to guided Docent monitored visits.
Hollister Ranch is an acti ve catt le ranch. There is oft en several hundred cow/calf pairs grazing the Ranch. The
catt le need to be rotated between pastures, this is done over the roads the proposed plan would use for assess.
The danger to visitors and to Ranch Hands is real.
Again, limited guided visits can avoid damage to the unique ecosystem of the Ranch and the risk of injury when
mixing unescorted visitors with 2000 lb. bulls.
Please develop a plan that more realistically addresses these issues.
Thank you,
John McCurdy
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Mail - Coastal Hollister Ranch - Outlook

Hollister Ranch Coastal Access Program Feedback
Aakaash Israni <aakaash@gmail.com>
Mon 10/4/2021 7:22 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Dear Coastal Commission

That the Coastal Commission would propose such an ambitious development of untouched California
coast (including parking lots, campsites, trails, and significant human traffic) with so little concern for
completing a thorough environmental impact study beforehand, is very alarming. If a private
developer came to the Coastal Commission with the exact same proposal one can only imagine how
swiftly and unequivocally it would be denied. Please consider this and act in the best interest of
California's wilderness.
Than you,
Aakaash
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Mail - Coastal Hollister Ranch - Outlook

Hollister Ranch Access Plan
Melissa Wall <vistadelosantos@yahoo.com>
Mon 10/4/2021 7:21 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Dear California Coastal Commissioners,
The Hollister Ranch is perfect as it is. Adding any more man made infrastructure will turn it into
something it is not. Your plan should include adapting to nature rather than imposing on it.
The way forward is simple and right in front of you : Allowing the existing HROA’s Public Access
Program to continue. They can share their wisdom and experience. They can lead all the interested
parties towards ways they can be involved to access the Hollister Ranch on a limited small scale.
Thank you, sincerely, Melissa Wall
Sent from my iPad
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Mail - Coastal Hollister Ranch - Outlook

Opposition Hollister Ranch access plan
Richard Danson <drdanson@gmail.com>
Mon 10/4/2021 6:40 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

I am opposed to the draft Hollister Ranch access plan. I am opposed to the numbers proposed for
access. I do not believe it safe for large numbers of cars coming form the South on 101 to make left
hand turns across the freeway to come into Hollister Ranch.
I did not see input form Caltrans or the Highway patrol addressing traffic issues in the draft access
proposal. Shouldn’t they be contacted? Also, where is the an Environmental Impact Report? Clearly this
must obtained before proceeding!
Richard D. Danson
Santa Barbara, CA
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Mail - Coastal Hollister Ranch - Outlook

The Hollister Ranch Public Access Plan
Cathy Kendall <cathykendall@gmail.com>
Mon 10/4/2021 6:13 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

To the California Coastal Commission:

I'm opposed to the Hollister Ranch Coastal Access Plan that was made available to the public on Sept.
24. As a 30-year educator in Santa Barbara County, I brought school groups to the pristine beaches of
Hollister Ranch for tide pooling excursions, and I appreciated the Hollister Ranch Conservancy for
inviting school children to learn about the marine environment in such an unspoiled setting.
The latest plan, eventually allowing from 100 to 500 people per day on the HR beaches, putting in
large paved parking lots on the blufftops, and all the rest of the eventual infrastructure development
proposed, would most definitely ruin what is there. The people and school children of our County
deserve better than that! I believe visitation in guided small groups with docents and shuttle
access that would be held accountable to protect the rugged uniqueness of this part of the coast is
the best way to preserve the natural beauty of the Ranch so that the public sector can enjoy this
special environment for many years to come without ruining it. Please revise the plan!
Don't it always seem to go, that they don't know what they've got 'til it's gone....They paved paradise and
put up a parking lot... (From Joni Mitchell song I used to teach my students about protecting the
environment.)
Thank you.
Catherine Kendall
Retired School Teacher
Santa Barbara County
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Mail - Coastal Hollister Ranch - Outlook

Hollister Ranch access plan
Jack Wall <jackwall@earthlink.net>
Mon 10/4/2021 6:11 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Commissioners and public
The public needs to understand that the California Coastal Commission doesn’t always do what they say. In the
case of “private property owners rights”, the Commission ignores this aspect of the Coastal Act. Instead, they
condemn, reject and restrict the owners right to develop their own property, even though the County of Santa
Barbara approved the development. The trust the public has put in the Coastal Commission to do the “right
thing” has created a Coastal Commission that is not responsible to anyone but themselves. As a Hollister Ranch
owner, there is no trusti ng the Commission. What they say today in the access plan, will be different in the future.
An Example is the adding of possibly 500 people per day to access the Ranch in the future. Let me say, “There has
never been 500 people on the Ranch beaches”. This is just one proposal that was done behind close doors, with
no input from the Ranch. Ranch owners are dubious on working with the Commission. This rush to meet a
Legislati on ti me line has created a document that should be rejected. The Ranch needs a clearer understanding of
what the future impact will be on this fragile ecosystem, we call the Hollister Ranch.
Jack Wall
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Mail - Coastal Hollister Ranch - Outlook

proposed government taking for public access
ronags@cox.net ronags@cox.net <ronags@cox.net>
Mon 10/4/2021 5:36 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

i would like to comment on the proposed taking of hollister ranch for public access. As a professional
geologist with 30 years of experience both as an environmental and engineering geologist and
hydrogeologist having worked on multiple EIRs and geologic investigations, and having lived in
coastal california my entire life, i am qualified to say that environmental damage to one of the few
areas not already badly damaged by human overpopulation and abuse will lead to irreversible
consequences. In addition, the multiple badly retreating sea cliffs will present a safety liability and
hazard to human health.. Uneducated and unsupervised public will not only represent a liability to
themselves but the ranch owners and, the ultimate responsible party, the state and those agencies
who mandated the problem with little to no scientific input.
I strongly recommend that any public access forced by the coastal commission and the state be
restricted to much smaller numbers than proposed and to people properly educated to the hazards
and their environmental impact. Otherwise, the state will be responsible for this area to being reduced
to the same condition as that of the rest of california's coastline after suffering the consequences of
human overpopulation and environmental negligence.
Respectfully,
Ron Gutier
California Professional Geologist No. 1404
Engineering Geologist No. 1407
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Mail - Coastal Hollister Ranch - Outlook

The Public Access Plan
Ted Korth <tedkorth@gmail.com>
Mon 10/4/2021 5:34 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Dear Commissioners,
The mission of the California Coastal Commission is to "Protect and Enhance
California's Coast" (from coastal.ca.gov).
I'm writing to ask that you limit public access to the area of the coast referred to as
Hollister Ranch to protect our coastline. For generations, the caretakers of this
property have maintained the pristine quality of this land. This is a unique, pure, raw
section of our coast, featuring the natural coastline, native plants and abundant
wildlife. Bringing in hundreds of people to this place will damage the ecosystem and
bring traffic, trash, noise and pollution to a fragile preserved environment.
The California Coastal Commission is well known as a relentless protector of the
natural environment, having fought for years to prevent developers from altering
and damaging sensitive sites along the California coastline. Endorsing an extensive
public access plan at the preserved property known as the Hollister Ranch would
make the Coastal Commission the developer, not the protector. Please protect this
incredibly rare and natural place.
The tragedy of the oil spill at Huntington Beach shows us once again how humans
can ruin the natural environment.
Thank you for the opportunity to express my concerns.
Ted Korth
Santa Ynez, CA
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Mail - Coastal Hollister Ranch - Outlook

The HR Coastal Access Program
Richard Woolcott <richwoolcott@gmail.com>
Mon 10/4/2021 5:23 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>
Cc: Richard Woolcott <richwoolcott@gmail.com>

Dear State of California,

I'm writing to let you know that I strongly oppose the Hollister Ranch Coastal Access program.
I have read the entire Draft and it is clear to me that this is not needed. It's an expensive and complex
project. California has hundreds of pressing issues and opening up more access to Hollister Ranch is
not one of them. We need tax dollars and resources going to the fundamental problems at hand. Like
mitigation and prevention of wildfires, a plan for the drought, the homeless issue, aging infrastructure,
run down state parks, coastal erosion, air and sea pollution, traffic, outrageous home prices, high
taxes, ongoing COVID issues, crime, education, etc. California is in the worst position it has ever been
in and spending time trying to get more people into a remote, out of the way location like Hollister
Ranch isn't going to solve anything. It's a distraction, a waste of money and could easily ruin a
beautiful stretch of coastline that is in pristine condition. We are lucky that the Hollister Ranch exists
the way it does so let's keep it that way. There are already thousands of people enjoying it each year
via an existing community, guests, a managed access program, boaters, surfers, fisherman and beach
walk-ins. Plus its private property. There is no way to access it anyway and it could cost hundreds of
millions of dollars to purchase the land if it were for sale, along with legal fees. This is a can of worms
and for what? A few hiking trails and beach walks? What about the three State Parks just south of
Hollister Ranch and the one just north of it at Jalama. Isn't that enough access to the beach? The
existing State Parks need improvements and more funding so let's start there. And what about the
Gaviota pier? It's just sitting there broken and hasn't been fixed in years. Also, if there is a need for
more coastal state land / parks then why not buy one of the ranches on the Gaviota Coast that is
closer to Santa Barbara with easier access? That way the State has 100% control and can do what it
pleases instead of spending all this time and money fighting with the Hollister Ranch. I recently read
that over the weekend a massive oil spill occurred along the Orange County coast of
Southern California. This is crazy and could have been avoided. Why are we still allowing offshore
drilling in California? Lets focus on the environment, fix what we have and leave well enough alone.
It's time to get our priorities straight.
Thank you,
Richard Woolcott
California resident for 50 years
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Mail - Coastal Hollister Ranch - Outlook

Hollister Ranch Public Access
Kathi Carlson <kathilcarlson@gmail.com>
Mon 10/4/2021 5:21 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Dear California Coastal Commission,
Please accept these thoughts regarding Public Access to the Hollister Ranch.
The proposed plan is unacceptable as it is written.
Access to the Hollister Ranch should be extremely limited and with docents who understand the
constraints and limitations.
The Hollister Ranch is a working cattle ranch. The front pastures are the main route from the East
Pasture’s to the West and visa versa.
The two main set of corrals are just off the main road, Hundreds of head are pushed up and down that
road all year round at various times.
The pastures South of the railroad tracks are Bull Pastures, which would not be appropriate for hiking
trails.
For the safety of people, their vehicles, and for the continued operation of the working cattle ranch, this
plan will not work and needs to be rethought.
Thank you,
Kathi Carlson
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Mail - Coastal Hollister Ranch - Outlook

Preserving a Tremendous Place
Matt Perry <matt@perrypropertyadvisors.com>
Mon 10/4/2021 5:11 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Dear Commissioners,
I encourage you to limit public access to the area of the coast referred to as Hollister Ranch. This pristi ne piece of
the coastline should conti nue to be preserved as it is. The past and present caretakers of this property have done
a good job of maintaining this piece of our coast. Similar care should conti nue. Just because there is a secti on of
coastline that could be opened to larger public use does not mean that is should be opened. Parts of the coastal
waters have been set aside from fishermen and divers so the ocean floor can be restored. This preservati on
system for restoring wildlife to overused coastal areas is working well. Why not set this stretch of beach aside so
it can be maintained as it is?
If this secti on of coastline is opened to greater use than is occurring today there will be a major impact on the
quality of the roads, the cliff tops, the trails, the beach, the water, the trash and the creatures in the water.
Infrastructure will need to be built to accommodate for trash, toilets will need to be built and more trails will have
to be added. All of this will detract from the present quality of the coastal environment. These structures will
reduce the visual quality of the area. In just a few years people will look at the old pictures and say to themselves,
"It sure has changed a lot." There is no way this area can be opened to larger crowds and expect the pristi ne
character to be maintained.
The permanent populati on of the regions near the Ranch do not justi fy opening this area up to overuse. People
must drive to get this stretch of coastline. There are other places already open for public use that are well
developed.
I encourage the Commission to maintain the present pristi ne quality of the coastline referred to as Hollister
Ranch.
Thank you for the opportunity to voice my concerns.

Matt Perry

c. 949.233.8161
mperry@arborrealestate.com
CalBRE# 01192690
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Mail - Coastal Hollister Ranch - Outlook

Public Access Plan
Kili Morgan <deffnorm@aol.com>
Mon 10/4/2021 4:58 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

To whom it may concern,
It has been proven time and time again that an influx of people to any area, has had a negative impact.
The public access plan is a very bad idea and the Hollister Ranch needs to be left as is.
Thank you,
Kili Morgan
Sent from my iPhone
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Mail - Coastal Hollister Ranch - Outlook

Safety Concerns re. Hollister Ranch Coastal Access Program
Anne Parsons <neblina5@me.com>
Mon 10/4/2021 4:48 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

To the Interested Parties:
I am very much in favor of a docent-led, managed access program at the Hollister Ranch. I feel visitors
will enjoy learning about what makes this wild coastline special from a biological and cultural perspective
as well as appreciate the stewardship the Hollister Ranch owners and community have provided to
preserve and protect this coastline.
The coastline is home to many small and large wildlife animals seen on the beach, including rattlesnakes,
deer, wild pigs, coyote, bobcats and mountain lions. The steep cliffs erode regularly with huge masses of
earth erupting onto the beaches with enough mass to be fatal. The beach becomes extremely unsafe
when the rising tide pushes folks up onto dry sand and directly under the unstable cliffs. If folks have not
anticipated the changing tides and made a plan to avoid this danger by exiting the beach, there is no
where to go. They are trapped.
The Hollister Ranch community members warn new owners about these dangers. Because of safety
concerns, the ranch rules require all owners to accompany their own guests on the beach. Due to the
remoteness and lack of cell phone reception, most owners carry year-round Helicopter Rescue insurance
in case a life-threatening accident should happen on the beach. I hope the State appreciates the gravity
of the safety issue for members of the public.
Thank you for your consideration. Fondly, Anne Parsons
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Mail - Coastal Hollister Ranch - Outlook

Public access
Kent Kitchel <kentkitchel@gmail.com>
Mon 10/4/2021 3:07 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

To whom it may concern: regarding the pending decision on public access to the Hollister Ranch, I
wonder if the legislator(s) who wrote & promoted this Bill understand that there is not adequate
infrastructure to handle an influx of people?
First of all, there are only a couple bathroom facilities on the entire Ranch & water is a scarce
commodity even for those that own property there. Where are people going to go when they need a
bathroom? Is the state going to be providing portable facilities?
There are several other issues that come to mind, as well. If access is allowed, will there be any
consideration for road maintenance if additional traffic will be allowed? Will access be limited to the
main road exclusively? I can imagine that potential fire issues would be of significant concern
on the Ranch,as well. For much of the year during these drought conditions, one mistake could be
catastrophic.
In an effort to be brief, I will leave it at that but I hope the powers that be have considered all the
potential pitfalls of public access to the Hollister Ranch, Sincerely, Kent Kitchel. .
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Mail - Coastal Hollister Ranch - Outlook

Hollister ranch access comment
Steve Francis <steverfrancis@gmail.com>
Mon 10/4/2021 2:58 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

The push for public access to Hollister ranch beaches seems misguided and a waste of resources.
Given limited funds, why fight for public access across private lands,with a long distance to traverse
over private lands, and no public facilities?
There are many beaches between Gaviota and Santa barbara, where people park illegally, run across
the train tracks, and enjoy the beach. These are relatively close, and easily accessible, and basically the
same beaches. Why not build facilities/parking/bathrooms/crossings at some of them, rather than
wasting the money that could be used for them to purchase easements?
The same infrastructure work would have to be performed at Hollister Ranch,but with the additional
costs of long easements - and the investment could be used to address existing use that people do
unsafely. (Often running across the freeway, as well as walking along train tracks,)
Hollister Ranch seems to have done a good job of preserving the environment. Shuttling in a hundred
people a day, to beaches that have often much less visitors, is only going to detract.
I urge the state to focus is attention and money in more practical places.
Best
Steve Francis
Santa Barbara city resident
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Preserve Hollister Ranch
Peter Halper <petehalper@mac.com>
Mon 10/4/2021 2:38 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Dear Commissioners,
I encourage you to limit public access to the area of the coast referred to as Hollister Ranch. This
pristine piece of the coastline should continue to be preserved as it is. The past and present caretakers
of this property have done a very good job of maintaining this piece of our coast. Similar care should
continue. Just because there is a section of coastline that could be opened to larger public use does
not mean that is should be opened. Parts of the coastal waters have been set aside from fishermen and
divers so the ocean floor can be restored. This preservation system for restoring wildlife to
overused coastal areas is working well. Why not set this stretch of beach aside so it can be maintained
as it is?
If this section of coastline is opened to greater use than is occurring today there will be a major impact
on the quality of the roads, the cliff tops, the trails, the beach, the water, the trash and the creatures in
the water. Infrastructure will need to be built to accommodate for trash, toilets will need to be built
and more trails will have to be added. All of this will detract from the present quality of the coastal
environment. There is no way this area can be opened to larger crowds and expect the pristine
character to be maintained.
I strongly encourage the Commission to maintain the present pristine quality of the coastline
referred to as Hollister Ranch.
Thank you for the opportunity to voice my concerns.
Peter & Kathy Halper

Sent from my iPad
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Hollister
Jake Vail <cppreservations@icloud.com>
Mon 10/4/2021 1:43 AM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Dear Commissioners,
I encourage you to limit public access to the area of the coast referred to as Hollister Ranch.
This pristine piece of the coastline should continue to be preserved as it is. The past and
present caretakers of this property have done a good job of maintaining this piece of our
coast. Similar care should continue. Just because there is a section of coastline that could be
opened to larger public use does not mean that is should be opened. Parts of the coastal
waters have been set aside from fishermen and divers so the ocean floor can be restored. This
preservation system for restoring wildlife to overused coastal areas is working well. Why not
set this stretch of beach aside so it can be maintained as it is?
If this section of coastline is opened to greater use than is occurring today there will be a
major impact on the quality of the roads, the cliff tops, the trails, the beach, the water, the
trash and the creatures in the water. Infrastructure will need to be built to accommodate for
trash, toilets will need to be built and more trails will have to be added. All of this will detract
from the present quality of the coastal environment. These structures will reduce the visual
quality of the area. In just a few years people will look at the old pictures and say to
themselves, "It sure has changed a lot." There is no way this area can be opened to larger
crowds and expect the pristine character to be maintained.
The permanent population of the regions near the Ranch do not justify opening this area up
to overuse. People must drive to get this stretch of coastline. There are other places already
open for public use that are well developed.
I encourage the Commission to maintain the present pristine quality of the
coastline referred to as Hollister Ranch.
Thank you for the opportunity to voice my concerns.
Sent from my iPhone
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Hollister Ranch
Marla Layer <marlalayer@mac.com>
Mon 10/4/2021 12:55 AM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Dear Commissioners
I am writing regarding The Public Access Plan at Hollister Ranch. I would love to see this pristine
coastline remain the preserved “Old California Coastline” it is. It is because of the limited access and the
continual thoughtful management by the current association this beautiful area is as pristine as it is
today. We have all seen what large masses of the public will do to national parks, county beaches and
historical monuments. My hope for Hollister Ranch is for generations to come to be thankful to the
people who fought to keep this coastline as it is, a beautiful preserve. Not another place to add to the
list of “remember when”. Remember how pure the hills, beaches and waters were before it was opened
to public access.
I think small curated groups and organized hosted events would be a great way for the public to
experience this amazing place.
I encourage you to keep Hollister Ranch on the list of magical places for generations to come.
Thank you for your time,
Marla Layer
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Hollister Ranch
Dale and Marilyn Ghere <dmghere@gmail.com>
Sun 10/3/2021 11:58 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

To the Coastal Commission,
I am writing to you in regard to this post.

The State has asked for public comment. Write an
email with your thoughts on The Public Access Plan to
the state at: Hollister@coastal.ca.gov

Dear Commissioners,
I encourage you to limit public access to the area of the coast referred to as Hollister Ranch. This
pristine piece of the coastline should continue to be preserved as it is. The past and present caretakers
of this property have done a good job of maintaining this piece of our coast. Similar care should
continue. Just because there is a section of coastline that could be opened to larger public use does
not mean that is should be opened. Parts of the coastal waters have been set aside from fishermen and
divers so the ocean floor can be restored. This preservation system for restoring wildlife to
overused coastal areas is working well. Why not set this stretch of beach aside so it can be maintained
as it is?
If this section of coastline is opened to greater use than is occurring today there will be a major impact
on the quality of the roads, the cliff tops, the trails, the beach, the water, the trash and the creatures in
the water. Infrastructure will need to be built to accommodate for trash, toilets will need to be built
and more trails will have to be added. All of this will detract from the present quality of the coastal
environment. These structures will reduce the visual quality of the area. In just a few years people
will look at the old pictures and say to themselves, "It sure has changed a lot." There is no way this
area can be opened to larger crowds and expect the pristine character to be maintained.
The permanent population of the regions near the Ranch do not justify opening this area up to
overuse. People must drive to get this stretch of coastline. There are other places already open for
public use that are well developed.
I encourage the Commission to maintain the present pristine quality of the coastline referred to as
Hollister Ranch.
Thank you for the opportunity to voice my concerns.
Dale Ghere
915 Meadowlark Lane
Laguna Beach, CA 92651
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October 3, 2021
Re: Comments on proposed increased use of the Hollister Ranch beaches
Dear California Coastal Commission:
I have been an occasional guest at Hollister Ranch over the past 30 years. My wife and I were
born and raised in California, own property in Oxnard and Ventura, plan to settle in Oxnard in
retirement, and have been avid beachgoers our whole lives.
I am very concerned that proposed further use of the Hollister Ranch coastal area will endanger
wildlife, especially seabirds, and adversely affect the tidal preserve. If more dogs are allowed on
the beach, this has the potential to have a very negative impact on shore birds.
The tidal preserve area is fragile and readily susceptible to damage and overuse. It has been my
experience at beaches from San Ysidro to Big Sur that many beach users are not respectful of
posted rules, and very likely to remove animals from the preserve, as well as to trample the
anemones and other intertidal organisms during low tide.
Many beachgoers overuse or illegally use alcohol on the beach and in their vehicles, resulting in
increased risk of auto accidents and behaviors requiring police presence. There will be traffic
accidents, injuries and fatalities if the existing narrow, winding road is subject to more traffic
volume. There are several dangerous Amtrak railroad crossings where visibility is limited and
there is only a small sign warning drivers of the danger. Any public use of the area will require
police patrols and police presence.
The beaches, roads and parking areas will be littered by the public, with a substantial cost to
keep the areas clean and to remove the trash. Plastic and other types of trash can adversely
affect ocean life and seabirds.
California is still experiencing a drought of epic proportions, increasing substantially the dangers
of wildfires. Uncontrolled or poorly supervised use of the area raises the risk of devastating
wildfires. There will be little control of campfires, bonfires or barbecues on the beach.
The Hollister Ranch is a working cattle ranch, with cattle grates and fencing to control
movement of the large animals. The work routine of the ranch will be disturbed by poorly
regulated use by increased numbers of people.
Steven E. Gottlieb, MD
sg@yakima.net
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Hollister Ranch - public access question
Randie <randie.gottlieb@gmail.com>
Sun 10/3/2021 9:10 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Dear CA Coastal Commission,
Thank you for allowing the public to comment on this issue. I have been to the Hollister Ranch as a guest several
ti mes over the past 3 decades, and truly appreciate the beauty and tranquility of that special place. While
recognizing the public’s right to enjoy all of California’s beaches below the mean high ti de line, the rocky
headlands along that 8.5 mile stretch make this difficult without a boat.
However, allowing up to 500 people/day to bus, bike, drive and hike across private land will not only increase the
level of trash, the risk of fire, and damage to the natural environment, but it will also put homeowners’ personal
property and safety at risk. In order to develop the area for public access, there will likely need to be parking lots,
restrooms, paved walkways, picnic tables, cabanas, lifeguard stati ons, concession stands, an administrati ve office,
directi onal signs, trash bins, and other “improvements” that will completely change the character of this pristi ne
environment.
If memory serves, there is already a public beach, Gaviota State Park and Campground, right at the entrance to
the Hollister Ranch, that was donated to the public years ago by the Hollister family. Perhaps this State Park can
be further developed to include a shutt le boat which the public can use to access the Hollister beaches during
high ti de.
In short, it doesn’t seem right to put a large public park on private land, especially when there are other beaches
and other opti ons nearby.
Sincerely,
Randie Gott lieb
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Hollister coastal access.
Dan Gruetzmacher <dgp.goleta@gmail.com>
Sun 10/3/2021 9:08 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

I strongly oppose the public access to the Hollister Ranch. I think that it is a terrible idea to force private
land owners to allow public access. Where will you stop? If you think this is ok then I would think its ok
for me to bring my whole family to your personal homes to hang out and use your amenities whiteout
asking for your permission. Or possibly I’ll petition the state to force you to allow me to use your pool if
you have one. Maybe that’s the best thing, it would allow me to cancel my gym membership, I wont
need one because I can just use yours. Maybe I’ll use your bbq and your bathrooms and your kitchen.
Why not, the public deserves access to anything it wants right.
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Hollister Ranch: Fiscally Irresponsible & Access is already established (walking and via
ocean)
Michael Parsons <mtpjr52@gmail.com>
Sun 10/3/2021 7:31 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Dear Coastal Commissioners,

We believe it is fiscally irresponsible to fund access to the Hollister Ranch when so many existing parks
are in disrepair.
Gaviota State Park is a beautiful park, but it is in disrepair. It is closed many days of the year, the
access road is falling apart, and the hoist has been out of service for years!
Same with Refugio and El Capitan State Parks. Please focus resources on these parks, not the remote,
windy Hollister Ranch.
Furthermore, hundreds of people walk into the Hollister Ranch every year. I am one of them and this
has been happening for 40 years. The walk is easy and can be coordinated with the tides. The Coastal
Act discusses balancing coastal access with conservation and preservation. Access does not mean
"easy" access or "convenient" access.
Why is the Coastal Commission playing the role of a developer?
Please do not increase the use of this valuable stretch of coastline!
Sincerely,
Michael Parsons
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October 3, 2021
Robert La Cava
P.O. Box 5326
Santa Barbara, CA 93150
Coastal Conservancy
RE: OPPOSITION TO PUBLIC ACCESS TO HOLLISTER RANCH
Dear Coaster Conservancy Representatives and Other Interested Parties,
I am writing to you regarding the incredibly unique property known as Hollister Ranch. I have a very special connection
to this property as it belonged to my ancestor Captain Jose Francisco Ortega - the fellow who discovered San Francisco
Bay. I am a direct descendent of Captain Ortega who was my grandfather 7 generations back (see attached family tree
generated by Santa Barbara Natural History Museum). More importantly, I am Native American (Chumash) and this land
belonged to my ancestors for at least 13,500 years. The Chumash were among the first (perhaps the first) to populate
what we now know as North America.
As a young man I was a member of the Santa Barbara County Surf Club which provided me exclusive access to Hollister
Ranch from 1968 until 1972. As a member of the club it was our responsibility to protect the property from the
trespassing general public who poached deer and wild boar, shot cattle, lit fires, destroyed fences, littered the beaches and
threatened those who lived on the Ranch. I have personally been shot at by poachers and still remember the zip of bullets
flying over my head. While I no longer have access to the Hollister Ranch I count that as trivial compared to the prospect
of having the unsupervised general public accessing Hollister Ranch. I believe the majority of the general public is well
intended; however, if open public access is approved, without supervision (docents), we will see the return of
misanthropes. We already have crack addicts and gangsters robbing cars and people nearby at the Gaviota State Beach.
As anyone who has been on the Ranch will tell you it is a singularly unique property. Not only is the Hollister Ranch
geographically spectacular - with mountains rising precipitously from the beach, coastal canyons and riparian woodlands,
the Ranch is geographically isolated so that it is naturally protected from the general public. Today property owners and
their guests (which can include supervised visitors such as at risk kids, veteran groups, nature walks, botanic walks) can
enjoy the natural beauty of the Ranch - a quality of life which has entirely disappeared from California. Quail by the
hundreds walk along the roads, unfazed by humans. At night deer and wild boar seem to nonchalantly saunter along the
road as humans ease past them. It is a land which embraces the soul - a spiritual experience. It would be a travesty to
open it to the general public - which is not only composed of well meaning outdoorsmen/women but also of people who
have no reverence for life and would destroy this incredible land. It is a singularly valuable natural resource that can be of
great educational and spiritual value for generations to come. Or, it can be squandered due to lack of planning and care.
For the very reasons we have limits to activities in State Parks, we should consider the impact the general public will have
upon the Hollister Ranch - which is by far more unique than even our state parks by virtue of its natural isolation.
Most Respectfully,

Robert La Cava
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Draft Hollister Ranch Coastal Access Program comment
James Brady <edsafaris@gmail.com>
Sun 10/3/2021 6:46 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Regarding the HOLLISTER RANCH COASTAL ACCESS PROGRAM COASTAL COMMISSION WORKSHOP:
I am a local resident living on a cattle ranch with a common border to the Hollister Ranch.
I am also a Santa Barbara County native (70 years of age), and have been involved with the Hollister
Ranch for over 50 years as visitor, and
owner for 20 years.
I am a retired educator, and currently volunteering as a docent at Arroyo Hondo, participating in our
educational access program for school groups and the general public.
I am opposed to the access plan as proposed in the Draft.
The plan recognizes the extremely unique habitat, biological diversity and indiginous cultural heritage
of the Hollister Ranch, as well as the need for preservation into the future.
But the concept of 100-500 visitors per day is the antithesis of preservation, and will have a negative
impact on many levels. The Coastal plan, as stated, will destroy what it is mandated to protect.
A guided and managed access program, focused on education and awareness, with limited numbers,
(similar to the Arroyo Hondo Land Trust program) is what I recommend.
Thank you for your consideration,
James Brady
Gaviota/Lompoc
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Public Access Plan
Rory Shevin <roryshevin@gmail.com>
Sun 10/3/2021 5:21 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

I am reviewing the Public Access Plan as presented and I would have to say NO.
As I understand this plan, it calls for major infrastructure improvements from installing sewer lines to redesigning the
freeway on/off ramps and rebuilding the Gaviota entry road and
possibly even rebuilding the entire Rancho Real road to bring it up to code and safety standards, as it was built over
50 years ago to serve as a private rustic low use road, not a modern high capacity road..
This is akin to building a major resort development right on the coast with no EIR REPORT. Are You kidding me? How
is this even possible? If a developer applied for a project like this right on the water would not they be required to
provide one?

--

Rory Shevin
RoryShevin@gmail.com
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The Public Access Plan
Scott Coffman <drakescott98@gmail.com>
Sun 10/3/2021 5:15 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

The Coastal Commission,
I stand in opposition to the current Plan as written. I believe the carry capacity is far lower than the
requested 100 to 500 visitations daily. I am in agreement with the Santa Barbara County Fire Marshal
and Sheriff that these numbers are unsafe and untenable. The visitor count goes beyond a reasonable
experience that provides for the safety of the public.
As a retired fire chief, I have had to weigh risk versus gain in protecting the public and fire fighters. I
have been in several fires with fatalities. I believe risking the safety of the public flagrantly is a
significant error that can never be corrected. Please give pause to your thinking and make changes
that fire and safety professionals agree on.
Respectfully Yours,
Scott Coffman
Battalion Chief (retired)
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Shocking Absence of Costs-Typical Government spending
Jon Sundt <jonsundt@me.com>
Sun 10/3/2021 5:13 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

The proposed “plan” contemplating up to 500 visitors a day into Hollister Ranch is misleading. You
dont account for any staff to monitor this access program.
Under concerns- a partial list is as follows:

Public Safety/Emergency Response
Aquati c safety
Visitor-use rule compliance
Law enforcement (criminal acti vity including theft , trespass)
Vehicular management and enforcement
Fire protection and evacuation planning
Emergency response infrastructure (including communication systems)
Yet under ongoing costs there is NO BUDGET or ACCOUNTINg for the manpower needed to
address these concerns. Rangers? Park Management?
All you have is a line item for shuttle services and sewage and road repair and trail maintenance. ?????
Section 8.2 has NO ALLOCATION OF COSTS TO THE “Managing Entity” to operate this plan.
Really?
Typical government “oversight”
Do you really think a few signs in such a remote location on a 10 mile stretch of coast would solve
your problem.
This beach access program will cost the California taxpayer 10’s of millions over the proposed costs .
You refer to a Managing Entity to oversee :

Operations & Management Activities
Key elements of the operations and management will include:
Establish and implement access rules, education, and enforcement protocols.
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Develop educational materials to encourage best practices during visits such as “leave no trace,”
designated public access areas, and giving social distancing to wildlife.
Develop and operate a reservation system for individual access group and research permit
programs.
Establish training materials and minimum requirements for guided access and research programs.
Develop and implement a catt le operation communication plan.
Establish a natural and cultural resource management program to steward resources
and minimize impacts.
Establish a framework and partnerships for baseline assessments and monitoring.
Maintain facilities and infrastructure including roads, trails, parking areas, restrooms, water and
trash and recycling capacity.
Manage visitor access and compliance with program rules.
Operate shutt le program.
Develop and implement a Public Safety plan including emergency communications and response
protocols for patrol, enforcement, traffic control, medical emergency, aquatic safety, fire and
evacuation plans, and support facilities.
Implement adaptive management program.
Collaborate with HRCAP Advisory Committ ee and other partner organizations

This is so typical of half baked government proposals. No realistsic assesment of the impact and costs.
In addition:
Gaviota campground is virtually empty for much of the year. Why is that? and now we propose
spending 10s of millions to open a handful of beaches just north?
This is a political battle that has the public “fooled” by misleading budgets and costs.

Jon Sundt
jonsundt@me.com
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liability issues and other major problems with HRCAP
Paul Gelles <pgelles@midland-school.org>
Sun 10/3/2021 5:03 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Dear Sir/Madam,
I am a long time educator and resident of the Santa Ynez Valley and an
active surfer who has long enjoyed the Gaviota Coast. I have many serious
concerns about public access as proposed in the Draft HRCAP. Spending tens
of millions of dollars on parking lots, restrooms, road and trail improvements is
not consistent with the “overwhelming sentiment” in the report that HR’s rural
character be preserved. Beyond the degradation of natural and cultural
resources that public access “developments" will undoubtedly bring, there are
many dangers and liability issues, such as oversight and rescue, that are not
considered in the report.
Hollister Ranch has unstable cliffs, railroad crossings and the train line itself
near the beach, extreme fire danger, and no cell reception in the beach areas.
Who is going to assume liability for these hazards?
If a cliff collapses on a member of the public, who is liable? If a train hits
someone? If a fire breaks out and consumes the private property and homes
throughout the Ranch, who is going to take responsibility? The state?
And why the push at remote Hollister Ranch? Why is the state not
pressuring UCSB (a state institution) to open up the coastline on the recently
purchased tract of land just east of El Capitan State Park? It is much closer to
emergency services than Hollister Ranch and the UCSB property has a nearby
large population (Goleta and Santa Barbara) to this point of potential coastal
access.
Finally, Hollister Ranch has never blocked entry for individuals who walk
along the coast from Gaviota State Park. Perhaps the state could provide safer
access for hikers to this stretch of coast in and around Gaviota State Beach,
which for decades has provided walk-in land-based access to 100s and 100s of
surfers and beach goers each year. Or finally fix the long stalled repairs at the
Gaviota Pier? Those enhancements would facilitate expanded access but
would not result in the horrendous adverse environmental impacts that would
come through the HRCAP development plan--with the attendant environmental
and cultural degradation of resources and liability issues mentioned above.
In sum, enhancing walk-in access along the beach route that hundreds of
people already use every year to access Hollister Ranch beaches, combined
with the managed access plan proposed by the HROA , is a much better
solution than what the Draft HRCAP proposes.
Sincerely,
Paul Gelles
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--

Paul H. Gelles, Ph.D. (he/him)
Spanish Language and Anthropology Faculty
Proud Parent of Daniela '21 and Darien '24
Midland School
P.O. Box 8 | Los Olivos, CA 93441
(805) 688.5114 | school phone
www.midland-school.org

Watch our video!
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No on opening Hollister Ranch To The Public…
Paul Crandell <paul@kindhumans.com>
Sun 10/3/2021 2:42 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

To whomever it may concern,
Opening Hollister Ranch to the public would 100% put in motion so many bad things for that part of
out precious coast and what’s left of it.
Opening it up puts the health of that coastline, the waters and the mountains at high risk and I am
highly opposed to it for the following reasons:
- Fire danger - it takes one person to screw it up. Too many fires of late have been arson and Hollister
Ranch is too dry and lacking the infrastructure needed. With its steep mountains directly off the coast,
to think it wouldn’t happen is irresponsible of deciding parties. Without proper (massive
infrastructure) fire protection and resources, it’s simply not safe to open this to public.
- Vandalism - it is bound to happen if you open it up.
- Littered beaches and plastics in our water - we have enough beaches open to public now and plenty
of coastline for people to recreate and view our great pacific, why do we need more? The facts and
data are there to tell us historical information about the abuse irresponsible humans will do to public
areas.
That coastline will see irreversible damage, which will harm the future of that coastline, sea life and
please please don’t do it. Please stop this non-sense.
Sincerely,
Paul Crandell

-Paul Crandell
President
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Mail - Coastal Hollister Ranch - Outlook

Access to Hollister Ranch
Paul Rea <paulrea2@gmail.com>
Sun 10/3/2021 7:32 AM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

I have been building in to the Hollister Ranch since 1971. I live in Marin County which is north of San
Francisco. I do not go down to the Hollister Ranch very often but it is a very special trip for me because it
is such a pristine area. It has been virtually unchanged for the last 50 years. The thought of allowing 100
or even more people daily to the ranch is abhorrent. There are beaches but they are small and really not
great beaches for public access. The people that own property at the Hollister ranch and those that have
boated in have shared the area for many years. Why would you want to bring in so many people on the
narrow winding road that cannot handle very many people.
Shame on you California for trying to ruin one of the last beautiful areas on the coast.
Sincerely,
Paul Rea
Sent from my iPhone
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Mail - Coastal Hollister Ranch - Outlook

PUBLIC LEGAL ACCESS
CHRIS ELMERICK <celmerick1973@yahoo.com>
Sun 10/3/2021 3:49 AM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>
Cc: HEATHER KATSEV <imwitheband@yahoo.com>; HEATHER KATSEV <heatherkatsev@yahoo.com>; Andy Katsev
<andy@andykatsev.com>

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:
I AM WRITING TO VOICE MY DISAGREEMENT WITH THE GOVENORER'S DIRECTIVE
TO MAKE HOLLISTER RANCH OPEN TO THE GENERAL PUBLIC. THIS IS ONE OF THE
MOST PRISTINE STRETCHS OF COASTLINE IN THE ENTIRE STATE. IN MY PERSONAL
AND PROFESSIONAL OPINION IT IS BECAUSE IT IS A PRIVATELY HELD AND
CONTROLLED AREA. THE LACK OF PEOPLE DUE TO ITS DENSITY AND LACK OF
PUBLIC ACCESS IS WHAT HAS PRESERVED IT OVER THE YEARS. ALLOWING PUBLIC
ACCESS WILL DETIORIATE THIS COAST LINE'S QUALITY. AS CALIFORNIA HAS
ALLOWED HOUSE LESS PEOPLE TO SPREAD OUT THROUGH THE STATE THE RESULT
HAS BEEN OBVIOUS...INCREASED CRIME, POLLUTION AND DEGRADATION OF OUR
BEAUTIFUL STATE. ANYBODY THAT ENJOYS OUR BEAUTIFUL COASTLINE CAN SEE
WHAT HAS HAPPENED AS THE HOUSELESS PROBLEM HAS EXPLODED. WE DO NOT
NEED TO SEE THE GAVIOTA COASTLINE TURNED INTO AN OVERPASS OF
STRUGGLING HUMANITY AS EVERY FREEWAY HAS TURNED INTO.
I AM WRITING TO YOU AS SOMEBODY WHO DOES NOT HAVE PRIVATE ACCESS TO
THE HOLLISTER RANCH. YES, I HAVE HAD LIMITED PRIVATE ACCESS, AND AS I
SURFER I HAVE PURCHASED A BOAT TO GAIN ACCESS TO THIS COAST LINE. I HAVE
NO PROBLEMS WITH THE CURRENT SITUATION. OUR FRAGILE AND PRECIOUS
CORNERS OF CALIFONIA NEED TO BE PRESERVED. IF ONE HAS THE DESIRE TO GET
SOME ACCESS TO THIS BEAUTIFUL AREA THEY WILL WORK TO MAKE IT HAPPEN.
THE CALIFORNIA DREAM IS NOT FREE OR EVEN AVAILABLE THROUGH LIBERAL HAND
OUTS. PLEASE, RESPECT THE PROPERTY RIGHTS OF THE OWNERS, THE RIGHTS OF
THOSE THAT HAVE LEGALLY FOUND A WAY TO ACCESS THIS AREA, AND THE
BEAUTIFUL AND PRISTINE COASTLINE AND DO NOT ALLOW PUBLIC ACCESS TO THIS
SPECIAL PLACE.
FEEL FREE TO CONTACT ME WITH ANY QUESTIONS AND FOLLOW UPS AND I
SINCERELY HOPE SOMEONE THAT IS IN SACRAMENTO MAKING THESE DECISIONS
WILL FOLLOW UP WITH THEIR CONSTITUIENTS SO WE CAN MOVE FORWARD
TOGETHER FOR A BETTER CALIFORNIA. I APPRECIATE YOUR TIME TO ALLOW ME TO
EXPRESS MY POINT OF VIEW.
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Mail - Coastal Hollister Ranch - Outlook

Public Access Plan
Rory Shevin <roryshevin@gmail.com>
Sun 10/3/2021 2:39 AM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

After reviewing the plan as presented, I would have to say NO.
After spending a large portion of my life as an outdoorsman, From backpacking all over the Sierra Nevada Mountains,
to surfing a wide array of California beaches, I have come to realize that the wild places, the hard to reach places are
the special places just for this exact reason. I was taught as a young boy that when we travel into the wild places to
enjoy the majestic beauty, be sure that when the next group of people come along, they will not ever be able to
notice that someone has ever been there before them. And one more real life story of mine, is as follows. One day
early this summer, my wife and I took a drive out to Malibu Beach (a favorite spot of ours). What we saw was
completely full parking lots including jammed parking along PCH. We were not able to park no matter how many
times I circled. Trash cans along the sidewalks were overflowing. Most of all we saw the amount of surfers in the water
which were sitting shoulder to shoulder. Just for fun we decided to count how many surfers were in the water (not on
the sand). Our count was apx. 100 surfers!
I relate this story to the Hollister Coastal Plan that by my reading is going to start with 100 people per day and work
its way up to 500 per day. I am not sure why anyone would want such a massive amount of cars, people and all the
related things which would completely change the wild rustic unspoiled environment. NO I do not want to be the
one who takes part in this sad atmosphere of destruction of one of Southern California's last pieces of coastline. It is
just like the iconic song, "Paved Paradise- Put Up a Parking Lot."
No Matter how good of a steward you are, It is not possible to hide the effects of 500 people on a beach and all
that entails.
Rory Shevin
roryshevin@gmail.com
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Mail - Coastal Hollister Ranch - Outlook

Public Access Plan for Hollister Ranch
Beth Shevin <theshevins@gmail.com>
Sun 10/3/2021 2:25 AM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Dear Coastal Commission members,
As a 35+ year owner of a partial parcel at Hollister Ranch, I have been involved in the HR owners stewardship of the
ranch as well as the various access activities for outside groups for a number of years.
I spoke at the Commission meeting on the topic of HR access in Newport Beach a number of years ago and at that
time I asked the commission members and staff to consider all stakeholders in the HR public access discussion,
especially the property owners, who have a large vested stake in the public access process.
In attending the HRCAP workshops for the implementation of AB1680 in 2020 and 2021, I was encouraged to see the
inclusion of HR owners, general public and state agencies in this process, as I had suggested previously. It also
seemed that the inclusion of the natural and environmental resources was a consideration in the plan and the
constraints to development and access were noted in the current plan.
However, I was dismayed that the comments by the general public and the consideration of the natural and
environmental resources did not seem to be a factor in the final access plan.
I would hope that the commission and staff could revisit these issues prior to adoption of a plan that mentions these
factors but does not seem to consider them in the final analysis.
AB 1680 and the Coastal act both give weight to the concept that resources are to be protected. Let's work together
to develop a plan that allows access and protects resources that once damaged or eliminated, can never be replaced.
Thank you,
Beth Shevin
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The Public Access Plan
Tim Flannery <tflan11@cox.net>
Sun 10/3/2021 1:00 AM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

To whom it might concern,
I’ve been an owner of a interest on a Parcel at the Hollister Ranch since 1985. Over the years I had
partners pass away, and new owners come and go , and over the years I’ve had to buy that same interest
5 different times because of our First Right Of Refusal in our Partnership , but also to stay in the place
that I love and a place I’ve spent every cent I ever earned to continue my interest there. I bring this up
because when I read of “the “entitlement “ of us in articles and such it makes me sick. The Owners are
basically care takers of sacred land and the thought of just letting the public in on private land is
unconstitutional to begin with, but it’s also the worst thing that could happen to this fragile ecosystem
and fragile environment of coast line. The thought of opening up, taking away property that’s been
privately paid for and bringing in the circus is insane. Beaches will be ruined, animals will disappear and
our property rights will decrease and be compromised. The fact that most of the so called “ Gaviota Trail”
is a connected is a lie. There is no public access on Dos Pueblo Ranch and other private property’s that
run up and down the coast, this idea of opening up private property will ruin the resources and beauty
that we have come to respect and love and care for. I live there and have watched people walk in at low
tide and boat in as well, so there is public access, it’s just not handed to them on a room service tray to
destroy. I bought it 5 times, I’m not in favor of public management on something I’ve worked forever for.
Our association brings in school groups, wounded Warriors, environmental groups, and many other
functions to bring awareness and insight to the beauty of the last working cattle ranch on the California
coast. This attempt will be held up forever in courts fighting over loss of property values that we have
purchased. As members of the homeowners association we pay road fees, beach fees, usage fees every
month, so the public will also needs to pay if this idea even comes to fruition. Please do the right thing
here, there aren’t anymore places like this to just steamroll over, I’m against it.
Tim and Donna Flannery Parcel 85
Sent from my iPad
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hKÿMÿRiNFeiÿMWrÿGMRRiWÿOfMjiSÿnkiÿoixÿORhlMeifJyGqhfeÿOMRLhWTÿMWrÿGMekRFFNÿoMjhfhehiKÿMRiÿMfRiMrJÿFfr
MWrÿGRiMLhWTÿrFxWSÿnkiÿRFMrÿhKÿWMRRFxÿMWrÿrMWTiRFqKmÿxhekÿGfhWrÿjFRWiRKÿMWrÿKeiiOÿkhffKÿztuliÿKiiW
eRqjLKÿTieÿKeqjLÿMWrÿkMliÿeFÿGiÿeFxirÿFqew{SÿnkiRiuKÿfheefiÿeFÿWFÿjiffÿKiRlhjiÿoFRÿiNiRTiWjhiKmÿKqjkÿMK
ekiÿohRiKÿjMqKirÿGJÿfhTkeWhWTÿfMKeÿJiMRS
|hekFqeÿWixÿhWoRMKeRqjeqRiÿMWrÿKeMoohWTmÿtÿekhWLÿOqGfhjÿMjjiKKÿeFÿXYY}ÿWixÿOiFOfiÿiMjkÿrMJÿjFqfr
jMqKiÿMÿkqTiÿNiKKmÿMWrÿiWrMWTiRÿekiÿWMeqRMfÿijFKJKeiNÿekMeÿNMLiKÿgFffhKeiRÿKFÿKOijhMfS
turÿiWjFqRMTiÿekiÿjFNNhKKhFWÿeFÿjFNOfieiÿekiÿiWlhRFWNiWeMfÿhNOMjeÿRiOFReÿGioFRiÿFOiWhWTÿMjjiKKm
MWrÿeFÿhWliKeÿhWÿhWoRMKeRqjeqRiÿGioFRiÿKhTWhohjMWeÿWqNGiRKÿFoÿOiFOfiÿMRRhliSÿaRFlhrhWTÿTqhriKZrFjiWeK
eFÿTFÿxhekÿTRFqOKÿxFqfrÿMfKFÿkifOÿxhekÿKMoieJÿMWrÿiWlhRFWNiWeMfÿORFeijehFWS
nkMWLKm
EFGÿIJKLMNO
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GHIJGÿLHMNOÿPGQLHMNORSTUHVWWXYWZ[

\WLÿ]^_R_`^`]ÿabcdÿe\
f9gÿhWHijHOÿkWOOJijNlÿmHLYVÿPkWOOJijNlTYWHijHOXYHXMWI[
0 ÿ ÿ ÿ8nÿ'ÿ#!4
3ÿ#*ÿ!!&ÿÿ$  nÿn# 4ÿ # 4ÿ&ÿ## ÿÿÿÿ ÿ ÿ&ÿ0 #!&
$ÿnÿ&ÿ&ÿ$&ÿ3ÿnÿÿÿÿ*ÿ!  #&ÿÿ&4ÿÿoÿÿ&ÿn
! &ÿÿ&ÿp *ÿq!ÿÿÿ&ÿÿp&ÿ*ÿ% &,ÿÿ#*ÿÿÿÿ&
!#ÿÿ ÿ# ÿ n *ÿ24ÿ3ÿ#*ÿ!!&ÿ!&ÿÿÿ ÿ#&&ÿ#!ÿ
3ÿp&ÿ ÿ&ÿ ÿ*ÿÿ*ÿ&ÿÿ!*ÿ&ÿ
0 $&ÿ+ #ÿ
 !n 4ÿ  ÿ
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GHIHÿKLMNIOPÿQRHIHRHSOITUVNWLMNIOPXMYZU[R\YU]^
_[Iÿ̀abcbdad`ÿ̀`efgÿhi
j8kÿlUHmNHZÿnUZZMmNOVÿoHIYLÿQnUZZMmNOVXYUHmNHZ\YH\pUS^

qLMmÿMmÿHIÿHWr[ZÿMROHsÿMNÿWMZZÿtOÿV[MIORÿtPÿHZZÿNLOÿTOUTZO\ÿqMmÿZHIRÿMmÿUIOÿUrÿNLOÿUIZPÿ[IuROSOZUTORÿYUHmNHZ
mNVONYLOmÿMIÿHZZÿUrÿYHZMrUVIMHÿHIRÿPU[ÿp[PmÿWHINÿNUÿV[MIÿNLHN\ÿvUNÿUIZPÿNLHNÿt[NÿVHIYLÿUWIOVmÿNHwOÿYHVOÿUr
NLOÿLUZZMmNOVÿVHIYLÿWMNLÿZUSOÿHIRÿNUÿLHSOÿL[IRVORmÿUrÿTOUTZOÿYU]MIpÿNLVU[pLÿOSOVPÿRHPÿMmÿHÿRMmHmNOV\ÿ
xZmUÿNLOVOÿMmÿNLOÿWLUZOÿpHSMUNHÿmNHNOÿTHVwÿNLHNÿHZ]UmNÿIUIOÿOSOVÿ[mOmsÿWLPÿRUIyNÿPU[ÿz[mNÿ]HwOÿNLHN
{]UVOÿHYYOmmMtZO\|ÿ
}ÿH]ÿVOHZZPÿRMmHTTUMINORÿMIÿWLHNÿPU[ÿp[PmÿHVOÿNVPMIpÿNUÿRUsÿROmNVUPMIpÿmU]ONLMIpÿmTOYMHZ\
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FGHIJKÿFMGHNÿOFGHIJKPFMGHNQRPGSMTFJPU
VWKÿXYZ[Z\Y\XÿXX]^[ÿ_`
89aÿbJGIcGMÿdJMMSIceHÿfGKFgÿOdJMMSIceHQFJGIcGMTFGTRJhU

`iÿKGPeÿSIÿbGHIJKÿbMGHNÿGKjÿkÿRHelÿWmÿSKÿcgeÿVGKcGÿnKeoÿpGMMeiTÿ̀iÿmGHeKcqIÿrMeKÿGKjÿbGKjiÿbMGHN
gGheÿseeKÿJlKeHIÿISKFeÿcgeÿPSjÿXtuYqIÿvGHÿsevJHeÿeheKÿkÿlGIÿsJHKTÿ̀iÿFgSMjgJJjÿlGIÿdJMMSIceHÿHGKFgT
weÿjSjKqcÿRJÿJKÿhGFGcSJKIyÿleÿjSjKqcÿcHGheMTÿzheHiÿleeNeKjÿleÿImeKcÿGcÿdJMMSIceHTÿkÿgGjÿKWPeHJWIÿJv
PiÿvSHIcÿsSHcgjGiIÿGcÿGMMÿJvÿcgeÿbGsGKGqITÿkÿjSjKqcÿKeejÿcJÿRJÿcJÿ̀e{SFJÿJHÿdGlGSSÿseFGWIeÿRJSKRÿcJÿcge
seGFgÿlScgÿPiÿvGPSMiÿlGIÿmeHveFcÿseFGWIeÿleÿjSjKqcÿgGheÿcJÿseÿlJHHSejÿGsJWcÿgJlÿPGKiÿmeJmMeÿleHe
RJSKRÿcJÿseÿcgeHeÿJHÿSvÿcgeHeÿlGIÿRJSKRÿcJÿseÿeKJWRgÿImGFeÿvJHÿWITÿweÿNKelÿcgeÿseGFgÿGKjÿFGsGKGqI
lJWMjÿGMlGiIÿseÿmHSIcSKeÿseFGWIeÿeheHiJKeÿlGIÿGFFJWKcGsMeÿGKjÿiJWÿmGSjÿvJHÿcgeÿmHShSMeReÿcJÿGFFeII
cgSIÿmMGFeÿIJÿlgiÿlJWMjÿIJPeJKeÿFGWIeÿgGHPTÿkqheÿseeKÿcJÿmWsMSFÿseGFgeIÿGKjÿkqheÿImeKcÿcgeÿPG|JHSci
JvÿPiÿGjWMcÿMSveÿ}MShSKRÿGlGiÿvHJPÿgJPe~ÿFJPSKRÿcJÿcgeÿFJKFMWISJKÿcgGcÿcgeÿeheHijGiÿHGKjJPÿmWsMSF
meHIJKÿMeGheIÿcHGIgÿGKjÿgGIÿKJÿcSeIÿcJÿcgeÿseGFgÿISKFeÿcgeiÿFGKÿ|WIcÿPJheÿcJÿcgeÿKe{cÿmWsMSFÿseGFgÿSv
JKeÿSIÿcJJÿjSHciTÿweÿjJKqcÿgGheÿcgGcÿGcÿdJMMSIceHÿseFGWIeÿmeJmMeÿGHeÿcSejÿcJÿcgeIeÿseGFgeIÿGKjÿgGhe
seeKÿvJHÿjeFGjeITÿwzÿleHeÿIWmeHÿsWPPejÿlgeKÿleÿMJIcÿcgeÿGsSMSciÿcJÿjHSheÿJKÿcgeÿseGFgÿsWcÿle
WKjeHIcJJjÿScÿlGIÿKeFeIIGHiÿcJÿIeeÿcgeÿevveFcIÿJKÿcgeÿIKJliÿmMJheHÿmJmWMGcSJKTÿWIcÿWmÿcgeÿFJGIcÿGc
_SIPJÿseGFgÿcgeiÿgGheÿcgeÿIGPeÿSIIWeIÿsWcÿScqIÿmWsMSFÿIJÿjHShSKRÿGchIÿGmmGHeKcMiÿjJeIKqcÿGvveFcÿcge
eKhSHJKPeKcÿcgeHeTÿJlÿiJWqHeÿlGKcSKRÿcJÿsHSKRÿSKÿ^YYÿmeJmMeÿvHJPÿcgeÿmWsMSFÿGKjÿiJWÿcgSKNÿcgGc
FGKqcÿmJIISsMiÿgGheÿGKÿevveFcÿJKÿcgeÿeKhSHJKPeKcÿS{ÿrGhSJcGÿIcGceÿseGFgÿGKjÿvS{ÿcgeÿmSeHÿIJÿmeJmMe
FGKÿRGSKÿGFFeIIÿcgeHeTÿweqheÿgGjÿsJGceHIÿFJPeÿJWcÿcJÿdJMMSIceHÿvJHÿieGHIÿsWcÿvJJcÿcHGvvSFÿGKjÿcgeÿIcWvv
cgeiÿMeGheÿsegSKjÿJKÿcgeÿseGFgeIÿSIÿRJSKRÿcJÿjHGIcSFGMMiÿSPmGFcÿcgeÿeKhSHJKPeKcÿvGHÿPJHeÿcgGKÿjHShSKR
JKÿcgeÿseGFgTÿ
bGHIJKÿbMGHN
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IJKLMNÿPMQNQRQSÿTMUMQNQRQSVWXYQZ[\JX]

^_Sÿ̀abcbdad`ÿefghÿPi
jklÿmJYnNYZÿoJZZQnNLMÿIYS\pÿToJZZQnNLMV\JYnNYZ[\Y[WJq]

rLYMÿmJYnNYZÿmJXXQnnQJSsÿ
tpLÿU_npÿuJMÿU_KZQ\ÿY\\LnnÿQSÿoJZZQnNLMÿIYS\pÿQnÿUYMNÿJuÿYÿKQWWLMÿnJ\QYZÿNMLSvÿJuÿQS\MLYnQSWÿ_NQZQwYNQJSs
MLXJqQSWÿKYMMQLMnÿuJMÿvLqLZJUXLSNÿ_SvLMÿNpLÿpLYvQSWÿJuÿUMJqQvQSWÿpJ_nQSWsÿJULSQSWÿ_UÿxQZvLMSLnnÿYSv
KLY\pLnÿuJMÿU_KZQ\ÿY\\Lnn[ÿtpQnÿXJqLXLSNÿQnÿKLQSWÿJUUJnLvÿKyÿ\JSnLMqYNQJSQnNnÿn_\pÿYnÿNpLÿzYN_ML
mJSnLMqYS\yÿNpYNÿQnÿK_yQSWÿ_UÿQMMLUZY\LYKZLÿUMJULMNQLnÿn_\pÿYnÿmJ{JÿIYS\pÿYSvÿ^YSNYÿmM_wÿQnZYSvÿYSv
nNMQ\NZyÿZQXQNQSWÿU_KZQ\ÿY\\LnnÿNJÿUMJNL\N[ÿtpLMLÿQnÿYÿNMYvLJuuÿKLNxLLSÿ\JSnLMqYNQJSsÿU_KZQ\ÿY\\LnnÿYSv
vLqLZJUXLSN[ÿÿ
mJXX_SQNQLnÿpYqLÿXYQSNYQSLvÿNpLQMÿSYN_MYZÿKLY_NyÿYSvÿ\pYMY\NLMÿNpMJ_WpÿwJSQSWÿYMLÿSJxÿQSÿNpLÿnYXL
nNM_WWZLÿKLNxLLSÿvLqLZJUXLSNÿYSvÿUMJNL\NQJSÿYnÿmYZQuJMSQYÿQnÿvJQSWÿYxYyÿxQNpÿnQSWZLÿuYXQZyÿwJSQSWs
YZZJxQSWÿ|r}nÿQSÿpQWpÿLSvÿYMLYnÿxQNpÿSJÿMLqQLxÿNJÿQS\MLYnLÿpJ_nQSWÿvLSnQNy[ÿtpLÿmJYnNYZÿmJXXQnnQJS
UZYSÿNJÿJULSÿ_UÿoJZZQnNLMÿIYS\pÿSLLvnÿNJÿKLÿqQLxLvÿYnÿUYMNÿJuÿNpLÿZYMWLMÿNMLSvÿJuÿMLXJqQSWÿKYMMQLMnÿuJM
vLqLZJUXLSNÿNJÿQS\MLYnLÿ_nYWLÿYSvÿvLSnQNy[ÿ
|ÿZJNÿJuÿNpLÿvLKYNLÿpYnÿKLLSÿYKJ_NÿNpLÿNMYvLJuuÿKLNxLLSÿ_NQZQwYNQJSÿYSvÿUMJNL\NQJSsÿK_NÿvLqLZJUXLSN
SLLvnÿNJÿKLÿ\JSnQvLMLv[ÿoJZZQnNLMÿIYS\pÿpYnÿZQXQNLvÿvLqLZJUXLSNÿNJÿJSLÿMLnQvLS\LÿULMÿ̀aaÿY\MLnÿYnÿUYMN
JuÿNpLÿvLnQMLÿNJÿRLLUÿNpLÿMYS\pÿYnÿSYN_MYZÿYnÿUJnnQKZL[ÿ~uÿNpLÿZLqLZÿJuÿU_KZQ\ÿY\\LnnÿQS\MLYnLnsÿNpL
\JXXQNXLSNÿNJÿNpQnÿXQSQX_XÿZLqLZÿJuÿvLqLZJUXLSNÿxQZZÿLMJvL[ÿ
tpLÿ^NYNLÿnLLXnÿvLNLMXQSLvÿNJÿQXUJnLÿvLSnQNyÿYSvÿ_NQZQwYNQJSÿJqLMÿNpLÿMQWpNnÿYSvÿNpLÿ\pYMY\NLMÿJu
\JXX_SQNQLnÿYSvÿMLnJ_M\LnsÿNpLÿU_KZQ\ÿY\\LnnÿUZYSÿxQZZÿMLn_ZNÿQSÿSJNpQSWÿK_NÿZQNQWYNQJS[ÿÿ
~ÿYXÿJUUJnLvÿNJÿNpLÿUMJUJnLvÿU_KZQ\ÿY\\LnnÿUZYS[ÿ
IJKLMNÿPMQNQRQSÿ
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GHIJKÿMNGOJKPIQÿRNHIJKSTNNOJKPIQUVTWJISNHTX
YZKÿ[\]^]_\_[ÿ̀a[`ÿbM
c:dÿGHWefWIÿgHIIJefQOÿhWKNiÿRgHIIJefQOUNHWefWISNWSVHjX

GHTTJeeJHKQOekÿ
lÿWTÿefOHKVImÿHnnHeQPÿfHÿfiQÿNZOOQKfÿPOWofÿgHIIJefQOÿOWKNiÿnZpIJNÿWNNQeeÿnIWKSÿÿriQOQÿJeÿWÿNHTnIQfQÿIWNsÿHo
OQWIJfmÿJKÿJfeÿPQjQIHnTQKfSÿÿÿriQÿefWooÿNIQWOImÿZeQPÿfiQÿQWOIJQOÿWNNQeeÿnIWKtÿWKPÿZeQPÿfiQÿ[\\]u\\ÿjJeJfHO
KZTpQOSÿÿÿriQÿnIWKÿeHZKPeÿTHOQÿIJsQÿWÿefWfQÿHOÿKWfJHKWIÿnWOsÿPQjQIHnTQKftÿTHOQÿeHÿfiWKÿWÿvWmÿfHÿVQf
fiQÿnZpIJNÿWKÿHjQOIWKPÿWNNQeeÿnHOfWIÿfHÿfiQÿpQWNiSÿÿ
ÿwIeHtÿlÿiWjQÿKQjQOÿiQWOPÿHoÿWÿeZNiÿWKÿJKfQKeJjQÿNHWefWIÿPQjQIHnTQKfÿnOHxQNfÿvJfiHZfÿWÿfiHOHZVi
QKjJOHKTQKfWIÿJTnWNfÿefZPmÿWKPÿNZIfZOWIÿOQeHZONQÿJKjQefJVWfJHKSÿÿ
yoÿKHfQtÿfiQÿpQWNiQeÿoOHKfJKVÿgHIIJefQOÿhWKNiÿiWjQÿpQQKÿWNNQeeQPÿpmÿfiQÿnZpIJNÿoHOÿWVQeSÿÿlÿiWjQÿpQQK
pHWfJKVÿJKÿZnÿfiQOQÿfHÿeZOoÿWKPÿoJeiÿHjQOÿfiQÿnWefÿ[uÿmQWOeSÿÿÿ
lÿefOHKVImÿZOVQÿfiQÿGHefWIÿGHTTJeeJHKÿfHÿKHfÿWPHnfÿfiJeÿnIWKSÿÿlfÿvJIIÿPQefOHmÿWÿKWfZOWIÿOQeHZONQÿfiQÿnZpIJN
WIOQWPmÿQKxHmeÿoHOQjQOS
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Mail - Coastal Hollister Ranch - Outlook

Hollister Ranch Coastal Access Issue
Jeremy Horowitz <jeremyhorowitz21@gmail.com>
Sat 10/2/2021 11:26 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

To whom it may concern,
I have been following the Hollister Ranch Access debate for many years. I most recently read in the
Santa Barbara Independent that the State has set aside $11M in taxpayers money in the budget for
Hollister Ranch access issues. After watching this issue for so many years, I just wanted to finally voice
my strong opposition to such use of taxpayer money. Regardless of your position on Hollister Ranch
access, it would be gross negligence on behalf of any governing body to spend ANY taxpayer money, let
alone $11M, to grant additional access to Hollister Ranch - when there are so many more important
issues that desperately require State resources such as deteriorating public schools, infrastructure, public
transportation, water shortage issues, etc. Set aside the fact that this is a stretch of coast that anyone can
already access by boat or other means on the beach — which is the same access for the rest of the coast
beyond Hollister Ranch to the north, including up to Cojo Point and Point Conception - and set aside the
fact that additional and further access will likely have significant negative impact to one the last places
on the CA coast where nature has been preserved and unmolested by too many humans; more
important, this would be a clear misuse of taxpayer money. I personally believe that such action would
be an assault against private property rights and will result in certain ecological harm. Furthermore, when
the State clearly can't afford to properly maintain roads, fund schools, or maintain existing state park and
beach facilities, why would the State spend precious taxpayer money to take private land from private
land owners and “create" access to beaches that are already accessible - and when there are so many
underutilized beaches along the Gaviota and Santa Barbara coastlines. This is a sad example of politics
at its worst.
Respectfully,
Jeremy Horowitz

https://outlook.office365.com/mail/Hollister@coastal.ca.gov/inbox/id/AAQkAGYyNjhiNGYzLWNlYjQtNDdiYy1hMjMxLTcxN2I1NTRiZjhiOQAQAAB7Feb…
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Mail - Coastal Hollister Ranch - Outlook

opposition to draft plan for Hollister Ranch
Steve Reichel <srlvmcer@gmail.com>
Sat 10/2/2021 10:52 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

I am opposed to the draft plan. As medical director of Lompoc Valley Medical Center Emergency
Department and committee member of the Santa Barbara County Emergency Medicine Committees
on Trauma, Stroke, and STEMI (heart attack) it does not take into account the extreme logistics of
caring for any of the above conditions.
In addition it will be impossible to protect the natural resources with such a large scale plan. Our
limited state resources should be diverted to more fundamental needs of California citizens.
Steve Reichel
Steven Reichel MD

Medical Director

Lompoc Valley Medical Center

Emergency Medicine

cell (805)680-1545
srlvmcer@gmail.com

https://outlook.office365.com/mail/Hollister@coastal.ca.gov/inbox/id/AAQkAGYyNjhiNGYzLWNlYjQtNDdiYy1hMjMxLTcxN2I1NTRiZjhiOQAQAAMv3D3…
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Mail - Coastal Hollister Ranch - Outlook

Access questions- Who pays?
MALINDA CHOUINARD <Malinda.Chouinard@patagonia.com>
Sat 10/2/2021 9:20 PM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

Hollister Ranch parcel owners, those with or without a building, pay for
road and policing of beach litt er, and poaching. Who will pay for the
public?
For example:
1. Who pays for the road maintenance which is very expensive each year?
2. What is the plan, and who pays for the policing to rescue visitors and
protect isolated homesites against the curious and malicious?
3. Who will pay for bathrooms and ADA Access? There is no ADA Access and
the bathrooms at each access point are clean and operati ng at all ti mes.
There is zero litt er, because few owners ever go to the beach. And when
they do they pick up incoming ti dal plasti cs. Who will pay for the public
trash removal and hygiene?
4. What is the government plan to protect the near virgin of ti de pools, and
for guarding the sand nesti ng birds against visitati on during Spring
nesti ng?

https://outlook.office365.com/mail/Hollister@coastal.ca.gov/inbox/id/AAQkAGYyNjhiNGYzLWNlYjQtNDdiYy1hMjMxLTcxN2I1NTRiZjhiOQAQAGMJA8…
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FGHIÿKLMMNNÿOPNNQRSLTINUVWLHGGXYGSZ

[LUÿ\]^_^_]_\ÿ\\àbÿcd
8efÿgGLhULMÿiGMMjhUNPÿkLIYHÿOiGMMjhUNPVYGLhULMXYLXTGlZ
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IJKÿMNOPQRSSKÿTUNOPQRSSKVJKWXNYZZ[PZ\]

INOÿ^_`a`a_a^ÿbcdbÿef
gChÿiZNVONQÿjZQQRVOKUÿMNkPYÿTjZQQRVOKUWPZNVONQ[PN[lZm]

/ÿÿn+ÿ'ÿÿÿÿnÿÿÿ ÿ ÿÿoÿpÿÿÿÿÿ ÿ$
ÿ ÿÿ%ÿÿ+ÿÿ/ ÿ ÿÿ+ÿ"ÿÿpÿ+ÿÿ+ÿ%ÿ
+ÿn$ÿÿÿnÿÿ3 ÿÿ$ ÿÿpÿ'ÿ'ÿÿ $
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JKLMNÿPLKKMQRKÿSTUKLQTVWXYNZLM[\T]Z^
_L`ÿabcXcXbXaÿWdXeÿfg
h9iÿJ]Lj`L[ÿk][[Mj`RKÿlLQTVÿSk][[Mj`RKYT]Lj`L[\TL\N]m^

nVRÿT]Lj`L[ÿLKRLjÿL[]QNÿjMoRÿ̀VRÿk][[Mj`RKÿlLQTVÿLKRÿpRKVLpjÿ]QRÿ]qÿ̀VRÿ[Lj`ÿKRZLMQMQNÿrQoLZLNRoÿRT]
jsj`RZjÿMQÿJRQ`KL[ÿLQoÿ_]r`VRKQÿJL[Mq]KQML\ÿÿf[RLjRÿo]ÿQ]`ÿKrMQÿUVL`ÿTLQÿQRmRKÿuRÿKRp[LTRoÿUM̀V
]mRKTK]UoMQNÿLQoÿoMjKRNLKo\ÿnVRÿJ]Lj`L[ÿT]ZZMjjM]QÿVLjÿLÿKRjp]QjMuM[M̀sÿ̀]ÿpK]`RT`ÿ̀VRÿQL`rKL[
VLuM̀L`ÿL[]QNÿ̀VRÿJL[Mq]KQMLÿT]Lj`\ÿf[RLjRÿuRLKÿ̀VMjÿKRjp]QjMuM[M̀sÿMQÿZMQoÿUVRQÿoMjTrjjMQNÿ̀VRÿklJvf\
w]ÿQ]`ÿuRÿ̀VRÿ]QRxjÿUV]ÿTV]]jRÿ̀]ÿLuoMTL`Rÿ̀VMjÿjLTKRoÿ̀Krj`\
lRNLKoj
JKLMNÿPLKKMQRKÿ
y]QNÿ̀MZRÿk][[Mj`RKÿlLQTVÿKRjMoRQ`ÿ
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EFÿHIJKLMNOÿPOQIJKLMNORSTMINFJUTV

WMXÿYZ[\[\Z\Yÿ\]ZZÿ^_
`?aÿbUMcXMNÿdUNNIcXOQÿHMeJKÿPdUNNIcXOQRJUMcXMNFJMFSUfV

gOMQÿbUMcXMNÿbUTTIccIUeOQch
iÿKMfOÿjMQXIJIjMXOLÿIeÿXKOÿckQfOlcÿMeLÿjQUJOccÿXUÿLOfONUjÿXKOÿdHbm^hÿXKIcÿnMcÿfOQlÿnONNÿUQSMeIoOLÿMeL
MjjQOJIMXOÿXKOÿUjjUQXkeIXlÿpUQÿjkqNIJÿJUTTOeXÿMeLÿIejkXÿIeÿLOfONUjIeSÿXKOÿdHbm^F
iÿNIfOÿIeÿbMQNcqMLÿqkXÿUpXOeÿfIcIXÿWMeXMÿrMQqMQMÿMeLÿKMfOÿcjOeXÿXITOÿMXÿdUNNIcXOQÿHMeJKÿckQpIeSÿMeL
TUkeXMIeÿqIsIeShÿIefIXOLÿMcÿMÿSkOcXÿUQÿqUMXIeSÿIeÿpQUTÿtMfIUXMÿWXMXOÿ^MQsF
iufOÿQOMLÿXKOÿLQMpXÿdHbm^ÿMeLÿIXucÿjNMIeNlÿJNOMQÿXKMXÿITjNOTOeXIeSÿMelÿXljOÿUpÿTOMeIeSpkNÿjkqNIJÿMJJOcc
XUÿdUNNIcXOQÿHMeJKÿnINNÿQOvkIQOÿXKOÿMJvkIcIXIUeÿUpÿjQUjOQXlÿQISKXcÿpQUTÿdHwmÿMeLÿIeLIfILkMNÿUneOQcÿUp
dUNNIcXOQÿHMeJKÿjMQJONcFÿxKIcÿIcÿJOQXMIeNlÿcUTOÿUpÿXKOÿTUcXÿOyjOecIfOÿQOMNÿOcXMXOÿIeÿbMNIpUQeIMFÿmÿjQIJO
XMSÿUpÿz{ZÿTINNIUehÿzYZZÿTINNIUehÿKUnÿTkJKÿIcÿXKOÿWXMXOÿnINNIeSÿXUÿcjOeLhÿMcckTIeSÿdHwmÿMeLÿUneOQc
MQOÿOfOeÿUjOeÿXUÿckJKÿMJvkIcIXIUeFÿipÿeUXhÿXKOÿjQUJOccÿTUfOcÿIeXUÿOTIeOeXÿLUTMIeÿMeLÿLONMlcÿUpÿTMel
lOMQcFÿtIfOeÿXKOÿKIcXUQIJÿQOcIcXMeJOÿMeLÿnONN|pkeLOLÿQOcUkQJOcÿUpÿdHwmhÿIXÿnINNÿNIsONlÿIefUNfOÿlOMQcÿUp
NUeShÿOyjOecIfOÿNOSMNÿqMXXNOcÿMeLÿOeLNOccÿNIXISMXIUeF
}OchÿIXÿIcÿfOQlÿpQkcXQMXIeSÿXKMXÿXKOÿY~\ÿ^NMeÿJUkNLÿeUXÿqOÿOeMJXOLhÿqkXÿIXucÿpUQXlÿlOMQcÿNMXOQÿMeLÿXKO
cMTOÿUqcXMJNOcÿQOTMIeF
iÿQOcjOJXpkNNlÿQOvkOcXÿXKMXÿXKOÿbUTTIccIUeÿQOpNOJXÿMeLÿJUecILOQÿnKOXKOQÿXKOÿJUeXIekOLÿjkQckIXÿUpÿNMQSO
cJMNOÿjkqNIJÿMJJOccÿMXÿdUNNIcXOQÿHMeJKÿIcÿXQkNlÿIeÿXKOÿqOcXÿIeXOQOcXÿUpÿMNNÿbMNIpUQeIMecÿSIfOeÿXKO
ckqcXMeXIMNÿMTUkeXcÿUpÿXMyjMlOQÿTUeOlÿXKMXÿnINNÿqOÿQOvkIQOLÿXUÿpkeLÿXKIcÿOppUQXhÿnIXKUkXÿMelÿJOQXMIeXl
UpÿUkXJUTOÿMeLÿMÿXITONIeOÿUpÿTMelÿlOMQcFÿ
EfOeÿIpÿXKOÿjNMeÿnMcÿOeMJXOLÿMcÿIchÿXKOÿfOQlÿNITIXOLÿqOeOpIXÿXUÿYZZ|{ZZÿjOQcUec[LMlÿIcÿfMcXNl
UkXnOISKOLÿqlÿXKOÿJUcXÿXUÿXMyjMlOQcFÿxKOQOÿMQOÿcOfOQMNÿcXMXOÿMeLÿJUkeXlÿjMQscÿeOMQqlÿdUNNIcXOQÿHMeJK
nKIJKÿnUkNLÿqOeOpIXÿcUÿTkJKÿTUQOÿpQUTÿMLLIXIUeMNÿWXMXOÿqkLSOXÿMeLÿIefOcXTOeXÿIeÿpMJINIXIOch
OLkJMXIUeMNÿMeLÿJkNXkQMNÿIeJNkcIUeÿjQUSQMTcF
KOeÿQOMLIeSÿXKQUkSKÿXKOÿfMQIUkcÿMJJOccÿUjXIUecÿIeÿXKOÿLQMpXÿdHbm^hÿIXÿIcÿMNcUÿJNOMQÿXKMXÿcISeIpIJMeX
JKMNNOeSOcÿXUÿjkqNIJÿcMpOXlÿMeLÿNOSMNÿNIMqINIXlÿnUkNLÿeOOLÿXUÿqOÿMLLQOccOLFÿHMINQUMLÿJQUccIeSchÿJMXXNO
QUMTIeSÿpQOOhÿeMQQUnÿMeLÿJkQfIeSÿQUMLchÿOXJFÿWkqcXMeXIMNÿckTcÿUpÿXMyjMlOQÿTUeOlÿnINNÿqOÿQOvkIQOLÿXU
pkeLÿXKOÿeOJOccMQlÿIepQMcXQkJXkQOÿMeLÿcMpOXlÿTOMckQOcFÿxKOcOÿJKMeSOcÿnINNÿJOQXMIeNlÿLOXQMJXÿUQÿOfOe
LOcXQUlÿXKOÿJKMQMJXOQÿMeLÿMSQIJkNXkQMNÿeMXkQOÿUpÿdUNNIcXOQÿHMeJKF
iÿkQSOÿXKOÿbUTTIccIUeÿXUÿQOJUecILOQÿXKOÿUQISIeMNÿcOXXNOTOeXÿjQUjUcMNÿnIXKÿdHwmÿpUQÿqUMX|IeÿjkqNIJ
MJJOccÿnKIJKÿMpXOQÿQOfIOnIeSÿXKOÿLQMpXÿdHbm^ÿIcÿJNOMQNlÿXKOÿTUcXÿpOMcIqNOhÿQOMNIcXIJÿMeLÿJUcXÿOppOJXIfO
UjXIUeÿMfMINMqNOÿMeLÿnINNÿqOcXÿcOQfOÿMNNÿbMNIpUQeIMecFÿOXucÿeUXÿXKQUnÿSUULÿTUeOlÿMpXOQÿqMLhÿOcjOJIMNNl
nKOeÿIXucÿXMyjMlOQÿpkeLOLF
xKMesÿlUkÿfOQlÿTkJKÿpUQÿlUkQÿJUecILOQMXIUeF
rOcXÿQOSMQLch
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10/8/21, 1:37 PM

Mail - Coastal Hollister Ranch - Outlook

Re: Hollister Ranch Coastal Access Program: Draft Program for Public Review
Danny Siudara <dsiudara@sprynet.com>
Fri 10/1/2021 5:12 AM

To: Coastal Hollister Ranch <Hollister@coastal.ca.gov>

I think you should check out the public's reaction to this Instagram. The response is overwhelmingly
negative, and there's no way all the respondents could be ranch owners.
https://www.instagram.com/p/CUa6iBGsArs/?utm_medium=share_sheet.

You are in truly in jeopardy of ruining on of the last pieces of pristine coastline in California. Even 100
guests a day is A LOT more than currently come in to visit this land. A LOT more, even on a great
swell.
I ask you to please take politics out of this and consider how this will impact the land. I know this feels
like some sort of victory for your organization that you simply have to have, but the end result will
likely blow back in your faces if you end up destroying the land. Even at the entry level numbers you
are talking about, let alone the up to 500 you are hoping for, that almost certainly will happen. There's
also the obvious problem that this is STILL private property, and the public already has ways to access
the public beach portion if they want it bad enough.
The Ranch is the way it is because a small group of very concerned owners take very good care of it. It
will cease to be "The Ranch" if you allow hundreds of uninformed/uncaring citizens trample the land.
It will just become another crappy beach area where trash is left behind and animal life is forced back
higher into the hills due to human "progress". I strongly suggest you to reconsider what you're asking
for.
Respectfully,
Danny Siudara

On 9/24/2021 10:23 AM, Hollister Ranch Coastal Access Program Planning Team wrote:

Hollister Ranch Coastal Access Program- Draft
Available for Public Review
Thank you for staying involved with the HRCAP planning effort. The HRCAP
Planning Team has taken the input received from previous outreach efforts,
surveys, field work, and feedback from the Working Group to develop this revised
draft program.
The next step will be a Coastal Commission online workshop on October 14,
2021. The public is encouraged to attend and you are also welcome to submit
https://outlook.office365.com/mail/Hollister@coastal.ca.gov/inbox/id/AAQkAGYyNjhiNGYzLWNlYjQtNDdiYy1hMjMxLTcxN2I1NTRiZjhiOQAQAKK9Am8… 1/3
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CDEFFÿHIFJKLÿMCNOPHLKJQREFLKPSTDELU

VIJÿWXYZY[X[Wÿ\]WZÿ^_
`9aÿbEKCFKSÿcESSPCFdOÿeKJDRÿMcESSPCFdOQDEKCFKSTDKTfEgU

hEÿiRELÿPFÿLKjÿDEJDdOJ]ÿ
cKgPJfÿRKkÿKÿDRKJDdÿFEÿSEElÿLEOdÿDSECdSjÿKFÿFRdÿDECFÿdCFPLKFdCÿHOEgPkdkÿPJÿFRdÿkOKmFÿ^SKJÿkKFdk
VdHFdLNdOÿ[noÿ[X[WoÿPFÿPCÿRKOkÿFEÿIJkdOCFKJkÿREiÿFRdÿVFKFdÿEmÿbKSPmEOJPKÿKJkÿPFCÿDPFPpdJCÿDKJÿHECCPNSj
LKldÿKÿkdDPCPEJÿKCÿFEÿiRdFRdOÿFRdÿHSKJÿRKCÿLdOPFÿEOÿPCÿKÿiKCFdÿEmÿFPLdÿKJkÿLEJdjTÿ
hRdÿVFKFdÿRKCÿLKJjÿJddkCoÿPJDSIkPJfÿFOKgdSÿPJmOKCFOIDFIOdoÿdkIDKFPEJÿmEOÿPFCÿjEIFRÿKJkÿmEOÿEFRdOCÿPJÿJddko
RdKSFRÿKJkÿCKmdFjoÿREICPJfÿmEOÿFRdÿRELdSdCCoÿdFDTÿÿhRdÿDECFÿEmÿFRPCÿrKDDdCCÿHSKJsÿJddkCÿCdOPEIC
DEJCPkdOKFPEJÿPJÿFRPCÿSPfRFTÿÿtdFÿFRdÿCPJfSdÿSKOfdCFÿPFdLÿPJÿFRdÿNIkfdFoÿruDvIPCPFPEJÿEmÿ^OEHdOFjÿePfRFCos
HOEgPkdCÿFRPCÿIJPJmEOLKFPgdÿCFKFdLdJF]ÿrwxÿyVhz_uhyÿu{uz|u}|yÿtyhTsÿ
~PgdJÿFRKFÿFRdÿHOPgKFdÿHOEHdOFjÿOPfRFCÿEmÿcESSPCFdOÿeKJDRÿKOdÿdJFPFSdkÿFEÿDEJCFPFIFPEJKSÿHOEFdDFPEJoÿKJk
fPgdJÿFRKFÿFRdÿVFKFdÿRKCÿJEÿPJkPDKFPEJÿFRKFÿKJjÿgESIJFKOjÿDEJDdCCPEJÿEmÿHOEHdOFjÿOPfRFCÿPCÿKgKPSKNSdoÿFRd
VFKFdÿCREISkÿRKgdÿNjÿJEiÿSEEldkÿKFÿFRdÿDECFÿOKLPmPDKFPEJCÿEmÿKÿmEODdkoÿPJgESIJFKOjÿFKlPJfTÿÿhRPCÿrKDDdCC
HSKJsÿRKCÿNddJÿPJÿFRdÿiEOlCÿmEOÿKÿHOEFOKDFdkÿHdOPEkÿKJkÿPFÿPCÿPJDEJDdPgKNSdÿFRKFÿKÿDECFÿdCFPLKFdÿRKCÿJEF
NddJÿDOdKFdkTÿ
zmÿFRdÿVFKFdÿEmmPDPKSCÿOdCHEJCPNSdÿmEOÿFRPCÿrKDDdCCÿHSKJsÿKOdÿkdFdOLPJdkÿFEÿHIOCIdÿFRPCÿHSKJÿJEÿLKFFdOÿiRKF
FRdÿDECFoÿdgdJÿPmÿPFÿPCÿPJÿFRdÿNPSSPEJCÿEmÿkESSKOCoÿFRPCÿCREISkÿNdÿkPCDSECdkÿPJÿFRdÿkOKmFÿrHSKJTsÿ
ukkPFPEJKSSjoÿPFÿCREISkÿNdÿJEFdkÿFRKFÿFRdOdÿKOdÿEFRdOÿCdOPEICÿkdmPDPdJDPdCÿPJÿFRdÿDECFÿdCFPLKFdCTÿÿzJ
HKOFPDISKOoÿFRdÿVFKFdÿCREISkÿPJDSIkdÿPJÿPFCÿNIkfdFÿFRdÿDECFÿEmÿVFKFdÿSPKNPSPFjÿmEOÿPJIOPdCÿKJkÿkdKFRCÿFRKFÿiPSS
OdCISFÿKCÿKÿOdCISFÿEmÿKSSEiPJfÿIJKDDELHKJPdkÿgPCPFEOCÿPJFEÿFRPCÿOdLEFdÿKJkÿkKJfdOEICÿCFOdFDRÿEmÿDEKCFo
KJkÿmEOÿFRdÿdFdJCPgdÿkKLKfdCÿFRKFÿKOdÿSPldSjÿFEÿOdCISFÿmOELÿmPOdCÿDKICdkÿNjÿgPCPFEOCTÿ
hRKJlÿjEITÿ
VDEFFÿ^IFJKLÿ
VKJFKÿ}KONKOKÿ
^CTÿÿbSdKOSjÿFRdÿrHSKJsÿiEISkÿNdÿLIDRÿLEOdÿPJmEOLKFPgdÿPmÿPFÿidOdÿFEÿPJDSIkdÿKÿCPLHSdoÿDEJDPCdÿkPKfOKL
PSSICFOKFPJfÿFRdÿKLEIJFÿEmÿHINSPDÿKDDdCCÿJEiÿHOEgPkdkÿNjÿcESSPCFdOÿeKJDRÿmEOÿmOddoÿKJkÿIFKHECPJfÿPF
KfKPJCFÿFRdÿHINSPDÿKDDdCCÿkdCPOdkÿNjÿFRdÿOdCHEJCPNSdÿVFKFdÿEmmPDPKSCoÿKSEJfÿiPFRÿFRdÿDECFÿFRdOdEmT
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KLMNLOMPQRLSTUVSWÿYKLMNLOMPQRLSTUVSWZ
[\Mÿ]^_`_a^a]ÿbc̀dÿef
8=gÿhSLijLTÿkSTTlijPQÿmLMVnÿYkSTTlijPQRVSLijLTUVLUoSpZ

8 ÿÿÿ  ÿÿÿÿ ÿ ÿÿ+ÿ" ÿ$''ÿÿ% ÿÿqÿ'ÿq
r'ÿÿ
3 ÿ4ÿ1 ÿ
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JKLMÿOPQRSTUPVÿWXKYMZTPPY[\]QKSM^_ZQ`
aLRÿbcdedfcfbÿfgbfÿJh
iDjÿkZK[TKMÿlZMMS[TPVÿmKR_nÿWlZMMS[TPV\_ZK[TKM^_K^]Zo`

pPKVÿlZMMS[TPVÿmKR_nÿJLYMS_ÿq__P[[ÿJVZ]VKQr
ÿÿÿÿÿq[ÿKÿZR_PÿlZMMS[TPVÿmKR_nÿZtRPVÿKRuÿvLMMwTSQPÿVP[SuPRTÿxycÿzPKV[{ÿ|ÿvSRuÿzZLVÿXLYMS_ÿK__P[[ÿRLQYPV[
KTÿ_ZQXMPTPÿZuu[ÿtSTnÿTnPÿXVP[PVoKTSZRÿZvÿ[L_nÿKÿ[K_VPuÿXMK_P^ÿJMPK[PÿMSQSTÿzZLVÿXLYMS_ÿK__P[[ÿTZ
MSQSTPuÿPuL_KTSZRKMÿKRuÿ]LSuPuÿTZLV[ÿKRuÿRZÿQZVPÿTnKRÿTtZÿZVÿTnVPPÿuKz[ÿKÿtPP}^ÿ~ZLVÿ_LVVPRT
XVZXZ[PuÿRLQYPV[ÿtZLMuÿtVPK}ÿnKoZ_ÿZRÿTnPÿXPK_Prÿ[PVPRSTzÿKRuÿuPMS_KTPÿP_Z[z[TPQ[ÿKMVPKuz
XVP[PVoPuÿYzÿTnPÿZtRPV[ÿK[[Z_SKTSZR^ÿpZÿzZLÿVPKMMzÿtKRTÿSTÿTZÿYP_ZQPÿKRZTnPVÿVLSRPuÿYPK_nÿKVPKÿMS}P
TnPÿVP[TÿZvÿ[ZLTnPVRÿkKMSvZVRSKÿhZ[TÿZvÿzZLÿXVZYKYMzÿuZRTÿ}RZtÿtnKTÿST[ÿMS}PÿTZÿPXPVSPR_PÿKÿ_MPKRr
XVS[TSRPrÿtSMuPVRP[[ÿYPK_nÿKVPKÿ[ZÿXMPK[PÿMPTÿTnZ[PÿZvÿL[ÿtnZÿ}RZtÿ]LSuPÿzZLVÿuP_S[SZR[^ÿnKR}
zZL^^^^^^JKLMÿOPQRSTUPVrÿkZMZVKuZÿ
wwÿÿ
JKLMÿOPQRSTUPV
ttt^XKYMZTPPY[^_ZQ
ttt^RKTSoPwTPK[^_ZQ
cÿybwbe
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HIJÿLMINOPQMNNRSJÿTUIJVWRNJXRIYZ[N\

]O^ÿ_`a_`abacÿcadefÿgh
iDjÿQMRNJRYÿkMYYINJOSÿlRmnoÿTkMYYINJOSVnMRNJRYZnRZpMq\

roOÿ^Mn[XOmJÿINÿRÿsORNJtÿMqOSÿcubÿvRpONZÿgÿw[InUÿSOqIOxÿSOqORYNÿyJRJOÿNJRWWÿINÿSOnMXXOm^ImpÿRÿyJRJOÿzRSU
YIUOÿ^OqOYMvXOmJÿxIJoÿRmÿRnnONNÿNnOmRSIMÿJMÿNI{ÿsORnoONÿMqOSÿOIpoJÿXIYONÿMWÿxIY^ÿnMRNJYImOÿJoRJÿxM[Y^
ImnY[^OÿoIUImpÿJSRIYNtÿsIUImptÿNo[JJYONtÿRm^ÿIm^IqI^[RYÿNOYWPp[I^O^ÿnRSNZÿQMNJ|ÿrOmNÿMWÿXIYYIMmNÿRvvRSOmJY}ÿWMS
ImWSRNJS[nJ[SOtÿXRImJOmRmnOtÿRm^ÿ}ORSY}ÿMvOSRJImpÿnMNJNtÿRNÿONJIXRJO^ÿImÿJoOÿ~SRWJZÿMJÿImnY[^O^ÿINÿJoO
nMNJÿMWÿnMm^OXmRJIMmÿJMÿRnw[ISOÿJoOÿvSMvOSJ}tÿIWÿJoOÿklÿSONINJNZÿ
^^Y}tÿJoOÿNIXvYOÿYMxÿnMNJÿNMY[JIMmÿJMÿJoOÿSOnSORJIMmRYÿoORq}ÿzYRmÿINÿoI^Impÿw[IOJY}ÿImÿJoOÿsRnUÿvRpONZ
mOÿJoRJÿoRNÿXOJÿJoOÿSOw[ISOXOmJNÿMWÿJoOÿQMRNJRYÿgnJÿsRYRmnImpÿRnnONNtÿvSIqRJOÿvSMvOSJ}tÿRpSIn[YJ[SOt
Rm^ÿJoOÿvSMJOnJIMmÿMWÿOmqISMmXOmJRYÿRm^ÿn[YJ[SRYÿSONM[SnONtÿJoOÿQMRNJRYÿQMmNOSqRmn}NÿIqOÿORS
yJSRJOpInÿzYRmÿImnSORNOÿnMRNJRYÿRnnONNÿWMn[NO^ÿMmÿ[m^OSNOSqO^ÿnMXX[mIJIONtÿRm^ÿgLÿcubÿvSMqI^Imp
MqOSYRm^ÿRnnONNÿJMÿklZÿÿ
yOOdÿgvvOm^I{ÿ~ÿPÿklgÿkMYYINJOSÿlRmnoÿxmOSNÿgNNMnIRJIMmÿz[sYInÿgnnONNÿzSMpSRXÿy[XXRS}tÿabcP
abcÿvRpONÿcuÿPÿcuZÿ
roOÿO{RXvYOÿ̀ÿNMY[JIMmÿINÿImÿJoOÿYINJÿMWÿYMxÿIXvRnJÿqINIJNÿs}ÿ_bÿpSM[vNÿMqOSÿRÿ}ORSNÿvOSIM^ZÿSM[vNÿJoRJ
oRqOÿnMXOÿJMÿJoOÿNoMSOYImOÿMqOSÿvSIqRJOÿvSMvOSJ}ÿRNÿklÿp[ONJNtÿRJÿmMÿnMNJÿJMÿJoOÿyJRJOZÿg^^IJIMmRYY}tÿR
NYIpoJÿImnSORNOtÿMqOSÿJIXOtÿImÿp[I^O^tÿklÿxIY^ÿnMRNJÿO{vOSIOmnONÿWMSÿNXRYYÿpSM[vNÿnM[Y^ÿsOÿvMNNIsYOt
ImnY[^ImpÿYMnRYÿRJIqOÿgXOSInRmNZÿroINÿUIm^ÿMWÿRnnONNÿINÿ^IqOSNOtÿOw[IJRsYOtÿRm^ÿNMnIRYY}ÿ[NJtÿRNÿSOw[ISO^ÿIm
JoOÿyJRJOÿYOpINYRJ[SONÿgLÿcubÿsIYYtÿNIpmO^ÿImJMÿYRxÿs}ÿJoOÿMqOSmMSÿImÿabc_Zÿÿ
]oIYOÿJoOÿv[sYInÿoRNÿRYxR}NÿoR^ÿRnnONNÿJMÿJoINÿpOMpSRvoInRYY}ÿoRS^PJMPSORnoÿnMRNJtÿJoOÿSON[YJNÿMWÿJoRJ
nMmNJSRImJÿnRmÿsOÿNOOmÿImÿJoOÿvoMJMNÿImÿJoOÿzYRmÿPÿJMJRYY}ÿOXvJ}tÿxIY^tÿRm^ÿvSINJImOÿsORnoONÿxIJoÿJoO
O{nOvJIMmÿMWÿRÿnM[vYOÿMWÿNoMJNÿxIJoÿyJRJOÿSOvNÿqINIJImpÿRm^ÿJoOÿklÿrI^OÿzMMYÿynoMMYÿUI^NZÿOJNÿUOOvÿIJ
JoRJÿxR}Zÿ
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KLMÿOPQRÿSTPUVWXYZVQ[\]P^_àL]b

cPZÿdefgefhfiÿiijkdÿlm
nopÿqLPrZP_ÿsL__^rZVQÿtPYaWÿSsL__^rZVQ[aLPrZP_àP`\LUb

s^ÿu__ÿv
mXaWÿaQVR^ZÿZLÿP__ÿZWVÿWPQRÿTLQwÿPYRÿZWVÿW^\WÿxXP_^ZyÿLXZaL]VrÿTW^aWÿWPUVÿP_QVPRyÿMVVYÿPaW^VUVRÿ̀z
WPUVÿYLÿ^__Xr^LYÿZW^rÿ^rÿYLZÿPÿ]Prr^UVÿV{{LQZÿPYRÿUVQyÿaL]|_^aPZVRÿ̀zÿWPUVÿ_^UVRÿPYRÿrXQ{VRÿ^YÿZW^rÿPQVP
{LQÿRVaPRVrÿ̀zÿTVYZÿZLÿ}qcKÿ^YÿZWVÿVPQ_yÿhrÿLYÿPÿrT^]]^Y\ÿraWL_PQrW^|ÿ̀zÿTPrÿPÿMVPaWÿ^{V\XPQRÿ{LQ
uÿqLXYZyÿPYRÿcKÿq^Zyÿ{LQÿihÿyVPQrÿ̀zÿWPUVÿTLQwVRÿ_LaP__yÿPZÿuÿ^YÿcX]]VQ_PYRÿ{LQÿfgÿyVPQrÿ̀t^YaLY
^rÿ|QLMPM_yÿ]yÿ{PULQ^ZVÿ|_PaVÿLYÿVPQZWÿ̀zÿwYLTÿ]yÿ|Prr^LYÿ{LQÿZW^rÿaLPrZ_^YVÿ^rÿrWPQVRÿMyÿ]PYyÿL{ÿZWV
rZPwVWL_RVQrÿ̀
WVÿaWPY\VrÿMV^Y\ÿ|QL|LrVRÿ^YÿZWVÿRQP{Zÿ|_PYÿPQVÿ{PYZPrZ^aÿPYRÿ_LY\ÿLUVQRXVÿ̀zZÿ^rÿPÿ{XYRP]VYZP_ÿQ^\WZ
L{ÿP__ÿqP_^{LQY^PYrÿZLÿWPUVÿPaaVrrÿZLÿZWVÿaLPrZÿPYRÿZWVÿstÿLTYVQrÿWPUVÿRLYVÿZWV^QÿMVrZÿZLÿwVV|ÿZWVÿQVrZ
L{ÿXrÿLXZÿ̀zÿXYRVQrZPYRÿZWVQVÿPQVÿ|Q^UPZVÿ|QL|VQZyÿQ^\WZrÿ^rrXVrÿPYRÿPaaVrrÿaWP__VY\VrÿT^ZWÿZWV
|QL|LrVRÿaWPY\Vrÿ̀zÿwYLTÿZWVQVÿT^__ÿMVÿQVr^rZPYaVÿZLÿaWPY\VÿMXZÿ|_VPrVÿrZPyÿZWVÿaLXQrVÿPYRÿwYLTÿZWPZ
ZWVÿ\VYVQP_ÿ|XM_^aÿrX||LQZrÿZW^rÿ\LLRÿTLQwÿ̀OVÿPQVÿUVQyÿVa^ZVRÿPMLXZÿZWVÿL||LQZXY^Z^VrÿZLÿU^r^ZÿPYR
rXQ{ÿP_LY\ÿZW^rÿMVPXZ^{X_ÿaLPrZ
zÿ_LLwÿ{LQTPQRÿZLÿrZPy^Y\ÿ^YUL_UVRÿT^ZWÿZWVÿ|QLaVrrÿPrÿZW^rÿ^]|LQZPYZÿ|QLVaZÿ]LUVrÿ{LQTPQRÿ̀z{ÿZWVQV
PQVÿPYyÿL||LQZXY^Z^VrÿZLÿUL_XYZVVQÿZLÿWV_|ÿ|_VPrVÿ_VZÿ]VÿwYLT`
zÿP]ÿ|QLXRÿZLÿrWPQVÿZW^rÿRQP{Zÿ|_PYÿT^ZWÿ]yÿ{Q^VYRrÿTWLÿ_^UVÿZWQLX\WLXZÿZWVÿrZPZVÿ̀l_VPrVÿwVV|ÿX|ÿZWV
\LLRÿTLQwÿzÿwYLTÿ^]|LQZPYZÿPYRÿ]VPY^Y\{X_ÿaWPY\VÿT^__ÿaL]Vÿ{QL]ÿZW^rÿ|QLVaZÿPYRÿ{XZXQV
\VYVQPZ^LYrÿL{ÿrXQ{VQrÿPYRÿMVPaWÿ_LUVQrÿT^__ÿMVÿ{LQVUVQÿ\QPZV{X_`
WPYwr
^YRÿtV\PQRr
KLMÿOPQR
hgvdgvfkg
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QRSTÿVTWXYZÿ[\RST]W^_`a`Tbcd`e

fS^ÿghijhikilÿmnloÿpq
r<9ÿsScWtbuTW\YsdZvYSu]a`W^Zbcd`ÿ[sScWtbuTW\YsdZvYSu]a`W^Zbcd`e
FD9ÿwdWuTWZÿxdZZ^uTYSÿyWzcsÿ[xdZZ^uTYS]cdWuTWZbcWbad{e

|ÿTs^z\ÿ}sWTÿ~dRÿWSYÿvd^zaÿ^uÿTYSS^XZYbÿÿsYSYÿzY{YSÿ}WuÿtRXZ^cÿWccYuuÿÿÿ
WTÿxdZZ^uTYSÿdSÿ̀^ZYuÿ~dRÿcWzÿtWS\ÿ~dRSÿcWSÿWZdzaÿx}~ÿlÿWzvÿ{^u^Tÿÿÿ
TsYÿXYWcsÿudRTsÿdÿTs^uÿZdcWT^dzbÿÿfdSÿ~dRÿTdÿYzWcTÿWccYuuÿWcSduuÿÿ
tS^{WTYÿZWzvÿ^uÿWZ̀duTÿZ^\YÿWÿcd``Rz^uTÿtdZ^cYÿuTWTYbÿ
yYWZ^YÿTsWTÿTs^uÿWÿ{YS~ÿ{YS~ÿu`WZZÿ̀^zdS^T~ÿdÿtYdtZYÿ}sdÿ~dRÿÿÿ
SYtSYuYzTÿuYZ_Wttd^zTYvÿ|ÿ}dRZvÿWvvbÿÿ|`ÿ}dzvYS^zaÿ}sYzÿWccYuuÿÿÿ
}^ZZÿXYÿvY`WzvYvÿTdÿWÿzY^asXdSuÿXWc\~WSvÿtddZÿÿs^ZYÿTsYÿudc^WZ^uTÿÿÿ
}^ZZÿuW~ÿTs^uÿ^uÿWÿuZ^ttYS~ÿuZdtYÿWSaR`YzTÿ^uÿ^uÿzdTÿXWuYvÿRtdzÿ~dRSÿÿÿ
WcT^dzuÿWTÿxdZZ^uTYSbÿÿYa^uZWT^zaÿWccYuuÿTdÿtS^{WTYÿZWzvÿ^uÿ}Sdzaÿÿÿ
RzvYSÿWz~ÿ^z{YzTYvÿtSYcYvYzTbÿ
d}ÿTsYÿcWuYÿ^zÿdSÿwWZÿ}sYSYÿTsYÿTYcsÿYYcRT^{YÿXdRasTÿXWu^cWZZ~ÿWÿÿÿ
}sdZYÿXYWcsÿWzvÿcsW^zYvÿTsYÿaWTYÿusRTÿTsWTÿdZ\uÿsWvÿRuYvÿdSÿRuYvÿ^uÿÿÿ
Wÿcd`tZYTYZ~ÿv^YSYzTÿ^uuRYÿWzvÿ|`ÿaZWvÿwdWuTWZÿWzvÿdTsYSuÿTdd\ÿRtÿÿÿ
Ts^uÿ^asTbÿ
RTÿTs^uÿxdZZ^uTYSÿyWzcsÿWccYuuÿaSWXÿ^uÿWzdTsYSÿuWvÿYW`tZYÿdÿÿÿ
d{YS_SYWcsÿX~ÿwWZ^dSz^WÿZW}`W\YSuÿWzvÿdTsYSuÿTsWTÿsW{YÿzdÿSYutYcTÿdSÿÿÿ
tS^{WTYÿtSdtYST~ÿd}zYSus^tbÿ
yYaWSvuÿ
QRSTÿVTWXYZÿ
RdT^zaÿxdZZ^uTYSÿyWzcsÿwdWuTWZÿccYuuÿpSdaSW`ÿpZWzz^zaÿYW`ÿÿÿ
[sScWtbuTW\YsdZvYSu]a`W^Zbcd`enÿ
eÿdRSYÿ|z{^TYvÿTdÿyY{^Y}ÿTsYÿSWTÿpSdaSW`ÿÿxdZZ^uTYSÿyWzcsÿwdWuTWZÿÿÿ
eÿccYuuÿpSdaSW`_ÿSWTÿ{W^ZWXZYÿdSÿpRXZ^cÿyY{^Y}ÿsWz\ÿ~dRÿdSÿÿÿ
eÿuTW~^zaÿ^z{dZ{Yvÿ}^TsÿTsYÿxywpÿtZWzz^zaÿYdSTbÿsYÿxywpÿpZWzz^zaÿÿÿ
eÿYW`ÿsWuÿTW\YzÿTsYÿ^ztRTÿSYcY^{YvÿSd`ÿtSY{^dRuÿdRTSYWcsÿYdSTuÿÿÿ
eÿuRS{Y~uÿ^YZvÿ}dS\ÿWzvÿYYvXWc\ÿSd`ÿTsYÿdS\^zaÿSdRtÿTdÿvY{YZdtÿÿÿ
eÿTs^uÿSY{^uYvÿvSWTÿtSdaSW`bÿsYÿzYTÿuTYtÿ}^ZZÿXYÿWÿwdWuTWZÿÿÿ
eÿwd``^uu^dzÿdzZ^zYÿ}dS\usdtÿdzÿcTdXYSÿljÿikilbÿsYÿtRXZ^cÿ^uÿÿÿ
eÿYzcdRSWaYvÿTdÿWTTYzvÿWzvÿ~dRÿWSYÿWZudÿ}YZcd`YÿTdÿuRX`^Tÿcd``YzTuÿTdÿÿÿ
eÿTsYÿwdWuTWZÿwd``^uu^dzÿ^zÿWv{WzcYÿdÿTsYÿ}dS\usdtÿY`W^ZÿTdÿÿÿ
eÿxdZZ^uTYS]cdWuTWZbcWbad{bÿYÿcdzT^zRYÿTdÿ}YZcd`Yÿ~dRSÿYYvXWc\ÿWzvÿÿÿ
eÿ^vYWubÿ|zdS`WT^dzÿdzÿTsYÿ}dS\usdtÿWzvÿTsYÿSWTÿpSdaSW`ÿcWzÿXYÿÿÿ
eÿdRzvÿsYSYnÿÿÿ
eÿsTTtunhhvdcR`YzTubcdWuTWZbcWbad{hSYtdSTuhikilhlkhsjhsj_lk_ikilSYtdSTbtvÿÿÿ
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February 1, 2021

Trish Chapman
Central Coast Regional Manager
State Coastal Conservancy
1515 Clay Street, 10th Floor
Oakland, CA 94612-1401

Delivered via e-mail trish.chapman@scc.ca.gov and US Certified Mail

Dear Ms. Chapman:
On behalf of the Hollister Ranch (“Ranch”) owners who participated in the December 1,
2020 “Listening Session” Zoom call that you and the other state officials hosted, we want to
thank you and the other state officials along with Participation by Design and KTUA, for taking
the time to organize and participate in the call. While we have some concerns about the session,
outlined below, we remain committed to working with you and the other state officials to
develop an appropriate AB 1680 public access plan.
We think it is constructive to summarize the significant points made during the call and
we do that below. Further, many of us took notes that we have combined into a single document
accompanying this letter 1. (We request that if an audio or visual recording was made of the call
you will provide us with a copy).
Key Ranch Qualities
After introductions, Lewis Michaelson of Participation by Design asked the Hollister
Ranch owners to say what we loved most about the Hollister Ranch beaches, and each owner
gave a minute or so summary. The words from the notes ranged from descriptions of the
“wildness” and “pristine” nature of the beaches, along with some examples ranging from deer
swimming in the ocean to the dramatic erosion of the cliffs during high tides and the impressive
natural beach wrack. One owner mentioned the magical nature of the Hollister Ranch, stemming
from the history of the Chumash once living there. Some provided stories of the public tours the
Hollister Ranch provides to groups like the Audubon Society, while others described their
personal experiences herding cattle on the wild coastline. The wild and undisturbed nature of the
beaches stands out as a hallmark of the Hollister Ranch experience and its attraction, and we
believe that came through in the Hollister Ranch owners’ comments2.
Current Public Access Programs
You asked us about some of the specific public access programs already offered by the
Hollister Ranch, and three owners gave detailed summaries of the programs they lead.
1

We invite any comments or suggested edits regarding the attached notes.
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See, e.g., the Hollister Ranch website at https://www.hollisterranch.org.
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Wendie Kruthers described the long-running Hollister Ranch tidepool program focused
on elementary and junior high school level children and serving up to 800 members of the public
in Santa Barbara County each year. She stressed the planning that goes into each event, the
heavy education component designed to prepare teachers and others accompanying the children,
as well as the children themselves, for the natural dangers and challenges at the Hollister Ranch
(tides, cliffs, rough water, lack of amenities, lack of emergency response resources, etc.) and the
protected and threatened, sometimes endangered, species they are likely to encounter. The
children generally visit the tidepools at the Hollister Ranch Shoreline Preserve at the east end of
the Hollister Ranch and are taught the “no take” rules by paid docents from UCSB, Santa
Barbara Community College, and the Sea Center designed to leave all biological resources intact
and undisturbed after each visit.
Michael Parsons described the wounded military veterans surfing program he has
organized at the Hollister Ranch annually for a number of years at Bulito Beach3. Each
participating veteran is accompanied by another individual assigned responsibility for that vet in
and out of the water. Michael explained the challenges of hosting the event on a wild California
beach without the usual amenities, much less those specifically designed to accommodate
individuals with disabilities. He said that the normal high tide during the event reaches the base
of the cliffs and the vets often need to be safely escorted off the beach. He said vets have told
him they appreciate the event, in part, because there is only a small number of other people, if
any, on the beach. The vets say that at public beaches people sometimes stare (some of the vets
have missing limbs), making them feel awkward and uncomfortable.
Anne Parsons described the Audubon Society bird sighting and counting events at the
Hollister Ranch. She pointed out that they are organized around the specific times of the year
when bird species are migrating through the Hollister Ranch, or otherwise may be more prolific
or active. She mentioned other nature preserves in Santa Barbara County where she serves as a
docent and how they are comparable to the Hollister Ranch. She explained the substantial
education process required before docent-led groups can visit the other preserves and indicated
that the approach at those other preserves would work well at the Hollister Ranch.
Pat Dennis and others, including Matt Jarvis, expressed the view that most Hollister
Ranch owners would likely support more managed access like the programs described, as part of
the AB 1680 process.
Challenges
In response to various questions posed by the facilitator, Hollister Ranch owners pointed
out a number of challenges in bringing large, or unsupervised, groups into the Hollister Ranch
beaches.
The Hollister Ranch coastline is undeveloped and has a number of substantial natural
hazards. Foremost is the relatively narrow sand/rock beach backed up in most locations by
cliffs, which are in many places a barrier to ingress and egress to or from the beach and safer
3

For more information on this program see www.operationsurf.org.
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ground well above the high tide line. Between one or both of the two high tides each day there is
usually water and often surf right at the base of steep cliffs, which means there are daily
circumstances where there is no escape from the beach for the casual and unsuspecting visitor.
Josh Farberow, the Hollister Ranch Manager, reinforced the point by noting the frequency of
rescues he, and our Hollister Ranch security team, perform each year, not just for Hollister
Ranch owners and guests, but also the general public who visit the Hollister Ranch by boat or
walk in. Other Hollister Ranch owners described their firsthand experiences with these dangers
and concerns.
A number of Hollister Ranch owners familiar with or who work with the cattle
cooperative observed that cattle roam over the vast majority of the Hollister Ranch lands,
including the beaches, and it is not unusual to see full grown cattle, perhaps dozens in a group,
standing on or walking across a road, or grazing near, or just off, the beach. Hollister Ranch
owners know this and drive defensively on the roads and are similarly cautious when hiking on
Hollister Ranch property. Hollister Ranch owners and knowledgeable guests instinctively give
the cattle a wide berth when they are confronted on Hollister Ranch land, including along the
coast. And, at times, the road is impassable due to cattle crossing or standing on it. We do not
allow guests or the general public to wander into the intensive cattle operation areas and we urge
them to avoid potentially dangerous areas such as bull pens and calves with the mothers.
The main paved road through the Hollister Ranch is not a public road and does not meet
California state requirements for public road width, striping, shoulders, a central divider,
lighting, or road signs. In many places it is barely wide enough for two cars to fit and owners
often move off the pavement (where the shoulder allows) when a large truck or other vehicle
approaches. And perhaps most importantly, the railroad crossings from the main road to various
beach access points have no guardrails, sirens, flashing lights, or other automated warnings or
barriers to prevent collisions with fast moving trains, which do not stop in the Hollister Ranch. In
response to one of the questions, a number of us made the point that Hollister Ranch owners
don’t typically ride bikes (of any kind), jog, or hike along the main paved road – it is simply too
dangerous even for those with substantial experience in the Ranch.
Pat Dennis explained that the Hollister Ranch requires guests and managed access groups
to sign a waiver and release of liability before entering, in part because of these natural and other
hazards. Further, all managed access groups must provide proof of adequate insurance. He said
one concern of Hollister Ranch owners is that anyone not signing the liability waiver and release
and providing proof of insurance would expose the Hollister Ranch and its owners to personal
injury and other claims.
Ed De La Rosa reinforced the need for an emphasis on safety for any public access
program. He described the written allocation of liability among just the different owners of his
Hollister Ranch parcel – an allocation that anticipates potential injuries to guests. Without broad,
executed releases and evidence of sufficient liability insurance, an unmanaged public access
program would dramatically increase the risks of lawsuits faced by Hollister Ranch owners.
A consistent theme was the need to protect the unspoiled natural resources at the Hollister
Ranch. Many of us expressed concern that unmanaged activities - without training, oversight,
and supervision, would destroy the unique natural resource treasures that make the Hollister
3
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Ranch so special. Elaine Tumonis, among others, made the point that there are already
accessible public beaches in Santa Barbara County where any member of the public can now
drive to a beach, park in a public area, and enjoy the sand and sea for recreational purposes. But
access to the Hollister Ranch offers an opportunity for visitors to experience a wild, pristine
beach, well preserved in its natural state, and educational and research opportunities associated
with the natural, cultural, and historical resources and access that complements protection and
preservation of these resources is a key goal of the AB 1680. Carla Scheidlinger summarized the
concern that unfettered, unsupervised public access would result in the Hollister Ranch being
“loved to death.” Matt Jarvis emphasized the unique educational opportunity offered by the
Ranch – the ability to observe the original wild California coast as it has been undisturbed for
eons. This is an educational experience now rare along the California coast but only sustainable
with careful consideration of nature’s “carrying capacity.”
Wind Wolves Preserve Example
Sarah Christie said she detected “fear” in our comments, although we don’t recall anyone
using that word and it was not our intent to convey it. Ms. Christie then spoke about a different
ranch in central California where she had previously resided called Wind Wolves Preserve,
owned by the Wildlands Conservancy. She said it is both a working cattle and sheep ranch and
also offers pristine natural habitat, people hike through that ranch, sometimes with dogs, and
close ranch gates when so instructed.
Ed De La Rosa responded that he serves on the Nature Conservancy Board and has some
familiarity with Wind Wolves Preserve, and that the access approach there is not the only way to
achieve public access to a pristine and wild location. Pat Dennis pointed out that it sounded like
the Wind Wolves Preserve was either owned or managed by a single entity (i.e. the Wildlands
Conservancy). Yet, by contrast, the Hollister Ranch has more than 500 individual owners, each
with his/her own idea of what level of privacy they expect and what level of public access they
would agree to – especially if it involves public access to, across, or over that owner’s private
property.
Given the impromptu description of the Wind Wolves Preserve, we were not able to
provide an informed response or reaction during the Listening Session. Since the call we’ve
learned that the Wind Wolves Preserve covers a vast, unpopulated terrain. It is not located on
the coast and thus not adjacent to wild open ocean, a well-recognized and often used recreational
area, nor does it appear to include a ten-mile paved road that is not in compliance with state
public road requirements. Similarly, there is no sensitive coastal habitat belt with endangered
and threatened species nor, to our knowledge, are there important Chumash cultural resources at
the Preserve. While we appreciate the success of Wind Wolves Preserve, we don’t believe that
ranch and the Hollister Ranch are comparable. The open ocean, wild beaches, endangered
species, recreational areas, large number of owners, and Chumash cultural resources, combined
with the cliffs and other natural hazards, detailed above, do not equate with a single-owner
inland ranch.
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Concerns about the Video
The video played for the Hollister Ranch owners to watch during the Listening Session
was not helpful and did not accurately portray the complete picture. It purported to be a history
of various efforts by the State to obtain more public access into the Hollister Ranch. At various
points the video characterized the Hollister Ranch owners’ historic positions as without merit or
were asserted in bad faith4. There was no disclaimer at the beginning of the video that it had
been solely prepared by state agencies that have been adverse to the Hollister Ranch in litigation.
Nor was there any disclaimer that the Hollister Ranch had not been consulted regarding the
video. The video made no mention of the many existing public access programs, referenced
above, that the Hollister Ranch has continuously offered, for decades, to youth, wildlife
enthusiasts, scientists and educators, and persons with disabilities or from disadvantaged
communities. Nor did the video share that the public has always accessed the Hollister Ranch by
hiking in along the beach and boating in. Further, the video made no mention of the fact that the
Hollister Ranch has preserved and maintained intact the land and its biological and cultural
resources for decades as a wild and uniquely pristine place.
If the state agencies responsible for the development of the 1680 plan have been showing
this video at the outset of other Listening Sessions, then it calls into question the validity of any
response given by someone after seeing the video. Even a person vaguely familiar with the true
chronology of the public access disputes between Hollister Ranch and the state, would likely feel
antagonism against the Hollister Ranch owners after seeing the video. On the heels of the video,
to then be asked what form and how much public access to the Hollister Ranch should be
demanded by the 1680 process would elicit responses fueled by ramped-up anger at Hollister
Ranch owners. Any comments solicited right after watching the one-sided video will be
systematically skewed and, thus, unreliable and uninformed.5
In subsequent conversations with you, we were gratified to learn you and KTUA are no
longer showing the video. The Hollister Ranch respectfully asks that, in an effort to foster
understanding and respect for the preservation of natural and cultural resources at the Hollister
Ranch, a more balanced presentation of the situation be offered by the Coastal Commission on
their website and in videos for use in the AB 1680 process.
Our Concerns about the Survey
There were similar issues with the survey that was attempted to be administered during
the final quarter of the Listening Session and we are pleased to subsequently learn that it will not
be used. The survey identified walking, bikes, e-bikes, private vehicles, shuttles, and rail. The
survey asked Hollister Ranch owners to rank each mode on a scale of 1 to 5. Before responding,
4

These may not be the exact words used in the video, but we don’t think there is any doubt that was the result the
video intended to convey. We were not given a copy of the video so we cannot quote it. We request a copy.
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To be clear, we did not make any of these points in response to the video during the Listening Session. Quite
frankly, most of us were stunned and angered after watching it and wanted to move the session to what we had
understood to be its purpose – for state officials to “listen” to Hollister Ranch owners regarding what types of
public access into the Hollister Ranch are appropriate, feasible, and consistent with AB 1680.
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Ranch owners asked that each proposed mode be more fully described (i.e., walking on the beach
or on private property) and if the infrastructure necessary for each of these modes of access was
somehow either assumed, or imbedded, in the survey question. Many of us pointed out that there
is presently no appropriate infrastructure for any of these access modes with respect to unfettered
public access. Since the existing road is unsafe for walking and biking, it is impossible to rank
these modes of access without including the cost to acquire the land, construct, and maintain the
infrastructure necessary to allow safe walking and biking through the Hollister Ranch and down
to the beach. Similarly, owners expressed the concerns voiced earlier, that the existing road is
not fit for open-to-the public automobile access and there is no infrastructure for parking nor
maintained staircases down to the beach from the cliffs. Owners said that asking people to rank
modes of access when cost and feasibility are completely ignored seemed inappropriate6.
Ultimately, Lewis Michaelson suggested to the participants that we move on in the session and
the survey was not completed.
We are very concerned that if the results of the survey as administered in various
listening sessions are used to materially inform the development of the AB 1680 public access
plan then the survey results will not reflect any consideration of either cost or feasibility to
implement any of the modes of access. In essence the public is being asked to assume that any
one of the modes is equally viable – i.e., affordable and feasible – which is not true. Worse, the
survey assumes at least one of the modes is affordable – which is simply unknown. We urge you
and the other state officials charged with developing the AB 1680 plan to disregard the survey
results as not representative of an informed public response.
Next Steps
The Listening Session ended about two hours after it began and we sincerely appreciate
the effort by the state agencies and the consultant team to organize and host the event. We
closed the Listening Session by reiterating our commitment to work together and asking for more
opportunities to discuss the AB 1680 public access plan with state officials. We look forward to
working with you, your agency colleagues, and the consultant team to develop successful and
inclusive opportunities for land-based access that complement the spectacular natural, cultural,
and historical wonders found throughout the Ranch.

104378794.2
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Cc:

At one point during the discussion about the survey you said that the surfers had no trouble filling out the
survey during their listening session. Yet we understand there was at least one well-known surfer, Sam George,
who said that he didn’t think the survey covered his preferred mode of transportation into the Hollister Ranch –
by private boat which he has done for years. We understand he was asked by you not to participate in the
survey as a result. If that is incorrect, please advise.
Lewis Michaelson (KTUA, moderator)
Linda Locklin (CA Coastal Commission)
Wendy Hall (CA State Lands Commission)
Jim Newland (CA State Parks)
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